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ABSTRACT

This compilation sunmarizes significant enforcement .ctions that have been
resolved during one quarterly period (October - Deceneer 1991) and includes
copics of letters, Hotices, and Orders sent by the Nuclear Regulatory
Connission to licensees with respect to these enforcement actions. It is

,

anticipated that the information in this publication will be widely
disseminated to managers and employees engaged in activities licensed by the
NRC, so that actions can be taken to improve safety by avoiding future
violations similar to those described in this publication.

<
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ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS: SIGNIFICANT ACTIONS RESOLVED

- October - December 1991

INTRODUCTION

This issue of NUREG-0940 is being published to inform NRC licensees about
significant enforcement actions and their resolution for the fourth quarter
of 1991. Enforcement actions are issued by the Deputy Executive Director
for Nuclear Materials Safety, Safeguards and Operations Support (DEDS), the
Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional Operation
and Research (DEDR), and the Regional Administrator. The Director, Office of
Enforcement, may act for the DEDS in the absence of the DEDS or DEDR or as
directed. The actions involved in this NUREG involve NRC's civil penalties

!as well as significant Notices of Violation. '

An objective of the NRC Enforcement Program is to encourage licensees to
improve their performance and, by example, the performance of the licensed
industry. Therefore, it is anticipated that the infctmation in this
publication will be widely disseminated to managers and employees engaged
in activities licensed by NRC, so all can learn from the errors of others,
thus improving performance in the nuclear ir.dustry and promoting the public
health and safety as well as the common defense and security.

A brief summary of each significant enforcement action that has been resolved
in the fourth quarter of 1991 can be found in the section of this report
entitled "Sumaries." Each sumary provides the enforcement action (EA)
number to identify the case for reference purposes. The supplement number
refers to the activity area in which the violations are classified according
to guidance furnished in the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission's " General
Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2
Appendix C, 53 Fed. Reg 40019 (October 13,1988). Violations are categorized
in terms of five levels of severity to show their relative importance within
each of the following betivity areas:

: Supplement I - Ceactor Operations
Supplement II - Facility Construction
Supplement III - Safeguards
Supplement IV - Health Physics
Supplement Y - Transportation
Supplement VI - Fuel-Cycle and Naterials Operations
Supplement VII - Miscellaneous Matters
Supplement VIII - Emergency Preparedness

Part I.A of this report consists of copies of completed civil penalty or Order
actions involving reactor licensees, arranged alphabetically. Part I.B includes
copies of Notices of Violation that were issued to reactor licensees for a
Severity Level III violation, but for which no civil penalties were assessed.
Part II.A contains civil penalty or Order actions involving materials licensees.

i Part II.B includes a copy of a Notice of Violation that has been issued to
material licensees, but for which no civil penalty was assessed.

:

I
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SUMMARIES

l

1. REACTOR LICENSEES
c

-A. Civil Penalties and Orders -|
Alabama Power Company, Birmingham, Alabama
(Farley Nuclear' Plant) Supplement 1, EA 91-102

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in the
' amount of $25,000 was issued September 23, 1991 to emphasize the
importance of ensuring operability of equipment important to safety.
The action was based on the startup and operation of Unit I with the
Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (TDAFWP) flow path inoperable
from May 17-22, 1991. The licensee failed to reclose a recirculation
isolation valve after running a time response test on the TDAFWP. The
mispositioned valve was not detected prior to startup due to the
operations staff's failure to properly log the enndition. The proposed
civil penalty for this Severity Level 111 problem was mitigateo 50%
for good past performance. The licensee responded and paid the civil
penalty on October 14, 1991.

Consumers Power Company, Covert, Michigan
(Palisades Nuclear Generating Station) Supplement I, EA 91-126

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penau in the
amount of $50,000 was issued November 14, 1991 to emphasize the need-

~ to verify that systems designed to prevent or mitigate a serious
safety event are available to-perform their intended safety function.
The action was based on (1) the failure to establish adequate procedures
to energize and verify operability of the containment spray pumps and i

the High Pressure Safety Injection Pumps during startup, and (2) operating
the reactor with an-inoperable containment spray pump. The licensee
responded and paid the civil penalty on December 13, 1991.

Duquesne Light Company, Shippingport, Pennsylvania
(Beaver Valley Power Station) Supplement I, EA 91-098

A Notice of Violation 'and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalty in
the amount of $25,000 was issued October 8,1991 to emphasize the
need to promptly follow up and correct conditions adverse to quality.
The action was based on the licensee's_ failure to adequately assess
the scope of a problem in which certain piping _ welds had not been

i . included in the inservice inspection program. Two violations were
identified, one for the failure to take adequate corrective action,
and another for the failure to inspect the welds as part of the ISI

; program. The base civil penalty was mitigated 50% after partially
L offsetting mitigation for corrective action and past performance

with escalation for NRC identification ar.d prior notice of the
! corrective' action violatien. The licensee responded and paid the

civil penalty November 4, 1991.
,

f
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Gulf States Utilities, St. Francisville, Louisiana
(River Bend Station) Supplement I, EA 91-132

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in
the amount of $75,000 was issued November 26, 1991 to emphasize the
significance of the inability of a safety system to perform its
post-accident function, and the importance of ensuring that design
changes are properly reviewed and documented. The action was based,
on the discovery by the licensee of wiring errors in the control
system for the plant's primary containment /drywell hydrogen mixing
system that had existed since initial plant operations, in the
absence of operator intervention, these errors would have prevented
both trains of the system from performing their intended function.
The resulting violation of the plant Technical Specifications has
been categorized at Severity Level III. A 50 percent escalation
of the base civil penalty of $50,000 was warranted af ter partially
offsetting 100 percent escalation for the duration of the violation
with 50 percent mitigation for licensee identificatior, and reporting.
The licensee responded and paid the civil penalty on December 20, 1991.

Northeast Nuclear Energy Company, Hartford, Connecticut
(Millstone Nuclear Power Station) Supplement 1, EA 91-107

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in
the amount of $50,000 was issued October 2, 1991 to emphasize the
importance of effective and long lasting corrective action to
resolve the weaknesses for prompt identification and resolution
of safety significant deficiencies. The action was based on the
licensee's failure to promptly identify and correct the root cause
of degraded flow indications on the service water system that were
received over a one month period. Subsequently, in response to
NRC inspector concerns, the licensee discovered an extensive buildup
of mussels along an 80 ft section of service water piping. The
licensee responded and paid the civil penalty on October 30, 1991.

Public Service Company of New Hampshire, Seabrook, New Hampshire
(Seabrook Station) Supp;ement II, EA 91-144

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in
the amount of $100,000 was issued November 25, 1991 to emphasize
the importance of radiographs meeting all ASME Code requirements
to fully demonstrate the quality of welds. The action was based
on the licensee's failure to have sufficient radiographic records
for a number of safety-related welds. The licensee responded and
paid the civil penalty on December 23, 1991.

The Cleveland Electric illuminating Company, Perry, Ohio
(Perry Nuclear Power Plant) Supplement 1, EA 91-118

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in
the amount of $100,000 was issued October 30, 1991 to emphasize the
need for effective management control end oversight of NRC licensed
activities, including the development and implementation of the
licensee's emergency operating procedures. The action was based on
(a) the failure to fully implement the Plant Emergency Instruction

NUREG-0940 4
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i

Verification Plan, developed to upgrade the emergency procedures,
and (b) certain technical inadequacies with selected emergency
procedures. The base civil penalty was escalated 50 percent for
NRC identification of the programatic problem and 100 percent for
prior notice. Once the licensee was put on notice of the problem,
its corrective actions were prompt and comprehensive, and the base
civil 3enalty was mitigated 50 percent. The licensee responded and
paid tle civil penalty November 22, 1991.

Virginia Electric and. Power Company, Glen Allen, Virginia
(Surry Power Station) Supplement 1. EA 91-114

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties in
the amount of $125,000 based on two violations was issued October 21,
1991 to emphasize the importance of ensuring that safety systems are
fully operable and capable of performing their intended safety function
following maintenance and modification. The first violation involved
the inoperability of EDG No. 3 which is comon to both units. Improper
maintenance and failure to perform adequate post-maintenance testing
resulted in the EDG being unable to automatically assume emergency
electrical loads if required to do so. The second violation involves
the operation, over an extended period of time, of the charging pumps
in an electrical configuration in which manual actions would be required
in some scenarios to ensure high pressure safety injection flow. The
base civil penalty for the first violation was increased 50 percent
for the licensee's initially inadequate corrective action.. The
licensee responded and paid the civil penalty on November 20, 1991.

B. Severity Level Ill Violation, No Civil Penalty

GPU Nuclear Corporation, Middletown, Pennsylvania
(Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1) Supplement 1, EA 91-143

A Notice of Violation was issued December 18, 1991 based on a violation
involving the movement of a fuel assembly at a time when the reactor
building was not isolated while the reactor was in the refueling mode.
A civil penalty was not proposed because the licensee identified and *

reported the violation and the licensee had good past performance in
all areas, as evidenced by Category I ratings in all SALP areas,
including the operations and outage planning areas.

Tennessee Valley Authority, Chattanooga, Tennessee
(Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant) Supplement 111, EA 91-120

A Notice of Violation was issued October 29, 1991 based on violations
involving the failure to perform an adequate physical inventory of
licensed SNM. The violation was identified on September 7, 1991, when
the licensee found SNM which had not been previously not listed in the
inventory of items in the spent fuel pool. Previously, on August 21,
1991, the licensee determined that an item located in the spent fuel
pool was tagged as containirg SNM, when in actuality it did not.
Discretion was exercised and a civil penalty was not proposed because

NUREG-0940 5
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of the-licensee's efforts to correct past problems in the licensee's
SNM program for which enforcement action, including a civil penalty,
had already been_taken.

II. MATERIALS LICENSEES

A. Civil Penalties and Orders

Consolidated NDE, Incorporated, Woodbridge, New Jersey
Supplement VII, EA 91-058

A Notice of Violation and Confirmatory Order Modifying License
(Effective Irrnediate7y) was issued October 11, 1991. The order
confirms that an individual would be allowed to act only as an
assistant radiographer, and not as a radiographer, until such time
as the licensee submits, and the NRC acceptF,'the licensee's basis
for being satisfied that the individual should act as a radiographer
as defined in 10 CFR 34.2. The action was taken because the
individual, when he was acting as a radiographer, failed to provide
complete and accurate information to NRC during and following an
NRC inspection and created an inaccurate utilization record. A
civil penalty was not proposed in this case because a Confirmatory
Action Letter, a civil penalty and an Order Suspending Operation
had previously been issued for the underlying problem. The order
was issued following the staff's evaluation of the 01 Report that
arose from the inspection.

Construction Engineering Consultants, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Supplement VI, EA 91-077

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in
the amount of $1,250 was issued July 30, 1991 to emphasize the
importance of the use of the alarm ratemeters during the performance
of radiographic operations,. The. action was based on a violation <

-

involving the failure of licensee radiographers to wear alarm rate
dosimeters while performing radiography. The base civil penalty was
escalated because NRC identified the violations and mitigated for the
licensee's corrective acticn and good past performance. The licensee
res>onded and requested termination of license; therefore, a letter
wit 1 drawing the civil penalty was issued November 6, 1991, concurrent
with the tern.ination of the license.

- Fewell Geotechnical Engineering, Ltd., Pearl City, Hawaii
Supplements IV, V, VI, and V, EA 90-196

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties
in the amount of $20,000 was issued February 7, 1991 to emphasize
the importance of complying with license and regulatory requirements,
and of ensuring management oversight of the licensed program. The
action was based on multiple willful radiation safety violations by

j a radiographer, including failure to survey after exposures, failure
to adequately post the restricted area, failure to secure the source
after exposures, and failure to prevent entry into the restricted
area. In addition, the radiographer provided false information to

,

|

|
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NRC personnel as to his activities. A-letter was issued October 18,
1991 that withdrew the civil penalty.

Humana Hospital Greenbrier Valley, Ronceverte, West Virginia
Supplements VI ind Vil, EA 91-082

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties
in the amount of $21,500 was issued November 1, 1991 to emphasize
the importance of ensuring (1) that all information comunicated
to the NRC is both complete and accurate, and (2) that licensed
activities are conducted in strict compliance with regulatory
requirements and license conditions. The action was based on
two instances of inaccurate and incomplete information being
submitted by senior management officials and the use of licensed
material without-the proper supervision or authorization by
six physicians and a technologist. The licantee responded and
paid the civil penalty on November 26, 1991.

Lancaster General Hospital, Lancaster, Pennsylvania
Suppler..ents IV and VI. EA 91-137

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties,

in the amount of $6,250 was issued November 8, 1991 to emphasize
the importance of long-lasting corrective actions with respect to
the management attention and oversight provided to the radiation
safety program, including oversight by the Radiation Safety Officer,
so as to ensure-that (1) licensed activities are conducted safely
and in accordance with requirements, and (2) appropriate corrective
measures are taken when problems exist at the facility. The action
was based on (1) multiple examples of unsecund radioactive materials
at the facility, and (2) eleven other violatior.s that, in the aggregate,
represent a significant lack of management attention to, and oversight
of, licensed activities. The licensee responded and paid the civil
penalties on December 5, 1991.

w

P.X. Engineering Company, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts
Supplements VI and VII, EA 90-065

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in
the amount of $7,500 was issued February 21, 1991 to emphasize the
importance of the licensee's responsibility for ensuring that
(1) licensed activities are conducted safely and in accordance with
the conditions- of the license, and (2) all information comunicated
to the NRC is complete and accurate in all material respects. The
action was based on the licensee's former radiation safety officer,
who was also the licensee's radiographer, failing to provide adequate
supervision of an indivioual acting as a radiographer's assistant
on a number of occasions between November 1987 and June 28, 1988,
and the R50's failure to provide accurate-information in response
to inspector's questions regarding his physical presence during the
performance of radiography. The licensee responded in letters
dated April 5, 1991 and May 29, 1991. Af ter consideration of the

:
NUREG-0940 7 |
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licensee's responses the staff concluded the violations did occur !
-

as stated and an Order imposing Civil Penalty was issued October 1,
1991. The licensee paid the penalty on December 2, 1991.

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, New Brunswick, New Jersey
Supplements IV, V, and VI, EA 91-070

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in
the amount of $6,250 was issued July 1, 1991 to emphasize the
importance of adequate management attention to and oversight of
the radiation safety program, including proper oversight of the
Director / Radiation Safety Officer, to ensure that (1) licensed

Iactivities are conducted safely and in accordance with requirements,
and (2) appropriate corrective measures are taken when problems j

1exist at the facility. The action was based on numerous violations
that represent a significant lack of management attention to licensed
activities. The licensee responded to the Notice in letters dated
July 29, 1991. After consideration of the response, one violation
and one example of another violation were withdrawn. An Order
Imposing Civil _ Penalty in the amount of $5.53b was issued November 5,
1991. The licensee paid the civil penalty on December 2, 1991.

St. Joseph's Hospital and Medical Center, Paterson, New Jersey
Supplements IV, VI, and VII. EAs 91-128 and 91-168

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties
ir the amount of $10,250 and Order Modifying License and Demand for
Information were issued December 3, 1991 to emphasize the need for
management to ensure that (1) all employees provide complete and
accurate information to the NRC, and (2) activities at the facility
are conducted safely and in acccrdance with regulatory requirements.
The action was based on the failure of the individual serving as
Chairman of the Radiation Safety Connittee and acting Radiation Safety
Officer to provide _ complete and accurate information to the NRC,
unauthorized movement of a High Dose Rate afterloader, and failure to
have interlocks on the door to the linear accelerator room. The Order
Modifying _ License precludes use of the responsible individual as RSO
or from serving on the RSC for three years. The licensee responded
and paid the civil penalty on December 27, 1991.

University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio
Supplements-IV and VI, EA 91-001

A Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalty in
the amount of 58,750 was issued March 22, 1991 to emphasize the
need for strict adherence to NRC requirements and the implementation
of timely, effective, and lasting corrective actions. The action
was based on numerous violations which, when considered in the
aggregate, indicate a lack of management control over licensed
activities. The violations include, but are not limited to, the
failure to: (a) monitor the amounts of licensed material possessed
by the University of Cincinnati; (b) ensure that hcurly burn limits
of radioactive material incineration were not exceeded; (c) evaluate
the gross quantity of licensed material discharged into the sanitary

NUREG-0940 8
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sewer system;-(d) properly instruct the incinerator operator in
. incineration of radioactive materials and ancillary staff members
in the handling of radioactive materials; and (e) audit research
laboratories at required intervals. The licensee responded in a
letter dated May 17, 1991 and after consideration of the response,
an Order Imposing Civil Penalty was issued September 20, 1991. The
licensee paid the civil penalty en October 16, 1991.

University of Missouri - Columbia, Columbia, Missouri
Supplements V and VI EA 91-113

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in
tne amount of $1,875 was issued October 29, 1991 to emphasize the
importance the NRC places on attention to detail while preparing
byproduct material for distribution, and ensuring that byproduct
material is properly shipped in accordance with NRC and 00T
requirements. The action was based on two incidents in which a
shipping technician inadvertently switched containers. As a result
of these errors, packages were shipped with the wrong contents
listed on the shipping papers and the radioactive labels; and
recipients received the wrong byproduct material. The licensee
responded and paid the civil penalty on November 27, 1991.

Veterans Administration Medical Center, Albany, New York
Supplements VI and VII, EA 91-050

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in
the amount of $2,500 was issued November 4, 1991 to emphasize to
licensee management that they have a fundamental responsibility
in assuring that NRC requirements are met, including the accuracy
of required records; and that trained and qualified staff, as well
as adequate resources, are. essential to maintaining such assurance.
The action ,as based on the failure-to perform required physical
-inventories of sealed sources and creation of inaccurate records
indicating that the inventories had, in fact, been performed.
The licensee responded and paid the civil penalty.

Watertown Memorial Hospital, Watertown, Wisconsin
Supplement VI, EA 91-138

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in
the amount of $6,250 was issued November 7, 1991 to emphasize the
need for effective management and oversight of HRC licensed activities.
The action was based on 11 violations collectively representing a
Severity Level Ill problem in the control of the licensee's radiation
safety program. The violations included for example the following:
1) failure to provide written procedures for the receipt of packages
containing radioactive material during off-duty hours; 2) failure to,

| provide annual refresher training from January 1990 through
| September 26, 1991; and 3) failure to test the dose calibrator for

linearity for a period in excess of a calendar quarter. The licensee
p responded and paid the civil penalty on November 25, 1991.
|

|

l
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Westinghouse-Environmental:& Geotechnicsl Services, Inc.,
Raleigh, North Carolina = ,

Supplements IV, V, and VI, EA 91-140

A Notice--of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in
the amount of $1,750 was issued November 14, 1991 to emphasize the
importance of adequate program oversight and compliance with
regulatory requirements and license conditions. The action was
based on seven violations involving the licensee's radiation
safety program. Ont of the more significant violations involved
the licensee establishing a permanent commercial operation without ;

obtaining a license amendment for that establishment. The licensee !

responded and paid the civil penalty on December 12, 1991.

Winona Memorial Hospital, Indianapolis, Indiana
Supplement VI, EA 91-124

A Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in
the amount of $1,250 was issued Or'.ober 16, 1991 to emphasize
the need for effective mana3ement and oversight of NRC licensed
activities. The action was based on violations involving the
periodic failure to: a) perform the quarterly linearity and the
annual accuracy. tests of the dose calibrator; b) conduct semiar,nual
leak tests of a sealed source; c) survey at the end of each day
the areas where radiopharmaceuticals are used; d) check the operation
of tt' radioactive gas collection system and measure the ventilation
rate in areas where radioactive gasses area used; e) hold quarterly
meetings of the Medical isotopes Comittee and have the Radiation
Safety 0fficer in attendance in such meetings; f) post certain
required documents; and g) retain certain required docum.rts. The

_

licensee responded and paid the civil penalty on October 29, 1991.

Wrangler Laboratories, Larsen Labc,ratories, and Orion Chemical Company
Provo, Utah, EA 87-223

An Order Suspending Licenses (Effective Imediately) was issued
February 25, 1988 to the above firms. The action was based on
an NRC investigation that indicated that the firms had: 1) failed
to fulfill comitments'made. to the NRC, 2) made contradictory
statements to the NRC and the State of Utah authorities, and-
3) processed uranium in an unsafe manner with inadequate contami-
nation controls. The licensee responded to the Order on March 18,
1988. After consideration of the response, an Order Revoking
License was issued August 15, 1988. A Hearing was requested
and, after an initial decision, a Memorandum and Order (Terminating
Proceeding) was issued September 26, 1991.

NUREG-0940 10
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B. Severity Level III Violation, No Civil Penalty

Lippincott Engineering Associates, Riverside, New Jersey
Supplements IV, V, and VI, EA 91-150

A Notice of Violation was issued November 25, 1991 based on
violations involving the failure to maintain proper security
of licensed radioactive material located at the field site in
Willow Grove. Specifically, an OSHA inspector observed a
moisture / density gauge unattended within the perimeter of the
fence of the field site, in addition, NRC inspectors determined
that the gauge did not have a lock or an outer container that was
locked, so as to prevent unauthorized or accidental removal of
the sealed source from its shielded position. Other violations
were also noted in the radiation safety area. A civil penalty
was not proposed because of the licensee's prompt and comprehensive
corrective actions, as well as its past good history,

i
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Docket Nos. 50-348, 50-364
License Nos. hPF-2, hPF-8
EA 91-102

Alabama Power Company
ATTN: Mr. W. G. Hairston, !!!

Senior Vice President
huclear Operations ---

40 Inverness Center Parkway
P. O. Box 1295
Birmingham, AL 35201

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMFOSITION OF CIVll PEhALTY -
$25,000 (hRC lh5PECT!0N REFORT h05, 50 348/91 17 AhD 50-364/91-17)

This refers to the huclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) trspection conducted by
Mr. M. Hunt on July' 23 - 24, 1991, at the.Farley haclear Plant. The inspection
included a review of the facts and circumstances related to a recent vahe
misalignment which resulted in Unit 1 Changing modes while the turbine driven
auxiliary feedwater pump (TDAFWP) flowpath was inoperable (turing the period
May 17-2", 1991. The problem was identified by the plant staff and
subsequently reported in Licensee Event Report No. 1-91-005 dated June 14,
1991. The report documenting this inspection was sent to you by letter dated
August 7, 1991. As a result of this inspectiers, significant violations of hRC
requirements were identified. An enforcement conference was held on August 22,
1991, in the NRC Region !! office to discuss the violations, their cause,
and your corrective actions to preclude recurrence. A sumary V this ccn-
ference was sent to you by letter dated August 29, 1991.

On May 17, 1991, at approximately 1:30 a.m. , with Unit 1 in Mode 3 (Hot Standby),
auxiliary feedwater recirculation valve Q1N23V008, which is normally locked
closed, was unlocked and opened to allow for a time response test to be
performed on the TDAFWP following a refueling outage. The valve was not closed
when the test was completed. Violation A, described in Part I of the enclosed
hotice of Violation and Proposed Imposition cf Civil Penalty (Notice), occurred
when Unit I changed operational modes from Mode 3 to Mode 1 on May 1E-19, 1991,
with auxiliary feedwater recirculation valve Q1N23V008 misaligned to the open
position in the' TDAFWP recirculation line which raused the system flowpath to
be inoperable.

Violation A was caused by ineff ective procedural controls and communications,
The procedure step for closing the valve did not provice assurance of valve
closure because it did not explicitly direct operations personnel to close the
valve and did not require a verification signature by operations. Instead,
the procedure directed maintenance personnel to request operations to close
the vah e with a maintenance sign-off. Following completion of the test,
traintenance personnel informed a plant operator that the test had been completed
and that the valve could be closed and locked. However, because of ineffective

NUREG-0940 I.A-1
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communication between the personnel involved, the valve was not returned to the
-closed and locked position. It was not until May 22, 1991, at approximately
4:15 a.m..'with Unit I at 41 percent power, that the improperly positioned
valve was discovered by the licensee and imediately corrected. ,

= Violation B in Part I of the Notice addresses the failure of the operations
staff to follow administrative procedures which required the initiation of a

- Limiting Condition of Operation (LCO)- Status Sheet for the LCO created when AFW
valve Q1N23V008 was unlocked and placed in the open position for the time
response test.= This failure to initiate the LCO Status Sheet contributed to
the mispositioned valve remaining undetected for an extended period because the
LCO Status Binder containing the LCO Status-Sheet would have been reviewed and

-

the TDAFWP flowpath restored to operable condition prior to any mode change.
This apparent lack of attention to detail, which is evidenced by other missed
opportunities to identify and correct the problem, impacts your operations
staff's ability to control plant evolutions. One opportunity to correct and

-identify the problem was the review of the key checkout book performed on May 20
-and 21, 1991, which would have identified that the valve was in the wrong
position. A second opportunity was missed when shift operators standing the
rover position failed to identify the mispositioned valve.

- The staff recognizes that imediate corrective action was taken when the
violation was: identified and that action was taken-to return thL valve to its
proper alignment. In addition, we understand tnat you plan to review procedures
to determine if similar verification errors exist.

The violations. in-Part I of the Notice have been considered together to be a
Severity Level III-problem in accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy. To

- errphasize the importance of ensuring operatility of equipment important to
safety, I hcVe been authorized, after consultation with the Director, Office of
Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
Regional Operations and Research, to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and

- Proposed imposition-of Civil Penalty in the amount of $25,000 for the Severity
Level !!I-problem because of the safety importance of the affected components
and the clear operability requirements provided for in your Technical Specifica-
tions.

1The base value 'of a civil penalty for a Severity level 111 problem is $50,000.
The escalation and mitigation: factors in the Enforcement Policy'were considered.
Neither escalation nor mitigation was warranted for identif ecation and report-
ing. The fact that your staff identified the violation and submitted an LER
was offset by several missed opportunities to detect the violation earlier;
those included the numerous system operator tours conducted in the vicinity of
TDATWP that failed to detect the unlocked open valve, where the locking chain
was hanging from the valve. Neither escalation nor mitigation was warranted
fur corrective action to prevent recurrence. Your imediate corrective actions
to properly align the valve and return the system to operable ststus, modify
the procedure'to ensure that operations verifies the valve closed and locked,
'and counsel the : individuals involved eddressed those important immediate
concerns. However, prior to the. enforcement conference, your long-term corret-
tive actions did not include plans to revise the procedure writer's guide to
ensure'that future procedure revisions would require an operations verification
sign-off for similar valve manipulations.

!
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Additionally, actions focused en one individual were not viewed as sufficient
to prevent the potential recurrence of the failure of operations to prepare an
LCO Status Sheet when the valve was unlocked and opened. Mitigation of 50

| percent'was warranted for the SALP 1 rating in Plant Operations over previous
SALP. periods and your good prior enforcement history. Additional mitigation
was not warranted for this factor because of a number of problems identified in
the past nine months that involve plant configuration control. Examples

. included the loss of control room HVAC caused by operation of the wrong valve
(Inspection Report 50-348/91-10), startup with the reactor vessel flange
leakoff. valve closed (Inspection Report hos. 50 348, 364/90-36 and 50-364/90 36),
dumping approximately 4500 gallons of water to the containment sump when
maintenance personnel were allowed to reposition five valves without any
restrictions (Inspection Report Nos. 50-348,364/91-10), and the potential loss
of the reactor coolant system vent path as a result of overtightening the
reactor head stud nuts (Inspection Report No. 50-364/90 33). The other adjust-
ment factors in the Policy were considered and no further adjustment to the base
civil penalty is considered appropriate. Therefore, based on the above, the
base civil penalty has been decreased by 50 percent.

Part !! of the Notice contains a violation that addresses a failure to follow
procedure, which, had it been followed,'may have provided for earlier detection
of the misaligned valve. In this particular case, administrative procedures
required that the operations shift supervisor periodically audit the locked
valve and key checkout sheets. Operations Memorandum b2-05 defines the
periodic interval-as each Monday night shift. However, no audit was conducted
from May 2. until May 21, 1991, a period of 19 days. Had the audit been
performed weekly, the misaligned valve may have been discovered sooner.

Inspection Report Nos. 50-348/91-17 and 50-364/91-17 identified an apparent
violation involving reporting requirements associated with 10 CFR 50.72. After
further review and consultation with the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of
Operational Data, the staff has determined that no violation of the reporting
requirements of 10 CFR 50.72 occurred in this case.

~

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response.. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. ffter reviewing your response to this

: Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the results of future
inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement action is
necessary to ensure compliance with hRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.
The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the cl'earance proceoures of the Office of Management and Bc1 et as required9
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96.511.

|
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Should you have any questions concerning.this letter, please contact us.

Sincerely,

$t .'
Regional Administrator- '

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty-

cc w/ encl:
B. L. Moore
Manager, Licensing
Alabar.a Power Company
P. O. Box 1295

-Birmingham,-AL 35201-
'

R. P. Mcdonald
Executive Vice President
Nuclear Operations.
Al*.bama Power Cornpanyi
P. O 8 ..-1295

L- Birmingham, AL. 35201-

J. D. Woodard
Vice President
Nuclear Farley Project
Alabara Power Company
P.-0. Box 1295
Birmingham, AL 35201

'O h. Morey
General Manager'
Farley' Nuclear Plant-
P. 0.-Box 470
Ashford, AL 36312

W. R. Bayne, Supervisor
Safety Audit and Engineering Review
Farley Nuclear Plant
P. O. Box 470
Ashford, AL 36312.

-)
:
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! NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF Caill PENALTY

Alabama Power Ccapany Occket No. 50 348
Farley Nuclear Plant License No, hPF-2
Unit 1 EA 91-102

During an hRC inspection r.cnducted on July 23 - 24. 1991, violations of NRC
requirements were identified. In accora, nce with the * General Statement of
Policy and Proced'rre for NRC Enforcement Actiens," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C
(1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Ccernission preposes o irnpose a civil penalty
pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act),
42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violations and associated
civil penalty are set forth below:

--

!. Violations Assessed a Civil Penalty

A. Technical Specification 3.7.1.2 requires that at least three independ-
ent steam generator auxiliary feedwater pumps and associated mar.ual
actuation switch in the contrcl room and flow paths shall be OPERABLE
with:

1. Two auxiliary feedwater pumps, each capable of being powered
from separate emergency busses, and

2. One auxiliary feedwater pump capable of teing powered from an
OPERABLE steam supply system.

This is applicable in Modes 1, 2, and 3.

Technical Specification 3.0.4 prohibits entry into an operational
node unless the ccnditions of the limiting Condition for Operations
are met without reliance on the provisions of the ACTION requirement
of the Technical Specification.

Contrary to the above on May 17,1%1, the recirculation bypass valve "

on the Unit 1 turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump was placed in
the open position which rendered the systen flow path inoperable. On
May 18,1991, Unit 1 entered Mode 2, and on May 19, 19.41, entered
Mode 1 while tu flowpath was inoperable.

B. Technical Specification 6.8.1.1 requires that written procedures
shall be established, implemented and maintained covering the applic-
able procedures in Appendix A. Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2,
February 1976. Appendix A includes administrative precedures that
specify the authorities and responsibilities for safe operation
and shutdown.

Administrative Procedure FNP-0-AP-16, Revision 21, Conduct of
Operations - Operating Group, Section 6.4, requires the Shif t
Foreman Operations (SF0) to initiate a Limiting Condition for
Operation (LCO) form for any LC0 which cannot be met during his
shift.

NUREG-0940 1.A-5
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ht.tice of Violation -2-

Contrary to the above, no LCO form was issued on valve AFU Q1N23v028
lwhen it was un ocked and placed in the openedon May 17,1991,

position while p(erforming 1 STP-256.18A, TurbiN 07tven AuxiliaryFeedwater Pump TDAFWP)ResponseTimeTest. Opening velve 01N23v008
rendered the TDAFWP flowpath inoperable. Ak a consequence, the LCO
for Technical Specification 3.7.1.2 was not met.

Violations A and B have been categori:ed in the aggregate as a Severity
Level 111 problem (Supplement 1).

Civil Penalty - $25,000 (assessed equally between both violations)

11. Violetion Not Assessed a Citil Penalty

Tc hnical Specification 6 0.1.1 requires that written prncedures shall be
established, implemented 6nd inaintained covering the applicable procedures
in Appendix A, Regulatory Guide 1.53, Revision 2, February 1978. Appen-
dix A includes procedures for surveillance and test activities of safety-
related equipment.

Administrative Procedure FNP-0-50P-0. Revision 30, General Instructions to
Operations Personnel, Section 7.1.10, regt. ires the operations shif t
supervisor to periodically audit the locked valve and key checkout
sheets, farley Site Operations Memorandum 82-05, dated July 8,1982,
requires this audit to be performed each Monday cn night shift.

Contrary to the above, the review of the locked valve and key checkout
sheets and the audit cover sheet required by FNP-0-50P 0 was conducted on
May 2, 1991, and not conducted again until May 21, 1991, which was 19
days later.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplerent 1).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Alabama Power Company (licensee) is
hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the Director,

-

Office of Enforcement U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within 30 days of -

thedateofthisNoticeofViclationandProposedImgositionofCivilPenalty
(Notice). .This reply should be clearly marked as a Reply to a Notice of
Violation" and should include for each alleged violation: (1) admission or
denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the violation if admitted,
ard if denied, the reasons why, (3) the correct'a.e steps that have been taken
and the results achieved (4) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid
further violations, and (S) the date when full compliance will be achieved. If
an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in this Notice, an
order may be issued to show cause why the license shculd not be modified,
suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may be proper should not te
taken. Consideration may be given to extendiny the response time for good
cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232,
this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

NUREG-0940 I.A-6
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Notice of Violation -3-

Within the same time e, providte for the respoMe required above under
10 (.FR 2.201, the Licensee m]y pay the civil genalty by letter addressed to *

the Director, Office rf Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comhsion, with
a check, draf t, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer
of the United States in the amount ot' the civil penalty proposed above, or
the cumulative amcunt of the civil penaltfet if more t5an one civil penalty
is proposed, or may protest irrposition of the civil penalty in whole or in
part, by a written answer addressed to the Director, Of fice of Enforcement,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within
the time specified, an order imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should
the Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting
the civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as
an "Arswer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the violation listed in
this Motice in whole or in part, (2) demenstrate extenuating circumstances,
(3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalty should
not be imposed, in addition to protesting the civil penalty in whole or in
part, such answer may request remission or mitigation of the penalty.

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts cf the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citing
page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the Licensee
is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure
for imposing a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been determined
in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this 7atter may
be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, enless compromised,
remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to
Section 234c of the Act. 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

.The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment
of civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed
to: Of rector, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatcry Commission,
ATTH: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the
Regional Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Region 11, and
a copy to the hRC Kesident Inspector at the farley Nuclear Plant.

FOR THE hUCLEAR REGULATORY C0&ilSSION

.be d . *3
tewart D. Ebneter

Regional Administrator

Dated at Athnta, Ceorgia
this py} day of September 1991
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Docket No. 50-255
License No. OPR-20
EA 91-126

Consumers Power Conpany
ATTN: Gerald B. Slade

Plant General Manag -
27780 Blue Star Memorial Highway
Covert, Michigan 49043

Dear Mr. Slade:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED litPOSITION OF civil PENALTY -
$50,000 (NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 50-255/91017)

This refers to the special safety inspection conducted September 10 through 20,
1991, at the Palisades Nuclear Generatinn Station to review the events
surrounding the failure to have a containment spray pump operable when the "
reactor was nade crit.ical on March 10, 1991,' and again on March 26, 1991. The
report documenting this inspection was sent to ycu by letter dated October 1,
1991. As a result of the inspection, significant violations of NRC requirements
were identified. An enforcement conference was held on Octcber 9, 1991, in the

'veRegion Ill office to discuss the violations, their cause and your corre '
actions. A copy of the enforcement conference report was mailed to yo. .

October 18, 1991.

On May 23, 1991, the Palisades Plant staff found containment spray purrp P54C in
an inoperable condition when it failed to start during a routine surveillance
test. The NRC inspection of this event concluded that the pump was removed
from service on February 11, 1991, so the containment spray pumps would not

-

inadvertently start while the plant was in an outage. Thereafter, pump P54C was
not properly returned to service before the plant was restarted on tiarch 10,
1991. As a consequence, the pump remained inoperable during routine plant
operations from March 10, 1991, through tiay 23, 1991. The root cause of this
problem was that appropriate written procedures or instructions were not
established and implemented to ensure that safety related components, including
containment spray pump P54C, were verified operable prior to returning the
reactor to service.

_

The violations, which are described in the enclosed Notice of Violation, include:
(a) failure to establish adequate written procedures or instructions to ensure
that the containment spray pumps, and similarly the high pressure safety
injection pump ~, were verified operable; and (b) operation of the reactor at
power while containment spray pump P54C was inoperable without corplying with the

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIFT ',t0UESTED
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~

November 14 1991'

appl _1 cable technical specification. The_ consequence of these violations is that
-part of the containment cooling system, which is designed to mitigate a serious
safety event. was not able to perform its intended safety function. Therefore,

'

in accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC
Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the
violations are classified in the aggregate as a Severity Level III problem.

Your corrective-~ actions were discussed during the October 9,1991, enforccment
conference. Those corrective actions consisted of operator tra_ining, revisions
to the administrative testing program 1nd the startup procedure, institution of
a. preventive maintenance program on breaker fure block assemblies,~ and providing
electrical indication for the closing coil power. Th0se corrective actions

-appear acceptable to correct the immediate i.echnical usue.. However, the NRC-is
concerned that the Palisades Plant staff did not recognize that cont &inment spray
pump PS4C was inoperable for a_ two month period because of the lack of procedures
or instructions concerning the return to service of the Containment Cooling
System. We-are'also concerned with the effectiveness of your corrective action

: processes'as=they were__ applied to this matter. Specifically, when the
containment spray pump was found inoperable, you failed to question its previous
operability history and you did not perform an aggressive review to identify any
previous similar events. We believe that, absent hRC involvement in the broader
issues, your cor.rectiye actions may well have been less inclusive than those
actually-taken-or proposed.

To emphasize the need to verify that systems designed to prevent or mitigate a
serious safety event are available to perform their intended safety function, l
have'been authorized after consultation with the Director, Office of Enforcement,
and. the Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional
Operations and Research to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) in the amount of $50,000 for the Severity
Level 111 problems

The base value:of a civil _ penalty for a Severity Level III problem is $50,000.
The civil penalty adjustment factors in the Enforcement Policy were-considered
and'no adjustments were nade to the amount of the base civil penalty. We

;

recognize that your surveillance activities on May 23, 1951, identified that pump '

P54C_ failed to start and you reported that event to the NRC in Licensee Event
R -

- Report No. 91-016. .- While you'took immediate corrective actions to restore pump -
L ;P54C to--service, your actions did not include an-historic evaluation of pump

operability and you did not perform an aggressive review to identify any previous
1similar problems _with other plant equipment. Further, the NRC identified thet

L inadequacies of your start-up. procedure in that the procedure did not require a
demonstration of the operability of the Containment Spray System. Therefore,-on

L balance an?adjustnent to the amount of the civil penalty was not made for either
-- - the identification and reporting factor or the corrective action factor. The NRC

'also considered both your past performance and the duration of the violation and
determined-that-on balance, no adjustment to the base civil penalty is warranted.
The remaining factors in the enforcement policy were also considered, but not

-deemed appropriate for this case,
i
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Cdnsumers Power Company; .-L3 -- November 14, 1991--i-

You are required to' respond to this letter.and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your responsa,.
you should document the specific actions taken and any-additional actions yuu

: plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this Notice,
including your proposed-corrective actions and the results of future inspections, i

the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement action is necessary to
ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

Inaccordancewith10CFR2.790oftheNRC's"RulesofPractice,"acopyofthis ,

letter Lits enclosure, and your responses will be placed in the NRC Public ,

Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject to.
^

the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required by-
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

. Sincerely,

/ Ip'
A. Bert Davi
Regional Administrator-

Enclosure
Notice-of Violation'and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty

cc w/ enclosure':
. David P. Hoffman, Vice President-

Nuclear Operations
:P. M. Donnelly, Safety and..

- Licensing -Director-.-
DCD/DCB (RIDS)
James R. Padgett, Michigan Public

: Service Commission
. Michigan Depsrtment of

- 1Public; Health

- Palisades, LPM, NRR -
SRI, Palisades -

+

. SRI, Big Rock Point-

.,

t
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY

Consumers Power Company .. Docket No.-50-255
Palisades Nuclear Generating Plant License No. DPR-20:

EA.91-126

During an NRC inspectiori conducted September 10 through 20, 1991,- violations '

of NRC requirements were identified. In accordance with the " General
. Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions " 10 CFR Part P.,
Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to impose a .

civil penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
anended (Act). 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violations
and associated civil penalty are set-forth below:

A. -Technical-Specification 6.8.'l.a requires that written procedures be
established,. implemented and maintained covering the applicable
procedures recometended in Appendix A of' Regulatory Guide 1.33. " Quality
Assurance Program Requirements."

Regulatory Guide-1.33, Appendix A, " Typical Procedures for Pressurized
Water Reactors and Doiling Water Reactors," paragraph.3 requires, in
part, that the licensee establish and follow written procedures for
startup,' operation and-shutdown of' safety-related activities, including
instructions for energizing the Emergency Core Cooling System and the
Containment Cooling System.

Palisades Plant Procedure No. GOP 2. " Plant'Heatup (Cold Shutdown to Hot
Shutdown)," Revision'10, implements the requirements of Technical-

Specification 6.8.1.a and Regulatory GuHe 1.33, Appendix A.

' Contrary to the above,|as of-March;10, 1991, the Licensee failed to
establish adequate written procedures to energize the containment spray
pumps, which are a-part of the Containment Cooling System .and the high
pressure safety injection' pumps, which are a.part of the Emergency Core
Cooling System.. Specifically, Procedure No. GOP 2. " Plant heatup (Cold
Shutdown to liot Shutdown),"- Revision 10, which the. Licensee uses to
control system restoration during startup, did not have a requirement to
test start the containment--spray pumps and-the high_ pressure safety
injection pumps-to verify operability after the breakers were racked in
and appropriate-plant conditions established.

B. Technical Specification 3.4.1 requires, in part, that the reactor shall
;not be made;ctitical unless the equipment 1 associated with diesel
generatorti-1;is operable, including Containment Spray Pump P54C,

::

I

L
:L
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JNotice of Violation' - -2- 1

Technical Specification 3.4.2 requires, in part. that during power-
operation, one of the components listed in Specification 3.4.l_may be
inoperable provided that the corresponding redundant components shall be -|,

tested,to demonstrate operability. If-the inoperable component is not i

ra, stored to operability within 7 days, the reactor shall be placed in a- ]
-hot standby condition within 12 hours. If the inoperable component is

'

not restored to operability within an additional 48 hours, the reactor
'shall be placed in a cold shutdown condition within 24 hours,

Contrary _to the above, the reactor was made critical and was in power '

-operation during the period of March'10, 1991 through March 25, 1991, and
from March 26, 1991, until May 23, 1991, while containment spray pump
P54C was not operable. Although each period exceeded seven days,
redundant, component testing was not performed and the reactor was not *

placed in a hot standby condition nor subsequently in cold shutdown
within the applicable time. periods.

This is a Severity Level'!!I problem (Supplement I).
~

Cumulative Civil Penalty - $50,000_(assessed equally a+ong the two violations). 1

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201,'the Consumers Power Company
(Licensee)-is hereby required to submit a written statement of explanation to
the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, within

- 30 days of the date of this Notice of-Yiolation and Proposed imposition of
Civil Penalty (Notice)._ This reply should be clearly marksd as a " Reply to

~ a Notice of Violation" and should-include for. each alleged violation: (1)
(2) the reasons for the violation

. . admission or_ denial'of the alleged violation,(3) the corrective steps that haveif admitted, andLif denied, the reasons why,"

been.taken and the result; achieved, (4) the corrective steps that will be
taken,to avoid further. violations, and (5) the date when full. compliance is
achieved. If_an adequate reply-is not received within the time specified in' >

this Notice, a_. demand for information order may be' issued to show cause.why
the license shou _1d not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other
actions as taay be-proper should not be taken. _ Consideration may be given to
extending the response" time for good cause shown. Under the authority of-
Section:182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under

-

oath or affirmation. Within the same time as provided for the response
-required under.10 CFR 2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil. penalty by letter
: addressed to the Director,' Office of Enforcement, U.S.. Nuclear Regulatory
Comission, with a check, draf t, money order, or electronic transfer payable
to_the Treasurer of the United States for the cur:4tive amount of the civil-,

.. penalty proposed above, or may protest imposition the civil penalty in-
twhole or in partv by a written answer addressed to the Director, Office of

7
' Enforcement -U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Should the Licensee fail to -

-answer within the time specified, an order imposing the civil penalty will be
| ' issued. Should the_ Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR
,

L 2.205-protesting the civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be
|~ clearly marked as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: -(1) deny the
l- violations listed in this Notice in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate

extenuating circumctances,'(3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show other
p .. reasons why.the penalty should not'_be imposed. In addition to protesting the-

civil penalty in whale-or in part, such answer may request remission or"

mitigation of the pcialty.

..

.
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Notice of Violation - 3'-

:In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the-factors addressed in
-Section Y.P of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with'10 CFR 2.205 should he set forth separately
.from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g.,
citing page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention ~cf the
Licensee is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the
procedure for imposing a civil penalty.

.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been
determined-in'accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless
compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant
to Section 234c of the Act. 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The responses noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with paynent
of civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed to:
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, ATTN:
Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 205SS with a copy to the Regional
Administrator, U.S.' Nuclear Regulatory Comission,' Region !!!, 799 Roosevelt
Road, Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137, and a copy to the NRC Resident Inspector at
the Palisades _ Nuclear Generating Plant.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0Fet!SSION

A D

Regional Administrator
a

Dated at' Glen Ellyn,-Illinois
'this 14th day of November 1991

,

4

|
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... October 8, 1991

Docket No. 50-334
License No. DPR-66
EA 91-098

Mr. J. D. Sieber
Vice President, Nuclear Group
Duquesne Light Company
Post Office Box 4 -

Shippingport, Pennsylvania 15077

Dear Mr. Sieber:

Subject: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF civil PENALTY - 525,000
(NRC Combined Inspection Report Nos. 50-334/91-09, 50-412/91-09,
50-334/91-14 and 50-412/91-14)

This letter refers to the NRC inspections conducted between April 28, 1991 and
July 6,1991, at the Beaver Valley Power Station in Shippingport, Pennsylvania.
Inspection reports were sent to you on June 19, 1991 and July 29, 1991. During
the inspections, the inspectors reviewed the circumstances associated with two
apparent violations associated with your inservice inspection program (ISI) as
well as an apparent violation of a technical specification limiting condition
for operation which occurred at the facility and which was identified by a
member of your staff and reported to the NRC. On August 5, 1991, an enforcement
conference was conducted with you and other members of your staff to discuss
these issues, the causes and your corrective actions,

With respect to the ISI issues, NRC inspector followup of them was not completed
until just af ter the close of the ir.spection period. However, these issues were
discussed at the enforcement conference and therefore warrant inclusion here.
These violations (I.A and I.B) involved a licensee Quality Assurance auditor's

-~

finding, on June 12, 1991, that a longitudinal pipe weld on the low head safety
injection (LHST) system was not on his drawing, and was not included in the 151
program. In addition, a similar finding was made during your Safety System
Functional Evaluation (SSFE) in 1989. A recent followup by your engineering
personnel identified 76 longitudinal welds, of which 45 were fitting welds, on
the LHSI system that had been omitted from Unit 1 isornetric and vendor supplied
drawings. These fitting welds were also not included in the 151 program and had
not been inspected during the first ten year interval, which ended in 1988, as
required by the ASME Code. This constitutes a violation of 10 CFR Part 50.55a(g),
Inservice Inspection Requirements.

As of July 9,1991, a review of other safety systems to identify similar problems
with longitudinal' welds had not been conducted. A subsequent review of piping
spoolpiece drawings from original fabrication was performed. This review
identified an additional 76 longitudinal welds, of which 66 were fitting welds,
in the residual heat removal (RHR) system and another 71 longitudinal fitting
welds in the high head safety injection (HHSI) system, that also had not been
inspected. This failure to act in a timely manner to identify the extent of

HUREG-0940 I.A-14
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Duquesne Light Company -2-

this problem, and correct it, constitutes a violation of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix,

0, Critnrion XV1. -While there was no impact on plant system integrity due to
these violations, the NRC concludes that these violations collectively represent
a $everity level !!! problem. initiatives such as your $$FE program are-strongly
encouraged by the NRC. Howeser, ffndings that result from such a prograit must
be properly dispositioned. . While it now appears the failure to inspect the
velds in question was of low safety significance based on reexamination ;f a
selected number of welds, the failure to adequately assess the scope of the

| problem initially is a significant issue.

, 3: The secred is.ve involved the finding that two Unit 1 in-series control room (
outside air unhaust dampers were deenergized in the open position. The dampers i

were requirtd to be deenergized in the closed position due to the Unit 1 solid ;

. state protection system being out of service (Unit I was defueled and Unit 2 was !
at full pcwor at the time of the event). The dampers wtre apparently opened ;

when licersee operations personnel mistakenly closed the damper breakers after
|!

:
<.t racking the breakers back into the motor control cente* (NCC) without noting (the ye. low caution tags posted on the breakers. The breakers were subsequently,

found open although it was not positively identified how or by whom they wereo
openedc However, in that period of time, the dampers were energized long

. . " enough to. cycle open.
i.e, -

.
,

q:. Unit 1 and. Unit 2 share a common control room and therefore, the control room
'' hsbitability is maintained br a common ventilation system. The outside air

supply and exhaust dupers are d9 signed to close and seal with air to maintain
a positive pressure in the Unit 1 and Unit 2 control room area during either -

,

&n accident conuttion or a chlorine gas release, to preclude adverse c e ditions
ii- in the tontrol room and to protect the control room operatcrs. Otsabling the

automatic closure feature, even for a short period, seriously cha11*nged the
,

ability of the control room ventilation system to perfor:1 its intended safety- ffunction.

- Re NRC is concerned that when the operators were directed to estore the tnotor
control center (HCC), the control room did not communicate to et oN.1ters the

F , ahncrmal configuration for the breakers powering the two ex'e,st n ?rs. The
dampurs are normally closed and were required to be deeneMited tw nn ing their
MCC breakers in the open position. The lack of procedura). mtrH ot e., the
restoration of the MCC contributed to the lucorrect positioning of tha prestabs. ?'

in the absence of a restoration procedure, the operators reli v on their past
experience of placing systems in a normal configuration during ,estoration.,

However, the-o;Mrators' knowledge of control room exhaust damper operation was
1 ' weak, and opera 41ons personnel were not aware that the dampers remained in
G the open position.

The NRC recognizes that the control room emergency bottled air pressurization
system was still functional and its injection under accident conditions
probably would have promoted air flow out of the control room envelope during,

'

the first hour following a significant event. In additiott, a non-safety. j
related, manual operated damper (in series with the open exhaust dampers) was-

! fortuitously closed during the event. The NRC also recognizes that under
% -accident conditions, self contained breathing apparatus and a filtered outside

att pressurization system could be used after the firs *, hour, Nonetheless..the
violation resulted in the improper alignment of the control room venttistion

|c
,

+

I
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Duquesne Light Company -3- 'f

system, and the disabling of its automatic isolation feature which is cause for
'significant cencern. Therefore,theviolation(Violation!!)itclassifiedat

Severity level 111 in accordance with the " General $tatement of Policy and
Proceduras for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C (Enforcement
Policy) (1991), The violation demonstrates the importance of (1) met .41ous
attention to detail during the performance cf safety tagging of equipment, as
well as subsequefit restoration of systems to normal configuration; and (2)

!proper control of equipment at the facility to assure that systems designed to
mitigate serious safety events are able to perform their safety function and
are operated in accordance with the Technical Specifications.

The NRC also recognizes that, subsequent to the event, a thorough investigation ,

was conducted and comprehensive actions were promptly initiated to prevent
recurrence of the$, violations.- These corrective actions, which were described ;

either during the inspection or M the enforcement conference, included, in part:
(1) conducting a detailed human performance evaluation to determine the underlying ;

causes of this event; (2) installing padlocks on the damper breake-s, when' >

necessary, to prevent the breakers from being racked into the buses and to provide
positive physical control over the breaker positioni (3) providing additional
information at the breaker cubicle datat, ling the effects of closing the breaker
on the operation.of the dampers;.(4) performing a design evaluation of the t

l-control room ventilation system. Including a review of the current damper position
control and indication scheme; (5) training of operators on the control room *

ventilation system, with particular emphasis on the isolation function; and
(6) identifying other plant technical specifications which require re-positioning i
of breakers or valves as compensatory action, and evaluating the feasibility of
locking the components in the required position. '

ylth respect to the !$1 issues, the NRC also recognizes that subsencent to the l
review of other safety systems, comprehensive actions were initiated to prevent
recurrence of these-ytolations. These corrective actions, which were described
dui:ng the enforcement conference -included, in part: (1) conducting a review
of all' class 1 and 2 piping that required NDE inservice inspectioni (2) performing
a programmatic review of the NDE portion of the 151 program to ensure that all
documentation.has been adequately reviewed; (3) performing a similar detailed
review of manufacturing documentation for Beaver Valley Unit 2; and (4) performing
airoot cause analysis of this event to identify the need for additional corrective
actions.

.

To emphasize the need to promptly follow up and correct conditions adverse to
quality, ! have been authortred, af ter consultation with the Director, Office
of Enforcement and the Deputy Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional
Operations and Research to issue the enclosed Notic.e of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) in the amount of $15,000 for the Severtty

;

Level !!! violation for inadequate resp;ose to the identification of l$! program
problems. The base value of a civil penalty for a severity Level !!! problem
is $50,000.- The escalation and mitigation factors in the Enforcement Policy

!
were considered. The base civil penalty was escalated 50% for identification,
because notwithstanding that your staff ultimately identified.the uninspected'

|
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welds, the hRC inspector identified the fact that system operability had not
been addressed as required by Technical $pecifications, and the full scope of ,

juninspected welds was nog understood until af ter the NRC became involved. The
corrective actions taken following the recognition of the violatien warrant $0%

|mitigation as they were prompt and extenstre and your past performance also
!warrants ar, additinhal 100% mitigation. Additional 50% escalation is warranted '

for.the prior notice that was provided by the 1539 55FE finding. On balance, i

>

the base civil penalty has been mitigated by 50%.
!

Although a civil penalty is normally issued fo+ a $cverity level lli violation,
I have been authorized to mitigate the penalty in its entirety for the violation

(set forth in Section !! of the Notice. In deciding to mitigate the penalty, '

the escalation and mitigation factors set forth in the enforcement policy were
considered in the manner described below. The event and violation were promptly i

'

. identified as a result of the questioning attitude and actions of the operating
shift and when identified, were promptly reported to the NRC. .Therefore, SOfi

. mitigation of the penalty on this factor is warranted. Your corrective actions,
>

as' described herein, were considered promot and comprehensive and included
actions to prevent recurrence, and therefore, 50*4 mitigation of the base civil
penalty on this fpctor is warranted.- Yoor past performance has been good, as
evidenced by no related violations of this nature in the past two years, and a ,

Category I rat.ing in~the operations. maintenance, and safety assessment areas
during the last $ ALP assessment, and therefore, 100% mitigation on this factor
is warranted; Adjustment of-the civil penalty based or, the other factors is
not warranted. 3

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the Notice when preparing your response. In your response, you t
should document the soecific actions taken and any additional actions you plan
to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this Notice, including
your proposed corrcctive actions and the results of future inspections, the NRC !will determine-whether further NRC enforcement action is necessary to ensure
compliance with NRC regulatory requirements,

in accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
Lthis letter and its enclosure will be placed.in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork. Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511. ;

'

Sincerely.

-- y - i
*

-Thomas T. Nartin-
Regional Administrator .

Enclosures Noti e of Violation
and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalty '

v-
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NOTICE OF V!OLATION

AND

PROPO$ED !MPO$! TION OF civil PENALTY ;

Ouquesne Light Company Docket No. 50-334
Beaver Valley Power $tation License No. OPR-66
Unit 1 EA 91-098

During NRC inspections co iducted f rom April 28 - July 9,1991, and subsequcnt
NRC inspector followup on July 9,1991, violations of NRC requirements were
identified. In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure
for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission proposes to impose a civil penalty pursuant to Section
234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act). 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10
CF6 L20$. The particular violations and tssociated civil penalty are set :

fortn iselow:

1. Violations Assessed a Civil Penalty

A. 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B, criterion XVI, corrective Action, requires
that measures shall be estabitsbed to assure that conditions adverse ,

-- to quality and nonconformances are promptly identified and corrected.

Contrary to the above, as of July 9, 1991, the licensee did not take
Iprompt ard adequate corrective action for a quality assurance auditor's

finding on June 12, 1991 that identified inat a longitudinal pipe weld ,

on the low head safety injection system (t.HS1) was not on his drawing
and not included in the I$1 program, or for a $$FE finding in 1989
concerning similar longitudinal welds, $pecifically, in neither
instance had the licensee conducted sufficient additional reviews
to identify and resolve similar problems with longitudinal pipe welds
which were present in other safety-related piping.

B. 10 CFR 50.55a(g) requires, in part, that components shall meet the
requirements of paragraph (g)(4) of this section and piping shall
nieet the requirements applicable to components which are classified
as ASME Code Class 2.

- 10CFR50.55a(g)(4) requires,inpart,thatcomponentswhichare,

~L classified as ASME Code Class 2 shall meet the requirements set forth
in applicable editions of Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure ,

Vessel Code, The applicable edition of the Code is the 1974 Edition
through Summer of 1975 addends.

Section XI. Article IWC-2000, requires, in part, that inservice
~

examinations be performed on longitudinal weld joints in pipe fittings
such that the intervals between examinations will not exceed the 10
year inspection interval.

Contrary to the above. (1) on June 18, 1991, iteensee engineering
personnel identifi6d 76 longitudinal welds (45 of which were fitting

|- welds) on the low head safety injection system that were classified
as A$ME Code Class 2, and that were omitted from the Unit 1 isometric
and vendor supplied drawings, resulting in the failure to include
these welds in the licensee (s inservice inspection (ISI) program and
the failure to inspect these welds during the first 10 year-1$1

.NUREG-0940 1.A-18
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Notice of Violation -2a
!

interval which ended in 1988; and (2) subsequent document review, on !
July 11, 1991, aho revealed 76 longitudinal welds (66 of which were
fitting velds) in the residual heat removal and 71 longitudiral welds
(71 of which were fitting welds) in the high head safety injection i
system which were not included and inspected in the first 10 year '

interval of the !$1 program.

This is a Severity Level !!! problem (Soplement 1).
Civil Penalty - $25,000 (assessed for Violation 1.A.).

- i

|
!!. Violation Not Assessed a Civil Penalty

,

,

Technical Specification (i$) 3.7.7.1 reovires that when either unit
is in mode 1, 2, 3, or 4, the control room habitability system shall !

be operable. TS 3.7.7.1.c defines the control room emergency
habitability system as OPERABLE when the series normal air exhsust
isolation dampers for both units are OPERABLE, and capable of automatic ;

closure on a control room high radiation and chlorine isolation signal, ce
the dampers shall be closed.

T.S. 3.0,3 requires that when a limiting Condition for Operation is i
not met except as provided in the associated ACTION requirement,
within one hout, action shall be initiated to place the unit in a #

MODE in which the specification does not apply.
4

Contrary to the above, on May 17, 1991, while Unit I was defueled and
Unit 2 was in mode 1, the Unit 1 solid state protection system ($$PS) !
was out of service (unable to provide an isolation signal), the Unit
1. control room outside air exhaust isolation dampers (two in serits
dampers) were neither operable nor closed in that they were deenergized
in the open position for a period of 18 1/2 hours, with no action taken
to place Unit 2 in a MODE in which T$ 3.7.7.1.c does not apply.

ThisisaSeverityLevel!!! violation (Supplement 1).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201 Duquense Light Company (Licensee)
is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the :Director Off'ce of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within M
days of the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalty (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a
Notice of Violation" and should include for each alleged violations (1)
admission or denial of the alleged violation (2) the reasons for the
violation if admitted, and if denied, the reasons why, (3) the correctivs-
steps that have been taken and the result achieved, (4) the corrective steps

-that will be taken to avoid further violations, and ($) the date when full ;
compliance will be achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within the.

,

time-specified in this Notice, an order may be issued to show cause why the t

license should not be modified, suspended, nr revoked or why such otner action
as may be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be given to extending

- the response time for good cause shown. Under the authority of Sectior. 182 of
the Act. 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or affirma-

,

tion.
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Notice of Violation -3-

Witnin the same time as provided for the response required above under
10 CFR 2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to
the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comml$ sten, with
a check, detf t, money order, or electronic transfer payable to ths Treasurer
of the United States in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or may
protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part, by a written answer ,

addressed to the Director Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Should the Licensee fall to answer within the time specified, an
ceder imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should the Licensee elect to
file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the civil penalty, in ;

. whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as an " Answer to a Notice ;

of Violation" and may (1) deny the violation listed in this Notice in whole ,

or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances, (3) show error in this |
Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalty should not be. imposed. In
addition to protesting the civil penalty in whole or in part, such answer may
request remission or mitigation of the penalty. :

- (
*

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in
. Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2 Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the $tatement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts of the-10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citing
page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the Licensee
is directed _to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure ,

for triposing a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been determined
in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter may '

be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless compromised,
remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil actions pursuant to Section
234c of the Act. 42 U.S.C. 2282c. 7

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment of
civil penalty, and Answer to.a Notice of Violation) should be addressed to:
Director Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: .

Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional !

Administratcr, U.S. Nuc? ear Reg'.ilatory Consission, Repon 1, and a copy to the
NRC Resident inspector at the Beaver Valley Power Station..

FOR THE HUCLEAR REGblATORY COMIS$10N *

W @
Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator

Dated at King of Prussia, Penntyivania
tHs p 2 day of October 1991

|
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Docket No. 50-458
License No. NPF-47
CA til-132

Gulf States Utilities 1

ATTN James C. Deddens |
Senior Vice President (RBNG)

'

P.O. Box 220
St. Francisville, Louisiana 70775

Gentlemen |

SUBJECT $ NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSE 0 IMPOSITION OF Civil PENALTY - 175,000
(NRC INS"ECTION REPORT NO, 50-458/91-26)

This is in reference to the September 19 24, 1991, inspection conducted in
response to Gulf States Utilities reporting to NRC on September 18, 1991, thatr
both trains of a subsystem of the cortbustible gas control system at GSU's River
Bend Station (RBS) nuclear power plant were discovered to have been inoperable.

NRC's inspection, which was documented in a report issued on October 11, 1991,
confirmed G5U's fif ding that wiring errors in the control system for the
plant's primary containe nt/drywell hydrogen mixing system would have, in the
absence of operator intervention, preverted this system from performing its
intended safety function. NRC's inspection also confirmed GSU's finding that
this condition had existed since the plant began operating in July 1985.

Because this discovery involved a potentially serious violation of the plant's
Technical Specifications, which require both trains of this subsystem to be
operable when the plant is in Operational Conditions 1, 2, and 3, this matter
was discussed with you and other representatives of GSU in an enforcement
conference in NRC's Arlington, Texas offices on October 23, 1991.

TM primary purpose of this system is to maintain hydrogen concentrations in
the crywell below flammable limits following a loss of-coolant accident (LOCA)
that resu'ets in the generation of hydrogen. The hydrogen mixing system
pqrforms this function by exhausting hydrogen in the drywell atmosphere to the
larger primar/ containment atmosphere, thus diluting hydrogen concentrations in
the drywell.

! Prior to the discovery of the control wiring errors on September 18, 1991,
| however, had operators attempted to initiate hydrogen mixing following a LOCA,
| the outlet valves associated with this system would have closed after operstors
! attempted to open them, rendering the system incapable of performing its

intended fianction without operator intervention to override f aulty system
logic.

CERTIFIED Mall
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
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IGulf States Utilities -2-

I
i
t

The discovery of this problem during a biennial procedute review by on employee ;

under contract to the RBS operations department is indeed commendable. As GSV
indicated during the enforcement conference, it is unlikely that this error
would have been detected during routine periodic system testing and just as 4

unlikely to have been detected during the biennial procedural review that this ;

employee was performing,
,

i

This problem appears to be attributable to a problem in the design control
,

process during plant construction, in that a design change was reflected on a
system logic diagram but not on a system wiring diagram. In addition, this +

appear $ to have occurred because a coniplete preoperational test of this system,
i.e., with a LOCA signal present, was not conducted. The system outlet valves - ,

were apparently not tested under conditions that would be expected to be .

1present following a LOCA,

NRC has considered G$U's evaluation of the safety significance of this problem
and agrees that plant operators would have recognized the problem and would,
under most circumstances, have been capable of finding a solution within a time

.

'

frame (four hours.under assumed design basis conditions) that would restore
s} stem operability before hydrogen concentrations exceeded flamable limits. .

NRC-also has-considered GSU's assertion that the hydrogen igniter system, a ,

separate system that was designed to control more significant quantities of i

hydrogen, would control the hydrogen concentration in the drywell even in the ,

absence of the hydrogen mixing syststm. GSU asserted in response to questions
-during the enforcement conference that either the hydrogen mixing system and
its associated systems or the hydrogen igniter system would satisfy design
requirements for hydrogen control in the event of a LOCA. However, it is not
clear in reading plant design descriptions that the hydrogen igniter system is
a redundant system to the combustible gas control system. As discussed during
the conference. GSU comitted to take steps to revise design docLments as

1

necessary to reflect this position.

NRC notes that, on October 24, the day after the enforcement conference, GSU
informed NRC that surveillance testing of. the hydrogen igniter system had not "

been conductes in accorriance with plant Technical Specific)tions, a dist.overy . i
that pus into question the ability of that system to perform its design .
function.' Based on your review of that issue, it does not appear that the- ,

hydrogen igniter system was ever incapable of performing its function. This
matter, while related to the issue at hand, will be dealt with in a separate
inspection report following NRC's review.

NRC accepts GSU's premise-that the safety significance of the hydrogen m:xing
system problem is reduced by the possibility of operator intervention and the
availability of the hydrogen igniter system. The fact remains, however, that a
system that was designed and installed to mitigate the consequences of a
serious. safety event would not have been capable of performing its intended
function from July 1985 to September 1991, without operator. intervention.-

L .
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Gulf States Vtilities 3

L

This condition constitutet a significant viciation of the plant's Te:hnical
Specifications, i<hich do not permit-plant operations in Operational Condi* tons
1, 2,- and 3 with_ both trains of the hydrogen raixing system inoperable. In |
accordance with the ' General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC [nforce- i

ment Actions,* (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), this
violation has Leen categorited at $everity Level 111. It should be noted that
by a strtet reading of the Enforcement Policy this violation could be
categcrized at Severity Lovel II. However, because the NRC staff agrees that
given the amount of time that would be available, the operators would likely
restore system function and because the hydrogen igniter system could provide
soine degree of back-up, the Severity Level !!! categorization was found to tie
the most appropriate.

NRC notd that G5U acted promptl upon the discovery of this problem to declare
thesysteminoperable,enterTecknical-Specification 3.0.3.beginanorderly
plant shutoown, report the inatter to NRC's Operations Center, and took
immediate steps to restere the system to operability. GSU's long-term
corrective action plan, which was described at the enforcement conference,

,

consists of plans. to conduct enhanced su' veillance testing of this system inr
the future, and plans =to review wiring and logic diagrams for other systems to
detect similar discrepancies. While NRC finds G$V's corrective action plan
edequate, NRC would have considered the plan more comprehensive had it included
plans to assess the' significance of the fact that preoperational testing did
not identify this problem. Further, given the time that had elapsed since this '

,

problem was discovered, the NRC would have expected G$U to have been further +

along in implementing its long term corrective action plan than was discussed
at the enforcement conference. ;

To emphasize lhe 51gnific6nce of the inability of a safety system to perform
its post. accident function, and the importance of ensuring that design changes
are properly reviewed and docunented. I have been authortred, af ter consul.
tation with the Director. Office of Enforcement, and the Deputy Cxecutive
Director _for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Research and Regional Operations, to
issue the enciesed Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty
(Notice) in the amount of $75,000 for the Severity Level !!! violation
described atove and in the Notice.

The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity Level !!! violation is
$50,000. Tha escalation and mitigation factors in the Enforcement Policy were-
considered and resulted in a net increase-of $25,000, in making this decision,
NRC considered G$U's discovery of this problem and prompt reporting worthy of a
50 percent reduction in the base value. however, NRC considered the fact that
Apportunities to discover this error were missed during the design modification
and preoperational test phases, resulting in the inoperability of this system-
for six years, worthy of=a-100 percent increase in the base value-under the
duration factor. The other adjustment factors in the Policy were considered-

and r.o further adjustm nt to the base civil penalty was considered appropriate.

,
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Gulf States Utilities 4-

G5U is recuirod to iespond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the en".loseo hotice when preparit9 its response, in responie, G5U
should document the specific acticns taken and any additional actions it plans
to prevent recurrence. As indicated above, preoperatiot.al testing of the
hydrogen mixing system did not identify the control logic errors that prevented
this system from operating as designed. Although this single instance is not
cause for suspecting fundan, ental flaws in the RBS preoperationai testing
program NRC requests that GSU discuss in its response to the Notice its basit
for confidence in preoperational testing of systems and components that, like
the hydrogen mixing system, may not be 1outinely tested under simulated design
conditions. After reviewing your response to this Notice, including your
proposed corrective actions and the results of future inspections, the NRC will
determine whethtr further NRC enforcement action is necessary to ensure
compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's '' Rules of Practice." a copy of
4 this letter and its enclosure will be placed .9 the hRC Public Document Room.

The responsr* directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearv *e procedures of the Office cf Management and Budget as required.

by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1950, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Sincergly,
-

,

/ r ' J -. ---;

Y4tY d I (t[ L-,,
Robert D. Martin
Regional Adninistrator

Enclosure
Nottre of Violation and Proposed Imposition

of Civil Penalty'
,

ct:

Gulf States Utilities
ATTN: J. E. Booker, Manager.

Nuclear Industry Relations
P.O. Box 2951

i Beaumont, Texas 77704

Winston & Strewn
ATTN: Mark J. Wetterhahn, Esq.
1801 1. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005-3502
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h011CC OF yl0L4110N
}AND !

PROPO5ED IMP 05tt!ON OF CivlL PENALTY
!
)

Gulf States Utilities Docket No. 50.a58 *

River Bend Station License No, Npr.47

EA 91 132
,

I

During an NRC' inspection conducted on September 19 24, 1991, violations of ARC |requirements were identified, in accordance with the " General $tatement of '

Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C .

(1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to impose a civil penalty [pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act),
42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violation and associated
civil penalty are set forth below:

,

River Dend Station Technical Specification 3.6.6.2 states, in part, that
two primary containment /drywell hydrogen mixing systems shall be operable
in Operational Conditions 1, 2, and 3.

'

- i.

Technical.$pecification 3.6.6.2 also states, in part, that with one '

. primary containment /drywell hydrogen mixing system inoperable, the
inoperable system must be restored to operable status within 30 days or
the unit must be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours.

Technical Specification 3.0.3 states, in part, that when a limiting
condition for operation is not met, except as provided in the associated-

;action requirements, action shall be initiated within 1 hour to place the '

unit in a specified operational. condition, as applicable, in which the
.5pecification does not apply.

-Contrary to the above, between July 1986 and September 18, 1991, the
licensee: (a) Lperated the facility in Operational Conditions 1, 2 and 3
with both primary containment /drywell hydrogen mixing systems inoperable
(b) failed to restore either system to operable status during this period

' and failed to put the unit in at least hot shutdown as a result of such
-inoperability; and (c) no exceptions being applicablei failed to place the
unit in an applicable operattunal condition es specified in Technical

' Specification 3.0.3.

This is a Severity Level 111 violation (Supplement 1).
Civil Penalty - 175,000

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Gulf States Utilities (Licensee) is
hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the Director,

l Office of Enforcer.ent,-U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within 30 days of
the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalty
(Notice). This-reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of
Violation" and should include for each alleged violations (1) admission or
dental of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the violation if admitted, ,

andifdenied,thereasonswhy,(3)thecorrectivestepsthathavebeentaken

,

NUREG-0940- I.A-25
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Notice of Violation -2-
.'
!

and the results achieved, (4) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid i

further violations, and (5) the date when full compliance will be achieved. If
an adequate reply is not received within the tirr.e specified in this Notice, an
order or a demand for information may be issued as to why tne license should
not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may be
proper should not be taken. Consideration rnay be given to extending the
response time for good cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the ,

Act, 42 U.$.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Within the same tirne es provided for the response required above under
10 CFR 2.201, the Licenste may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, with a
check, draft, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of
the United States in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or may
protest imposition of the civil penalty, in whole or in part, by a written
answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear
Regula ;ory Comission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the time
specified, an order imposing the civil henalty will be issued. Should the !

. Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the
civil penalty, in whole or in part, such' answer should be clearly marked as an ;

" Answer to a Notice of Violation" and mays (1) deny the violation listed in 4

thisNotice,-inwholeorinpart,(2)demonstrateextenuatingcircumstances,
(3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalty should
not be imposed. In addition to protesting the-civil penalty, in whole or in
part, such answer may request remission or mitigation of the penalty.

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2 Appendix C (1991) should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may '

incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by spewific reference (e.g., citing
.page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. -The attention of the Licensee
is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure
for imposing a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any :ivil penalty due which subsequently has been determined
in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter may
be referred to tne Attorney General, and the penalty, unless compromised,
remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to Section 234(c)
of the Act,-42 U.S.C. 2282c.

-The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment of
civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed tot
Director ' Of fice of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, ATTN:
Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555, with a copy to the Regional
Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Region IV, 611 Ryan Plaza
Drive, Suite 400,~ Arlington,. Texas 76011, and'a copy to.the NRC Resident
inspector _at the River Bend Station.

Dated at Arlington, Texas
this 26th day of November, 1991

|

|
'
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Detober 2, 1991

-Docket No. 50-423
Licerse No. NPF 49

. EA 91-107

Mr. E. J. Hroczka
Senior Vice President - Nuclear
Engineering and Operations
Northeast Nuclear Energy Company
P.O. Box 270
Hartford, Connecticut 06141-02'

Oear Mr. Mroczka:

Subject: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IPPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY - 550.000
. (NRC inspection Report No. 50 423/91-15) i

^

This letter refers to the NRC inspection conducted between June 16 and
July 31,1991, at Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3. Waterford, '

Connecticut. The inspection report was sent to you on August S, 1991.
During the inspection, a violation of NRC requirements was identified
involving the failure-to promptly ider.tify and co" rect a condition adverse '

to quality at the facility. On August 29. 1991, an enforcement conference '

was condu::ted with you and members of your staff to discuss the violation,
its causes and your corre.tive ections.

The condition adverse to quality involved the degradation of the service water
system in that an 80 foot section of the "B" train of the servit.e water piping
had extensive buildup of mussel clusters, thereby inhibiting flow to certain
heat exchangers, including the two heat exchangers for the associated diesel
generator. Although your staff had received indications on at least eight 3

occasions between June 27 and July 25, 1991. 15st service water flow was
significantly reduced below Alert or Alarm limits, your staff performed
cleaning operations, but did not aggressively p.trsue the ca'ne of this
degraded condition, nor determine whether the service water system could
perform its intended design function. The mussel fouling of the service water
system occurred because the chlorination system, whico was designed to prevent
such fouling, injected chlorine at a point downstream of where_the fouling
occurred.

The HRC is concerned that although there were numerous in'lications during the
June and July 1991 timeframe, that service water flow to system components in
this train was significantly degraded, you did not properly analyze this evident
trend. Furthermore, although the diesel generator heat eschangers were cleaned

CERTIFIED MAIL'
RETURN RETIM REQUESTED
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Northeast Nuclear Energy Company 2'

i

!

on eight separate occasions curir.g t. hat period, you did not verify whether i

system design functions were affected by the mussel fouling, When an extended ,

!flow test was ultimately performed (to confirm whether design service water '
functions were maintateed) af ter concerns wore raised by the NRC inspectors on
July 25, 1991, you found that the B Diesel Generator would not have operated ,

for 4 full 24 hours at full load, as required by the plant technical I

specifications, since only 1$% of required service water flow was obtained. t

The NRC recognizes that subsequent to the identification of this violation, i

prompt and comprehensive actions were initiated to resolve the specific !

technical concerns, and preclude recurrence of such violations. These
corrective actions, which were described at the enforcement conference, and ?

.in your related Licensee Event Report, included: (1) prompt shutdown of the !

-reactor on July 2),1991 (which has remained down as of this date)1 (2) a ,

'

comprehensive ins).ection of all the service water system piping to ascertain
the extent of,the uroblem; (3) hydro 14 sing the section of piping where the ;

cluster of mussel ft,uling was identified; (4) planned reexamination of the t

system in future outages to assure any mussel biofouling is promptly identified |

and corrected; (5.) plans to do a similar evaluation of the "A" traint and (6) a
-change-in the Plant Incident Reporting process to ensure that relevant dita
banks concerning_affected equipment are critically reviewed in a timely
manner following un event to assure equipment operability.

These f ailures demonstrate weaknesses in your program for prompt identification !
"

and resolution'of safety significant deficiencies. To emphasize the importanct
of-effective-and long lasting corrective action to resolve this concern, I have.
been authorized, after consultation with the Director, Office of Enforcement,
and the Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional
Operations and Research, tu lesue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed |
Imposition of Civil Penalty (hetice) in the amount of $50,000 for the violation *

Set forth in the enclosed Notice,

The base civit penalty ,at.unt for a Severity Level !!! violation is $50,000. .

The escalation and mitigation factors set forth in the enforcement policy were
considered, as described below. Theviolation-(failuretopromptlyidentify
and correct a condition adverse to quality) was identified by the NRC, and
therefore, 50% escalation of the base civil penalty on this factor is warranted.

-Your corrective actions,: subsequent to the identification of this violation, i

were prompt and comprehensive, and therefore, 50% mitigation-of the civil
penalty on this factor is warranted. The other adjustment factors in the

-policy were considered and no further adjustment of the penalty was warranted.
Therefore, the civil _ penalty is being proposed _ at $50,000.

.

You are required to respond to the enclosed Notice and, in preparing your i

response, you should follow the instructions specified therein. In your .

response, you should document tt's specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your respense to this

' Notice, including your prcruset,i corrective actions, and the results of future
' inspections, the NRC will de'. ermine whether further enforcement action is
.necess'ary.to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements. .j

!

;
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Northeast Nuclear Energy Cornpany 3

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's '' Rules of Practice.' Part 2, Title
10. Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the er:losure will
be placed in the NRC's Public Docuttent Room.

The responses directed by this' letter and the enclosure are act subj et to thee

clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required by the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. 96 $11.

$1ncernly,

ff ~

Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator

Enclosure:
Notice.of Violation and

Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty

cc:
W. D. Romberg, Vice President. Nuclear Operations
S. E. $cace, Nuclear $tation Director
C. H. Clement Nuclear Unit Director-
R. M. Kacich, Manager, Nuclear Licensing
0. O. Nordquist. 01 rector of Osality $ervices
Gerald Garfield, Esquire
Nicholas Reynolds, Esquire
Public Document Room (POR)
local Public Document Room (LPOR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (A$1C)
NRC Senior Resident Inspector
State of Connecticut ,

,

7

._ _

t
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'

NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENtLTY :

Northeast Nuclear Energy Co.noany Docket No. 50-423 |
'

Waterford, Connecticut Licente No. NPF-49 '

EA 91-107

During an NRC inspection conducted between June 16 and July 31, 1991, a
violation of NRC requirements was identified, in accordance with the " General :

Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions." 10 CFR Part 2, ,

Appendia C, (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to impose a 1

civil penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Er'ergy Act of 1954, as }
smended ("Act"), 42 U.$,C. 2282. and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violation i
and the associated civil penalty are set forth below; ~

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI (Corrective Action), requires,
in part, that* measures shall be established to assure that conditions

-adverse to quality, such as failures, dcficiencies and deviations, are
promptly identified and corrected. .

Contrary to the above, between June 27, 1991 and July 25, 1991 a tendlo on
'
;

adverse to quality existed at Millstone Unit 3, and the condition was not
promptly identified or corrected. $pecifically, inussel clusters of *

significant enough volume to cause operational problems had accumulated- :
along an 80 foot section of. service water system pip ng. On at least
eight occasions during that tirne period actions taker, by licensee personnel
to correct indications of degradtd service water flow neither identified
.nor corrected the full extent of the problem. These ineffective corrective
actions resulted in significantly reduceo service water flow to the "B" |
Diesel Generator heat exchanger which in turn resulted in a reduction in !
tne diesel generator's electrical load carrying capability. !

.

This is a severity Level 111 violation (Supplement 1).

Civil Penalty - $ 50,000

Pursuant to the provision of 10 CfR 2.201. Northeast Nuclear Energy Company I
(Licensee) is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to '

the Director, Office of Erforcement. U.S. Ntclear Regulatory Commission, within
30 days of the date of this Notice of. Violation and Proposed imposition of Civii
Penalty (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Nctice '

of Violation" and shodd include for each alleged violation: (1) acmission or
,

denial.of thel alleged violat;on, (2) the reasons for.the violation if admitted,
and if denied.-the reasons.why, (3) the corrective steps that have been taken
anc' the results achievoi, (4) the Corrective steps that wiIl be taken to avoid
further violations, and (5) the date when full compliance will be achieved, if
an adequate reply is not rectived within the time specified in this Notice, an
order may be issued to show cause why the license should not be modified,
suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may be proper should not be
taken. Consideration may be given to extending the response time for good cause

<

"
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Notice of Violation 2

thcwn. Under the abthority of Section 182 of the Act. 42 U.S.C. 2232, this
'

response thall be submitted tender oath or af firmation.

Within the same time as provided for the re conte required above under 10 CFR
2.20), the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S Nuclur Regulatory Commissten, with a
chect, draft O ney order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of
the United States in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or may
protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part by a written answer
addressed to the Of rector, Office of Enf orcement, U.$. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. $hould the Licensee fall to answer within the time specified, an
order imposing the civil penalty wtil be issued. Should the t,1censee elect to
file an answer in accordanc.e with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the civil penalty, in
whole nr in part,. such answe** should be clearly marked as " Answer to a Notice
of Violati?n" and may: (1) deny the violation (s) listed in this hotice in whole
=or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances, (3) show error in this
Notice, or (4) show otter reasons why the penalty should not be imposed, in
addition to protesting the civil penalty in whole or in part, such answer may -

request remission or mitigation of the penalty.

In requesting mitigation of the. proposed penalty, the factors addressed in
Section V.B. of 10 C/R Part 2. Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any '

written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.2C5 should be set forth separately
from the statement or esplanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citing
page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the Licensee
is directed to sne other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure-fc+
imposing a civil penalty, i

-Upon failure to pey any civil penalty due which subsequently has been determined
in a.cordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter may be
referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless compromised, remitted,
or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to Section 234c of the
Act 42 U.S.C. 22S2(c).

The responses noted above (Reply to a Notice of Violation, letter with payment p
of civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of_ Violation) should be addressed to!,-

,

= Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN:
Dorument Control Oesk Washington, D.C. 2055R with a copy to the Regional
Administrator .U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region 1, 475 Allendale Road,
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406 and a copy to the Senior Resident inspector.

-Millstone, Unit 3.

| FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

YL$4 k
Thomas T. Martin t

Regional Administrator
,

Dated at King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
this 2nL day of Octeter 1991

|

!
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/ NUCLE AR RLOULATORY COMMISSIONn

i f 8 t GION I
47b AnttN0att 8'oAoe

Y KING of Paussia rtNNsttvANi4 team tais

+ . . . .
November 25, 1991

Docket No. 50-443
License No. NPF 86
EA 91144

Public Service Company of New Hampshire
ATfN: Mr. T. C. Felgenbaum, Paesident

J

and Chief Executive Officer
New Hampshire Yankee Division

Post Office Box 300
Seabrook, New Hampshire 03874

Dear Mr. Feigenbium:

Subject: Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty - $100,000

On December 27,1990, the NRC was informed by New Hampshire Yankee (NHY) that the
radiographic records (i.e., the film and accompanying Radiographic Inspection Report) for
one safety related weld could not be located. Region I documented this issue in NRC
Inspection Report (IR) No. 50-443/90 24 as an unresolved item pending licensee completion
of its evaluation and implementation of corrective measures, as well as further NRC review
of the safety significance of this finding. During your subsequent evaluation, which included
implementation of a NilY weld record reverification program (WRRP), the radiographic
records for three additional safety related welds could not be located.

In addition to the rnissing weld records, as a result of further NRC inspection follow-up of
the unresolved item, the NRC also identified a weld radiographic record that did not include
documentation to verify that Yankee Atomic Electric Company (YAEC) quality assurance
personnel perfdrmed the procedurally required film review of one safety related radiograph
to confirm its acceptability. Furthermore, additional investigation by NilY personnel
revealed one additional safety related weld for which there was no documentation to indicate
that a YAEC review of a radiograph was performed. '

The NRC also notes that you initiated a weld radiograph reinterpretation program (WRRIP)
to reexamine a specific population of construction field weld radiographs and their applicable
records, as a result of a Notice of Violation issued to you on June 28,1991, involving

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
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Public Service Company 2
.'of New HampsMre

deficient redtographs for sit weJds. The radiographs were deficient in that the requirementsi.

' -
of the ASME Boiler arid Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code) fcr radiographic film
sensitivity were not met (Reference: Inspection Report No. 50 443/91 12). Based on that
WRRip, the results of which were provided to the NRC in letters dated September 17 and
27,1991 (Reference: NYN 91131 and NYN 91157), you indicated that you established a
suspect population of 90 similarly configured welds which NRC had not previously reviewed,
or which were re radiographed by a different technique after you had instituted more
stringent controls. Based on your review of the a.ssociated radiographs,47 were found to i
have similar deficiencies to those previously found to be inadequate by the NRC. The ;
specifie deficiencies included the failure of 40 weld radiographs to meet certain ASME Code !_

. requirernents for film density, the failure of three weld radiographs to meet certain ASME |
Code requirements for penetrameter sensitivity and the failure of four weld radiographs to
meet either requirement. *

'
-

. .

- With respect to the first two issuet, the NRC recogmms that NHY has implemented
,

corrective action for the four weld radiograph records that were missing, and for the two
weld radiographic records for which there was no evidence of a YAEC film review. Those
actions were submitted, along with the results of further inspection and review, in a letter
dated August 30,1991 (Reference. NYN 91134). Ir; that final WRRP report, NHY indicated
that for all four cases where the radiographic records were found to be missing, the wc!ds
were radiographed again and found acceptable pet A1ME Code requirements. Also. NHY
indicated that for the other two welds where it4 dependent YAEC review of the radiographs
was not in evidence, a review by a YAEC uviewer was performed, subsequent to the e

discovery of this discrepancy, and that review confirmed the acceptability of both weld and
film quality in each case.

: With respect to the third issue, the population of affected welds was limned to those welds in
'

piping of three inch and under diamet r examined with a specific radiographic technique t

(namely, double wall viewing after double wall shots with source side penetrameters) and for
which the initial Pullman Higgins review signature _ occurred prior to October 1,1982 (more.

.

stringent controls were put in place by you after this date). You subsequently radiographed
the 47 v clds whose ongmal radiographs were found to be in question, and the resultant
radiographs were verified as meeting all requisite enteria in each of the 47 cases, and.
confirmed the quality of the affected wc!ds. In addition, the NRC has reviewed a sufficient
number of new weld radiographs and their associated records, as well as additional
populations of weld radiographs and associated records, to establish confidence that you

- currently meet the requirements of the ASME Code for weld and film quality.,

|

|

|
r
!?

.

>
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Public Service Company 3

|of New llampshire

Notwithstanding the actions taken once the deficieneses were identified, three violations hate
been identified as a result of the extensive review of the usues set forth above. The
violatic", which are descnbed in the er. closed Not:ce of Violation, involved: (1) the failure
to retain, and be able to retrieve for the life of the plant, the radiographs and associated i

records for four welds (Violation ll.A);(2) the failure to document that a YAEC review was
performed of the radiographic packages for two other welds as required by your procedures
(Violation li.B); and, (3) the failure of 47 additional radiographs to meet the ash 1E Code
requirements necessary to fully demonstrate the quality of the welds (Violation 1).

The first two violations, which are described in Section !! of the enclosed Notice, are
classi0ed at Severity Level IV.

Given the number of examples of the third violation, and the fact that they resulted in welds
#

ofindeterminate quality until the additional radiographs were taken in 1991, the third-

violation, which is desenbed in Section 1 of the enclosed Notice is classified at Seventy
. Level 111in accordance with Supplement 11 of the ' General Statement of Policy and +

Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions." (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix

C (1991).

With respect to the third victation, the NRC recognizes that the denciencies were limited to a
small portion of the set of approximately 2700 radiographs, and that you had taken other,

actions to ensure the quality of construction at the facility. Furthermore, the NRC also
recognizes that the subsequent radiographs in 1991 confirmed the quality of the affected
welds in each case.

Nonetheless, to emphasize the imponance of radiographs meeting all AShtE Code
requirements to fully demonstrate the quality of welds, I have been authorized, after '

consultation with the Commission, to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed
imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) in the amount of $100,000 for the. Seventy Level ll!
violation set forth in Section 1 of the enclosed Notice. The, base civil penalty amount for a
Severity Level !!! violation ik $50,000. The escalation and mitigation factors set forth in the .

'

enforcement policy were considered. The civil penalty has been escalated 100% after
considering the factors of identification, corrective action, and duration. Specifically, the
associated radiographic denciencies set fonh in Violation I were not identified and corrected
until the W90-1991 time frame. Those actions were not taken until after NRC inquiries

| concerning this matter as a result of allegations and information received from other sources.
|

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions specified in the
enclosed Notice when preparing your response. After reviewing your response to this

L . Notice, including your corrective actions (which may reference prior submittals as warranted)
n
1

p

|

|
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Public Service Company 4
*

, of New Hampshire

and the results of future inspxtions, the NRC will determine whether further NRC
enforcement action is necesury to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory sequirements. Ina-

accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's ' Rules of Practice,* a copy of this letter and
,

the enclosure will be placed in the NRC's Public Documer. Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosure are not subject to the clearance i

procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction '

Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

,,4dmu - ;

Thornas T blartin :
Regional Administrator i

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalty

ec w/ encl:
L. E, hiaglathlin, Jr., President and Chief Executive Office'r, PSNH
Senior Vice President and Chief Operating Officer, NHY

,

J. ht. Peschel, Regulatory Compliance blanager, NHY
D. E. Moody, Station hianager, NHY i

T. Harpster Director of Licensing Services, NHY
R. M. Kacich, Manager of Generation Facilities Licensing, NUSCO
J. F. Opeka, Executive Vice President, NU
O. Garfield, Esquire
R. Hallisey, Director, Dept. of Public Health, Commonwealth of Masrachusetts
S. Woodhouse, Legislative Assistant-
Public Document Room (PDR)
Local Public Document Room (LPDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
NRC Resident inspector
State of New Hampshire, SLO
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, SLO Designee

|
|
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NOTICE OF YlOLATION
OF |

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVll PENALTY |
,.

i

Public Service Company of New Hampshire Docket No. 50-443 '

Seabrook Station License No. NPF 86 |
Seabrook, New Hampshire EA 91 !44

As a result of the licensee arad NRC follow-up of issues set forth in the NRC Inspection .

Report Nos. 90 24,9112 nd 9121, violations of the NRC requirements were identified. In
accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement
Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes i

to impose a civil penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as !
amended ("Act"),42 U.S.C. 2282 and 10 CFx 2.205. The particular violations and the
associated civil penalty are set forth below: '

t

1. VIOLATION ASSESSED A CIVIL PENALTY

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion IX, Control of Special Processes, requires
that measures be established to assure that special processes, such as nondestructive |
tesung, be controlled and accomplished by qualified personnel using qualified ;

procedures in accordance with applicable codes, standards, specibeations, entena, i

and other special requirements. Pursuant to this requirement, Scabrook Station was
constructed in accordance with the requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure !
Vessel Code (Codeh 1977 Edition up to the Winter 1977 Addenda.

!

Section 111 of the Code delineates the requirements for the construction of piping |
systems, including welded joints and the radiography of welded joints. Article 2 of ;
Section V of the Ccde, which is invoked by Section !!! of the code, delineates the i

requirements for radiography of piping welds. Specifically, Table T 272 of the
ASME Code, requires that "the minimum radiographic quality, as displayed by a
radiographic penetrameter for thicknesses up to and including 0.875," shall be 2 4T.
In addition, Paraf,raph T 263.2(a) of Article 2 of Section V requires the density of the
area of interest to be within minus 15% to plus 30% of the density through the body
of the penetrameter and Paragraph T 234.1 requires a minimum density of 2.0 for
radiographs made with a gamma source.

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix D, Criterion XVil, Quality Assurance Records, requires
that sufficient records be maintained to fumish evidence of activities affecting quality. i

r" recordc 4811 be identifiable anc retrievable, Pullman Higgins Procedure IX RT-
* 117 im;Qrcented this requirement for all welds reviewed to ASME Section V and,.

& .an !!!.
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Notice of Violation 2

P

Contrary to the above, suf6cient records (radiographs) under Pullman fliggins
Procedurc 7 RT 1 W77 were not cbtained to furnish evidence that all welds met the
quality stasads required by ASME Section V and Section Ill, tendenng the quality
of welds indeterminate. Specincally, Gnal code required radiographs taken for thtre
of the welds in the early 1980's did not meet the minimum quality level of 247, the
radiographs taken in the ume period for 40 welds did not meet the requirements for !
minus 15 to plus 30 percent of the penetrameter density or the 2.0 minirnum densit) i
requirements and the radiographs taken in the same time frame for four welds did not
meet either requirement. This condition existed until September 1991, when additional
radiographs were taken and found to be acceptable.

This is a Severity Level 111 Violation (Supplement II)

Civil Penalty J5100,000 l

!!. . VIOLATidNS NOT ASSESSED A CIVIL PENAi.fY

A. - 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix P. Criterion XVil, Quality Assurance Records
requires, in part, that sufReient records shall be maintained to furnish evidence
of activities affecting quality, and that these records be identinable and ,

retrievable.

-

Contrary to the above, between December 27,1990 and August 1991,
radiographs and their ussociated records, (namely, the original Radiograph
Inspection Reports (RlR)), for four welds were not identinable and retrievable,
since they had not been retained for the life of the plant. The specine welds
for which radiograph packages were missing were Welds 1 CS 328-02,F0204:
1 CS 360-08,F0801; l CBS-120107,F0701; and 1 FI l88-01.F0150. '

This is a Severity Leiel IV Violation (Supplement !!)

-B. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion II, Quality Assurance Program *

requires, in. pan, that the program contain documented procedures and that
activities be carried out in accordance with applicable procedures.

The Yankee Atomic Electric Company (YAEC) Procedure No. 5, entitled.
"QEG NDE REVIEW GROUP,' which implements 10 CFR Part 50,-
Appendix B, Criterion 11, requires a YAEC quality assurance program review '

= of all safety related radiographs.

.

F'
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Notice of Violation 3 ;

1
'

Contrary to the above, prior to August 1991, no YAEC quality assurance
'

program review of two radiographic packages was conducted for Welds 1.RH.
15101.F0102 and 1-CES 120101,F0103. In particular, the RlRs for these
we!ds were not signed by the YAEC reviewer, as were these for all other

;

welds reviewed. t

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement II)

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.001. New Hampshire Yankee is hereby required to
submit a written ' statement or explanatioa to the Director, OfSce of Enforcement, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within 30 days of the date of this Notice of violation and ,

Proposed Impositbn of Civil hnalty (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a -

" Reply to a Notice of Violation" ud should include for each alleged violttiont (1)
admission or denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the violation if admitted, and
if denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have been taken and the results '

achieved. (4) the corTective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations, including i

measures taken to prevent similar problems with work conducted on future modifications, '

and (5) the date when full compliance will be achieved. For items (3), (4) and (5) above,
your reply may refer to previous actions and letters to the NRC, as appropriate and
warranted, if an adequate reply is not received within the time specined in this Notice, an

,

order or demand for information may be issued as to why the license should not be modined, +

*

suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may be proper should not be taken.
Consideration may be given to extending the response time for good cause shown. Under
the authority of Section 182 of the Act. 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted
under oath or afGrmation.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above unde 10 CFR 2.201, the
Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the Director, Office of
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a check, draft', money order, or
electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of the United States in the amount of the civil
penalty proposed above, or may protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part, by
a written answer addre:ssed to the Director, Ofnce of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the time specified, an order
imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should the Licensee elect to file an answer in
accordaace with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer

- should be clearly marked as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the
violations listed in this Notice, in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating

. circumstances, (3) show crror in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalty
should not be imposed. In addition to protesting the civil penalty in whole or in part, such
answer may request remission or. mitigation of the penalty.

| NUREG-0940 1.A-38
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Notice of Violation 4

In rcquesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in Section V.D of 10
CFR Put 2 Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any atten answer in accordance
with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth sepuaiety frem tne statement or expla. nation in reply
pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific
refe rnca (e.g., citing page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the
Licenses is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2 205, reguding the procedure for
imposing a civil penalty.

.

Upon failure to pay an) il penalty due which subsequently has been determined in
accordance with the appituble provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter may be referred to
the Attomey General, and the penalty, unless compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be
collected by civil action pursuant to Sectica 234(c) of the Act,42 U.S.C. 2282c. -

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment of civil penalty,
and Answer to a N0tice of Violation) should be addressed to: Director, Office of
Enfortement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk,
Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Region I,475 Allendale Road, King of Prt.ssia, pennsylvania
19406 and a copy to the NRC Senior Reactor inspector, Scabrook Nuclear Power Station.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

kn
Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator

Dated at King of Prussia, pennsylvania
this.##' day of November 1991

NUREG-0940 I.A-39
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g% ,,,,,+ Octeber 30, 1991

Docket No. 50-440
Eicense No. NPF 88
EA 91 118

The Cleveland E h(trie 111eminating
Company

ATIN: Mr. fitchael D. Lyster
Vice President Nuc1(ar - Perry

10 Center Road
Perry, Ohio 44081

Dear fir. Lyster:

SUDJECT: 80TICE OF VIOLA 110N AND PROPOSED lhPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY -
$100,000 (NRC INSPECTION REPORT HO. 50-440/91013)

This refers to th'e special sefety inspection conducted on August 19-30, 1991,
at the Perry Nuclear lower Plant to review the program controls and technical
odequacy of the mergency operating procedure!, (COPS; also called Plant
Energency Instructions, or PEls at the facili*y). The report docunentir.g this
inspection was sent to you by lettcr dated September 23, 1991. As a result cf
the inspection, significant violations of NRC requirements were identified.
An eniorcement conference w s held on September 30, 1991, in the Renton 111
office with you to discuss the violations, their cause and your corrective
actions. A copy of the enfcrcement conference repcet ers railed to you on
Octcber 2, 1991.

It appears that a lack of effectivo roaragement control and oversight of the
ECP progran was the najor factor contributirg tc the violations, as evidenced
by the inattentico to program recuirements (e.g. verification and validation)
during the development end implementation of the E0Ps and the limitetl
application of rtteurces to the E0P prograr. Additionally, quality assurance
activities f ailed to identif y the significant progranmatic prob 1?ns.

Violttirn A involves the failure to fully implement the PEI Verification Mir,
developed to conply with Tcchnical Specification 6.8.1.b and NUREG-0727
recuirements for upgraded coergency operating procedures. Specifically: (1)
PEl-SPIs (Special Pier.t Instructions) were not verified for confernance to the
Perry Plant Spccific Technical Guidelines pricr to issuance, (2) the first
issuance of two procedures that prcvided new sequences of operatcr actiens
resulting f rom changes in methodolony deteribed in revised PEls werc nct
validatedpriortoissuance,and(3}the"TtchnicalAdequacy"portionofthe
PEI Vertfication Checklist nett ret perforned for PEI finw charts.

Violations B and C concern inadequate and rero istent PEl-SPIs which resulted
f rcm the program weaknesses ercrplified in the previcus viciation. in particular,
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PEl-SP1 2.6, " Bypass of RUCU ! solation on SLCS Initiation" did not centain
instructions for reopening system isolation valves to allow for reactor pressure
control. -PEl-$PI 8.2, "RPV Venting Using RCIC" failed to provide instructiens
to reopen isolation valves or to Prevent the closure of the RCIC steem shutoff
valve ok a Leve? 8 isolation. In addition. no procedures were developed to
defeat the reactor protection system and alttrnate rod insertion logic trip
(to allow for reinsertion of a reactor scram in response to an ATW5 event), or
to b) pass the main steam isolation valve (M51V) high rediation isolation.-

ilhen conside cd together, the failure to provide instructions to defeat the
RCIC and MS!V isolations would have precluded all venting of the reactor
pressure vessel, rendering reactor cooling through containment flooding

' ineffective for low probability accident scenarios beyond the plant design
hasis. '

Corrective actions included the verification and validation cf the PEl-SPIs,
the technical verification of E0P flow charts, and the planned revision to
your procedsre controlling E0P development and inplernentation. Also, the
evaluation by your quality usurance organization of its performance nd the
resulting comprehensive corrective e.ctions in the cuality assurance crea that
extended beyond the PEI program area tre vicwed as positive-actions.

Violations A.'B, and C collectively represent a significant bre6kdown in the-

management oversight and control during the develconent and implementation of
the E0Ps at the Perry t:urlear Power Plant. Therefore, in accordance with the '

* General Statenent ct Policy end Procedure for NRC Enforcer'ent t.ctions,"
(Enforcenent Policy) 10 EFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the violations are
classified,in the aggregate as a Severity Level !!! problen.

t,

$1nce 1902, the URC tas issued three NUREG documents, one infcrmation Notice, 6ne
terp1tntnt to the Information Notice, and numerous inspection reports, and held
sneetings with-the industry addressing either E0P development or problems
identified with C0P development / implementation. Con.prehensive information was
made available in April 1989 when NUREG-1358,'* Lessons Learned from the Special
inspection Program for Emergency Opereting Procedures,"-was issued. . NUREG-1350
detailed ~tne problems identified during NRC inspections of E0Ps at 30 nuclear ,

power plants-in 1988.
,

In licht ~of the information tvallable to t b Cleveland' Electric 111unineting i

Company, the P:RC is concerned that signifin nt process and technical problers
with the E0P program existed at the Perry Nuclear Power P1rrt et the time of ,

5

the inspection. The' failures of the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company- +

wcre in three critical areas. First, the individuel assigned the responsibility
to develop the COPS was not knowledgeabic cf the components necessary to ensurc

: .a quality product. Second. line ranagement did not provido effective overstght
| ~

NUREG-13EP. f.teted that the majority of the prcb1ces.with E0P5 at other nuclear
of the E0P process. This is particularly disturbing because the conclusions of

l'
I; pcytr plants Ture due to the lack of adequate inplementation. And finali), the
! cuelity assurance organization was ineffective in providing sonier renagement

with assurer.cc that the C0P process was being properly implemented.

.

'
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i

To emphasize the need for effective nanagement control and oversight of hRC
licerted activities at the Perry huclear Power Plant, including the development

,

and implementation of the ECPs 1 have been authorized after consultation with
the Director Office of Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive Directur for
Nuclear Regulation, Regional Operations and l'escarch to issue the enclosed 14 tire
.of Violation and Proposed Impositten of Civil Penalty (Notice) in the amcunt cf
$100,000 for the Severity Level !!! problem. The base value of a civil tienalty
for a Severity Level !!! problem is $50,000. The esec1stion and mitigation ,

factors in the Enforcenent Policy were considered, as described below, and on ,

balance, 100% escelation of the civil penalty was warranted. ;

The base civil penalty wcs escalated 50% because the NRC identified the
'

majority of the violations.- While you had previevsly identified some of the '

violations (e.g. the need for an SPI t. bypass the M51V high radiation

Additionally,heyhadnotyetbeencorrectedatthetirecftheinspection.you did rot identify the larger programmatic implications orisolation) t
recognize the s anificance of the deficiencies. Once you were put en notice,
your corrective actions were prompt and extensive. Therefore, the full C0!-
mitir,ation is warranted for this factor.' The amount of the civil penalty was '

increased an additional-100 percent for the prior notice of sinitor errott
provided in MIREG-1358, " Lessons Learned f rom th( Special Inspection Progrer
for Emergency Cpe' rating Procedures." At the enforceu nt cerference, you
acknowledged that your staff received and reviewed NUREG-1350. The remaining
factors in the enforcement policy were also cersidered and no fure er adjust-

*

ment to the base civil renalty was considered appropriate.

- You are required to respond to this- letter and theule' f c110w the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response, in your respente,
you should document the specific actions taken and any additional actions you
plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing yevr response to this Notice,
including your preposed corrective actions and the results of future inspections,
the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement action .is necessary to
cesvre compliance with NRC regulatory requireu nts.

i

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of this
letter, 5tc cr; bsure, and your responses will be placed in the NRC Public
Doccu nt Room.

The responses directed by this letter end the enclosed Notice tirc net rebject to
the clearance precedures of the Office of Management and Dudget as required by

| the Paperwork Reduction Tct cf 1500, Pub. L. i;o. 90-E11.

Sincerely,

$ $NY)Ci<b &
A. Bert Davis
Regional Administrator

Enclosure:
fictice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil. Fu41ty

See Attcched Dirtributien
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. POTICE OF VIOLATION
~-

AND

. PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY

.
_

. o
Cleveland Electric illuminating Company Docket No. 50-440

'

Perry Nucitar Power Plant, Unit 1 License No, hPF-68
EA 91-118

i
~

During an NRC inspection conducted on August 19 through 30, 1991, violations
of NRC requirementsjicrc idertified.- In accorda ce with the " General

-,'Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions * 10 CFR Part 2
Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Cor W sion proposos to impose a '

civil renalty pursuant to Section 234 of the Atamic Energy Act of 1954, as 1

omendea (M+.), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular. violations ;
rnd associated civil penalty are set forth belvw:

A. Technical Specification 6.P.1.b requires that written precedures or
instructions be established, implemented, and naintained covering the
requirements of NUREC-0737 and rupplements thereto.

,

NUREG-0737. Suppleinent Fo, 1 paragraph 7.1, requires, in part, the
licensee to prepare technical guidelines tr.d te implement upgraded
emergency operating proccdures.

Perry Plant Operations Procedure (OAP) 0507, Revision 4. " Development of
Plant Emergency Instructions," dated March 28, 1991, inplements the

-requirenents of Technical Specification 6.0.1.b and NUREG-0737
'(Seppitment No. -1).

Contrary to the above, as of August 19, 1991, the licensee failed to
comply with toe provisions of 0AP-0507 as evidenced by the following .

enmples:

1. All PEI-SPIs (Special Plant Instructions) issued on July 17, 1991,
were not verified for PS'd conferitance in accordance with the PE!
Yerification Plan, as specified by paragraph 6.4.2 of OAP-0507

2. New say ences of operator actions resulting from a chanpe ir.
methoc< ogy ra' described in newly developed (revised) PE!-SPI 2.6,
" Bypass of RVCLI Isolation on SLCS Initiation" and PEI-SPI' S.2, "RPV -
Venting Using T T " were rot validated prior to issuance.as.
specified ty m, p th 6.4.3 of OAP-0507,

3. The " Technic,1 s ara.y' portion of the PEI Verifict. tier Checklist
was not performed for PEi flow charts issutd on July-1P, 1991, es

'

.

specified by paragrap' 2.4,2.2.e to Attachment 2 oi 0AP-0507.

|-
:

:-
| :-

.
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I B. '10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B Criterion V, requires, in part, that
activities affectirt ccality be prescribed by documented instructions or
procedures of a type appropriate to the circunttences.

Contrary to the above, as of_A g ust 19, 1991 Plant Emergency
Instructions - Special Plant Instructions (PEl-SPIs), procedures

-governing activities that affect quality, were not of a type appropriate
to the circumstances for_ implementation of the PEls, as evidenced by
the following exemples:

-1. PEl-SPI 2.6, " Bypass' of RWCU lsolation on SLCS Initiation," Revision
0, failed to provide instructions to allow the reactor water
clean-up system isolation valves to be opened had they closed on en

, earlier isolation. -This was inappropriate to the'circunstances for.
implementation of the PE! provision for reactor vessel pressure
contrc1.

2. PEl-SPI 8.2, "RPV Venting Usi,ng RCIC," Revision C, failed to provide
= instructions to allow the RCIC steam line isolation valves upstream
of the RCIC steam shutoff valve to be opentd, or reopened had the
-isolation valves closed previously. Additionally, PE!-SP! P.2:
failed to provide procedures to prevent the closure of the RCIC

. steam shutoff valve on a Level 8 isolation. This was inappropriate-
to the circumstances for implemtotation of the PEl provisions for
maintaining reactor system venting capability.

C. -10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B Criterion V, requires, in part, that
.

-activities affecting quality be prescribed by documented instructions or
procedures of_a type appropriate to the circunstnr.cr!.

Centr 6ry to the above, as of August 19, 1991, the PEI-SPIs issued by tbc
licensee failed to provide procedures for plant emergencies as evidenced
by the following examples:

'

l.. No 'PEl-SP1 was~ developed to defeat the recco r protection systen and
alternate roo insertion logic trips. This was inappropriate to the
circumstances for implementation-ci the PEI provisions for response
to an ATWS condition.

~2. No PEl-SPI was develeret to bypass the main steen isolction valve =
'high_ radiation isolation. Thir res inappropriate to the
circumstances for implementation of the Pfl provisions fo-
maintaining retetcr. system venting and reilooding ctrebility.

!

Violations A, B and C are a Severity Level 111 prob kn-(Eq plement 1). |

-Cumulative Civil Penalty - $100,000 (assessed equally among the three violations).
'

p
!- Pursuant to the provisions o' 10 CFR 0.E01,'tFe Cleveland Electric

Illuminating Compary (Licensee) 'es hereby required to submit a written
i,

;

I

i

I
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Notice of. Violation- 4 5-

statement of explanation to the Director Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Comission,. within 30_ days of the date of this Notice of Violation
and Proposed Imposition of Civil penalty (Notice). This reply shculd be
clearly narked as-a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for
each alleged violation: .(1) admission or denial of the alleged violation,
(2) the reasons for the violation if adnitted, and if denied, the reasons wh
(3| the corrective steps that have becq taken ar.d the results achieved, (4) y,the

.L corrective steps tha+ will be taken to avoid further Yiolations, and (5) the
'

date when full compliance is achieved. If an adequate reply is not received
within the timo specified in this Notice, an order may be issued to show cause
why the license should not be aodified, suspended, or revoked or why such
other' actions as may be proper should not be tt, ken. Consideration may be
given to extending the response time for good cause shown. Under the .

. authority of Section 162 of the Act,'42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be
submitted under oath or affirmation.

-Within the same time as provided for the response required under 10 EFR 2.201,,

the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the Directer,
Office of Enforcement, Ud. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, with a check,
draft, money order', or electronic transfer pcyable to the Treasurer of the
United States in the amount:cf the civil penalty proposed abcve, er ray
protest inposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part, by a written
answer addressed to.the Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. f:uclear
Regulatery Comission. Should the Licensee f ail to answer within the time
specified, an order imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should the

:Lic4nsee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR ?.205 protesting
-the civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly narked
as an." Answer to a Potice of Violation'* and may: (1) deny the violation
listed in this Notice in whole or in part, (2) denonstrate extenuating
circumstances, (3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why

.

the penalty should not be imposed. -In addition to protesting the civil
penalty in whole or in ptrt, such answer may request remission er mitigation
of the penalty.

In requesting mitigation of the pror sed penalty, the factors addressed in
Section V.0 of 10 CFR Part 2, Appenuix C (1991), should be addressed. Any

t written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may '

'~

incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference-(e.g.,
citing page and paragraph nunbers) to~ avoid repetition. The attention of the
Lken*,co is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the

; -procedure for imposin; a civil perelty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due vtich subsequently has been
- deternined in accordance with the applicable provisions'of 10-CFR 2J05, this
-mi.tter may be referred to the /,tterr.ry Gereral, and the penalty, unicss
compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be cellected by civil action pursuant

- to Section 234c of the /.ct,12 U.S.C. - ?262c.

The responses noted abcVe (Ceply to Hotice of Violation, letter with payment
of civil penalty, erd /.rner tc a f.ctice. of Cr'rtirr) should be addressed tc:

- Director,: 0ffice of Enforceqent, U.F. f'uclear Regulatory Comission, ATTir:
.

NUREG-0940 I.A-45
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,

Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional
1 Administrator, U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory Comission, Region III, 799 Roosevelt '

Road Glen Ellyn,- Illinois 60137, and a copy to the NRC Resident Inspector at
the Perry Nuclear Power Plant.

FOR THE KUCLEAR REGULAT0l!Y C0f 2i!S$10N

e-v-o

A. Bert Davis
Regional Administrator 1

Deted at Glen Ellyn, Illinois
-this 30th day of October 1991

a

)< - ,

0
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Virginia Electric and Power Company
;

ATTN: Mr. W. L. Stewart '

Senior Vice President - Nuclear
5000 Dominion Boulevard
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF. VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALT!ES -
$125,000(NRClluPECTIONREPORTNOS. 50-280/91-24 AND 50-281/91-24)

Tnis refers to the Nuclear Regulatory (, omission (NRC) inspection conducted by
Mr. M. Branch on August 2 - 26, 1991, at the Surry Power Station. The inspec-
tion included a review of the facts and circumstances related to the
identification of a problem involving Units 1 and 2 operating with the common
emergency diesel generator inoperable from May 9,1991 to August 2,1991. In
addition, the inspection included a review of a problem identified by the NRC
that involved the operation of Units 1 and 2 since 1980 while in a specific
electrical configuration that resulted in an inoperable automatic start
feature for the high head safety injection pumps. The report documenting this
inspection.was sent to you by letter dated August 30, 1991. As a result of
this inspection, violations of NRC requirements wtre identified. An enforce-
ment conferince was held on September 17, 1991, in the NRC Region !! office to
discuss the violations, their cause, and your corrective actions to preclude
recurrence. A surtsnary of this conference was sent to you by letter dated
September 30, 1991.

The violations, which are described in the enclosed Notice cf Violation and
Proposeo Imposition of Civil Penalties (Notice), involve the two issues
discussed above. Violation A concerns the failure of EDG No. 3, which is
cocrnon to both units, to achieve and sustain the design nominal speed of 900 rpm

! following a Unit 2 safety injection with a reactor trip from 93 percent
| power on August 2, 1991. Following its automatic startup, EDG No. 3 stabilized

at approximately 835 rpm. While the EDG was not required to tie to its
respective emergency bus during the event, a nominal speed of 870 rpm is
required to sa*isfy the output breaker closure permissive interlock which
would permit automatic assumption of electrical loads on the emergency bus in
the event of a loss of offsite power. NRC identified to your staff that EDG
No. 3 was not running at the nominal speed of 900 rpm and that the impact of
the degraded' speed condition should be evaluated. As a result, EDG ho. 3 was
subsequently declared inoperable and the Technical Specification (TS) 3.16.B.I
was entered.

NUREU-0940 I.A-47
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Your staff initiated a review to determine why EDG No. 3 failed to reach its
required speed and that review indicated that tne Woodward UG-8 governor which ,

controls the speed and load for the EDG, was not adjusted at the required
setting. This governor setting was readjusted, and two consecutive f ast starts
of EDG No. 3 were performed to verify that the EDG would reach the required
speed. After testing, the TS Action Statement was exited. Additional review
of the EDG failure was conducted by the licensee's Corporate Nuclear Safety
staff which determined that the governor on EDG No. 3 had been repl w ed on
May 7-9.-1991, and that adjustments were tsade on that governor following
installation without subsequent fast start testing, it was concluded that EDG
Ho, 3 failed to reach the correct speed on August 2, 1991, because of governor
adjustments made on May 9, 1991, which affected the running speed attained by
the EDG after an automatic start.

An NRC review of the work package controlling the maintenance activity related
to the installation of the new governor revealed that there had been no formal
procedure used to accomplish this maintenance. The maintenance was
accomplished by utilizing job steps outlined in the work package and Station
Nuclear and Safety Operating Committee (SNSOC) approved instructions for
adjustment of the governor. In addition, a vendor representative for the
governor manufacturer was present during the maintenance activity to assist in
the adjustment af the new governor. After the new governor was installed and
the speed control-adjusted, the EDG was started and additional governor
adjustments made; however, the EDG would not properly load. Following more
adjustments, the EDG was restarted and loaded properly, but governor drif t was
observed during steady state operation. WiththeEDGrunning,thevendor
representative made an additional adjustment to the governor s synchronizing
motor friction adjustment to stabilize EDG speed and the EDG was operated for
approximately 40 minutes more with EDG speed remaining stable. The EDG was
then secured and declared _ operable without further testing such as a fast
start test. Such a test would have verified proper governor operation upon
receipt.of a startup demand..

The NRC is concerned with this event because its root cause was a breakdown in
the management oversight and control functions related to the maintenance
activities associated with this event. For example, although the SNSOC
approved instruction for governor adjustment required the EDG be subjected to
a fast start following governor replacement, the post-maintenance testing
(PMT) follower in the work package only required that the EDG be slow started;
a formal maintenance procedure was not utilized to accomplish the maintenance
associated with'the governor replacement; and, there was confusion and poor
communications between operations, maintenance, engineering, and the vendor as
to what extent maintenance was actually being performed. As a result, the
automatic safety function of EDG No. 3 was inoperable and would not have
performed its intended safety function without operator intervention to adjust
the EDG speed.

Violation B concerns the failure to have Units 1 and 2 charging /high head
safety injection (HHSI) pumps (3 per unit) configured such that the "A" and "C"
pumps would automatically start for an accident requiring saf ty injection

i during a design basis accident concurrent with a loss of offsite power. This
inadequate configuration was discovered by the NRC as a result of questions

|-
.
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raised by the NRC during discussions with plant system engineers regarding
hHS! pump interlocks and the on/off sequencing of HHSI pumps from their

it respective emergency buser during an undervoltage condition. A review by the
plant system engineering staff subsequently determined that under certain HHS!
pump electrical configurations, the "A" pump would lockout on an undervoltage
condition on its emergency bus. O
manually start the "A" or the "C" perator action would have been required topump. Although, the licensee's review of
this event identified the lockout feature, it did not secognize the operability
significance of this configuration.

,

i
This condition has existed since the implementation of Design Change |

No. 78-5370, curing 1980, which changed the pump configuration so that only
two HHS! pumps, one off each emergency bus, were aligned to automatically
start upon receipt of an ECCS actuation signal. The change was made so that
the low head safety injection pumps could maintain adequate net positive
suction head to the HHS! pumps during the recirculation transfer mode of
operation. A safety review conducted for this modification did not identify.
that the change actually resulted in an inappropriate disabling of the
charging pumps' capacity to respond to a safety injection due to the
interlocks assocfated with the three charging pumps.

This violation is a cor.cern to NRC because it indicates a weakness in the
engineering area as this problem should have been identified when the
engineering review to support the design change was done. Further, the
problem should have been corrected when a similar problem was identified at
the North Anne Power Station. Specifically, in 1983 a Licensee Event Report

_(LER) documented the fact that the "A" HHS! pump would have locked out and
failed to stcrt automatically when in a configuration comparable to that at
Surry. The corrective actions implemented at the North Anna Power Station
were not implemented at the Surry Power Station, and represent missed
opportunity to identify and correct this problem. As your staff discussed at
- the enforcement co'1ference, there were at least two other opportunities, in
the form of cogineering' reviews, where the problem might have subsequently

: been identified. Finally, the NRC is aise concerned that the acceptability,

at Sur y nf allowing operator manual action to compensate for required
automatic safety features cont ibuted tithe delay in identifying the
significance of this configuration problem.

To emphasi;:e the importance nf ensuring that safety systems are fully operable
and capable of performing their intended safety function fcilowing maintenance
and modification, I have been authorized, af ter consultation with the
Director,' Office of Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear
Reactor Regulations Regional Operations and Research, to issue the enclosed
Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties in the amount
of $125,000 for the violations set forth in the Notice. The violations have
each been categorized at Severity Level III in accordance with the " General
Statement of Policy and Procedure for Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement

| Policy) 10 CFR'Part 2 Appendix C (1991). The bass value of a civil penalty
| for a Severity Level !!I violation is $50,000. The escalation and mitigation
; factors in the Enforcement Policy were considered for each violation as
| described below.

!

.
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for Violation A, neither escalation nor mitigation was applied for the factor |
of identificetion and reporting. While the cause of the problem was fully 1

developed Dy your staff and initiation of that review might have taken place ,

h&d plant personnel identified the problem, in fact, the start of the detailed '

review sas bastd on questions raised by the NRC Resident inspector Staff.
With regard to corrective actions, escalation of the base civil penalty by '

50 percent _was warranted because the immediate corrective actior taken for the
problem focused solely on naMJally compensating for the misadjusted-limit
switches whid. are designed to automatically align the governor for emergency
operation. his corrective action was not comprehensive. Consequently,
another problem with in EDG governor's improper manual enmpensation was
experienc;ti with EDG No. 2 on August 26, 1991. Although consideration was
given to SALP ratings in maintenance that have shown improvement from a SALP 3
to a SALP'2, current performance does not warrant mitigation.- In addition,
engineering hat remained a SALP 2. The other adjustment factors in the Policy
were considered and no further adjustment to the base civil penalty was
considered. appropriate. Threfore, besed on the above, the base civil penalty
for Violation A has been increased by 50 percent.

For Violation B,*'neither escalation nor' mitigation was found appropriate for
identification and reporting. While jour staff did identify the technical
issue they did so after discussion with the NRC-inspectors. Mitigation of
50 percent was warranted for the immediate action to correct the problem anc
for-the initiation of an Operator Action Studytto review other areas where
operator manual actions might be-in plee.e to fulfill safety functions. Neither
escalation nor mitigation was warranted for past performance. The base civil
penalty has been escalated 50 percent based on the prior notice provided by
North Anna LER 83-058/03L-0. The other adjustment factors in the Enforcement
Policy were considered and no'further adjustments of the base civil penalty

:were made. Therefore, overall no adjustment to the base civil penalty was
found to be appropriate.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice whcn preparing your-response, in your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to
this Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and the results of
future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcement
action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

'In accordance with IC CFR 2.790 of.the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this. letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this' letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
.to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required ,

-by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96.511. .I

|
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Virginta-Electric and Power Company -5- OCT 211991

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact us.

Sincerely,

w k, ten
:Itewart D. Et)neter ,

legional Administrator
,

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and Proposed

imposition of Civil Penalties

cc w/ encl:
~

E. W. Harrell
Vice President - Nuclear Operations
Virginia Electric & Power Company
5000 Dominion Boulevard
Glen Allen, VA 23060

J. P. O'Hanlon
Vice President - huclear Services
Virginia Electric & Power Company
5000 Dominien Boulevard
Glen Allen, VA 23060

M. R. Kansler
Station Manager
Surry Power Station
P. O. Box 315
Surry, VA 23883

H. L. Bowling, Jr. , Manager
Nuclear Licensing
Virginia Electric & Power Co. -

5000 Dominion Boulevard
Glen Allen, VA 23060

Sherlock Holmes, Chairman
Board of Supervisors of Surry County
Surry County Courthouse
Surry, VA 23683

Dr. W. T. Lough
Virginia State Corporation

Com;aission
Division of Energy Regulation
P. O. Box 1197
Richmond, VA 23209
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL-FENALTIES

Virginia Electric and Power Company Docket Nos. 50-280 and 50-281
Surry Nuclear Plant License Nos. DPR-32, DPR-37

_

Units 1 and 2 EA 91-114

During an NRC inspection conducted on August 2 - 26, 1991, violations of NRC
requirements were. identified. .in accordance with the " General Statement of
Policy and Procecure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C
(1991), the Nclear Regulatory Comission proposes to impose two civil
penalties pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amen M
(Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violations and
associated civil penalties are set forth below:

A. fechnical Specification (TS) 3.16.B.1 requires that when the Unit's
dedicated Emergency Ciesel Generator (FDG) or shared backup EDG is
inoperable, the operability of the other EDG be demonstrated daily, and
that the inoperable- EDG be rewrned 'to serv'ce within seven days or the
reactor brought to a cold shutdown.

Contrary to the above, after maintenance rendered the shared backup EDG
automatic safety function inoperable on May 9.1991,-the dedicated EDGs *

-in Units 1 and 2 were not tested daily nor were the units placed in cold
shutdown within the requireo seven day period. The shared backup EDG
automatic safety function remained inoperable until August 2, 1991. From
May 9 to August 2, 1991, Unit 1 operated without satisfying the above TS
Action Statement. Unit 2 operated June 1 and 2 June 5-through 11 and
July 2 through August 2,1991, without setisfying the above TS Action
Sta tement.

-This is a Severity Level !!! violation (Supplement 1).

Civil- Penalty - $75,000

b. TS 3.3.9.2 requires, in ; art, that, if two of the three charging pumps in
a unit-are out of service, one of the inoperable pumps shall be restored
to an operable status within 24 hours. If one of the inoperable pumps is
not rettored within 24 hours, then the reactor shall be shutdown,

i Contrary to the above, sir.ce 1980, Units 1 and 2 charging pumps were
l' routinely. aligned such that the "A" and "C" charging. pumps in each unit

were inoperable in excess of 24 hours and the units were not brought to
shutdown'.- The pumos would not automatically start during an accident
that required safety in,jection with a loss of off-site power. -Recent
examples when this conriition'ixisted for Unit I were April 26 through
May 26, June 20 througn August 2, and August 19 through August 21, 1991
and for Unit 2, March 8 through 30. 1991 and July 3 through 5, 1991. '

| This is a Severity Level III1 violation (Supplement I).
|

Civil Penalty . 550,000

-
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Notice of Violation 2

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Virginia Electric and Power
Company (Licensee) is hereby required to submit a written statement or
explanation to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, within 30 days of the date of Tis Notice of Violation and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties (F . 4). This reply should be clearly
marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" .nd should-include for each
alleged violation: (1) admission or denial of the alleged violation, (2) the
reasons for the violation if admitted, and if denied, the reasons why (3) the
corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved, (4) the
corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations, and (5) the
date when full compliance will be achieved. If an adequate reply is not
received within the time specified in this Notice, an order may be issued to
show cause why the license should not be modified, suspended, or revoked or
why such other action as may be proper should not be taken. Consideration may
be given to extending the response time for good cause shown. Under the
authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be
submitted under oath or affirmation.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under
10 CFR 2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalties by letter addressed to
the Director, Office of Enforcement U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, with
a check, draft, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer
of the United Sta'es in the cumulative amount of the civil penalties proposed,
or may protest imt isition of the civil penalties in whole or in part, by a
written answer add essed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Comissmn. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the time
specified, an order imposing the civil penalties will be issued. Should the
Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting
the civil penalties, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked
as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the violations
listed in this Notice in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating
circumstances, (3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why
the penalties should not be imposed. In addition to protesting the civil
penalties in whole or in part, such answer may request remission or mitigation
of the penalties.

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalties, the factors addressed in
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may

| incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference
(e.g., citing page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention
of the Licensee is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding
the procedure for imposing a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil. penalty due which subsequently has been
determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless com-
promised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to
Section 234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282(c).

NUREG-0940 I.A-53
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Notice of-Violation 3
'

The response noted above'(Reply to Notice'of Violation,) letter with paymer.tof civil penalties -and Answer to a Notice of Violation should be addressed
to: Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
ATIN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the
Regional Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region !!, and

--a copy to the NRC Resident inspector at the Surry Nuclear Plant.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS$10N ,

n L 7/bL
'tewart D. Ebneter
negional Administrator

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
this 'LP day of October 1991

1

'.
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! NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONn
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e[ 475 ALLENDAtt ROADe

MNG oE PRUSSIA. PENNsYLV AMA 1%6141s ,

***** December 18, 1991

Docket No. 50-289
License No. DPR 50
EA 91 143

GPU Nuclear Corporation
ATfN: Mr. T. G. Broughton

Vice President and Director of TMI l
Three Mile Island Nuclear Station
P. O. Box 480
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057

Gentlemen:

Subject: NbTICE OF VIOLATION
(NRC Inspection Report No. 50-289/91-27)

This letter refers to the NRC inspection conducted between Octo!;er 9-23,1991 at the Three
Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1, Middletown, Pennsylvania. The inspectiori report was
sent to you on November 6,1991. The inspection was conducted to review the
circumstances associated with an event which occurred at the facility, while the reactor was
m the refueling mode, involving the movement of a fuel assembly at a time when the Reactor
Building was not isolated. The esent, and the associated violations of NRC requirements,
were identdied by your stafi:md reported to the NRC resident inspector shortly after its
occurrence, ss well as in a Licimsee Event Report (LER) sent to the NRC on November 7,
1991. Or. November 20,1991, an enforcement conference was conducted with you and.

other members of your staff tc discuss the violations, the causes and your corrective actions.

The movement of fuel was dune as a part of the performance of a surveillance procedure.

L used to test the refueling system interlocks. The test is designed to verify that the refueling
j bridge hoist will shift to slow speed when lowered down to a certain height above the fuel

and remain in slow speed while raising a fuel assembly out of the core. During the
performance of this test, which lasted for approximately ten minutes, one irradiated fuel
assembly was fully withdrawn from the core, then reinserted back into the core. At the
time, there was a direct access path from the containment to the atmosphere and the

- Auxiliary Building, since the inner and outer doors of both the personnel hatch and the
emergency hatch were open. This constituted a violation of a technical specification limiting
condition for operation.

1

!
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-GPU Nuclear Corporation: 2-
i- -

. This violation was principally caused by the deficient performance by operations staff,
--including the refueling bridge crew, as well as operations staff located in the control room.
_ Specifically, both the control room staff and refueling bridge crew (a licensed Senior Reactor
Operator and Reactor Operator) did not adequately ptepare for the evolution and did not have
a thorough understanding of the prerequisites for the surveillance procedure. If the
individuals had completely reviewed the procedure, they_would have been aware that the test !

. required the movement of a fuel assembly, and therefore would not have continued with the
procedure until containment integrity had been established. Furthermore, the control room
staff failed to question the refueling bridge crew's actions when they requested the loccion

iof the first fuel assembly to be moved without containment integrity established.

In addition to these concerns, the NRC is also concerned that the specific surveillance'

procedure performed by the refueling bridge crew did not have a specific caution or warning
stating that those Reactor Building hatch doors must be closed (and other appropriate
prerequisites specified in the fuel shufflu prpeedure met) prio'r to moving any fuel as part of
the test. An adequate review of the procedure was not accomplished prior to its approval
and issuance, particularly the required safety review performed by the Plant Review Group

-(PRG)c This failure to conduct an adequate safety review to ensure the adequacy of the .
: surveillance procedure, constitutes the second violation of NRC requirements, also set forth
in the enclosed Notice.

The NRC recognizes that the safety consequences'of the violation of the technical
specification were minimal, since the condition existed for a short period, t.nd was within
those conditions assumed in 'he Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) since the FSAR does ,

. not take credit for the isolation of the Reactor Building in the analysis of the fuel handling ,

accident, but credits the Reactor Building Purge Exhaust System for providing a filtered .

"

_

: release path in the event of this accident.__ Nonetheless, the NRC has a significant regulatory
concern with the deficient performance by the opeiations staff in this case, as well as the
procedu'ral inadequacies and inadequate safety assessments that contributed to this
occurrence, These findings indicated a significant lack of attention toward licensed
responsibilides. Therefore, the violations have been classified in the aggregate as a Sever'.ty
Level III problem in accordance with the ." General Statement of Policy and Procedu*e for
NRC Enforcement ' Actions," (Enforcement Policy),-10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991).
The violations demonstrate the importance of (1) appropriate performance of duties by the-
operations staff to ensure that equipment is properly controlled, and the facility is operated
and maintained safely and in accordance with the Technical Specifications, and (2)
meticulous attention to detail during the performance of safety reviews at the facility to

= ensure procedures are properly reviewed, and appropriate cautions are included, as
warrantedi

|

o
,
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GPU Nuclur Corporation 3

The NRC recognizes that actions were initiated to correct these violations and prevent
recurrence. These corrective actioni, which were described at the enfuccement conference,
included: (1) counseling of the operators involved, as well as all fuel handling personnel,
prior to any further movement of fuel; (2) inithting a Plant Incident Report which was
reviewed by all operations perronnel; (3) initiating a Temporary Change Notice to the
surveillance procedure iticorporann3 additicaal warmnis and precautions; and (4) reviewing ,

the related surveillance procedure with the objective of strengthening the procedure, and
incorporating human factors recommendations.

Although a civil penalty is normally issued fcr a Severity Level III problem, I have been
authorized, t.fter consultation with the Director, Office of Enforcement, and the Deputy
Executive Directo- for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional Operations and Research, to -

mitigate the penalty in its entirety and issue the enclosed Notice of Violation (Notice) for
these violations. In deciding to mitigate the penalty, the escalation and mitigation factors set
forth in the enforcement policy were considered in the manner described below.

The event and violations were identified by your staff and the NRC was promptly notified.,

Therefore,50% mitigation of the base civil penalty on this factor is warranted. Although
your short term corrective actions were considered ptompt and included actions to prevent
recurrence, your long term corrective actions were nar owly focused or, the refueling
surveillance procedure, and did not include a review of other plant procedures, or the PRG
procedure review process, to assure that similar problems did not exist and to prevent them
from occurring in the future, therefore, no adjustraent of the civil penalty on this factor is
warranted. Your past performance in all areas, including the operations and outage planning
areas, has been good, as evidenced by Category I ratings in all SALP areas during the last
SALP assenment, and therefore, 50% mitigation of the base civil penalty on this factor is
warranted; Full 100% mitigation on this factor is not warranted since three examples of
deficiencies involving inadequate procedural guidance and review, similar to Violation B of
the enclosed Notice, were identified in two inspection reports in 1990, and a Licensee Event
Report (LER) in 1991. (Reference: Severity I evel IV violation in IR 50-289/90-15; an
additional example in IR 50-289/90-18; and LER 91-003 00.) The other escalation and ~

mitigation factors were considered, and no adjustment on these factors was warranted.

As to the apparent violation associated with the teportirg pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72, the
NRC has considered the arguments on both sides and decided not to issue a citation.
Ilowever, discussions with the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data
(AEOD) are continuing to determine if additional guidance on reporting requirements in this
type matter is needed.

NUREG-0940 I.B-3
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GPU Nuclear Corporation- 4. .

'

You are required to respond 'to the enclosed Notice and, in preparing your response, you
should follow the instructioas specified therein. In your rcsponse, you should document the
specific actions taken and any additional actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After
reviewing your response to this Notice. including your proposed corrective actions, and the

- results of future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further enforcement action is'

necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2 Title 10, Code *

of Fe?.eral Regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosure will be placed in the NRC's
- Public Documer't Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosure are not subject to the clearance
_ procedures of the Office of ManaFement and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1980, Pub. L. 96-511.

Sincerely,

iwd ~
.w

dThomas T. Mar n
Regional Administrator

Enclosure: Notice of Violation

cc:
R. E. Rogan, TMI Licensing Director -
C. W. Smyth, Manager, Thn-1 Licensing
M. Ross, Operations ar.d Maintenance Director, TMI-l
J. A. Knubel, Licensing and Regulatory Affairs Director
E. L. Blake, Jr., Esquire -

.

TMI-Alert (TMIA)
Public Document Room (PDR)-
Local Public Document Room (LPDR)t

Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

|

|
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

~ GPU Nuclear Corporation Docket No. 50 289
Middletown, Pennsylvania License No. DPR-50

EA 91-143 -

During an NRC inspection conducted between October 9 23,1991, violations of NRC
requirements were identified, In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and
Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C. (1991), the
violations are listed below:

,

A. Technical Specification Limiting Condition for Operation 3.8,6, requires that during '

the handling ofirradiated fuel in the Reactor Building, at least one door shall be
' closed ca both the personnel and emergency hatches.

Contrary to the above, at approximately 10:40 a.m., on October 8,1991, irradiated
fuel ass'embly E 14 was handled when it was fully withdrawn from the core and then
reinserted,during testing of the Main Refueling Bridge " Fuel Hoist Fast and Slow
Zones Over Core" interlocks, At the time, the inner and outer doors of both the '

personnel hatch and the emergency hatch were open.

B. Technical Specification 6.8.1 requires in part that written procedures shall be
established, implemented and maintained covering surveillance and test activities of

r

equipment that affects nuclear safety and refueling operations.
' '

' Technical Specification 6.8.2 requires in part that each procedure required by 6.8,1
shall be reviewed and approved as described in 6.5.1 prior to implementation and
shall be reviewed periodically as set forth in administrative procedures,

.

Technical Specification 6.5,1,1 requires in part that each procedure required by 6.8
and other procedures which affect nuclear safety shall be reviewed for adequacy by an
individual (s)/ group other than the preparer,

,

Contrary to the above, Surveillance Procedure 1303-11,4, Refueling System-
Interlocks, Revision 24, was approved by the Plant Review Group (PRG) on August -

-7,1991, without an appropriate review for adequacy. Specifically, this review was
: inadequate in that it did not assure that the procedure contained adequate warning

-
'

that all prerequisites for fuel movement must be met before proceeding with the
.

performance of Section 6.3.3.1 of the procedure, including a warning that irradiated
| - _ fuel not be moved unless at least one door in both the cantainment personnel hatch

. and the emergency hatch were closed,

w
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Notice of Violation- 2

These violations are classified in the aggregate as a Severity Level 111 problem.
- (Supplement 1)

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, GPU Nuclear Corporation is hereby required to
submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
A'ITN: Document Control Desk, Washington, DC 20555 with a copy to the Regional
Administrator, Region I and a cc.py to the NRC Resident inspector within 30 days of the date
of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation (Notice). This reply should be clearly-,

marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each violation: (1) the
reasons for the violations, or if contested, the basis for disputing the violation, (2) the
correctis,'e steps that have been taken and the results achieved, (3) the corrective steps that

. will be taken to avoid further violations, and (4) the date when full compliance will be
achieved.- If an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in this Notice, an
order or demand for information may be issued as to why the license should not be modified,

: suspended, or revoked, or why such other action as may be proper should not be taken.
_

:Where good cause,is shown, consideration will be gNen to extending the response time.
Under the authority of Section 182 of the Atomic Energy Act,42 U.S.C. 2232, this response
shall be submitted under oath or affirmation,

Dated aj King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
this Fra day of December 1991

__
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Docket Nos. 50-259, 50 260 50 296
License Nos. OPR 33, OPR .-, DPR-68
EA 91-120

Tennessee Valley-Authority
Mr. D. A. hauman
Senior Vice President, Nuclear Power
6N 38A Lookout Place
1101 Market Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402-2801

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF V10LATION
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT N05, 50-259/91-33, 50-260/91-33
AND50-296/91-33) ,

This refers to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (hRC) inspection conducted by
E. L. Clay on September 3 6, 1991. This inspection included a review of
circumstances surrounding special nuclear material (SNM) accountability
discrepancies identified at your Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant. The report
documenting this inspection was sent to you by a letter dated September 19,
1991. As a result of this inspection, failures to comply with NRC regulatory
requirements were identified. An enforcement conference was held in the
Region 11 Office on October 4, 1991 to discuss the violation, its causes and
concerns as to why your corrective actions for previous similar violations f aties
to prevent a recurrence. The information that you prcvided and a list of
attendees at the conference are enclosed.

The violation described in the enclosed Notice of Violation involves a failure ~
to perform an adequate physical inventory of licenced SNM as required by your
own procedures and hRC requirements. The violation resulted on September 7,
1991, when you found SNH which was previously not listed in your inventory of
items in the spent fuel pool. Previously, on August 21, 1991, you determinedi

'

that an item located in your spent fuel pool was tagged as containing SNM,
when in actuality it did not. Your 1990 inventories did not uncover this
discrepancy.

It is our understanding, from our inspection and staterents you made at the
enforcement' conference, that these inventory discrepancies were discovered
during the clean-up of the spent fuel pools which began in July 1991. This
clean-up was part of your Action Plan developed in 1989 to resolve $NM
inventory discrepancies, to improve controls over inventory of nonfuel items in
the spent fuel pools,"and to clean-up the pools at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Pint.
The search of plant areas other than the spent fuel pools was completed in 1990.
The search resulted in your accounting for all ShN onsite outside the spent fuel
pools. At the conference, you also indicated that you had performed a physical
inventory of the ShH in the spent fuel pools according to procedures, but only
examined tags on scoe items since you were, at the time, unable to positively
identify some high dose rate items that were tangled below the water's surf ace.

NUREG-0940 I.B-7
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The NRC is concerned that there was not an adequate physical inwentory of $hM
in your spent fuel pools. Prior to the conference, we understood, from your
letter dated April 17, 1991, that you had an adequate baseline inventory and
that you would be cleaning up the spent fuel pocis to f acilitate future insen-
tories. The letter Md state that SM in the spent fuel enols was verified
by serial number and/or a positive piece count process. however, that statement
followed a number of statements indicating that all corrective actions were
complete. We understand now, based on statements made during the enforcement
conference, that the cleanup effort actually completes the invantory and as part
of that cleanup, it was discovered that reliance on material tags was inappro.
priate. This improper reliance on tags rather than a physical inventory is
significant in view of the two other enforcertnt actions, including the May 2,
1990. civil penalty, issued to Browns Ferry during '.he last five years concerning
control of the inventory of SNM.

. As implied above, the quality of your April 17, 1991 letter is also of concern
to the NRC. Notwithstanding the letter's one qualifying ra Nrence to the spent
fuel pools, the above referenced statements concerning corrs.civa actions, along
with the characterization of the invantory that was perforinad as a ShM baseline
inventory, clearly would lead most readers to conclude that the inventory in the
spent fuel pools had been properly addressed at the time the letter was writte.
Further, given the history of tho $NM program at Browns Ferry, the NRC conchas
that any characterization of an inventory as a baseline inventory without
physically checking the material is clearly inappropriate. Finally, upon receipt
of the April 17, 1991 letter, had the NRC understood that finishing the inventory
was tied to the completion of the spent fuel pool activities which was scheduled
for early next year, it is likely that the NRC would have required those activities
to be completed sooner, which you are now doing.

We acknowledge the steps you have taken to date, to gain control of $NM
inventory, including (1) development and partial implementation of a plan and
schedule for corrective actions; (2) training search teams and, except for the
spent fuel pools, searching all plant site areas for nonfuel SNM; (3) except
for the spent fuel poo?s, positive identification of each item of SNM onsite;
(4) develope 1ent of an ' action plan to dispose of current and future generated
unusable SNM items; an'd (5) perfonnance of dose rate measurements of items in
the spent fuel pools to determine if they contained SNM. However, because of
the continuing discovery of problems in the area of SNM accountability at Browns
Ferry, the violation contained in the enclosed hStice of Violation has been
categorized at Severity Level !!!.

In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC
1' Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C, a civil |

penaltv is considered for a Severity Level 111 violation. However, after
!

! consu dation with the Director, uffice of Enforcement and the Deputy Executive
Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional Operations, and Research. I
have decided that the discretion provision of Section V.G.5 of the Enforcement

'

Policy will be applied, and a civil penalty will not be proposed. Setting aside
i

the quality of your April 17, 1991 letter, the violation was discovered as part

NUREG-0940 I.B-8
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i

of your efforts to correct past problems in your SNM program for which enforcement
action, including a civil penalty, has already been taken. Therefore, exercising
discretion in this case is appropriate.

During the ennference, you stated that yau had not perfomd adeq:ete physical )inventories of SNM on site in the past. It is our understanding from the '

statements you made during the enforcement conference, that you were taking the
following additional steps to gain control of SNM inventory an the Browns Ferry
Nuclear Plant, including the spent fuel pools: (1) the Plant Manager will be
responsible for site activities associated with the spent fuel pools; (2) when
the clean-up is complete, the spent fuel pools will serve only as temporary
storage for spent LPRMs and, when used for storage, the LPRMs will be stored
in a manner that assures proper identification and acccuntability; (3) cutting
and packaging operations of spent LPRMs for disposal will be performed only at a
time just prior to the time of shipment to an offsite burial facility; (4) all
currently known nonfuel SNM items and nonessential hardware components will be
removed from all spent fuel pools, and you will refrain from using the spent fuel
pools to store these items in future operations; (5) you will vacuum clean
sludges and other debris from all spent fuel pools and video-tape all items
remaining in the pools af ter the cleaning is complete; (6) you will establish
and report to NRC, an accurate and credible baseline inventory of all SNM on
site (youindicatadthatthisitemwouldbecompletedbyOctober 26,1991)
and f'7) you will have an independent organization from outside the Tennessee
Valley Authority evaluate the entire SNM control and accounting program at the
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant. - We request that you , reconfirm these coarnitments
in your response and include the schedule when each of the actions has been or
will be implemented and completed.

In view of problems discovered at the Browns Ferry telear Plant during the
enforcement conference, we expressed concerns about the SNM inventory control
program at your Sequoyah Nuclear Plant. You stated that Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
inventory control program would be evaluated in a manner similar to that
planned for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant. You agreed to provide us with ycur
plan and schedule for evaluating the Sequoyai Nuclear Plant. Those items were
provided to the NRC Region !! staff during tne October 7,1991 management meeting
held in the Region !! office.

You are required to respond to this letter and should-follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken end any additional

! actions you plan to prevent recurrence. Af ter reviewing your response to this
'

Notice, inluding your proposed corrective actions, the NRC will determire
s/hether further NRC enforcement action is necessery to ensure compliance witn
NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2,790 of the NRC's Rules of Practice'', Part 2
Title 10. Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and its enclosures
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

NUREG-0940 I.B-9
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Tennessee Valley Authority -4- OCT 2 91991

The responses _ directed by this letter and.its enclosures are not subject to the '
t

.' clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Bud 9et as required by the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Public Law No. 96 511.

Sincerely.

6

C 441- h
'

Stewart D. Ebneter
Regional Administrator

Enclosures
1.' -Notice of Violation
2. Enforcement Conference Attendees
3. -Licensee Handout at Enforcement

Conference

cc w/encis: . . -

M. Runyon.-Chairman
. Tennessee Valley Authority
ET 12A.-
400 West Sumit Hill Drive

-Knoxville, TN 37902

J. B. Waters. Otractor-
Tennessee Valley Authority
ET 12A

.

400 West Sumit Hill Drive
Knoxville. TN 37902.

W. H. Kennoy. Director
Tennessee Valley Authority
ET 12A~
400 West Sumit Hill Drive
Knoxville, TN .37902

W. F. Willis
Senior Executive Officer
ET 128-
:400 West Sumit Hill Drive
Knoxville. TN 37902

D. Nunn, -Vice President-
, Nuclear Projects
Tennessee Valley Authority
3B Leskout Place
1101 Market Street ,

!-Chattanooga. TN -37402-2801

.

i
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gTICE_OFV10 TAT 10N

Tennessee Valley i.uthority Docket Nos.: 60-259, 50 260,
50 296

Browns ferry huclear Plant License hos.: OPR 33, DPR 52
OPR-68

EA 91-120

During the Nuclear Regulatory Comission (hRC) inspection conducted on
September 3 6, 1991, a violation of NRC requirements was identified. In
accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for hRC
Enforcement Actions " 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the violation is listed
below:

10 CFR 70.51(d) requires, in part, that each licensee who is authorized to
possess at any one time and location special nuclear material (ShM? in a
quantity totaling rnore then 350 grus of contained uranium 235 shaL1
conduct a physical inventory of all special nuclear material in his
possession unider license at intervals not to exceed twelve months.

Contrary to the above, the licensee failed to perform an adequate physical
inventory in 1990. Specifically, the February and March 1990 physical
inventory f ailed to include an item containing SNM, which was identified
in the spent fuel pool on September 7, 1991.

This is a 3r. verity Level !!! violation (Supplement 111).

Pursuant to provisions of 10 CFR 2.201. Tennessee Valley Authority is herebyr
required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S. Nuclear
Pegulatory Comission, ATTN: Document Centrol Desk, Washington 0.C. 20555
with a copy to the Regional Administrator, Region 11. and a copy to the NRC
Resident inspector at Bro.wns Ferry, within 30 days of the date of the letter
tra35mittingtheNoticeofViolation(Notice). This reply should be clearly
marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each
violation: (1)' the reasons for the violation if contested, the basis for
disputing the violation; (2) the corrective steps that have been taken and the
results achieved; (3) the corrective steps which will be taken to avoid furtner
vioici. tons; and (4) the date when full compliance will be achieved. If an
adequate reply is not- received within the time specified in this hotice, an _

order inay be issued to show cause why the license should not be modified,
suspended, or revoted or why such other action as may be proper should be taken.
Where good cause is shown, consideration will be given to extending the respcase.
Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this respcase
shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

FOR THE US NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS510N

A/W
Stewart D. Ebneter
Regional Administrator

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
this214 day of October 1991

i
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J .' , ,y% UNITED STATESn

J~ ;[ NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
- * WASMQTON, D C 2N4-.

.....

OCT 11 1991 1

Docket No.. 030-20787 !
License No. 29-21452-01- |

' D4 91-058 1

Consolidated NDE, Incorporated
ATTN: J. Lee Ballard

Chief Executive Officer
6 Woodbridge Avenue

-p.O. Box 593-
W.Sodbridge,;New Jersey 07095

.

Dear Mr. Ballards-

Subjects (1) NOTICE OF-VIO1ATION
(2) CONFIRMATORY ORDER MODIFYING LICENSE (EFFECTIVE

IMMEDIATELY)-

(NRC Inspection Report No. 030-20747/90-002 and Office
.of Investigations Report No.: 1-90-010)-

1This letter refers to the NRC inspection conducted on April 25, 4

199C, at-a temporary field site-in East Vineland, New Jersey, of
. activities authorized:by NRC License No. 29-21452-01. -This
' letter also refers to the subsequent investigation-conducted by
the NRC Office of Investigations (OI).- 'The inspection report was- '

sent.to you on January 2,,1991.- During the-inspection and
is;vestigation, . violations of- NRC requirements : vere ~1dentified. .

-

.Several of the violations identified during.the inspection were
discussed.with you during a management meeting on Apri'l 27, 1990,
and'alsolformed the: basis for a Confirmatory Action Letter-issued
on April 126,<1990.~ LAn Order Suspending; Operation and Modifying
License (Effective Immediately) was issued on'May-2;=1990, based,
in part -on the April 1990 inspection and a $10 000 civil- ,-

. , - : , _

penalty was also issued on-that date based on similarJviolations.
that.were identified during-a previous inspection in March 1990..
' Enforcement action for two other issues-involving-the failure of
a radiographerito provide complete and accurate information to
=the NRC,cand the falsification of a utilization record, ess held
in abeyance.pending completion of-the investigation. Upca
completion of the investigation, an enforcement conference was ,

p conducted with you and' members of your staff on July 9, 1991, to
|, discuss the additional violations, their-causes and_your
p corrective actions. -A copy.of the' Enforcement Conference Report J

,

was,sent to you on July;19, 1991.
;

i
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2-Consolidated HDE, Inc. -

The violations, which e's described in the enclosed Hotice of
Violation (Notice), ins .ude a licensee employee, acting as a
radiographer, providing information to the NRC that was not
accurate in all matarial. respects, in that (1) during an
inspection conducted by two NRC inspectors on April 25, 1990, no
employee stated he had adequately surveyed the guide tube and tuo
exposure device, and had locked the device after each of the
exposures; and (2) the employee made an entry on his utilisation
log, dated April 25, 1990., that he did perform surveys after each
exposure, when in fact, the NRC inspectors had observed that the
employee had not complied with these requirerents. In addition,
the employee nade falso statements to the NRC during the
management meeting on April 27, 1990 and during an interview with
a NHC Investigator on August 29, 1990, when the employee
reiterated the statements given to the two NRC inspectors on
April 25, 1990, concerning the survey of the guido tube and
exposure devicm. and locking the device after each exposure.
A license to use radioactive material is a privilege that confers
upon the licensen. tts officials and employees, the speciel tiust
and confidence c; rSe public. Unen the NRC issues a license, it
is expected and required that not only the licensee, but also its
employees, will be accurate and forthright in providing
information so that the NRC may ensure that the use of licensed
natorials does not endanger public health and safety. This
includou ensuring that all information provided to the NRC,
eithe* orally or in eriting, as well as the creation of all
recordu of performance of activities requirod by the license or
NRC regulations, are complete and accurate in all material
respects. Such accuracy is particularly important concerning the
conduct of radiography, since your personnel work at sites where
operations are difficult to monitor but have the potential to
harm unsuspecting bystanders as well as radiography personnel.
In the absence of licensee management or NRC inspectors, the NRC
relies on an individual's integrity to ensure compliance with the
conditions of the license and regulatory requirementu.

Given their willful nature, these violations constitute h
i

significant regulatory concern. It is extremely importas; that
licensee management foster an appropriate culture which
emphasizes the need for employees to be scrupulously ac: urate it.
all communications with the NRC. Accordingly, the violations are
collectively classified in the aggregate as a Severity Level III
problem in accordance with the." General Statenent of policy and
Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C
(Enforcement policy) (1990).

The NT.C recognires that subsequent to the inspection and our
communication of the results of OI's investigation, corrective
actions were initiated to ensure that all employees possess a
clear understanding of the company's policies on integrity and

NVREG-0940 II.A-2
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Consolidated NDE, Inc. -3 -

forthright communications. These actions, which were described
at the enforcement conference, included: (1) inuuance of a
letter to all cuployees delineating management's orpectations
concerning communications with the NRC; (2) posting at your
business affice the NRC letter dated June 26, 1991, which
discussed the tanues set forth in the enclosed Notico; and (3)
developing plans to include 10 CPR 30.9, Comploteness and

| Accuracy of Information, in your continuing training.
In addition, with respect to the radiographer, you stated at the
enforcement conference that (1) you have prohibited the radio-
grapher from acting as a radiographer since the April 25, 1990
inspection; (2) he has only acted as an assistant radiographet
during this tino period and was the subject of nine management
audits wherein c?s performance was deemed satisfactory; (3) ho
has completed a iour hour counseling session with management
concerning the issues of integrity and accuracy of information;
and (4) you plan to initiate administrative controla to ensure
that he is limited to perforuing the duties of assistant
radiographer, and not acting as a radiographor, until such timo
us an acceptable rehabilitation program is implemented and
completed. Further, during a telephone conversation with Mr. R.
Coc, , Deputy Director, Division of Radiation Safoty and
Safvyuards, Region I, on August 14, 1991, your Radiation Safety
Officer committed to the NRC that the individual would not be
allowed to perform as a radiographer until approval was obtained
from the NRC. For reasons more fully explained in the attached
Confirmatory Ordur Modifying License (Effective Immediately), HRC
has determined that your actions and commitments with respect to
this individual should be confirmed by Order.

In accordance with the Enforcement policy, a civil penalty is
normally assessed for a willful violation at any Severity Level.
In this case, however, a Confirmatory Action Lotter, a $10,000
civil penalty, and an order Suspending Operation were previously
issued to address the underlying problem that existed at the tino
of the NRC inspection on April 25, 1990, namely a significant
lack of attention or carelessness toward a system of NRC
requirements intended to protect against exposure in excess of 10
CPR part 20 limits. Also, extensive corrective actions regarding
both the individual and the underlying problem have been
implemented. We have censidered these circumstances, among other
factore, and have determined that the enciesed Confirmatory order
Modifying License (1) is necessary and appropriate to maintain
reasonable assurance that the public health and safety are
protected and (2) emphasizes, to the licensee and the individual,
the significanco that IPC places on (a) assuring that
communications with the NRC are complete and accurate and .b)

NUREG-0940 II A-3
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Consolidated NDE, Inc. -4 -

maintaining accurate records of licensed activities. Therefore,
in this instance, a civil penalty is not being proposed to
accompany the Order. Hovover, any similar violations in the ,

future may result in more significant enforcement action,
rurther, NRC considered more significant action with respect to ,

the individual, but in view of the actions taken by the licensee,
decided not to take further action.
You uru required to respond to the enclosed Notice and, in
preparing your response, you should follow the instructions
specified therein. In your respnnse, you should document the
specific actions taken for each violation and any additional

'

,

actions you plan to prevent recurrence. In addition, your
response to this letter should describe the changes that have
been made and actions that have been or will be ieplemented to
ensure thatt (1) licensed activities are conducted in accordance
with your license and ragulatory requirements; and
(1) information communicated to, or maintained for, the NRC by
all employees (in particular the responsible individual in thin
case), is complete and accurato. Artur reviewing your response
to this letter and Hotico, including your propogod corrective
actions, and the resulte of future inspections, the NRC will
determine whether further enforcement action is necousary to
ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CTR 2.790 of the HRC's " Rules of Practice,"
part 2, Title 10, Codo of rederal Regulations, a copy of this
letter and the enclosure will be placed in the NRC's public
Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the onclosure are not
subject to the citarance procedures of the Office of Management
and Budget as required by the paperwork Roduction Act of 1980,
pub. L. 96-511.

Sincerely,

Cf /?M 1
Hugh L. Thompson, r.

Dqp y Executive iricyor for
Nuo car Material Saf'fy, Safeguards
and Operations Support

.
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

consolidated MDE, Incorporated Docket No. 030-23787
Woodbridge, New Jersey License No. 29-21452-01

EA 91-050

During an NRC inspection conducted on April 25, 1990, as well as
a nubsequent investigation by the NRC Office of Investigations
(01), violations of NRC requirements were identified. In
accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure
for URC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1990),
the particular violations are set forth below

A. 10 CFR 30.9(a) requires, in part, that information provided
to the Commisstan by the licensee, or information required
by the Commission's regulations to be maintai..ad by the
licensee, shall be complete and accurate in all material
respects.<

Contrary to the above, information provided to the
Commission by the licensee, and information required by the
Commission's' regulations to be maintained by the licensee,
vero not complete and accurate in all material respects, an
evidenced by the following examples:

1. A licensco employee provided inaccurate information to
NRC personnel when interviewed (1) by two NRC
inspectors on April 25, 1990; (2) by NRC management on
Aprji 27, 1990; and (3) by an NRC Anvestigator on
Augun' 29, 1990, by stating that he had adequately
surv6,sd the guide tube and the exposure device and
lockea the device after each of the exposures conducted
during licensed radiography on April 25, 1990, at a job
site in East Vineland, New Jersey. The information vaa
inaccurate in that two NRC inspectors observed that the
employen did not adequately survey and did not lock the.

exposure device. Regarding surveys, the two NRC
inspectors observed that the employee failed to survey
the radiographic exposure device, as well as the
associated guide tube, on at least one occasion, and
failed to perform adoquate surveys on several other
occacions in that those surveys did not include the
entire circumference of the exposure device nor the
full length of the guide tube, as required by 10 CFR
34.43(b). Regarding the locking of the device, the

' inspectors observed that the employee failed to lock
the exposure device after each radiographic exposure on
at least three occasions, as required by 10 CFR
34.22(a).

*

NUREG-0940 II.A-5
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Hotice of Violation -2-

2. Information maintained by a licensee employee was not
complete and accurate in all material respects when on
April 25, 1990, the employee checked and signed the
entry on the Utilization bog which states that a survey
of the exposure device was made to ensure that the
source had returned safely to the device after each
exposure and prior to returning the device to the
storage aree. During licensed radiography on April 25,
1990 at a j ob site in East Vineland, New Jersey, two
NRC inspectors observed that an adequate survey of the
exposure device was not made for the first eleven
exposures, and no survey of the device was made on the
last exposure.

These violations are classified in the aggregate as a Severity
Level III problem (Supplement VII).

pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2. J1, Consolidated HDE,
Incorporated iv., required to submit a written statement or
explanation to the Regional Administrator, Region I, with a copy
to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory commission, ATTN: Document
control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20b55, within 30 days of the date
of the letter transmitting this Hotice of Violation (Notice)
This reply should be cicarly marked as a " Reply to a Hotice of
Violation" and should include for each violation (1) the reason
for the violation, or, if contested, the basis for disputing the
violation, (2) the corrective steps that have been taken and the
results achieved, (3) the corrective steps that will be taken to
avoid further violations, and (4) the date when full compliance
will be achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within
the time specified in this Notice, the Commission may issue and
Order or Demand for Information as tu why the license should not
be modified, suspended, or revoked, or why such other action as
may be proper should not be taken. Where good cause is shown,
consideration will be given to extending the responce time.
Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232,

this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland

this pt(day of October 1991

NUREG-0940 II.A-6
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS$10N

In the Matter of )
Docket Ne, 030 20787

Consolidated NDE. Inc. L1 cense No. 29-21452-01
Woodbridos, New Jersey EA 91-050

CONFlRMATORY ORDER MODIFYING LICENSE
(EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY)

I

!

ConsolidatedNDE, incorporated (Licensee)istheholderofNRCByproduct

Material-License No. 29-21452-01 # W. Sy tha Nuclear Regulatory Comission

(NRC or Comission) pursuant to l' C% da Tt. . 'Icense authsrites the-,

Licensee to possess numerous sealet, ace =1 > uari.ut *adiography exp m re

devices used for the performance of_industr al radiography in accordance

with the conditions specified in the licenst . The license was issued on

October 6,1983, was due to expire on September 30, 1988, and is currently

under timely renewal.

,

11

On April 25, 1990, an NRC inspection was conducted of the Licensee's

activities at a temporary field site in East Vineland, New Jersey, where .

radiography was being performed on a gas pipeline temporarily located above

the ground. During the inspection, several violations of NRC requirements

-were identified, including the failures to:

NUREG-0940 II.A-7
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1. survey the radiographic exposure device, as well as the associated

</uide tube, on et least one occasion, as well as the failure to

perform adequate surveys on several other occasions in that those

surveys did not include the entire circumference of the exposure

device nor the full length of the guide tube, as required by

10CFR34.43(b): and

2. lock the exposure device after each radiographic exposure on at

leastthreeoccasions,asrequiredby10CFR34.22(a).

Most of the violations, including the two set forth above, were similar to

violations identified during the previous NRC inspection conducted just one

month earlier in March 1990. As a result of the findings from the April 25,

1990 inspection, the NRC Region 1 office promptly conducted a management

meeting with the licensee on April 27, 1990, to discuss those findings,

including the repetitive nature of the violations, as well as their causes,

and the licensee's corrective actions. The radiographer involved in the

- violations discussed above, Mr. Anthony Carbone, Sr. (Mr. Carbone), attended
1

the management vnecting.

!!!

As a result of the NRC findings in March and April 1990, an Order Suspending

Operation and Modifying License (Effective imediately) was issued to the
'

licensee by the NRC on May 2 1990, based, in part, on.the April 1990

,

P
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3 |
|

inspection, and a $10,000 civil penalty was also issued on that date, in,

addition, as a result of information obtained during the April 25 inspection

and the April 27 management meeting, an investigation was conducted by the NRC,

Office of Investigations (01) to determine, among other things, whether

Mr. Carbone provided false infomation to the NRC or maintained f alse records

of activities performed.

|

The O! investigation identified two additional violations as described below:

First, Mr. Carbone provided information to the NRC that was not accurate in

all material respects, in that on three separate occasions, he stated that
i

he had adequately surveyed the guide tube and the exposure device, and locked t

the device af ter each of the exposures. The three occasions during which false

information was provided to the NRC were during the April 25, 1990 inspection,

the April 27, 1990 management meeting, and a subsequent interview by an 01
[

investigator in August 1990. Second, Mr. Cartone nace a f alse entry on his

utilization log, dated April 25, 1990, indicating that he did perform surveys

after each exposure. The informatinn presented to the NRC, as well as the

entry on the utilization log, were false in that two NRC inspectors had

observed that Mr. Carbone had not complied with these requirements. As a .

result of these findings, an enforcement conference was conducted with the

licensee on July 9, 1991, to discuss these violations, following the NRC

transmittal of a description of the findings to the licensrc.in a letter dated

June 26, 1991. The violations are described in' detail in the related N(,tice of

L Violation also issued on this date,

i

9

I
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IV

,,

During the July 9 enforcement conference, the licensee described the

corrective actions that it had initiated to ensure that all employees possess

a clear understanding of the cornpany's policies on integrity ard forthright

comunications. These actions included: (1)issuanceofalettertoall
employees delineating management's expectations concerning comunications with

the NRC (2) posting the NRC letter, dated June 26, 1991 (which discussed these

issues)atthelicensee'sbusinessofficesand(3)developmentofplansto

include the requirements for completeness and accuracy of infornation, as set

forth in 10 CFR 30.9, in the licensee's continuing training program.

In addition, the licensee also stated at the enforcement conference that

(1)thelicenseehasprohibitedMr.Carbonefromactingasaradiographer

(as defined in 10 CFR Part 34.2) since the April 25, 1990 inspections (2)Mr.

Carbone has acted only as an assistant radiographer during this time period and

was the subject of nine management audits where'n his performance was deemed

satisfactory; (3) Mr. Carbone has completed a four hour counseling session with

management concerning the issues of integrity, as well as completeness and
~

accuracy of information; and (4) Mr. Carbone will continue to act only as an

assistant radiographer, and not as an independent radiographer, until such tine

as an acceptable rehabilitation program is implemented and completed. Further-

more, during a telephone conversation with Mr. R. Cooper, t puty Director,

Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards, Region I, on AugJst 14, 1991, the

NUREG-0940 11.A-10
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licensee's Radiation Safety Officer committed to the NRC that Mr. Carbone would

remain as an assistant radiographer, and would not be allowed to perform as a

radiographer until such time as the licensee concluded that he was rehabilitated,

and approval was obtained from the NRC to allow Mr. Carbone to act 4s a

radiographer.

|

|
V

|

A license to use radioactive material is a privilege that confers upon the

licensee, its officials and employees, the special trust and confidence of the

public.' When the NRC issuet a license, it is expected and required that the

licensee, as well as its employees, will be accurate and forthright in providing
,

information so that the NRC may ensure that the use of licensed materials does
'

not endtnger public health and safety. This includes ensuring that all

information provided to the NRC, either orally or in writing, as well as the

creation of all records of performance of activities required by NRC regula.

tions or the license, are complete and accurate in all material respects. Such

accuracy is particularly .important concerning the conduct of radiography, since

personnel work at sites where-operations are difficult to monitor but have the

potential to harm unsuspecting bystanders as well as radiography personnel. In o

the absence of licensee management or NRC inspectors, the NRC relies on an

individual's integrity to ensure compliance with the conditions of the license

and. regulatory requirements, tir. Carbone's actions, as set forth herein, raise

serious questions = as to whether Mr. Carbone, if performing as an independent

: radiographer, will ensure compliance with those requirements.

NUREG-0940 II.A-11
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'

VI

i
I find that the Licensee's comitunts made at the enforcement conference on

July 9,1991, and in the telephone conversation with the NRC on August 14,

1991, are acceptable and necessary and conclude that with these comitments the

pubite health and safety are reasonably assured. In view of the foregoing, I

have determined that the pubite health and safety require that these Licensee

comitments _in regard to Mr. Carbone be corfirmed by this Order. The Licensee ,

has agreed to this action. Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202, I have also determined
-

that the public health and safety require that this Order be imediately

effective,

t

'

VII

- Accordingly, pursuant to Sections 81,161b,161c,1611,1610,182 and 186 of
,

the Atomic Energy' Act of 1954, as amended, and the Comission's regulations

in 10 CFR 2.202 and 10 CFR Part: 30 and 34, IT 15 HEREBY ORLERED, EFFECTIVE ;

IMMEDIATELY, THAT LICENSE NO. 29 21452-01 15 MODIFIED AS FOLLOWS: ;

Mr. Anthony Carbone, Sr. may not act as S radiographer until the Licensee

obtains written approval from the NRC to return Mr. Carbone to a radio-

grapher status and only after the Licensee submits, and the NRC accepts,

! the Licensee's basis for being satisfied that ME. Caroone should act as a

radiographer as defined in 10 CFR 34.2.

NUREG-0940 II.A-12,
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!

The Regional Administrator, Region 1, may relax or rescind, in writing, any ct

the above conditions upon a showing by the Licensee of good cause. )
I

Vl!! i

r

:
.

~
IMr. Anthony Carbone, Sr. and any other person, other than the Licensee, adversely

affected by this Confirmatory Order may request a hearing within 20 days of i'.s :
'

issuance. Any request for a hearing shall be submitted to the Secretary, U.S.

Huclear Regulatory Comission ATTN: Chief, Docketing and Service Section, >

Washington, D.C. 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the Director, Office of

Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Washington, D.C. 20555, to the

Assistant General Counsel for Hearings and Enforcement at the same address, to

the Regional Administrator, NRC Region I, 475 Allendale Road, King of Prussia,

Fennsylvania 19406, and to the Licensee. If a person other than Mr. Carbone, Sr.

requests a hearing, that person shall set forth with particularity the Lanner

in which his interest is adversely affected by this Order and shall address the

criteriasetforthin10CFR2.714(d).
t

If a hearing is requested by a person whose interest.is adversely affected,
'

the Comission will issue an Order designating the time and place of any hearing.
e

if a hearing is held. the issue to be considered at such hearing shall be.

whether this Confirmatory Ordgr should be sustained.

,

NUREG-0940 11.A-13
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in the absence of any request for hearing, this Order shall be final 20 days

from the date of this Order without further Order or proceedings. AN ANSWER

OR A REQUEST FOR HEARING $ HALL NOT STAY THE IMMEDIATE EFFECT1VENE$$ OF THl$

ORDER.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS$10N

f5,(
ut h L. Thotneso Jr

uty Executi Dir for
Nuclear Materials Safety, $4feguards

and Operations support

Dated at Rockville Maryland
O ay of October 1991thisll d

.
>

l

|
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! NUCLE.AR REGULATOM Commission
k REO,oN I
Eg*****, 4?$ ALitNDALE ROAD

KING OP PRUS$1A PENN8YLVANIA 1940s

July 30. 1991

Docket No. 030 15115
License No. 37 18456-01
EA 91077

Construction Engineerint Consultants, Inc. |
ATTN: Ralph Artuso |

President !
7702 Edgewood Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15218

Dear Mr. Artuso:

'

Subject: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY -
$1,250 (NRC Inspection Report No. 030-15115/91 001)

t

This letter refers to th, NRC inspection conducted on May 22 23,1991, at your facihty ine :

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, as well as at a Deld site at the Greater Pittsburgh Airport, of
activities authorized by NRC License No. 37-18456-01. The inspection report was sent to
you on June 14, 1991. Dunng the inspection, two violations of NRC sequirements were
identified. In addition, the inspector reviewed the circumstances associated with another
violation of NRC requirements which was identified by your staff, On June 19,1991, a
telephone enforcement conference was conducted with you and members of your staff to
discuss the violations, their causes and your corrective acticas. A copy of the Enforcement
Conference Report was sent to you on June 26,1991.

The violations are described in the enclosed Notice. The most significant violation mvolved
the performance of radiography since January 1991 without the radiographers wearing alarm
ratemeters, as required by 10 CFR 34.33(a). Although the requirement to wear such alarm
ratemeterr had become effective on January 10, 1991, the two radiographers (one of whom
was the Radiation Safety Officer (RSO)) informed the inspector that such meters had not been
purchased and were not being used. The violation appeated 10 have been caused by the
failure of management and the current RSO to keep abreast of this NRC requirement when it
became effective, even though NRC notification was provided in both a Federal Register
Notice of the new requirement, as well as an NRC Newsletter issued by the NRC Office of
Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards and mailed directly to your address in 1990.

CERTIFIED MAIL
RTIIUTYGTFT REQUESTED
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Construction Engineering 2 !
Consultants, Inc. i

i

The violation is classified at Severity Level 111 in accordance with the ' General Statemer.t of
.

I

Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions,' 10 CFR Part 2, Appen(1x C !
!- (Enfo1 cement Policy) (1991),'since it involved the failure to have, during radiography

operations, one of the personnel monitoring devices required by 10 CFR Part 34. The
violation is set forth in Section I of the Notice. ;

The NRC recognizes that subsequent to the inspect:on, actions were initiated to correct the
violation and prevent recurrence. These actions, which were described at the enforcement

,

conference, included (1) prompt purchasing and use, within one day, of alarm ratemeters;
(2) initiation of a procedure to have all NRC correspondence signed by both the RSO and '!
Radiation Safety Supervisor (RSS) to ensure that they stay abtcast of current requirements, I

issues, and concerns; (3) plans to review prior NRC Newsletters and Information Notices to !
- assure awareness of any pertinent issues; and (4) revision of the checklla for auditing i

radiographers to include a requirement that the audits will include a specific check to verify ,

alarm ratemeters are being used.

Notwithstanding these corrective actions, to emphasize the importance of the use of these )
alarm ratemeters durin'g the performance of radiographic operations to warn radiographers of '!
any impending dangers, I have been authorized to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice)in the amount of $1,250 for the violations set

'

forth in the enclosed Notice,

The base civil penalty amount for a Severity Level 111 problem is $5,000. The escalation and
mitigation factors set forth in the enforcement policy were considered as follows: (1) *

although the violations were ident10cd by the NRC, the violations should have been identified ,

sooner by your staff since the NRC sent notification of the new requirement in the Federal
,

Register Notice, as well as the NMSS Newsletter, and therefore,50% escalation of the base !

civil penalty on this factor is warranted; (2) your corrective actions, as described herein, were i
- generally prompt and comprehensive, and therefore,25% mitigation of the base civil penalty

'

on this factor is warranted (full $0% mitigation is not warranted because (a) you had not yet |
verified whether there were other similar issues / requirements set forth in the Federal Register ;

or NMSS Newsletters for which appropriate action had not yet been taken, and (b) the
licensee did not commit to include checks for alarm ratemeters in audits until raised by the |
NRC during the enforcement conference); and (3) your past performance has been good, as '

evidenced by only a few minor violations being identi6ed during the past two NRC
| inspections, as well as no violations being identified during the three inspections conducted
|: before that, and therefore,100% mitigation of the civil penalty on this factor is warranted.

''Although you had prior notice, via the NRC Federal Register Notice and NMSS Newsletter, 'a

of the new requirement concerning the need to wear alarm ratemeters, escalation. based on the
' prior notice" factor is not warranted in this case since this was a consideration in the NRC-

|

:
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Construction Engineering 3

Consultants, Inc,

basis for escalating the penalty based on the NRC identincation of a siolation that you should
have reasonably identified sooner. The NRC also considered that the violation involved
multiple examples and existed for an extended duradon. In considering these factors,
however, the NRC recognizes that the etuse of the violation was ignorance of the
implementation of the new rule, and the number of examples of the violations, as well as the
extended period of time during which they occurred, were inevitable consequences of that
lack of knowledge of the rule. While ignorance of the tule is unacceptable and you clearly
have a responsibility to know and follow all requirements, the NRC has already escalated the
penalty because the NRC identified the violation and you should have been aware of the
requirement and identified the violation sooner. Therefore, the NRC has decided that further
escalation based on the multiple example and duration factors is not warranted.

The other violadon identified by the NRC is set forth in Section 11 of the enclosed Notice and
is clanified at Severity level IV, The violation identified by your staff is set forth in the
inspection report and is not being cited for the reasons desenbed therein,

You are required to respond to the enclosed Notice and, in preparing your response, you
should follow the instiuctions specified therein. In your response, you should document the
specific actions taken and any additional actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After
reviewing your response to this Notice, including your proposed coricctive actions, and the
results of future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further enforcement action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2 Title 10, Code
of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosure v ill be placed in 'he NRC's
Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosure are not subject to the clearance
procedures of the Office of Management and 13udget as required by the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1980, Pub. L. %511,

Sincerely,

fw N ~

Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator

Encic,sure:

Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition
of Civil Penalty

NUREG-0940 ll.A-17
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

IMPOSITION OF civil PENALTY

Construction Engineering Consultants, Inc. Docket No. 030-015115

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15218 Licente No. 37-18456 01
FA 91077

During an NRC inspection conducted on May 22 23,1991, violations of NRC requirements
were identified, in accordance with the ' General Statement of Policy and Procedure for
NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission proposes to impor,e a civil penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended (Act),42 U.S.C. 22S2, and 10 CFR 2.205. The parucular
siolations and associated civil pen:dty are set forth below:

_

l. VIOLATION ASSESSED A civil PliNALTY

10 CFR 34.33(a) requires, in part, that the licensee not pernut any indnidual to ait as
a radiographer or a radiographer's assistant unless, at all hmes during radiographic
operations, the individual wears a direct reading poelet dosimeter, an alarm ratemeter,
and either a film badge or a thermoluminescent doumeter.

Contrary to the above, on April 9,1991, as well as other ocenions between January
and May 1991, radiographers did not wear alarm ratemeters while conducting
radiographic operations at field sites.

This is a Severity Level 111 violatic a (Supplement VI),

Civil Penalty $1,250

11. VIOLATION NOT ASSESSED A CIVIL PENALTY

10 CFR 71.5(a) requires, in part, that no licensee shall transport any beensed material
outside the confines of its plant or other place of use, or deliver licensed material to a
carrier fer transport, unless the licensee complies with applicable requirements of the
regulations appropriate to the mode of transport of the Department of Transportation

(DOT) in 49 CFR Parts 170-189.

49 CFR 172.203(d) requires that the desenption on the shipping paper for a shipment
of radioactive material include the transport index assigned to the package as defmed
in 49 CFR 173.403(bb), 10 CFR 173.403(bb) defines " transport index" as the
dimensionless number (rounded up to the first decimal place) on the label of the
package.

NUREG-0940 ll.A-18
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Notice of Violadon 2 |
:

Contrary to the above, on April 9,1991, the licensee transported approximately 80
,

curies of iridium 192 to Columbus, Ohio, and the associated shipping paper did not I.

include the correct transport index assigned to the package as defined in 49 CFR
173,403(bb). Speci0cally, the transport index was described as *less than 2" instead
of 0.6. !

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement V). ,

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Construccon Engineering Consultants, Inc. :

(Licensee) is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to he Director, '

Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, wnhin 30 days of the date of
this Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penahy (Notice). This reply !

should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each
alleged violation: (1) admission or denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the
violatlan if admitted, and if denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have been
taken and the results achieved, (4) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further
violations | and ($) the date when full compliance will be achieved. If an adequate reply is
not receiwd with 'he time specified in this Notice, an order may be issued to show cause
why the license sh,Juld not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action as

,

may be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be g!ven to extending the response
time for good cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act,42 U.S.C. 2232, !
this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation. ,

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR 2.201, the
Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the Director, Office of
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a check, draft, money order, or ,

electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of the United States in the arnoun' of the civil ,

'

penalty propose <i above, or may protest imposition of the civil penalty in wholc or in part, by .
a written answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission; Should the Licensee fail to answer within the time specined, an order imposing

- the civil penalty will be issued. Should the Licensee elect to Gle an answer in accordance
with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the civil penalty, in whole or in part such answer should be ;
elearly marked as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may:-(1) deny the violation (s)

'

listed in this Notice, in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances, (3) show
error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalty should not be imposed. In
addition to protesting the civil penalty iri whole or in part, such answer may request
remission or mitigation of the penalty.

.

.

b

t

?
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Notice of Violation 3.

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in Section V.B of 10
CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any written answer in accordance
with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately from he statement or expianation in reply
purnant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may incorpete parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific
reference (e.g., citing page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the
Licensee is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedures for
imposing a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been determined in
accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.005, this matter may be referred to
the Attomey General, and the penalty, unless comprised, remitted, or mitigated, may be ,

collected by civil action pursuant to Section 234(c) of the Act,42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment of civil penalty,
and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed to: Director, Office of
Enforcement, U.S. Nu: lear Regulatory Commission A'ITN: Document Cortrol Desk,
Washington, D.C. 2055$ with a copy to the Regional Administrator, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Region I,475 Allendale Road, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
19406.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

b -

Thcmas T. Martin
Regional Administrator

1

'- Dated at King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
this JO.%ay of July 1991

I

p

|

|-

l-
L

l
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Docket No. 030-15115
License No. 37-38456-01
EA Ho. 91-077

Construction Engineering Consultants, Inc.
ATTH: Ralph Artuno,

President
7702 Edgewood Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15218

| Dear Mr. Artuso:

SUBJECT: RESCISSION OF PROPOSED CIVIL HONETARY PENALTY
(Inspection Report 91-001)

On July 30, 1991, lhe Nuc1 car Regulatory Commission issued a Notice
of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties in the
amount of $1,250 (Notice) to Construction Engineering Consultants,
Inc. You answered the Notice by letter dated August 19, 1991,
admitted that the violations occurred, and r' , Jested pitigation of
the civil penalty based on your corrective actions. In a letter
dated August 8, 1991, and in a September 16, 1991 telephone
conversation between you and Mr. Paul Svetland of the NRC Region I
staff, you notified the NRC of your intent to terminate your
byproduct materials license. On November 5, 1991, the NRC issued
an amendment terminating NRC license no. 37-18456-01.

The violations cited in the Notice of Violation are considered
serious. We have reviewed your request for additional mitigat<on
and reaffirm our position that the amount of mitigation originally
considered and the resultant civil penalty proposed in our July 30,
1991 letter was appropriate. However, in light of the termination
of your NRC license to conduct industrial radiography and the
circumstances of this case, the Notice of Violation issued July 30,
1991 to Construction Engineering Consultants, Inc. is modified to
delete the civil penalty.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practica",
a copy of this letter will be placed in the NRC's Public Document
Room.

Sincerely,

(MV wm
James Lieberman, Director
Office of Enforcement

NUREG-0940 II.A-21
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Docket No. 030 30870 NO*7f);f
ticense No . 53 23288 01
EA 90 196

Fewell Geotechnical Engineering, Ltd.
ATIN: Mr. Richard B. Fewell

President
'

96-1416 Vaihona Place
Pearl City, Hawaii 96782

Dear Sir:

SUBJECT: NOTICE Of VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF ClV]L PENAL 1]ES -
$20,000 (NRC INSPECTION REPORT N05. 90 01 AND 90-02)

This letter refers to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) inspection
. conducted by Inspectors Beth Riedlinger and Robert Fate on October 4, 1990,
-and to a followup NRC inspection by Inspector David D. Skov and Investigator
Philip Joukoff between October 23 and November 8, 1990. The inspections
examined the activities authorized by License No. 53-23288 01 as they relate
to radiation safety *and to compliance with NRC regulations and the conditions !

of your license.

Both inspections identified numerous failures to comply with NRC requirements.
-1990 inspection identified nine epparent violations documented

The October 4, Report 90-01, and sent to you on October
,

in Inspection 25, 1990. ihefollowup
NRC inspection included a special field inspection of your licensed activities '

at temporary radiography job sites on October 23 and 25During this follow-up inspection,90 at CampbellNRC inspectors
19

Industrial Park, Hawaii. c

identified nine additional apparent violations, documented in Inspection.
Report 90-02, sent to you by letter dated November 16, 1990. )

On November 20, 1990, an enforcement conference wa's held with you to discuss
the violations, their causes, and your corrective actions. At the enforcement
conference, you did not dispute the inspection findings and you N knowledged |
the need for increased management attention to your radlation safety program.
During the conferer.ce, you proposed to implement an independent audit program
to more effectively monitor your licensed operations.

,

S ee of the violations appear to have br:en willfully committed by one'of your
radiographers, and represented a significant threat to the health and safety of-
the radiographer, helper personnel assisting the radiographer' and members of
the public. Because of.tha apparentwillfulviolationsandNkC'sconcernfor
+he health and safety of radiography personnel and the public, an immediately
effective NRC Order Modifyina License was issued to you on November 2,1990.
TheOrderprohibitedyourutilizationofthisemployee.asaradiographer,
radiographer's assistant or helper in licensed activities for three years. On
October-26, 1990, prior to issuance of the Order, based on a telephone conver-

radiographerfromIIcensedactivities.yagreedtotemporarilyremovethe
sation with the NRC you had voluntaril

CERTIFIED MAIL =
ktiur(N ktttivt REQUESTED

,
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fewell Geotectnical -2-
Engineering, Ltd.

I

The violations { tion of Civil penalties, include the radiographer's providthgwhich are described in the enclosed Notice of Violation and
proposed Impos
falso information to NRC personnel and failures to: (1) secute the radiographic
source in the shielded position af(er each source exposure; (2) conduct esposure !device radiation surveys to ensure that the source had t>een returned to its i
shielded position after radiooraphic exposures- (3) rope off any portion of the
restricted area boundary posiappropriateradletionwarningsi
that boundary, and conspicuously post the high radiation area; gns for most of

.

!

(4) conduct e

instrument surveys to establish the radiation boundary; (5) prevent entry into i

therestrictedareaofindividualsotherthanradiographersandradiographer's '

assistants;(6)labelashippingcontainerwithrequired" Radioactive category i
labels 7) check a pocket dosimeter for exposure af ter each radiogra hi

-sure;('8radiographer'sperformanceatthreemonthintervals;(ysixmonths;(h)cexpo-
<

-

audit the radiation safety program once ever audit a-
10)checkpocketdosimeters. '

for correct response to radiation; (11) maintain records of survey meter cali+
hration;(12)documentpocketcos1meterreadings;(13)maintainrecordsof
realed source physical U.ventories' (14) maintain a record of an exposure device

.HkCareportofo(15)maintainregulredutilizationleas$9.-lhelargenumberst.orage survey * and (16) submit to the
ccupationalradiationexposuresfor$9

and type of violations demonstrate the lack of effective management control of i

your radiation safety program.

The violation in Section I of the enclosed Notice occurred on October 25 and
November 1, 1990, when your radiographer repeatedly provided false information ,

to NRC personnel c>ncerning his actions during the operations of October 23 and
25, 1990. The radiographer stated that he had complied with NRC requirements

r

(anddemonstratedtheprocedureshepurportedlyuseo)forsecuringthesource
in the fully shielded rosition after each exposure, for conducting surveys to
assure that the source had been retracted to its fully shielded position, and
for preventing the entry of unauthorized personnel into the restricted area,
when in fact the radiographer had not complied with these requirements.

Licenseesmustbeaccurateandforthrightin$rovidinginformationtotheNRCif the NRC is to ensure that licensed materia s do not endanger public health
and safety. This is particularly important in radiography, in which licensee i
personnel work at sites where operations are difficult to monitor but have the :

potential to harm unwary bystanders as well as radiography personnel.. Licensee t

managers and the NRC must be able to trust-licensee employees when they report
they have complied with requirements designed to protect the public health and <

safety. .Thus licensees must insist that their employees be scrupulously
accurate in completing required records and in communicating with the NRC,
Therefore, based on the wi11 fulness of this violation and on the number of
examples and in accordance with the Enforcement policy, the violation in ,

SectionbhasbeenclassifiedasaSeverityLevel11 violation.

The numerous violations in Section 11 of the enclosed Notice demonstrate a
significant lack of adequate management attention to, and oversight of, your
licensed activities. -The radiographer employee who was responsible for certain '

of the violations during field radiography on October 23 and 25 1990, signifi-
cantly-degraded radiation safety and directly threatened public health and safety,

s

F

k
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fngineering,Ltd.

including his own.- Moreover as noted above, several of the violations committed
bytheradiographerwerewilifulinthatherepeatedlyfailedtocomplywith
requirements of which he was well aware. However, as the licensee, you are in

-part responsible for these actions. These violations might have been prevented
had you addressed the concerns NRC representatives discussed with you in an
October 4,1990 meeting (attendedbyyou,yourR50,andtheradiographer). During
that meeting NRC stressed the need for increased management attention to the.

radiation safety program to ensure compliance with Corumission requirements. Not-
withstanding this discussion, you apparently. failed to act to correct this situation,
implicitly signalling to your personnel that they were free to perform licensed
activities without fear of management oversight. The most significant violations
occurred following the October 4 meeting.- Individually, these violations would
be classified at severity Levels Ill, IV and v. However taken together with
theelementsofwillfulnessandlackofmanagementoversIght,theyconstItutea
very significant regulatory concern. -Therefore, in accordance with the " General
Statement of policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions" (Enforcement
Policy) 10 CFR Part 2 the violations in Section 11 have beenclassified in the aggr Appendix C (1990), Level !! problem.egate as a Severity

In your letter of December 17, 1990, you indicated that you V 11 engage an
independent health physics consultant to perform audits of t rations and
oversee the program, in addition, you stated that you are reviewing your
operating procedurer and will submit modified procedures in a request for
license amendment.

To Nphasize the importance of complying with license and regulatory-
requirements, and of ersuring management oversight of the licensed program,
I have been authorized, after consultation with the Director, Office of
Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Materials Safety,
Safeguards, and Operations Support, to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation t

and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties (Notice) In the amount of $20,000
for the violations described in Sections I and 11 of the enclosed Notice. |

The escalation and mitigation factors in the Enforcement Policy were considered.
The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity level 11 violation is $9 000<
NoadjustmentwasconsideredappropriatefortheSeverityLevel11violatIonin '

Section I of the Notice. The base civil penalty for the violations in Section 11
was increased by 50 percent because ali of the violations were NRC-identified,
although they could have been discovered by you. The othea adjustmentfactors
inthePolicywereconsideredandnofurtheradjustmenttothebasecivil-
penalties is considered appropriate. .;

,

'You are reguired to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
Especified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response, in your

response, you should docmenttthe specific actions taken and any additional-
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. in addition your response should:
describethechangesandactionsthathavebeen'orwIllbeimplementedin
management oversight to ensure that licensed activities are conducted in .your

-

,

accordance with your license'and NRC regulatory requhements. After reviewing
'your response to this Notice, including your proposed corrective actions and

,

.

E

!

|
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the results of future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC
enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory
requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of this
letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject to
the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required by
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L 96-511.

>

i

Sincere y,
|
1

|$f6fd
Bhn B. Martin

Regional Administrator

Enclosure: |
Notice of Violation and Proposed i

Imposition of Civi) Penalties

,

i

. t

,

'

f
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NOTICE Of V10LA110N i
AND

PROP 05fD IMPO$1110N Of C1Vlt PEkAL11[5
:

Fewell Geotechnical Engineering,- Ltd. Docket No. 030 30370 ,

Pearl City, Hawaii License No. 53-23285 01
'

[A 90 196

During NRC inspections conducted on October 4, 1990 and from October 23 to
November 8 1990 violations of NRC requirements were identified, in accordance
withthe"deneralStatementofPolicyandProcedureforNRC[nforcementActions,"

'

10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1990), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to
ifnpose civil penalties pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
as amended (Act) 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violations
and associated cIvli penalties are set forth below:

1. Incomplete afd inaccurate Information

10trR30.9(a) requires in part, that information provided to the
Commission by licensees,shall be complete and accurate in all material ;

respects.

Contrary to the abuve, when interviewed by NRC personnel on October 25
and November 1, 1990, a licensee radiographer provided false information
to NRC personnel as evidenced by the following examples:

A. By stating that he never allowed any other persons inside the
restricted area while a source was exposed during radiographic ,

operations on October 23, 1990 atapipelinejobsiteinCampbell
Industrial Park (CIP), Hawaii. Contrary to the radiographer's state-
ment, during licensed radiography on October 23, 1990 at the C1P job

iridlumRC personnel observed the radiographer exposing a 54 curiesite N
192 source while two helpers and four other non radiographer

personnel entered the 2 mR/hr bounded restricted area. Although five ,

of the unauthorized personnel were in direct view of the radiographer,
the radiographer made no effort to prevent entry of the unauthorized
personnel into the restricted area, or to warn personnel to

,

immediately_ leave the area, or to retract the exposed source. ,

B. By stating that and by demonstrating how he had locked the source in
the shielded position of the exposure device between source exposures
during radiography on October 25, 1990 attheCIPjobsite. Contrery
to the radiographer's statement and demonstration, during licensed
radiography on October 25 1990 at the CIP job site, NRC personnel
observed that the radiogra,pher had repeatedly failed to lock or
secure '.he scaled source in the shielded position of the exposure
' device after returning the source to that position.

C. By stating that and by demonstrating how he;had carried a survey meter
'and always conducted surveys of the exposure device and-source guide
tube during-radiography on October 23 and 25,1990 attheCIPjobsite.

_ Contrary to the radiographer's statement, during licensed radiography
on_ October 23-and 25, 1990 attheCIPJcbsite,NRCpersonnelobserved

| NLREG-0940 II,A-26
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!

that the radiographer had repeatedly failed to carry a survey mete f
and survey the exposuie device and guide tube to determine that *' '

source was returned to its shleided position inside the expos'" idevice after each of several source exposures. |

These statements were material in that they related directly to compliance
with NRC requirements.

ThisisaSeveritgLevel!! violation (SupplementV]l). !

II. Rd t ety V a ions
:

A. License Condition 1$ requires in part that the licensee conduct its
,

programinaccordancewiththestatements, representations $88and
,

p"rocedures included in the application dated October 24 l
( Application") and letter dated January 13,1989(" Application

,

tetter"). ;

1. SectionIV, Paragraph 2.5,oftheOperatingandEmergency '

Procedures ("0EP-),includedwiththeApplicationandthe
,

Application Letter, requires licensee personnel to conduct a
survey to establish the 2 mR/hr radiation (restricted area)
boundary at the start of each radiographic operation,

;

Contrary to the above at the time of the inspection on
October 25, 1990,- allcenseeradiographerfailedtoconduct

.

radiation surveys to establish the 2 mR/hr restricted area ;

Hawaii.yduringradiographyatCampbellIndustrialPark(CIP),boundar "

,

OEP'Section I, Paragraph 5.0, and OEP Section IV,iographers be
2. Paragraph 2.5,

require that only radiogra
permitted inside the 2 mR/phers and assistant radhr boundary of the restricted area and

,

that the licensee maintain surveillance to prevent unauthorized r

entry into the radiation area.
'

Contrary to the above, on October 23, 1990, ( scensee
radiographer did not prevent the unauthorized u try of.six
non-radiographer personnel into the 2 mR/hr bounded restricted *

area during radiographic exposures using a 54 curie iridium-192
sourceattheCIPjobsite.

|: 3. OEP Section IV, Paragraph 2.6, included with the Application
Letter, requires redtography personnel to check the readings of'_ their dosimeters immediately after surveying.and locking the

L exposufe device following each radiographic source exposure.

Contrary to the above, during the inspection on October 23 and
25, 1990, a licensee radiographer failed to check the reading of *

his dosimeter following each of several radiographic source ;

:exposuresattheCIPjobsite.

.

Y
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Notice of Violation -3-

B. 10 CFR 34.22(a) requires in part, that during radiographic operations,
the sealed 'evce assembly be secured in the shielded position each
time th source is returned to that position.

Contrary to the above, on October 25, 1990. a licenste radiographer
did not secure the sealed source assembly in the shielded position
of the exposure device after returning the source to that position
on four occasions during radiography at the CIP jobsite.

C. 10 CFR 34.43(b) requires the licensee to ensure that a survey with d
calibrated and operable radiation survey instrument is made after
each radiographic exposure to determine that the scaled sogrc9 has
been returned to its shielded position. The survey must in i ce the
entire circumference of the radiographic exposure device and any
source guide tube.

Contrary to the above, on October 23 and 25, 1990, a licensee
radiographer did not conduct radiation surveys after each of several,

radiographic source exposures to determine that the seurce had been
returned to its shielded position inside the exposure device during
radiography at the CIP jobsite.

D. 10 CFR 34.42 reouires with exceptions not here applicable, that
licensees conspicuousIy post areas in which the f i

Area" graphy with " Caution Radiation Area" and "y are per orm ngradio Caution High Radiation
signs, as required by 10 CFR 20.203(b) and (c)(1).

License Condition 15 requires,in part, that the licensee conduct its
program in accordance with the statements, representations, and
procedures included with the Application and the Application Letter.

OEP Section IV, Paragraph 2.2, included with the Application and the
Application Letter, requires the licensee to establish the boundary
of the restricted area with ropes and radiation area signs.

Contrary"to the above, on October 23 and 25, 1990, the licensee failed
to post Caution Radiation Area" signs at most of the restricted area
boundary, and failed to rope off any portion of that boundary during ?
radiographyattheCIPjobsite. Also contrary to the above, the
licensee did not conspicuously post " Caution High Radiation Area"
signs in that these signs could not be read by persons entering the
high radiation area from all directions.

E. License Condition 16 authorizes the licensee to transport licensed
materialinaccordancewiththeprovisionsof10CFRPart71(FR" Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Material". 10
71.5(a) requires each licensee who transports licensed material

* outside of the confines of its plant or other place of use to comply
with the applicable requirements of 49 CFR Parts 170 through 189.

NUREG-0940 11.A-28
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Notice of Violation 4--
;
,

49 CFR 172.403 requires appropriate " Radioactive" category labels '

that identify the activity and radioactive contents of packages !'

containing radioactive mater'al. Determination of the proper label |.

1s based on the radiation dose rates at the surface and at one meter >

(transport index) from the package. :

IContrary to the above on October 25 1990, a radiographic exposure
devicecontaininga$dcuriefridium,192sealedsourcewastransported
bya;1icenseeradiographertotheC]Pjobsitewithoutany" Radioactive"
category labels.

F. License Condition 15 requires in part that the licensee conduct its

program in accordance with the statements,-representations,88and

p"rocedures included in the application dated October 2413,1989(" Application j
19 ;

( Application") and letter dated January
Letter").

Paragraph 2.2 of the " Safety Program", included with the Application i
and the Application Letter, re '
program once every six months. quires an audit of the radiation safety

Contrary to the above, as of October 25, 1990, the licensee hao not !

conducted audits-of the radiation safety program since issuance of
the licens'e on January 26, 1989.

G. 10CFR34.11(d)(1)requiresthelicenseetohaveaninspectionprogram
that requires observations of the performance of each radiographer and
radiographer's assistant during an' actual radiographic operation at

-intervals not to ex~ceed three months.

License Condition 15 incorporates in License No,' 53-23288 01 the
inspection program satisfying the requirements of 10 CFR 34.11(d)(1),
as submitted in the Application and Application letter.

,

Paragraph 2.1 of the " Safety Program," included with the Application t

and Application Letter, requires the 1 4ensee to conduct audits of
each radiographer at least once each cu endar quarter and not to
exceed three months.

Contrary to the above, the licensee had not audited the performance of
an-individual radiographer conducting radiographic operations between
February 10, 1990 and June 1, 1990, an interval exceeding three months.

H. 10 CFR 34.33(c) requires that pocket dosimeters be checked by the -
licensee at intervals not to exceed one year for correct response to
radiation.-z

" Contrary to tr a @ove, from August-16, 1989 to October 4,-1990, an
interval-exe one year, pocket dosimeters were not checked for

} correct re a radiation.

|

I
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Notice of-Violation' -5-

1. 10 CFR 34.24 requires i.n part-the calibration of each survey
instrument used to conduct physical radiation surveys required by
10 CFR Parts 20 and 34 and requires a record to be maintained of the
date and results of each calibration for three years after the date
of calibration.

Contrary to the above, as of October 4, 199C, the licensee failed to
-maintain a record showing the date ind results of calibration of the
survey instrument that was used fu aonducting radiation surveys-
during radiography on April 4-10, Ir)0.

J. 10CFR34.33(b)requiresthatp,cketdosimetersbereadandexposures
recorded daily.

27,1990|ngs.Contrary to the above, on July 16, 1990 and on August a

licensee radiographer did not record his pocket dosir.eter read

K. 10 CFR 34<26 requires, in part, that the licensee maintain, for three
-years records of quarterly physical inventories that include the
quantlties and kinds of byproduct material, location of sealed snurces, ,

!

and the date of the inventory.

Contrary to the above, at the time of the inspection on October 4,
1990 the licensee had not maintained records of sealed source
physical inventories that were conducted on February 9,1990 and
June 27, 1990.

L. 14 CFR-34.43(d) requires the licensee-to ensure that a record of the
storage survey required by 10 CFR 34.43(c) is retained for three years
when.that storage survey is the last one performed in the work day.

Contrary to the above, at the time of the inspection on October 4,
1990, the licensee had not retained records of the last storage
survey of the radiographic exposure device following radiography va-
August 27, 1990.

M. 10 CFR 34.27 requires, in part, that each licensee maintain current
utilization logs,- which shall be kept available for three years.from-
the date of the recorded events, for inspection- by the Commission, at
the address specified in the license, showing for each sealed source:
the .make and model number of the radiographic exposure device or
storage container in which the sealed source is located; the identityL.

| -of the radiographer to whom assigned; and the plant or site where
used and dates of use.

L

![

I

-

i
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No.tice of Violation- '-6-

-Contrary to the above as of October 4,1990, the licensee did not

maintain required utihzation logs in Pearl City, Hawaii,imatelyof changesn of sealed sources in exposun devices occurring on approx .'

March 14,:1990 and August 29, 1990.

N. 10 CFR 20.407(b), with exceptions not here applicable, requirri '

licensees to submit to the Commission, withir ;1e first quart -

each calendar year, a report of exposures recu ded for indivi -
under a licensed program for the preceding calendar year.

Contrary to the above, as of October 4,1990, the licensee had not
submitted the required report for calendar year 1989.

This is a Severity Level 11 problem (Supplements IV, V, and VI).
Cumulative Civil Penalty - $12,000 (assessed $1,350 each for Violations
A.1. A.2., A.3., B. C$100eachforViolatIons.,D,F.,anuG.;5500forViolationE.,andH. , I. , J. , K. , L. , M. , and N. )

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201,t a written statement or explanation
fewell Geotechnical Engineering,

Ltd. (Licensee) is hereby required'to submi
to the Director, Office of Enforcement U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissicn,
within 30 days of the date of this Notici of Violation and Proposed Imposition
of Civil Penalties (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply
to a Notice of Violation" and should include for_each alleged violation: (1)
admission _or denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the violation
if admitted, and-if denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have
been taken and the results achieved, (4) the corrective steps that will be
taken to avoid further violat' ions, and-(5) the date when tull compliance will
be achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in
this Notice, an order may be issued to show cause why the license should not be
modified, suspended c revoked or why such other action as may be proper should
not be taken.- Consideration may be given to extendirig the response time for
good cause shown. Under the authority of Secticn 102 of the Act, 42 U.S.C.
2232, this rerponse shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Within-the same time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR
2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalties by -letter to the Director,
Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a check, draf t,-

- or money order payable to the Treasurer of the United States in the cumulative
amount of the civil penalties,'or may protest imposition of the civil penalties
in whole'or in part, by a written answer addressed to the Director, Office ofg

Enforcement U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Should the Licensee fail to
answer withIn the time specified, an order imposing the civil penalties will be

, issued. - Should the Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR
~

I 2.205' protesting the civil penalties in whole or in part, such answer should be
clearly marked as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation," and may: (1) deny the
violations listed in this N,tice in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuat-
ing circumstances, (3) shes error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why
the penalties should not ! imposed. In addition to protesting the civil

-penalties in whole or in part, such answer may request remission or mitigation
of the penalties.

NUREG-0940, II.A-31
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'

In requesting mitigation of tr.e proposed penalties, the factors addressed in
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2., Appendix C (1990) should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 she.ld be set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g. , citing
page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the Licensee
is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure
for imposing civil penalties.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalties due which subsequently has been
determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalties, unless

to Section 234c of the Act, 4.; gated, may be collected by civil attion pursuant
compromised, remitted, or mit!

.S.C. 2282c.

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of ,1olation, letter with payment of =

civil penalties, and Answer to a N0tice of Violation) should be addressed to:
Director, Office of Enforcement, U S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN:
Document Control Desk, Washington, DC 20555 with a copy to the Regional
Administrator,U.S.NuclearRegulatoryCommIssion,RegionV,1450MariaLane,
Walnut Creek, California, 94596.

FOR TH- NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

.

k|8f
. Martin"

Regional Administrator

Dated at Walnut Creek, California

this 7
ay of February 1991d

_
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Docket No.: 030-30870
License No.s. 53-23288-01
LA 90-196

Fewell Geotechnical Engineering, Ltd.
ATTN Mr. Richard B. Fewell

President
96-1416 Waihona Place
Pearl City, Hawaii 96782

Dear Mr. Fewell

On February 7, 1991, the NRC issued a Notice of Violation and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties in the amount of $20,000
(Notice). You answered the Notice by letter dated March 19,
1991, and suggestad alternative measures as corrective action.
The NRC requested additional information on May 20, 1991, which
you aupplied by letter dated June 20, 1931. On August 23, 1991,
following several telephone conversations with the Office of
Enforcement, you requested termination of your NRC license. On
September 27, 1992, the NRC issued an amendmert terminating NRC
License No. 53-23288-01.

The violations cited in_the Notice of Violation are considered
serious. However, in light of the termination of your NRC
license to conduct radiography and the circumstances of this
case, the-Notice of Violation issued February 7, 1991, to Fewell
Geotechnical Engineering, Ltd. is modified to delete the civil
penalty. The remainder of the Notice of Violation stands as
issued.

In accordance with 20 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice",
a copy of this letter will be placed in the NRC's Peblic Document
Room.

Sincerely, Original SigntJ iy
James U: berm:n

James Lieberman, Director
Office of Enforcement
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Docket No. 030-12343
License No. 47-17199-01
EA 91-082

Humana Hospital Greenbrier Valley
ATTH: Mr. David Sirk

Executive Director
Post Office Box 497
Ronceverte. West Virginia 24970

Gentlemen:

$UBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION Af4D PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVJL U ALTIES -
$21,500 (NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 47-17199-01/90-02 AND OFFICE OF
INVESTIGATIONS REPORT NO. 2-91-002)

This letter refers to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) inspection
conducted by Ms. C. Connell and Mr. W. Loo on November 29 and 30, 1990, and
December 11, 1990, and the investigation conducted by Mr. R. Burch of the NRC
Office of Investigations (01) during the period December 18, 1990 through
May 28, 1991, at the Humana Hospital Greenbrier Valley (HHGV), Ronceverte.
West Virginia. The inspection report and synopsis of the investigation were
sent to you by letter dated August 6, 1991. During the inspection and subse-
quent investigation, violations of f4RC requirements were identified. As a
result of NRC concerns with the preliminary findings of the inspection, a
management meeting was held at our request in the NRC Region 11 office Atlanta,
Georgia, on January 30, 1991. Matters discussed included management control of
licensed activities at HHGV, Radiation Safety Officer involvement in the
HHGV's nuclear medicine activities, frequent turr.over of authorized users as
well as the use of licensed material under the supervision of an authorized
user, and management actions being teken to assure that licensed activities
were in full compliance with NRC requirements. A summary of that meeting was
provided to you by letter dated February 22, 1991, wherein you were advised
that the NRC was continuing to review the results of the inspection to determine
appropriate enforceraent action. On August 15, 1991, an enforcement conference
was held in the NRC Region 11 office with you and members of your staff to
discuss the specific violations, their cause, and your corrective actions to
preclude recurrence. In addition, we have received and reviewed your letter
dated August 29, 1991. A sumary of the enforcement conference was sent to you
by letter dated September 23, 1991.

The violations are described in the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penalties (Notice). Violation A in Part } of the hotice
involves two examples of inaccurate and incomplete information provided to the
NRC by former senior management officials of the HHGV staff. Example I.A.1. in
Part I of the Notice involves a request for documentary information made by an
NRC inspector during a routine inspection conducted at HHGV on August 28, 1990.
During that inspection, the inspector requested to review HMGV's health physics
consultant's quarterly report for June 1990, and a copy of that document was
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provided to the inspector as requested. However, the NRC later detemined
during the O! investigation that the document provided to the inspector was
incomplete in that page four had been withheld from the inspector at the time
it was provioed. The withholding of that particular page was significant as it
contained coments by the consultant pertaining to apparent violations of NRC
requirements identified by the consultant and a recommendation that the nuclear
medicine department be closed unless the identified deficiencies were
immediately corrected.

Example I. A.2. in Part 1 of the Notice involves oral information provided to
the NRC inspectors on November 29, 1990, by HHGY senior management officials
and a representative of the HHGV radiology contractor, Metro Radiology Manage-
ment Services (MRMS). In this particular instance, inaccurate and misleading
information was provided by a Senior MRMS representative in the presence of
both the former Executive Director and former Associate Executive Director of
HHGV. In responding to questions by the NRC inspector as to whether MRMS
physicians were performing nuclear medicine procedures, the MRMS representative
stated that MRMS physicians had performed only x-ray procedures at HHGV since
their arrival on October 22, 1990. Neither the former Executive Director nor

the former Associate Executive Director indicated this information was incorrect
when it was provided to the NRC inspectors. Af ter it became apparent that
the statement by the MRMS representative was not true, the former Executive
Director was questioned about the involvement of MRMS physicians and he stated
that one or two MRMS physicians may have been involved in one or two nuclesr
medicine procedures. The inspectors subsequently discovered, during a review
of records, that six MRMS physicians had performed nuclear medicine pro'.edures
from October 29, 1990 through November 29, 1990. During the enforcement
conference and in your August 29, 1991 letter in response to the conference,
licensee representatives indicated that they could not attest to what was
said since .they nre not at those discussions between your representatives and
the NRC mspectors. You stated, however, that the MRMS physicians were not
doing nuclear medicine procedures but were only interpreting scans. NRC
interviews of hospital staff, including several MRMS physicans, evidences that
the work the MRMS physicians were doing, inclucing interpreting scans, con-
stituted performance of nuclear medicine procedures. The failure to provue
accurate information to the NRC inspectors in this instance was significant
because the NRC was seeking information to verify that the licensee was
adequately ensuring that physicians performing nuclear medicine procedures were
qualified and authorized to perform those procedures under the NRC license
issued to iGV .

The two examples discussed above provide a basis for raising questions as to
whether the NRC can rely on HHGV management officials to provide complete and
accurate information in all material respects. The NRC relies on information
provided by a licensee during inspections in order to assure that the licensee
is complying with regulatory requirements and that it is safely using licensed
radioactive materials. The NRC recognizes that the senior management officials
identified above are no longer employed at HHGV; however, had they still been
employed at your facility, the NRC would have given serious consideration to
the issuance of an Order to preclude their further involvement in the management
and oversight of licer sed activities. The hRC considers their actions to
reflect a careless disregard for regulatory requirements since the officials

)
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clearly understood what was being asked by the inspectors, yet failed to
demonstrate sufficent regard for the accuracy and/or completeness of the
information in all material respects. During the enforcement conference and in
your subsequent correspondence to the NRC dated August 29, 1991, you did not
provide any substantive information to contradict the finding that inaccurate
information was provided to the NRC.

Violation B in Part I of the enclosed Notice inycives a period of one month
during which six MRMS physicians and a nuclear medicine technologist were
permitted to possess and use licensed radioactive byproduct material for
medical uses (i.e., the determination and administration of dosages to
specific patients) at HHGY without being supervised by an authorized user and
without authorization on a specific license issued by the NRC. The NRC
inspection and 01 investigation determined that MRMS physicians and HHGV staff
performed these licensed activities without the supervision required by 10 CFR
Part 35. During the enforcement conference, you indicated that HHGV was not
aware that its authorized user was not supervising-those individuals. In fact,
during the enforcement conference and in your August 29, 1991 letter, you
indicated that MRMS physicians were only interpreting scans and that you
thought the only authorized user was supervising their work. Yet, the NRC
inspection and investigation found evidence that dosages were administered to
patients without the authorized user's knowledge. Also, you grantmi nuclear
u:edicine privileges to these physicians without limitinD their activities to
the interpretation of scans, and HHGV staff members ware not aware that the
MRMS physicians were limited to only scan interpretation. The NRC considers
your actions in allowing the MRMS physicians and HHGV staff to conduct NRC
licensed activities without assuring proper supervision to reflect a -careless
disregard for thc requirements in 10 CFR Part 35,

in accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC
Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1990),
Violation A in Part I of the Notice has been categorized at Severity level Il
because it involves two examples where HHGV senior management representatives
provided and/or failed to correct inaccurate and incomplete information on
matters of importance to the NRC because of careless disregard for the accuracy
of the information. Violation B in Part I of the Notice has been categorized
at Severity Level 111 because of the careless disregard displayed by-licensee
managers for the regulatory requirements established to protect public health
and safety and the significant lack of attention to and control of licensee
responsibilities.

The NRC is also concerned about ye r failure to establish positive controls to
ensure that visiting physicians or other hospital-staff (i.e., nuclear medicine
technologist) comply with the procedures established by the authorized user.
Documents obtained during the inspection and investigation showed that
physicians enjoying staff privileges were authorized to perform nuclear
medicine procedures. During the enforcement conference, you indicated this
authorization was confined to " reading scans." However, you also indicated you
had no method to ensure that this restriction was-followed.

To emphasize the importance of ensuring (1) that all information communicat'ed
to the NRC is both complete and accurate, and (2) that licensed activities are
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conducted in strict compliance with regulatory requirements and license
-conditions. I have been authorized, after consultation with the Director,
Office of Enforcement. and the Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear Materials

-Safety, Safeguards,_and Operations Support, to issue the enclosed Notice of
Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties (Notice) in the amount of
$21,500 for the violations set forth in Part I of the Notice.

The base civil, penalty for a Severity Level 11 violation is $4,000. The
escalation and mitigation factors in the Enforcement Policy were considered for
Violation A in Part 1. The base civil penalty has been increased by 50 percent 1

because the violation was identified by the NRC. Neither escalation nor
mitigation was warranted for corrective action to prevent recurrence, because
you have not developed any formal long term action nor advised the staff of the
importance of-these matters. Neither escalation nor mitigation was applied for
past perfonnance. Escalation of 100 percent was applied for multiple occurrences
as evidenced by the two examples cited in the violation. An Enforcement
Conference was held on January 24, 1990, as a result of falsification of
qualifications by a former_ staff physician and the NRC emphasized to licensee
management the seriousness of providing false information to the NRC. Therefore,
escalation _ of 100 percent was applied for prior notice. The'other factors in the
Policy were considered and no further adjustment to the base civil penalty is
considered appropriate. Therefore, based on the above, the base civil penalty
has been-increased by 250 percent resulting in a civil penalty of $14,000.

The base' civil penalty for a Severity Level !!! violation is $2,500. The
escalation and mitigation factors'in the Enforcement Policy were considered for
Violation B in Part I, and the base civil penalty for this violation has been
increased by 50 percent because the violation was identified by the NRC.

' Mitigation of 50 percent was warranted for corrective action to prevent
recurrence because immediate corrective action to change the credentialing
process for visiting physicians so as to ensure that proper credentials were on

-file prior to those physicians being permitted to perform licensed activity had
been initiated by the time of our January 1991 management meeting. Addi-
tionally, procedures were instituted to ensure that physicians not listed as

. authorized users would not perform licensed activities unless the Radiation
Safety Officer or a qualified assistant was on site to supervise their
activities, and-procedures were implemented to ensure that the Radiation Safety
Committee would take a more active role in the oversight of nuclear medicine

= activities. Escalation of 100 percent was warranted for prior notice of
similar events in that credentialing was discussed at the January-24,1990
Enforcement Conference and in the NRC's letter of April 2,1990. The HHGV

i consultant identified the credentialing issue as a potentially serious problem
that required management attention in his comments at the March 22, 1990,
Radiation Safety Comittee. meeting. The investigation also disclosed several
internal HHGV documents from the Apria/May 1990 time frame that cited ongoing

,

problems related to creden aling. Also, a probleni with the credentials of a'

locum tenens physician was discussed at the September 26, 1990, meeting of the
Radiation Safety Committee. Escalation of 100 percent was warranted for

-multiple occurrences in that six MRMS pnysicians who were not properly
credentialed, and the nuclear medicine technologist, were permitted to posse'ss
and use byproduct material (for medical uses at HHGV while not under the
supervision of an authorized user and without authorization of a specific
license' issued by the NRC. The other adjustment factors in the Policy were
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considered and no further adjustment to the base civil penalty is considered
appropriate. Therefore, based on the above, the base civil penalty has been-

increased by 200 percent resulting in a civil penalty of $7,500 for the
Severity Level III violation.

In addition to the violations set forth in Section I of the Notice, one other
violation was identified during the inspection which is described in Part !!
of the Notice. This violation include' the failure tot ensure that radiation
safety activities were performed as required, establish and implement written
policies and procedures, and establish personnel exposure investigational
levels. This violation is of concern because it represents additional indica-
tions of a lack of control of licensed activities by key staff such as the
Radiation Safety Officer and the Radiation Safety Comittee at your facility.

You are required to respond to the enclosed Notice and in preparing your
response, you should follow the instructions specified therein, in your
response, you should document specific actions taken and any additional actions
you plan to prevent recurrence. This response should also focus on explaining
what actions you are taking to ensure that each person involved in licensed
activities understands his or her responsibilities to ensure that NRC require-
nents will be followed and that communications with the NRC are complete and
accurate. After reviewing your response to this Notice, including your
proposed corrective actions, and the results of future inspections, the NRC
will determine whether further enforcement is necessary to ensure compliance
with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice " Part 2
Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosure

. will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosure are not subject to the
clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required by the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. 96-511. .

i

Sincerely,
I

.

%: q ?t

Stewart D. EDc,eter
Regional Administrator

!Enclosure-
Notice of Violation and Proposed j

Imposition of Civil Penalties i

l
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTIES

Humana Hospital Greenbrier Valley Docket No. 030-12343
Ronceverte. West Virginia License No. 47-17199-01

EA 91-082
,

During an NRC inspection conducted on November 29 and 30, 1990, and December 11,
1990, and a subsequent investigation by the NRC Office of Investigations,
violations of NRC requirements were identified. In accordance with the
" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR
Part 2 Appendix C (1990) the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to impose
civil penalties pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violations and
associated civil penalties are set forth below:

1. Violations Assessed a Civil Penalty

A. 10CFR30.9(a) requires,inpart,thatinformationprovidedtothe-
Comission by a licensee be complete and accurate in all material
respects. -

Contrary to the above, on the dates indicated below, the licensee
provided information to the NRC during inspections that was not

-complete and accurate in all material respects as evidenced by the
following examples:

1, During the NRC inspection conducted on August 28, 1990, the then
Associate Executive Director for Humana Hospital Greenbrier
Valley withheld from the NRC inspector a portica of the June
1990 health physics consultant's report which contained
references to apparent siolations identified by the consultant
and the recomendation that the' licensee's nuclear medicine
department be closed until the' identified deficiencies were
imediately corrected. This omission was material because it

,directly related to potential violations of NRC requirements and
served to effectively deflect any additional NRC review into the
facts and circumstances of the potential violations during the
inspection..

2. On November 29, 1990, a Humana Hospital Greenbrier Valley
radiology contractor informed the NRC inspectors that between
October 22, 1990 and-November 29, 1990, all contractor
r diologists who had worked at Humana Hospital Greenbrier
Valley, other.than the one authorized user and his associate
who was working under his supervision, were performing only
diagnostic x-ray procedures. Licensee officials who were

.present did not correct this statement, fhis statement was not

. accurate in that a review of licensee records revealed that six
contractor radiologists, who were not designated as authorized
users on the license nor working under the supervision of an -
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Notice of Violation 2

' authorized user, had performed multiple nuclear medicine procedures
from October 29, 1990 through November 29, 1990. This statement
was material because it was directly related to violations of NRC
requirements and to the extent of existing deficiencies.

This-is a Severity Level Il violation (Supplement VII).
Civil Penalty - $14,000

B. 10 CFR 35.11(a) requires, in part, that a person not possess or use
byproduct material for medical use except in accordance with a
specific license issued by the Comission or an Agreement State.

10 CFR 35.11(b) provides that an individual may possess or use
byproduct material under the supervision of an authorized user as
provided in 10 CFR 35.25.

Contrary to the above, from October 29, 1990 through November 29,
1990, the licensee permitted six contractor radiologists and a staff
nuclear medicine technologist to possess and use byproduct material
for medical uses (i.e., detertnine and administer dosages) without |

being authorized on a specific license issued by the NRC or an
Agreement State, and while not under the supervision of an authorized |
User. . |

This is a Severity Level 111 violation (Supplement VI).
Civil Penalty - $7.500

II. . Violation Not Assessed a Civil penalty

10 CFR 35.21(a) requires that the licensee, through the Radiation Safety
.

Officer.. ensure that radiation safety activities are being performed in
accordance with approved procedures ond. regulatory requirements in the
daily operation of the licensee's byproduct material program.

10 CFR 35.21(b) requires, in part, that the Radiation Safety Officer
establish and implement written policy and procedures, and establish

' personnel exposure. investigational levels.
,

Contrary to the above, as of November 30, 1990, the Radiation Safety
Officer who was authorized on the license on November 23. 1990, had not
been at the hospital during this period of time, had not communicated
with the hospital staff, and had not perfomed the activities described
above.

|
L This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement'VI).

pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Humana Hospital Greenbrier Valley
(Licensee) is hereby required to= submit a written statement or explanation to

ithe Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within
30 days of the'date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of
Civil Penalties (Notice). - This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a -

|. Notice of Viclation" and-should include for each alleged violation:
' (1) admission or denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the
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Notice of Violation 3

violation if admitted, and if denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps
that have been taken and the results achieved (4) the corrective steps that
will be taken to avoid further violations, and (5) the date when full compli-
ance will be achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within the time
specified in this Notice, an order may be issued to show cause why tb= license
should not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may
be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be given to extending the
response time for good cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the
Act. 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or affirna-
tion.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR
2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalties by letter addressed to the
of rector, Of.fice of Enforcement U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, with a
check, draft, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of
the United States in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or the
cumulative amount of the civil penalties if more than one civil penalty is
proposed, or may protest imposition of the civil penalties in whole or 1.n part,
by a written answer addresseu to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the
time specified, an order imposing the civil penalties will be issued. Should
the Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting
the civil penalties, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked
as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the violation listed
in this Notice in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances,
(3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show ether reasons why the penalties
should not be imposed. In addition to protesting the civil penalties in whole
or in part, such answer may request remission or mitigation of the penalties.

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalties, the factors addressed in
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2 Appendix C (1990), should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may

-incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference-(e.g., citing
page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the Licensee
is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure
for imposing a civil penalty,

Upon failure to pay any civil penalties due which subsequently have been
determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalties, unless
compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant
to Section 234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with paynent of
civil penalties, and Answer to a Notice of Violation) she id be addressed to:
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulae comission, ATTN:
Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with 6 ..,,y to the Regional
Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, ,:gion II.

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia
this J>f day of November 1991
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November 8,1991

Docket No. 030-03151
License No. 37-11866-01
EA 91 137

Lancaster General Hospital
ATTN: Mr. Jeffrey M. Fried

Senior Vice President
555 North Duke Street
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17603

Dear Mr. Fried:

Subject: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CWil
PENALTIES 56,250
(NRC Inspection Report No. 030-03151/91-001)

This letter refers to the NRC inspection conducted on September 25-26, 1991, at Lancaster
General Hospital, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, of activities authorized by NRC License No. 37-
11866-01. The inspection report was sent to you on October 22,1991. During the inspection,
twelve apparent violations of NRC requirements were identified. On October 30,1991, an
enforcement conference was conducted with you and members of your staff to discuss the
apparent violations, their causes and your corrective actions.

The most signincant violation identified during the inspection involved three examples of the
failure to maintain security of licensed radioactive material at the facility. Two of the three
examples involved curie quantities of material being left in unrestricted areas at the facility in
an unsecured manner, and not under constant surveillance and immediate control of the licensee.
This violation is of particulu concern to the NRC because it could have resulted in the loss or
theft of the material, as well as unnecessary exposure ofindividuals to radiation. This violation
is described in Section I of the enclosed Notice.

-

a

The other violations, which are described in Section 11 of the enclosed Notice, include, but are
- not limited to: (1) failure to implement several aspects of the radiation safety program throt.gh
the Radiation Safety Ofncer (RSO), as required: (2) disposal of radioactive waste in a manner
other than authorized; (3) failure to provide required training to certain personnel; t4) failure

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECElPT REQUESTED
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to perform, within the required time frame, bioassays of individuals administenng therapeutic
treatments; (5) failure to evaluate radiation levels in unrestncted areas; (6) failure to perform
required constancy checks of the dose calibrator; (7) failure to wear lab coats while handling
radioactive material; (8) failure to perform hand monitoring, as iequired; and (9) failure to
perform adequate surveys, as required.

These violations appeared to have been caused by the lack of adequate management oversight
and control of the radiation safety program at your facility. Of particular concern was the
apparent lack of a formal radiation safety organization which included sufficient staff dedicated
to assuring proper implementation of radiation safety ' requirements. In addition, the Radiation
Safety Of6cer (RSO), who is also the Chief of Radiation Oncology at your facility, appeared to
have piaced the ultimate responsibility for radiation safety on a contracted full time medical
physicist'who also assists with patient treatments. The RSO was apparently principally focused
on implementing his responsibilities regarding radiation oncology patient treatment, without
providing suf6cient attention to his radiation safety oversight responsibilities.

The NRC inspection did reveal that the RSO, when informed of problems and concerns at the
facility, did raise these problems and concerns at the Radiation Safe:y Committee (RSC)
meetings, and corrective actions to address these matters were also discussed liowever, there
was apparently no clear assignment of the individuals responsible for implementing these
corrective actions, nor for tracking these matters to assure that appropriate actions were taken.
In addition, there was no evidence of a policy which designated individual responsibility for
communication or implementation of the Radiation Safety Committee (RSC) policy. As a esult,
policy an6 procedural changes were not always communicated to the appropriate staff.

The violatior, involving unsecured material in an unrestricted area is classitied at Severity Level
111 in accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement
Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (Enforcement Policy) (1991), in addition, the eleven
other violations represent a lack of adequate management attention to, and oversight of, the
radiation safety program, and therefore, are classified in the aggregate as a Severity Level 111
prob!cm in accordance with the Enforcement Policy. If management had provided adequate -

attention to, and oversight of, the radiation safety ugram, the violations should have been
either prevented, or identified and corrected prior to the NRC inspection,

The NRC recognizes that subsequent to the inspection, prompt and comprehensive actions wece
initiated to correct the violations and effect improvements in the control and implementation of
the radiation safety program. These t.ctions, which were described at the enforcernent
conference, included: establishment of a Radiation Safety Offi e, which includes the hiring of
a radiation physicist by December 1,1991, to assume the roie of the RSO for oversight and
integration of all radiation safety activines at the hospital; the naming of a new supervisor of
Nuclear Medicine responsible for ensuring that staff has appropriate training and knowledge
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necessary to comply with NRC regulations and policies, and[to communicate to the staff
'

necessary changes, and a comprehensive review of the RSC's methodology of tracking and
_

accountability of corrective actions, in addition, the corrective actions to address the security >

violation included: installation of padlocks on the Radioimmunoassay (RI A) and Hot Lab doors;
. institution of a for'm which requires signatures (initials) of both the technologist who_is -

responsible for package receipts and placement in the Hot 1.ab during off hours, as well as the
morning technologist who opens the Hot Lab; and strict enforcement of a revised disciplinary
policy _ which includes letters in personnel folders as well as dismissal from the facility.
Furthermore, to address the communication deficiencies that existed regarding policies and
procedures, biweekly training by the physics staff and the supervisory Nuclear Medicine :

_

Technologist has been initiated.

- Nonetheless,* to emphasize the importance of long lasting corrective actions with respect to the
management attention and oversight provided to the radiation safety program, including oversight
by the Radiation Safety Officer, so as to ensure that (1) licensed activities are conducted safely -
and in accordance with requirements, and (2) appropriate corrective measures are taken when
problems exist at the facility, I have been authorized to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation
and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) in the amount of $6,250 for the violations set
forth in the enclosed Notice. .

,

The base civil penalty amount for a Seventy Level !!! violation or problem is 52,500. The
escalation and mitigation factors set forth in the enforcement policy were considered and the i

NRC has decided that a separate civil penalty in the base amount of $2,500 should be issued for
the Severity Level 111 violation set forth in Section 1 of the Notice, as well as a separate civil
penalty in the amount of $3,750 for the aggregate Severity _ Level 111 problem set forto in Section

- 11 of the Notice.

. . With respect t'o the violation set forth in Section I, the NRC has determined that, on balance,
no adjustment of the penalty is warranted because: (1) the violation was identified by the NRC,
and should have been identified earlier by your staff, and therefore,50% escalation of the base
civil penalty on this (cetor is warranted; (2) your corrective actions, as described herein, are

-. considered prompt and comprehensive, and therefore,50% mitigation of the civil penalty on this
- factor is warranted; (3) your past performance in this area was good, as evidenced by only one-
violation being identified during the past two NRC inspections in 1988 and 1984, and therefore,
100% mitigation of the civil penalty on this factor is warranted; and (4) the violation included

'

multiple examples of not maintaining security of licensed material which existed for a certain
duration, and therefore,100% escalation of the civil penalty on these factors is warranted.
Although your staff had prior notice of some of the problems and the corrective actions for these

L problems were discussed at the RSC meetings, the NRC has decided to not escalate for prior
|: = notice since these management failures were indicative of the management breakdown at the

|- ~ facility for which a separate Severity Level !!! problem is being issued.

|'
|-

_.

'
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With respect to the violations set forth in Section li of the Notice, the NRC has determined
that, on balance,- 50% escalation of the civil, penalty amount is warranted because: (1) the l

violations were identified by the NRC, and should have been identified by your staff if adequate
management attention to the program had been provided, and therefore,50% escalation of the-

. base civil penalty on this factor is warranted; (2) yot!r corrective actions, as described herein,
were considered prompt and comprehensive, and therefore, 50% mitigation of the base civil
penalty on this factor is warranted; (3) although your past performance includes a total of only
one violation during the prior two NRC inspections conducted in 1988 and 1984, it is clear that :

the facility's performance has significantly declined since these prior inspections such that your
- degraded performance constitutes an extensive rather than _ isolated issue, and.therefore, no >

adjustment of the civil penalty on this factor is warranted:-(4) although this case did involve
pnor notice of some of the deficiencies and some of the violations involved multiple examples,
these factors were considered in classifying the violations in the aggregate at Severity Level III,

,

and therefore, the_ NRC has decided that further escalation based on these factors is not
warranted; and (5) the most significant of these violations, namely, the improper disposal and
the radiation levels in unrestricted areas, existed.for an extended duration, and therefore,50%

,

escalation _ based on this factor is warranted.
,

You are required to respond to the enclosed Notice and, in preparing your response, you should
. follow the instructions specified therein. - In your response, you should document the specific i
actions taken and any additional actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your

< response to this Notice, including your proposed corrective actions, and the results of future '

inspections, the NRC will determine whether further enforcement action is necessary to ensure
compliance with NRC reguiatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2, Title 10, Code of
Federal Regulations, a' copy of this !ctter and the enclosure will be placed in the NRC's Public

. Document Room,

'

=.-.
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Lancaster General Hospital 5

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosure are not subject to the clearance
procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1980, Pub. L. 96511.

Sincerely,

*

Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition

of Civil Penalty

ec:
Public Document Rodm (PDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

|

|
,
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

AND

-1

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTIES

1.ancaster General Hospital Docket No. 030-03151 i

-Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17602 License No. 37-11866-01
EA 91-137

_

During an NRC inspection conducted. on September 25-26,1991, violations of NRC
requirements were identified. In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and_-
Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission proposes to impose civil penalties pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act) _42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular

-- violations and associated civil penalties are set forth below:

: 1. VIOLATION OF SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
'

10 CFR 20.207(a) requires that licensed matenals stored in an unrestricted arei be
- secured against unauthorized removal from the place of storage. 10 CFR 20.207(b) *

requires that materials not in storage be under constant surveillance and immediate "
_

control of the licensee. As defined in 10 CFR 20.3(a)(17), an unrestricted area is any
._

area access to which is not controlled by the licensee for purposes of protection of - - "

individuals from exposure to radiation and radioactive materials.
_

Contrary to the above, as of September 25,1991,

1. --licensed material consisting of 2-Curie Moly-Tech generators, millicurie quantities
of iodine-131, and other radiopharmaceuticals werc located in_ the hall adjacent

: to the Hot Lab, an unrestricted area, and this material was not secured against
unauthorized removal, and wa: not under constant surveillance and immediate'

control of the licensee.

2, the Hot Labc which 'at times was an unrestricted area-when the door'was left-

opened, contained curie quantities of licensed material, and the material was not
secured and was not under constant surveillance and immediate control of the
licensee.

3. the door to the Pathology Radio immunoassay (RIA) Lab, an unrestricted area,
was left opened while the storage refrigerator containing RIA test kits was

L - unlocked, and the licensed material consisting ofI 125 and chromium 51 test kits,

_
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was not secured against unauthorized removal and was not under constant
surveillance and immediate control of the licensee.

This is a Severity Level 111 Violation (Supplements IV and VI)

' Civil Penalty _. 52,500
e

11. VIOLATIONS OF OTHER REQUIREMENTS
1

A. : 10 CFR 35.21(a) requires, in part, that a licensee shall appoint'a Radiation Safety
Officer responsible for implementing the radiation safety program, and that the
licensee, through the Radiation Safety Of6cer, shall ensure that radiation safety
activities are performed in accordance with approved procedures and regulatory
requirements in the daily operation of the licensee's byproduct material program.

Contrary to the above, as of September 25,1991, the Radiation Safety Officer did
- not ensure that radiation safety activities were being performed in accordance
with approved procedures and regulatory requirements in the daily operation of
the licensed byproduct materials progra.n. Specifically, the RSO did not provide -
daily _ oversight to assure that established procedures and regulatory requirements

_

were followed in many areas, including personnel training; security of radioactive
' = - - materials;_ authorized waste disposal; weekly surveys; surveys associated with

radiation levels in unrestricted areas; surveys associated with release of I-131
therapy patients' rooms; applicable retention of records; and rules for safe use of
radioactive material and bioassays.

Bi 10 CFR 20.301 requires that no licensee dispose of licensed material except by .
certain specified procedures. 10 CFR 35.92(a) permits a licensee to dispose of-
_ byproduct material with a physical imlf life of less than 65 days in the ordinary -

- trash, provided, in part, that the licensee first holds such byproduct material for
,

decay a minimum of ten half-lives. :

Contrary to the above, prior to September 25,1991, I

1. the licensee routinely sent nonexempt iodine 125 radioactive waste from
the Pathology RIA I.ab to the normal trash, which was incinerated, a
method of disposal not authorized by 10 CFR 20.301

,- ' 2. the licensee routinely disposed ofiodine-131 in ordinary trash without fifst
| holding this material for decay a minimum of ten half lives. For example,

Iodine-131 (whose half life is 8 days) waste from patients administered

g

|a

I

)

i'
|
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!$0 mci on July 19,1991,150 mci on August 16,1991, and 150 mci =
. on September 7,1991, was incinera'ed with the normal trash.

C.- 10 CFR-19.12 requires - in part, that all individuals working in a restricted area
_be! instructed -in the precautions and procedures to minimize exposure to

_

radioactive materials. in the purpose -and functions of protective devices '

employed, and in the applicable provisions of the Commission's regulations and
licenses.

-

;

Contrary to the above, as:of September 25, 1991, individuals working in
restricted areas were not instructed in the precautions and procedures to minimize

!

.

exposure .to radioactive materials, in the purpose and functions of protective-
devices- employed,_ and in _ the applicable provisions of the Commission's
regulations and licenses, as evidenced by the following examples:

.

1. individuals who werv _ working in the Nuclear Medicine Department and
, the Pathology RIA Lab, which are restricted areas, had not been instructed
1in the applicable provisions of the regulations and the conditions of the
license, naraely, in maintaining the security of radioactive materials, and,

the appropriate procedure for delivery and receipt of radioactive materials
during off hours;-

2. - one individual who was working in the Nuclear Medicine Department for
a period of time greater than one week had not been instructed in the
precautions and procedures to minimize exposure to radioactive materials
or the applicable provisions of the license:

"3. individuals _ working in the Nuclear Medicine - Department were not
instructed in the appropriate hand monitoring procedures; and -

4. individuals working in the Pathology RIA 1.2b were not instructed in the
- procedure for authorized disposal of radioactive waste,

;- = D.~ 10 CFR'20.105(b) requires that, except as authorized 15y the Commission in 10
L CFR 20.105(a), no licensee shall possess, usei or transfer licensed material in
p such a manner as to create in any unrestricted areas, radiation levels whichJif an
~

: individual were continuously present in the area, could result in his receiving a
dose in excess of 2 millitems in any one hour or 100 millirems in any seven

. consecutive days.
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Contrary to the above, as'of September 25, 1991, the licensee allowed the
creation of radiation levels in unrestricted areas (namely, in rooms adjoining

,

therapy patient's rooms, and in hallways contiguous to those rooms), such that
if an individual were continuously present in the area, he could have received a

.

dose in excess of 2 millirems in any one hour, or 100 millirems in any sevva
consecutive days, as evidenced by the following examples:

1. permissible levels in unrestricted areas, namely, in rooms adjacent to
. patients' rooms, or in adjourning hallways, were 3 mR/hr in an adjacent
room on August 19,199116 mR/hr in adjoining rooms and 2 mR/hr in
the hallway.on February 25,199114.5 mR/hr in an adjoining room on '

'

January 14,199113 mR/hr in an adjoining room on September 10,1991;
11.3 mR/hr in an adjoining room on January 24,- 1991; 3.5 mR/hr in an
adjoining room on January 16,1991; 8 mR/hr in an adjoining room on
January 15,1990; 3.8 mR/hr in an adjoining room on February 4,1991;
4 mR/hr in an adjoining ram and 3 mR/hr in the hallway on January 28,
1990; 3 mR/hr in an adjoining room and 4 mR/hr in the hallway on June
5, 1989; 3.5 mR/hr in an adjoi' ting room on December 12,1990; and

2. - prior to September 25,1991, the levels were exceeded weekly, whenever i

a Moly Tech . generator was left in the hall-outside of the Nuclear
Medicine Hot lab, an unrestricted area, since the generators remained in
that hallway for time- periods ranging from 1 to 6.5 hours, and the
exposure rate at 18 inches from the-generatcr was calculated to be
between 10 and 20 mR/hr.

E. 10 CFR 35.315(a)(8) requires, in part, that licensees, for each patient receiving
radiopharmaceutical therapy and hospitalized for compliance with 10 CFR Part

,

35.75,' measure the thyroid burden of each individual who helped prepare or
administer a dosage of iodine 131 within three days after administering the
dosage.

Contrary to the above, on numerous occasions between January 13,1990, and
September 25,1991, individuals who prepared and administered greater than 30
millicuries of iod:ne-131 did not have a thyroid burden measurement performed
within 3 days of administering the dosage; rather, measurements for thyroid
burdens during that time were only conducted once in each calendar quarter,

F. 10 CFR 20.201(b) requires that each licensee make such surveys as may be
necessary to comply with the requirements of Pan 20 and which are reasonable
under the circumstances to evaluate the extent of radiation hazards that may be

'

i
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.present.?As defined in 10 CFR 20.201(a), " survey" means an evaluation of the
: radiation hazards incident to the production, use, release, disposal, or presence
of radioactive materials or other sources of radiation under a specific set of
conditions.

-Contrary to the above, as of September 25, 1991, the licensee did not make
surveys to assure compliance with 10 CFR 20.301, which describes authorized
means of disposing oflicensed material. Specifically, as of September 25,1991,

' the licensee did not' survey empty radioimmenoassay (RIA) vials to assure that
their radioactivity could not be distinguished from the background radiation level
prior to disposal in the nortnal waste stream.

G. 10 CFR 35.315(a)(7) requires that, for each patient receiving radiopharmaceutical
therapy and hospitalized for compliance with 10 CFR 35.75, a licensee survey the

_

patient's room and private sanitary facility for removable contamination with a
adiation detection survey mstrument before assigning another patient to ther

room. The room must not be reassigned until removable certmination i., less
than_200 disimegrations per minute per 100 square cent;meten (200 dpm/100

- cm2).

Contrary to the above, on numerous occasions mior to September ?.5.1991, the
licensee did not conduct an adequate survey for removable ctegammation of the

_. iodine 131 therapy patients' rooms prior to assigning the rocm to another patient.
The surveys were not adequate in that the GM sucvey iwrument used to perform
the surveys was not sufficiently sensitive to detu 20() sm/100 cra*.

H. 10 CFR 35.50(b)(1)- requires that : mens- es check each dose calibrator !cr
- constancy with a dedicated check soor st .he 'otginning of each day of use.

Contrary to the above, on September 25. El, a dose calibrator was used to
assay technetium-99m for kii preparationt of rad.Jpharmaceuticals, and the dose

; calibrator was not chected for constancy witn a dedicated check source at the
beginning of the day.--.

-L 10 CFR 35.21(a) requires that medical licensees appoint a Radiation Safety-
Officer responsiblei for implementing the radiation safety program. 10 CFR,

l ' 35.21(b)(2) cequires, in part, that the Radiation Safety Officer establish and
implement wrhten policy and procedures for the safe use of radioactive materials.
The licensee's . ;ocedures were described in the application dated January 30,
1990 and le"cas cated July 11,1990, February 27,1991, and April 29,1991, and
were Jinrwed by License Condition No.14.

1
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1. The application dated January 30, 1990, states, in item No.10.4, that
: Appendix ! to Regulatory Guide 10.8, Revision 2, is the required
; procedure for Safe Use of Radioactive hiaterials,

,

,

a. Appendix I, item- 1. requires that laboratory coats or other
. protective clothing be worn where radioactive materials are used.

. Contrary to the above, on September 25, 1991, a technologist
. working with millicurie quantities of radioactive material, namely,
Tc-99m, in the Nuc' ear Medicine flot Lab,-was not wearing a
laboratory coat, or other protet . ; thing,

b. - Appendix 1, item 3, requires that radiation workers, either after
each procedure or before leaving the area, monitor their hands for
contamination in a low background area with a crystal probe or
camera.

c

Contrary to the above, on and prior to September 25, 1991,
individuals who were working- with ard handling millicurie
quantities .of. radioactive materials in the Nuclear Medicine

' Department did not routinely monitor their hands- after each
procedure or before leaving the area, as required; rather, these
individuals monitored their hands only when they " suspected' ,

contamination.

2, The letter dated July 11,1990, states, in Item No. 3.a., that the procedute
for area surveys requires that radioisotope preparation areas be surveyed
and wipe tested daily, and that other areas lie done weekly.

Contrary to the above, prior _ to September 25,1991, the radioisotope
preparation areas were not wipe tested daily for removable contamination,
as evidenced by the following examples: June 24-29,1991; March 11-16,.
1991t and July 29 through August 3,1991. -In addition, the weekly

-surveys for removable contamin'ation were not performed for other
_specine areas (namely, Room 111, a Patient Injection Area, of the Nuclear
- Medicine Department, and the Storage Bin in the basement of the facility), .

- during the weeks of March 11 16,' 1991; June 10-15,1991; June 24-29,
1991; July 29 August 3,1991; August 12 17, 1991; and August 19 24,
1991.
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These violations are classified in the aggregate as a Severity Level ill problem
(Supplements IV ar.d VI)

Civil Penalty 3,750 (assessed equally among the eleven violations)

Pursuant to the provisions of !" CFR 2.201, Lancaster General Hospital (Licensee) is hereby
requirert to submit a written statement or explanation to the Director, Office of Enforcement, '

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within 30 days of the date of this Notice of Violation and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a
" Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each alleged violation: (1) admission
or denial c'the alleged violation,-(2) the reasons for the violation if admitted, and if denied, the
reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved, (4) the
corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations, and-(5) the date when full-
compliance will be achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in
this Notice, an order may be issued to show cause why the license should not be modined,

: suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may be proper should not be taken.
Consideration may be given to extending the response time for good cause shown. Under the

,

authority of Section 182 of the Act,42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath
or affirmation.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR 2.201, the
Licensee may pay the civil penalties by letter addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a check, draft, money order, or electronic transfer
payable to the Trcasurer of the United States in the amount of the civil penalties proposed above,
or may protest imposition of the civil penalties in whole or in part, by a written answer
addressed to the_ Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Should the Licensee fail to answer within the time specified, an order imposing the civil penalty
will be issued. - Should the Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205
protesting the civil penalties, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as an
" Answer to a Notice of Violation * and may: (1) deny the _ violation (s) listed in this_ Notice, in
whole or in part, (2) demonurate extenuating circumstances, (3) show error in this Notice, or
(4) show other reasons why the penalties should not be imposed. In addition to protesting the

= civil penalties in whole or in part, such answer may request remission or mitigation of the
penalties.

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalties, the factors addressed in Section V.B of 10
CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any written answer in accordance with
10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately ' rom the statement or explanation in reply pursuant
to 10 CFR 2.201, but may incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specine reference
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(e.g., citing page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the Licensee is
directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2,205, regarding the procedures for impning a civil
penalties.

. Upon failure to pay any civil penalties due which subsequently have been determit.ed in
accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter may be referred to the
Attorney General, and the penalties, unless comprised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected
by civil action pursuant to Section 234c of the Act,42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment of civil penalties,
a ' Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be addres -d to: Director, Office of Enforcement,
O.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Do.v nt Control Desk, Washington, D.C.
20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region
I,475 Allendale Road, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

.

Thomas T. Martin
Regional Admin % ator

Dated at King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
this #2 day of November 1991

.
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UNITED STATES

[)i [S NUCLEAR REGUL.ATORY COMMISSIONf*

%, 'g / REGION 1.g
k/

476 ALLENDALE ROAD'****,
KING OF PRUS$1A. PENN5YtVANIA 19406

f eb rua r; 21, 1991

Docket No. 030-08572
License No. 20-15102-01
EA 90-065

P.X. Engineering Company, Inc.
-ATIN: Paul O'Neil

President
25 FID Kennedy Avenue
Boston,-Massachusetts 02210

Gentlemen:
,

,

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL DENALTY - 57,500
(NRC Inspection-Report No. 88-002 and Investigation Report 1-88-016)

This letter' refers to the NRC safety inspection conducted on June 28-29, 1988,
at Doston, Massachusetts-of activities authorized by NRC License No. 20-15102-01.
This letter also refers to the subsequent investigation conducted by the NRC
Of fice of Investigations (01). The report of the inspection was forwarded to
you on August 17, 1988. . A topy of the redacted 01 Report of Investigation _was
also forwarded to you on August 117,-1990 During the inspection and investi-
gation, violations of NRC requirements were identified. On September 11, 1990,
an enforcement conference was held with you and members of your staff during
which these violations, their causes, and your corrective actions were discussed.

The. violations are described in the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Cenalty (butice). The violations include the former Radiatirn
Safety Of ficer (R50): (1) failing to adeav=tely supervise an individual acting-
as a ladiographer's A-ssistant when the individual was using a radiographic.
expcsure. device; and (2) providing information to.the NRC that was not accurate
in all. material respects, in that during , *nterview with two NRC inspectors
on June' 28-29, 1988, the PS0 stated he w . rsonally present during the perfor-
mance of all: radiographic operatlons pertv id by'two of your employees when,
in fact, the RSO subsequently admitted to an 01 investigator that he was not

|- present at all times for a number of radiograrhic operations performed by one
-of the individuals between November 1987 and' June 1988.

The NRC notes that Violation A in the Notice of Violation (NOV) enclosed with
our letter dated August 17, 1988, which also transmitted the report of the
NRC's-June 28-29, 1988 insnection, involved two unqualified individuals acting
as Radiographers Assistants in that_these individuals had not completed'the
required tests to be qualified (one of these individuals was no longer
employed by you at.the time of this inspection). In your letter dated
-September 12, 1788, in' response to Violation A of this "0V. you stated that
the trainee present during the inspection had since passed the written and

.CETTIFIE0 MAIL
#EfURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
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P.X, Engineering- Company, Inc. 2

. field tests required by your license and that your company will no longer use
*trainees prior to becoming a Radiographer's Assistant. Subsequently, that

-violation was again discussed at~the September 1990 enforcement conference
because of Ol's findings, '

-t the. time that Violation A,of the August 17, 1988'NOV was issued, the NRC
believed, based on statements made by.the RSO, that the safety significance of
the violation was minimal because the RSO was present-on all occasions when
the individuals performed radiography. However, during the subsequent 01
investigation (initiated after allegations were received by the NRC following
issuance of that Notice of Violation), the RSO admitted to an NRC investigator
that although he was present'in the facility and " monitored" all radiography
being performed, he was not present at all times with one of the individuals
(to watch the individual's performance of operations) on every occasion when
the source was being exposed. Since a person acting as_a Radiographer's Assis-
tant is-retyired to be personally supervised by, and in the presence of, a
radiographer and you allowed a trainee to act as a Radiographer's Assistant
without such supervision on several occasions, a violation for the failure to
supervise is being issued as Violation A in the enclosed Notice.

-_Dering the transcribed enforcement conference on September 11, 1990, the RSO
asserted (in contradiction to his swoon testimony to 01 on November 16,1989),
that he was monitoring every radiographic-exposure made by the trainee in that,
although.he may-not have been next to the individual cranking out the source, he
was watching-him from a distance, Notwithstanding the,R50's contentions at the
conference, the NRC has concluded that the RSO provided inaccurate information
to the NRC during the June 28-29. 1988 inspection, as set forth in Violation 8
of the encloseo Notice. This conclusion is based on the admissions by the RSO
to 01 during his_ sworn testimony (which was transcribed) on November 16, 1989
wherein. he admitted he was occasionally in his office doing paper work, and
was not present on every occasion when the. source was out'and radiography was
being performed, .The NRC recognizes that during the enforcement conference
you provided-an explanation of.the inconsistencies in-the R50's ttatement, and
you also stated that he was soon to be replaced.

A. license-to use ' radioactive material is a privilege that confers upon the
licensee, its officials and employees, the special trust and confidence of the
public. When the NRC issues a license, it is expected and required that the
licensee,;as well as its employees,.and contractors, be completely candid and-
honest in all-of their dealings with the NRC. This includes ensuring that all
information provided to the NRC, either orally or.in writing.:as well as.the
creation of._all records of performance of activities required by the license,

=are-complete.and accurate in all material respects since the NRC relies on
these statements'and records to determine compliance with regulatory require-
ments. -

False statements byfthe RSO to the NRC inspectors indicating that he was
personally present on all occasions when one of the individuals performed

~ adiography without his having actually been present on all such occasions,r

G

i
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violates th'e Commission's requirements,_ It is a significant_ regulatory
concern for an R$0 acting _as a . diographer to not fully- supervise radiographic -
operationsi Being in the.same v111 ding where radiography 15 performed is not >

adequate to fulfill NRC's requirement for supervi_sion. -In addition, it is 'of -
concern that .during the June 28-29, 1988 inspection, the RSO could not demonstrate

,

how radiography is performed, and was generally unfamiliar with the relevant NRC
requirements. Consequently,'we found it necessary to-issue a Confirmatory Action

-Letter to assure that additional training would be given the RSO. ;

_Therefore, these violations represent a significant breakdown in management
control based on-the R$0's-lack of supervision, the RS0's providing erroneous-
_information,--and your continued utilization of the RSO notwithstanding his
, limited ability to serve.as the R$0,. Accordingly, the violations set forth in_-

De Notice-have been classified in the aggregate as a Severity Level 111 problem
infaccordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC
Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, (Enforcement Policy) (1988),

-that was in effect-at the time of the. violations,

These violations demonstrate that licensee's management,-including the RSO, did
not provide the necessary level of oversight to ensure that licensed activities
were performed dn accordance with regulatory requirements. Therefore, to emphasize
-the importance of y'our responsibilities for ensuring that (1)_ licensed activitias i

are conducted safely and in accordance with the conditions of your license, and.
(2) all-information communicated to the NRC is-both complete and accurate in all
material respects, l.have been authorized, after consultation with the Commission,

:to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty
(Notice)--in'theamountof57,500

The base civil-penalty amount for a Severity Level III violation is $5,000.
The escalation and and mitigation factors in the enforcement policy were

. considered and on balance a_ 50 percent escalation of the base civil penalty
amount is appropriate because:-(1) the violations were identified by the NRC_ *

and therefore, in accordance with the policy in effect at'the time, no.
adjustment of'the base civil penalty on this factor is warranted; (2) your-
corrective actions, (which included qualification of your only radiography
trainee as a radiographer,-and. replacement and removal of.the RSO from
licensed activities).were not considered prompt and were only minimally

' acceptable in that you did not replace your RSO until two months after the
. enforcement conference and,.therefore, a 50 percent escalation of the basr
civil penalty is warranted; (3) mitigation-warranted for prir gcod perfor-,

, _ mance-was' offset by the escalation warranted'for multiple-examples involved =
j., in the-failure to adequately supervise; and (4) the remaining esca'ation and

_

,

| miti;ation factors were considered and noi further adjustment was considered
"

appropriate <since this case did not involve _ prior notice .or duration.
|

Finally,'the.NRC is concerned that on a number of occasions between November
1987Jand June 1988, your source utiltration-logs identified the RSO as the -
radiographer _and he admitted that his signature on these logs indicated he was
present-during radiography, when in fact, testimony given 'to 01, (including that
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P.X. Engieeering Corrany, Inc. 4

of the RSD) established that the kSO was not tretent on all occasions to att as
a radiographer when the sourc( was utili2ed in radiographic operations. Al -
though the NRC has decided not to *nclude a citation for the fil51ficstion of
the56 logs in the encitstd Notice, the hdC is placing you on netice that sheuld
such f alsification ectur in the future, approprieto enf orctment action will B0
taken.

You are required t) respond to this lettcr and thculd follow the instructicta ,

specified in the enclosed Notice in preparing your response. In your resterte ,
you should detument the specific actions taken and any acdttional actions >cu
plan to prevent recurrence, in addition, your respoest to this letter should
describt the changes that have been mods and actions that have been or will te
implemented to ensure that (1) licensed activities are ceneucted in accordanc(
with your license, and (2) information submitted to the NRC,15 complete and
accurate. This response th3uld also provide your basis for concluding that
each per50n involved in licensed activities understands his or her responsibility
and is committed to assuer that NRC requirements will be folle=ed god informaticn
submitted to the NRC will te complete and accurate. After reviewing your response
to this Notice, including your proposed corrective actians, and the results of ,,

future inspections, the NRC w'll determine whether further enforcement action is
neternary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory rcQuirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part ? Title
105ures will10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the ent

be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosures are not subject to
the clearen:e procedures of the Office of Management and Cudget 45 required by ,

the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. 96-511.

Sincerely,
/?s-y|f f /fw'."k'fs

w-r/_

Thomas T. Martin
Regional Admit,.strator

^

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty

cc w/ encl 5:
Public Document Roo- (PDR)
Nuclear Sa:rty Information Center (NSIC)
State of Massachusetts
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NOTICE OF V!OLAfiLN
AND

FR0p05C0 IMP 051:10N OF Cly!L H NALTY
,

p.O Engineering Company, Inc. Doctet No. 030 05b72
Boston, Massachusetts License N . 20-15102-0.

EA 90-C65

Juring an NRC inspection conducted on June 28 29, 1988, at the licensee's
facility in Boston, M w achusetts, ind a subsequent investigation by the hRC
Office of Investigations, violattens of NRC requirements were identified,
in accordanck with the '' General Statement of policy and procedure for NRCi

Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR part 2, Appetidix C (1968), the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission proposes to impose a civil penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the
Atomic feergy Act cf 1954, as amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. ??82, and 10 CFR 2.205.
The particular violations and associated civil penalty are set forth below

A. 10 CFR 34.44 requires that whenever a Radiographer's Assistant uses
radiographic exposure devices. Uses sealed sources or related source
handling tools, or conducts radiation surveys requirea by 10 CFR 34.43(b)
to determine that the sealed source has returned to the shielded position
af ter an exposure, he shall be under the personal supervision of a radio-
grapher. The personal supervision shall include: (a) the radiographer's
personal presence at the site where the st :ed tources a'e being used.
(b) the ability-of the radiographer to give immediate assistance if
required, and (c) the radiographer's watching the assistant's performance

.of the operations referred to in this section.

Lontrary to the above, on a nojer of occasions between Noamber 1987 and - ;
June 28, 1988 an individual ested as a Radiographer's Assistant,
utilized a r.41ographic esposure cevice and was not adequately supervised
by a radiographer, in that the radiographer / Radiation Safety Officer
(R50) was not watching the perfortrance of operations including esposure
of the source.

B. 10 CFR 30.9 (a) requires, in part, that information provided to the
Commission by a licensee, or infortnation required by the Commission's
regulations to be maintained by the lict15ee, shall be complete and
accurate in all material respects.

Contrary to-the above, information provided by the licensee's R50 during
an interview with two N"C inspectors on June 28, 19BE, was 104tcurate in
t ha ,p .the R50, in response to questions by the inspectors regarding the '

R$0's personal presence during the perfortrance of rsaiography by two
licensee employees, stated that he was personally present during all
radiographic exposures perfortned by both individuals. This statement by ;
the R$0 was not accurate in that the R;0 was not personally-present at all- ,

times on all occasions when one of the individuals performed radiographic

-

t

.h
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Notice of Violation 2

exposures. By the admission uf the r$0, on a number of occastens between
November 1987 and July 1989, he did not observe all radiographic exposures
in that ha states that he was in his office located Approximately 50 feet
from the location where the radiography was being performed. This statement
was material because it relates directly to an MC reQutrement and also
because one of the individuals acting as a Radiographer's Assistant had not
been given an oral test as required by the licensee's procedures and, had
the inspector been aware that thit individual was not t>eing adequately

. Supervised by the R$0, the inspector may have determined that this situatien
had more than minimal safety significante, ,and significant enforcement
action may have been taken against the licensee at that time.

These violations have been categorized . the aggregate as a Severity Level
!!! problem. ($upplements VI and Vil).

Cumulative Civil Penalty - 57,500 (assessed 54.500 for Violation A and 53,000
for Violation B),

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, P.L Engineering Company, Inc.
(Licensee) 16 hereby required to submt* written statement or expl eation to
the Otractor, Office of Enforcement, u _'t Nuclear Regulatory Coui sion,4

within 30 days of the date of this Notice of v.olation and P u psed Civil
Penalty (Notice). The reply should be clearly m6rked as a "fleply to a Notice
of Violation" and should include for each alleged violation: (1) admission or ;

dent.1 of the allegej violation (2) the reasons for the violation-if admitted, I
'and if denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have been taken

and the results achieved, (4) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid
further violations, and (5) the date when full compliance will be achieved.
If an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in this Notice,
an order may be issued to show cause why.the license should not be modified,
suspended, or revoked or why such othtr action as may be proper should not be
taken. Consideration may be given to extending the responle time for good
csuse shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act 42 U.S.C. 2232,
this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation. >

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under 10 Cr'R
2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter to the Director,
Office of Enforcement U s.. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a check,
draft, money order or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of the
United States, in the amount of the civil penalty prooosed above, or may
protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part by a written
answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement,-U.S. Nuclear f
Regulatory Commission. Shor'd the Licensee fail to answer within the time '

specified. an order imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should the
Licensee esect to. fila an-answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting
the civil penalty,_in whole or in part, such answer'should be clearly marked
as " Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the violations listed

,^

in this-Notice in whole or-in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances,

|

|
:
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Notice of Violation 3

(3) show error in this Notice, or (4) sh;w other reasons nhy the penalty
should not be imposed. In additico to protestieg the civil penalty in whole
or in part, suc' . str may request rs-missior, or mit.gation of the ser.alty.

In requesting '+ on of the proposed penalty. the factors addressed in
$ection V.B c' Part 2, Apperdia C (19f 8), should t'e addressed. Any
writtea answer . Accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be et forth sectrately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but ray
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g.,
citing page and paragraph numbers) to a nid repetition. The attention of the

Licensee is directed to the other provtsions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the
procedure for imposing a civil penalty.

'

Upon failure to pt.y any civil penalty due which subsequently has been deter-
mined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may t-e referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless com-
promised, remitted, or mitinated, fray be collected by civil action pursuant .'
Section 234c of the Act, 42 U.'..C. 2282(c).

The responses noted above (Reply to a Notice of Violation, letter with payment
of civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of '!'nlaticn) should te addressed to.
Director, Office of'Entorcement, U.S. Nuclea, Regulatory Commission, ATTN:
Document Control Desk, Washingten, DC 20055 with a copy to the Regional
Administrator, U.S. Nuclear kegulatory Commission, Region 1, 475 Allencale
Road, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406.

FOR Ih! NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMI5510N
/^ r /

||yx f rY< %
T honta s T . Ma r t i n
Regional Administrator

Dated at King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
this A/ day of february 1991
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Docket No. 030-0857i.
License No. 20-15102-01
EA 90 065

6P.X, Engineeritig Company, Inc.
ATTEN: Paul O'Neil

President
25 FID Kennedy Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02210

Dear Mr. O'Neilt

$UBJECT: ORDER IMPOSING CIVll MONETARY FEhALTY - $7,500

This letter refers to your letter, dated April 5, 1991, as well as your
supplemental response, dated May 29, 1991, in response to the Notice of
Violation and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) sent in you by our
1-tter dated February 21, 1991. Our letter and Notice describe two violations
identified by the NRC during an inspection conducted on J.ne 28-29, 1988, ard
during a subsequent investigation by the NRC Office of Investigations (01).
The violations involved (1) the f ailure of the Radiation Safety Of ficer (R50)
to adequately supervise an individual acting as a Radiographer's Assistant,
and (2) the RSO providing infortnatian to the NRC that was not accurate in all
material respects. To emphasize the importance of your responsibility for
ensuring that (1) licensed activities are conducted safely and in accordance
with the conditions of your license, and (2) all information corsnunicated to
the NRC is both complete and accurate in all material respects, a civil
penalty of $7,500 was proposed.

In y?ur response to the Notice, you der.y both violations and contend tht.t the
RSO 1,erformed the supervision specifiqd in the regulation and in accordance
with your license, and provided information to the NRC inspectors thh' was
true and accurate based on the questions prese: ted to him. Further, you
request a remission of the civil penalty based on your response, extenuating
circumstances, and the large expenditores you indicate that you have nade
regarding this matter over the past two years, as well as the severe economic
hardships that you stace you are currently experiencing.

CERTIFIED Mall
RITUT~RrtrTFT REQUESTED
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P.X. Engineering Com,nany, Inc. 2-

Af ter consideration of your responses, we have concluded, for the reasons given
in the Appendix attached to the enclosed Order Irrposing C;vil Monetary Penalty,
that the violations did occur as stated in the Notice, and that an adequate
basis was not provided for mitigation of the civil penalty. Accordingly we
hereby serve the enclosed Order on P.X. Engineering Company, Inc., intposing a
civil monetary penalty in the amount of $7,500. We will review the offective-
nets of your corrective actions during a subsequent inspection.

In accordance with section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room

$1ncerely

MJ \v'dL.Thompte
H r |
0 pt/ty Executive D} ptor for ,

N t1 ear Materials 51fety, Safeguards r

and Operations Support

Enclosures:
1. Order Imposing Civil Morttary Penalty
2. Appendix - Evaluation and Conclusion

! cc w/ encis:
Public Document Room (PRD)
Nuclear Safety infomation Center (NS!C)
Cortnonwealth of Massachusetts
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UtillED STATES
NUCi,[AR REGULATORY C0fiM15510H

In the 14atter of

P.X. Cogineering Cotapany, Inc. ) Docket No. 030-08572
Boston, Massachusetts License No. 20-15102-01

EA 90-005

ORDER !!4P051t:G ClYlt f40NETARY PENALTY

I

p.X [ngineering Company, Inc., (Licensee) is the holder of License No.

20 15102-01 issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC or Connission)

on January 26, 1983. The license authorizes the Licensee to possess and use

byproduct material for the conduct of industrial radiography in accordance

with the conditions specified therein.

11

An inspection of the Licensee's activities was conducted on June 28-29, 1988,

tubsequently, the NRC Office of Investigations performed an investigation

of licensed activities. The results of the inspection and investigation

indicated that the Licensee had not condutted its activities in full*

compliance with NRC requirements. A written tiotice of Violation and proposed

Imposition of Civil penalty (Notice) was served upon the Licensee by letter

dated February 21, 1991. The Notice states the nature of the violations, the

provisions of the NRC's requirenents that the Licensee had violated, and the

amount of the civil penalty propased for the violations. The Licensee

responded to the Notice in a letter, dated April 5, 1991, and in a

NUREG-0940 II.A-64
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supplemental letter dated May 29,1991. !n its responses, the Licensee denied

the violations. In addition, the licensee requested full remission of the'

;

civil penalty if the NRC maintains the violations occurred,

111

Af ter consideration of the Licensee's response and the statements of f act,

explanation, and argument for mitigation contained therein, the NRC s aff has

determined, as set forth in the Appendix to this Order, that the violations

occurred as stated and that the penalty proposed for the violations designated
3

in the Notice should,be imposed..
i
i

IV,

'
!
,

In view of the foregoing and pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act

of 1954, as amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CfR 2.205, IT 15 HEREBY

ORDERED THAT: t

.

'

.The Licensee pay a civil penalty in the amount of $7,500 within SU days
,

t

of the date of this Order, by check, draf t, money oroer, or eiertronic
| transfer, payable to tre Treasurer :f the United States and mailed to '

the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission,

-ATTH: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555.
,

1

,

3
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The Licensee may request a hearing within 30 days of the date of this Order.

A request for a hearing should be clearly marked as a " Request for an I

Enforcement Hearing" and shall be addressed to the Director, Office of

Enforcement U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coninission. ATTN! Document Control Desk,

Washington, D.C. 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the Assistant General

Counsel for Hearings and Enforcement at the same address and to the Regional

Administrator, NRC Region 1, 475 Allendale Road, King of Prussia, Tennsylvania ;

19406.

If a hearing is requested, the Cortnission will issue an Order designating the

time and place of the hearing, iftheLicenseefaildtorequestahearing

within 30 days of the date of this Order, the provisions of this Order shall

be ef fective without further_ proceedings, if payment has not been made by

that time, the matter may be referred to the Attorney General for collection.

In the event the Licensee requests a hearing as provided above, the_ issues to i

1be. considered at such hearing shall be:

(a) whether the Licensee was-in violation of the Con 11ssion's requirements

as set forth in the Notice referenced in Sectic~, 11 above, and

NUREG-0940 11.A-66
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(b) whether, on the basis of such violations, this Order should be
sustained.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

4 /!

Fugh . Thompson,;r '

Deph tra-n''ve i ect r for
Nucles: sais si y, safeguards

and oper tions Support

Dated a}*Rockville, Maryland.this / day of October 1991

1

i
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ApptNDlX

EVAtUATIONS AND CONCLUSION

a Notice of Violation and proposed Imposition of Civ''
')n February 21,)1991,f'nalty (Notice was issued for violations identified during an NRC
in.oection. P X Engineering Company, Inc., responded to the Notice in a
let.er, dated April 5, 1991, and in a supplemental letter dated May 29, 1991.
In i*s responses, the licensee denies the violations. In addition, the
liter,$ee contends that full remission of the civil penalty is warranted if
the Nic maintains that the violations occurred. The NRC's evaluation and
conclution regarding the licensee's requests are as follows:

1. Re,tatement of Violations

A. 10 CFR 34.44 requires that whenever a Radiographer's Assistant _

uses radiographic exposure devices, uses sealed sources or related
source handling tools, or conducts radiation surveys required by
10 CFR 34.43(b) to determine that the sealed source has returned
to the shielded position after an exposure, he shall be under the
personal supervision of a tadiographer. The personal supervision
shall includes (a) the radiographer's personal presence at the
site where the sealed sources are being used, (b) the ability of
the radiographer to give imediate assistance if required, and
(c) the radiographer's watching the assistant's performance of the
operations referred to in this section.

Contrary to the above, on a number of occasions between November
1987 and June 28, 1988, an individual acted as a Radiographer's
Assistant, utilized a radiographic exposure device and was not
adequately supervised by a radiographer, in that the
radiographer / Radiation Safety Officer (R50) was not watching
the performance of operations including exposure of the source.

B. 10 CFR 30,9 (a) requires, in part, that infornation provided to
the Comission by _ a licensee, or information required by the
Comission's regulations to be maintained by the licensee, shall
be complete and ecturate in all material respects. -

Contrary to the above, information provided by the licensee's
R50 during an interview with two NRC inspectors on June 28, 1988,
was inaccurate in that the R50, in response to questions by the
inspectors regarding the R50's personal presence during the
performance of radiography by two licen'.ee employees, stated
that he was personally present during all radiographic exposures
performed by both individuals. This statement by the R50 was not
accurate in that the RSO was not personally present at all times
on all occasions when one of the individuals performed radiographic

NUREG-0940 II.A-68
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exposures. By the admission of the R50, on a number of occasions i
between November 1987 and July 1988, he did not observe all
radiographic exposures in that.he states that he was in his office
located approximately $0 feet from the location where the radiography
was being performed. This statement was v serial because it relates
directly to an NRC requirement and also bewuse one of the individuals
acting as a Radiographer's Assistant had not been given an oral test
as required by the licensee's procedures and, had the inspector been
aware that this individual was not being adequately supervised by the
R50, the inspector may have-determined that this situation had More
than minimal safety significance, and significant enforcement action
may have been taken against the licensee at that time. .

These violations have been categorized in the aggregate as a Severity
Level !!! problem. (Supplements Y! and Yll).

Cumulathe Civil Penalty - $7.500 (assessed $4,500 for Violation A and
$3,000 for Violation B).

2. Sumary of Licensee's Response Concerning Denial of the Violations '

The licensee de'ies the viol &tions. In doing so, the licensee makesn

numerous assertions. Of these, the principal ones which appear most
directly related to the basis for its actual denial that the violativns
occurred are sumarized as follows: First, the licensee states that the
former Radiation Safety Officer'(R$0) both performed the supervision
specified in the regulation and fulfilled the requirements to prevent
unauthorized entry as well as to monitor the areas in accordance with its
license. The licensee contends that the subject license requires the
Radiographer to control the-perimeter of the restricted area (according to
the lituoser, the office area of PX Engir+crtog at times falls within the
restricted area and must be controlled); therefore, the former RSO had to
provide personal supervision of the Radiographer's Assistant and also
comply with the license which requires direct surveillance of the operation.
The licensee further states that the former R50 was always at the site-
when the sealed source was being usea, and was able to provide immediate
assistance if needed.

'

The licensee believes that information provided to'the NRC' inspectors,

I during the June 29, 1988 inspection was true and accurate as provided by-
the RSO (an engineer by training and vocation) based on the questions
presented to him, in addition, the' licensee believes that the
explanation provided during the Enforcement Conference of 5er. ember 11,

:1990 regarding the presence and~ supervision of the Radiographer's
Assistant by the RSO confirmed its compliance with_the license and
regulations.
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With respect to corrective actions, the licensee states that the
management of the company has always been seriously involved in the
radiography program and was concerned with the results of the June 29,
1988 inspection and ircediately increased the level of oversight by:
(1) providing additional training for the R$0 and ensuring that no
radiography operations were performed until the R$0's ref resher training
was complete; (2) revising the Radiation Safety Marual to add tr ecific
limitations on Radiographer's Assistants and auditing of Radiographer
and Radiographer's Assistants performantet and (3) concencing unannounced
management aucits during radiographic operations, including records and
personnel. The licensee concluded that the correcthe steps tt,at have
been taken will avoid any further alleged violations,

f4RC Evaluation of ticensee's Pesponse

The 14RC does not accept the licensee's contention that the R$0 perforned
the supervision specified in the regulation (10 CFR 34.44) as long as the
RSO was in the office area when radiographic operations were being(con.ducted. The requirement for direct surveillance of the operation required
by license condition) and for watching the performance of the operation
(required by 10.CFR 34.44) cannot be fulfilled from the R50's of fice, which
is approximately 50 feet from the area where radiographic operations are
conducted, with an interposed wall that obstructs the view. The above
referenced license condition and fiRC regulation require a physical
presence close to the individual performing the radiographic operation.

The licensee's argument that the RSO had to be in his office to control
the perimeter of the restricted area is similarly unpersuasive. All tiRC
requirements must bJ met. In situations where radiography must be per.
formed in obstructed areas. .this may be accomplished by utilizing addition.
al personnel, locking out areas, etc.

f4RC does not agree with the liceni,ee's arsertion that the explanation pro.
1990, confirred

vided during the Enforcement Conference on September 11,f the transcriptscompliance with the license and regulations. A review o
of the enforcement conf erence does not lead the NRC to conclude that com. _

pliance with the requirements was achieved; the explanation given at the
enforcement conference contradicts the information provided by 01. The
R$0, during the transcribed enforcement conference, stated that he was
monitoring every radiographic exposure made by the trainee in that, although
he may not have been next to the individual cranking out the source, he
was watching him from a distance. This statement contradicts the tran.
scribed testimony given to the 01 investigator on tiovember 16, 1989 in
that, during his tes+1 mony, the RSO stated: " He (Radiographer's Assistant)
let me know when he was going to ba doing radiography. I'd check things.
Sometimes I'd see him crank it out, watch him, monitor him there. Some
times I didn't."

s
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With respect to the inaccurate in'ormation provided to the f4KC inspectors
by the R50 on June 29, 1988, the ' ;ensee's explanation is ttat the h50
was asked if he was present and responded af firmatively because he was
present at the site, lhe Itcensee points out that the R50 responded,
based on the question presented to him, as an engineer by training and
vocation. As NRC noted in the letter transmitting the f ebruary 21, 1991*

Notice, the R10 was generally unf amiliar ettF the relevant hRC requirements
and, consequently, NRC found it necessary to issue a Ccnf irmatory Action
Letter to assure that the R50 received additional training. While this
information may explain the circumstantes sLrrounding the inaccurate infor.
motion, it does not excuse or torgive the inaccurate information. An R50
f amiliar with tna requirements of 10 CFR 34.44 would have known of the
need for a physical presence close to the individual performing the
radiographic operation and would have resprinded accordingly.

3. :unnary of Licensee's Request for p. emission of the Civil Penalty

The licen$ee requested remission of the civil penalty based on the
aforementioned facts, extenuating circumstances and the large
expenditures it has made regarding this inatter over the past 2 years,
as well as the severe economic hardshin which it is experiencing in
the current recession. in response to the NRC's requost for addit.1onal
financial information, the licensee provided a supplemental response dated
liay 29,1991. The licensee contends it tas not * turned a profit" in the
past three years and submitted federal Tax Feturns (form 1120) for fiscal
years 1988, 1989, and 1990, as evidence. The licensee cites collusion
among two of its key employees for the loss of clients as i 11 as increaseu
costs due to duplicate purchases and theft via falsified shipments, 'n
addition, the licensee states that in 1990, the company incurred rate
increases for labor and health insurance, and experienced an unstable work
force due to labor market conditions, The licensee concludes that if the
civil penalty is imposed, upper management will consider terminating this
corporation.

NRC Evaluation of Licensee's Requut for Remission

1he NRC rev;ewed the merits of this case and concluces that a basis for '

mitigation or remission of the civil penalty has not been shoun. The
mitigation factors set forth in the Enforcement Policy were appr>priately
considered in the computation of the proposed civil penalty. Specifically,
the violations were identified by the NRC, the licensee's corrective actions
were not considered prompt, and the mitigation warranted for good per.
formance was offset by the escalation warranted for multiple examples.
The licensee's response' does not provide any additional information that
specifically rebuts the NRC method of detcrmining the amount of the civil
penalty.

The NRC has also reviewed the financial information provided by the
licensee in the fiay 29, 1991 letter. The NRC finds that while the
licensee may have been experiencing economic hardship and increased

,
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operating costs, there is no evidence that payn+t t of this civil penalty
would place the licensee in a pcsition where it could no longer remain in
business or would substantially af fect its ability to ssf ely conduct
licensed activities. This conclusion is inade based on the f act that the
amount vf the civil penalty is tria11 in comparison to the total cortany
revenues (as disclosed t>y the 1900 6nd 1989 tax returns), as well as the
compensation paid to the licensee officers in 1989.

4. NRC Conclusion

The fiRC has concluded that the violations occurred as stated in the flotice
and that the licensee has not provided an adequate basis for either with.
drawal of the violations, or f or mitigatien of the civil penalty. Con. \sequcntly, the proposed civil penalty in the amount of D,',00 should be
imposed.

6
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'

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
ATTN: Richard M. Norman

Associate Senior Vice President and Treasurer
Old Queen's Building
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

Deat hit. Norman:

Subject: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL
PENALTY $6,250

'

(NRC Inspection Report Nos. 030 00S83/01-001; 030-06991/91001;
030-00356/91 001; 070-00343/91 001) >

This !ctter refers to the NRC inspection conducted on May 2124,1991, at Rutgers, The
,

State University of New Jersey, New Brunswick, New Jersey, of activities authorized by
NRC License Nos. 29-05218-28, 29-05218 29, 29-05218-30, and SNM 314, The inspection
report was sent to you on June 7,1991. During the inspection, numerous violations of NRC
requirements were identified. On June 12, )991, an enforcement conference was cc.nducted
with you and members of your staff to discuss the violations, their causes and your corrective
actions. A copy of the Enforcement Conference Repon was sent to you on June 17, 1991.

,

| - The violations, which are described in the enclosed Notice, include: (1) failure of an i

Authoree (authorized user) to supervise the use of radioactive materials by a Supervised User
'(i.e., a user who is not specifically authorized to use the material without supervision); (2)
failure to provide certain training required by 10 CFR 19.12; (3) failure to refra r, fromi

smoking, eating and drinking in re tricted areas, td failure to wear protective clothing in-
,

restricted areas; (4) failure to maintain radiation levels in unrestricted areas in accordance
.

with limits; (5) failura to post or adequately post documents, as required; (6) failure of an ;

individual to obtain authorization to receive and use Special Nuclear Materials (SNM); (7)
,

failure to secure licensed material; (8) failure of Authorees to limit possession of radioactive
material to the limits authorized : (9) failure to assign radioactive materials to another ,

Authoree when the responsible Authorec left the University; (10) failure to follow
transportation requirements when delivering radioactive materials; and (11) failure to keep

|
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Rutgers. The State University 2 ;

of New Jersey !
I

records of iodine 125 (112**) bioassays in the proper units. As a resuit of the violations ;

involving the failure to obtain authorization to receive and use SNM, as well as an example !

of the failure to maintain security of this SNM, a Confirmatory Action Letter was issued to |
'you on May 24,1991,-

The violations tippeared to have been caused by the lack of adequate management oversight {
and control of the radiation safety program at your facility,11 appears that certain established
radiation safety controls are generally not followed by the authorized users and radiation ;

workers at the facilityi as evidenced by the repetitive violationr, associated with individuals
'

eating, drinking and smoking in laboratories, as well as not wearing * lab coats" while in the ;

laboratory. Although such problems had been identified by both the NRC and the State of
'

New Jersey during prior inspections, management has been either unable or unwilling to
preclude recurrence of these violations.

Furthermore, your program, under the Radiation and Environmental llealth and Safety J
(REllS) organitation, does not provide a direct !!nk between the person responsible for the j

- daily oversight of licensed tictivities and those individuals implementing the program. The - '

operational poli:y and the Radiation Safety Guide (RSO) appear to place the ultimate
responsibility for radiation safety on the Authorized users without management and ;

supe vision (1) providing adequate control over the licensed programs, and (2) effectively i

tracking the use of radioactive innterials by the authorized and suprvited users.

In addition, the NRC is also concerned, given the size of the radiation safety program, with
the apparent lack of adequate staffing dedicated specifically to the program, as well as the #

apparent inability of the University llealth Physicist (who does not report to the Radiation ,

Safety Officer but who is responsible for the daily oversight of licensed activities) to increase
'~

the current staff's involvement in radiation safety activities. This failure may have seriously ,

affected management's ability to provide proper oversight and control of licensed activities,
and likely contributed to a decrease in the number of audits and inspections of these
activities.

The violations, if considered individually, would normally be classified et Seserity Level IV ;

or V, . Ilowever, given that the violations represent a lack of adequate management attention
'

to and oversight of the radiation safety program, the violations are collectively classified in j
the aggregate as a Severity Level 111 problem in accordance with the " General Statenant of ;

Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2 Appendix C
(Enforcement Policy) (1991). ~ If management had provided adequate attention to, and

- oversight of, the radiation safety program, the violations should have been either prevented.
- or identified and corrected prior to the NRC inspection, Furthermore, if the Radiation Safety
Committee (RSC) had met in 1990 to review the adequacy of your program, it would have
provided another opportunity to identify and correct the problems sooner.

I'

L
c
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of New Jersey

The NRC also recognires that subsequent to the inspection, corrective actions were initiated
to effect improvements in the control and implementation of the radiation safety program,

- These actions, which were described at the enforcement conference, included (1) specine
actions taken in response ;o the Confirmatory Action Letter; (2) providing proper shielding

- for stored radioactive sources, thereby reducing radiation levels in unrestricted areast (3)
;

reposting 1% *ited documentation and notices in appropriate areas; (4) verifying proper
'

operation of the computer tracking system responsible for control of the radioactive material
inventory; (5) developing plans to develop a tracking system to alert the Rl!HS Department I

when an authorized user leaves the University; (6) delivering radioactive materials directly to
the responsible laboratory; (7) maintaining iodine 125 bioassay records in the proper units as
required by Part 20; and (8) developing plans to amend the licenses so that the University-
licalth Physicist assumes the responsibility as the Radiation Safety Officer (RSO). Ilowever,
these actions were not sufficient in that they do not address management's plans for resolving
the concerns with eating, drinking, smoking and not wearing lab coats in restricted areas, as

- wc!! as maintaining security ofliccased materials in unrestricted areas,
|

Therefore, to emphasize the importance of adequate management attention to and overs 4ht of
the radiation safety program, including proper oversight by the Director / Radiation Safety
Officer, to ensure that*(l) licensed activities are conducted safely and in accordance with !

requirements, and (2) appropriate corrective measures are taken when ptoblems exist at the
facility, I have been authorized to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed ;

Imposition of Civil penalty _(Notice) in the amour. of $6,250 for the violations set forth in .
the enclosed Notice.

The base civil penahy amount for a Seventy Level !!! problem is $2,500. The escalation and [
mitigation factors set forth in the enforcement policy were considered as follows: (1) the ;

violations were identified by the NRC, and should ha . been identified by your staff if
adequate management attention to the program had been provided, and therefore,50% ;

escalation of the base civil penalty on this factor is warranted; (2) your corteetive actions, as '

described herein,'did not include measures to prevent recurrence of all of the violations, in i
particular, the violations involving the eating, drinking, smoking, and failing to wear " lab i

coats" in laboratories, as well as the violation involving the Jack of security of certain L

licensed materials, and therefore,50% escalation of the base civil penalty on this factor is
| warranted; O) your past performance includes a total of nme violations during ths prior two

NRC inspections (three of which recurred during J,1J most recent inspection), and it is clear
that the facility's performance has significantly declined since these prior inspectiont such that

"",

you'r degraded performance constitutes an extensive rather than isolated issue, and therefore,
- 50% escalation of the civil penalty on this factor is wariartod; and (4) this case did not
involve prior neice, and therefore, no adjustment of the civil penalty on this factor is
warranted. The NRC also considered that some of the violations involved multiple examples.
or existed for an extended duration. However, since these factors were considered in

y

,
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Rutgers The State University 4

of New Jersey j

determining the severity level of the violation, the NRC has decided that further escalation
based on these factors is not warranted.

You are required to respond to the enclosed Notice and, in preparing your response, you |
should follow the instructions specined t .crein. In your response, you snould document the$

specific actions ta. ken and any additional actions you plan to prevent recurrence, including
measures for assuring that (1) individuals do not eat, drink, or smoke in restricted areas; '2)
individuals use lab coats, as required, in restricted areas; and (3) management ensures that
security of licensed maten!s la unrestricted areas at your facility is mLintained.
Furthermore, your response should also describe oversight of the computer tracking system
that will be employed for the inventory control of radioactive materials. After reviewing
your response to this Notice, including your proposed corrective actions, and the results of
future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further enforcement action is necessary to .

ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.
.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2, Title 10. Code
of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosure will be placed in the NRC's
Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosure are not subject to the c!carance
procedures of the Ofnce of Management and Dudget as required by the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1980, Pub. L 96 511.

Sincerely,

ef A

Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator

linclosure:
Notice of Vichtion and Proposed Imposition

of Civil Penalty

cc:
Public Document Room (PDR);

Nuclear Safety Information Center (," SIC)
State of New Jersey

L
1
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF civil PENALTY
7

Rutgers, The State University Docket Nos. 030-00883
of New Jersey 030-06991

New Brunswick, New Jersey 030 00356 i

070 00343
i

License Nos. 29 05218 28 '

29 05218 29
f 29 05218 303'.

SNM 314
CA 91070

During an NRC inspection conducted on May 2124,1991, violations of NRC requirements ,

were identified. In accordance with the ' General Statemen of Policy and Procedure for '

NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory
- Commission proposes to impose a civil penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the Atcmic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended (Act),42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular
violations and associated civil penalty are set forth below:

A. 10 CFR 20.207(a) requires that licensed material stored in an unrestricted area be
secured against unauthorized removal from the place of storage. 10 CFR 20.207(b)
requires that licensed materials in an unrestricted area and not in stcrage be under
constant surveillance and immediate control of the licensee. As defined in 10 CFR
20.3(a)(17), an unrestricted area is any area accas to which is not controlled by the
licensee for the purpose of protection of individuals fronj exposure to radiation and
radioactive materials.

Contrary to the above, at various times between May 2124,1991, quantities of
licensed material stored in numerous unrestricted areas were not secured against
unauthorized removal and were not under constant surveillance and immediate control
of the licensee. The specinc cases of unsecured material consisted of:

1. Special Nuclear Material (consisting of uranium 235 (U-235) as
1 gram of uranium oxide) located in an unrestricted area of the
Wright Reiman Building, laboratory No. 288, Chemistry
Department, Busch Campus;

2. undetermined amounts of licensed materials located in numerous *

- research laboratories on the Busch, Kilmer, and Cook
Campuses, unrestricted areas!

,

,
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Notice of Violation 2

3. an unknown quantity of licensed material in a refrigerator
located in a corridor outside Labcratory No. $13, Pharmacy
Department, Busch Campus, an unrestricted area; and4

4. an unknown quantity of licensed material located in two 55-
gallon barrels on the REHS loading dock, an unrestricted area.

B.- 10 CFR 20.105(b) requires that, except as authorized by the Commission in 10 CFR
20.105(a), no licensee allow the creation of radiation levels in unrestricted areas which
if an individual were continuously present in the area, he could have received a dose
in excess of 2 millirems in any hour or 100 millitems in any seven consecutive days.

Contrary to the above, from May 21 to 24,1991, the licenser allowed the creation of
radiation levels on the loading dock area outside the REllS package receiving room,
Building 4127 Kilmer Campus and in the REHS conference room, unrestricted areas. -
such that if an individual were continuously present in these areas, he could have
received a dose in excess of 2 millirems in any hour or 100 millirems in any seven
consecutive days.-

C. 10 CFR 19.12 requires, in part, that all individuals working in a restricted area be
instructed in the precautions or procedures to minimize exposure to radioactive
materials, in the purposes and functions of protective devices employed, and in
applicable provisions of the Commission's regulations and licenses.

Contrary to the above, as of May 21.1991, an i_ndividual working in L2boratory 288,
. Chemistry Department, Busch Campus, a restricted area, had not been instructed in
the applicable provisions of the Commission's regulations and conditions of the
license. ,

D. - Condition 15 of License No. SNM 314 and Condition 24 of License No. 29-05218 28
,

require, in part, that licensed material be possessed and used in accordance with the .
_

istatements, representat ons, and procedures contained in a letter dated July 11, 1989, ' [
-

and its enclosed Radiation Safety Guide, Seventh Edition, July 1989 (Guide), t

4

..

1. Condition 8.C, of License No. SNM 314, Amendment No.10, limits the
amount of uranium 235 (U 235) that may be possessed at any one time, to a

7

_

total of 10 milligrams of U 235 as metal. ;

Sections 1.0 and 4.0, of this Guide, requires that no work with sources of ;

ionizing radiation can he initiated until written authorization has been received
specifically permitting that work.

| t

I

t.
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Notice of Violation 3

Section 2.2 of this Guide states that the REHS Depanment's primary means of
administering control and safety programs is by enforcing the following rules:

1. NO SOURCE OF RADIATION IS TO BE ALLOWED TO ENTER
OR LEAVE TiiE UNIVERSITY PROPERTY OR TO BE USED Olt
h10VED FROh! Tile AUTilORIZED SITES WITilOUT Tile ?RIOR
KNOWLEDGE AND APPROVAL OF Tile REllS.

2. NO INDIVIDUAL IS TO USE A SOURCE OF RADIATION UNTil
IIE OR lilS/IIER SUPERVISOR RECEIVES WRrlTEN
AUTiiORIZATION.

Contrary to the above, on hiay 21, 1991, the licensee possessed 1 gram of
uranium oxide that was 80% enriched in the U 235 isoto;ie, or about a total of
755 milligrams of U-235. Furthermore, this material was used by an
individual without the prior knowledge and approval of the REllS, without the
receipt cf writteri authorization, and without the REllS Departme:.t's
administering of their control and safety programs.

2. Appendii 4 of this Guide, requires, in part, that an Authorce (authonred uscr)
comply with the specific conditions and limitations of his/her authorization.

Appendix 4, item 5 of this Guide, states, in pan, that each user should
maintain a radioisotope log to record the receipt, use, and disposal of all
radioisotopes he receives, and requires that REllS keep other records required
by federal and state law.

Contrary to the above,

a. on hiay 21,1991, the Authoree of Authorization No.1222, which
limits the possession of iodine 125 (1125) to 20 millicunes at any one
time, did not cotaply with the limitations of his authorization, in that
the amount of 1-125 on hand exceeded 20 millicuries. Specifically,
records indicated that dur ng April 1991, the Authoree possessed 25.9
millicuries of I 125, and had recei ad three,10 millicurie orders of

! l 125 during April 1991; and

b. as of hiay 2124,1991, computer records of receipt, transfer and
disposal of radioisotopes maintained by REllS indicated that several
other Authorees had materials on hand that exceeded the limits of their
specific authorizations.
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Notire of Violation 4

This is a repeat violation.

3. Section 4.4 of this Guide requires ihat authoritation be terminated if the
Authoree leaves the employment of Rutgers University or ends his'her use of
the radiation sources. All sources shall be placed under the responsibility of an
active Authoree or the REllS department before the authoritation is
terminated.

Contrary to the above, although an Authoree's authorization was terminated at
some time pnot to biay 21, 1991, as of hiay 21,1991, sodium 22 radiation
sources had not been removed from Laboratory No. 288, Chemistry
Department, Wright Reiman Labs, Dusch Campus, and placed under the
responsibility of another active Authoree or the REllS Departrnent prior to
assigning the laboratory to a new Authorce.

4 Appendix 4 of this Guide requires, in part, that an Authoree comply with the
procedures and practices outlined in this appendit.

Appendix 4. Item 12, of this Guide lists the " Rules for Working with
Radioactive hinterials", i. e., routine procedures.

Rule I states that eating, drinking, smoking, or using cosmetics is not
permitted in laboratones using radioactive materials.

Rule 4 states that personnel always use rubber or plastic gloses when handling
radioisotopes, and that lab eoats shall be worn in the laboratory and left in the
laboratory.

Rule 13 states that personnel never keep or store beverages or foods in
Radioitotope labs, especially in refrigerators or fleeters with radioisotopes. ,

Contrary to the above, during hiay 21-24, 1991, evidence of eating and
drinking was observed in numerous laboratories using radioactive materials (the
evidence included the presence of a coffee maker, food and soda cans);
evidence of smoking (namely, cigarette packs, and trays with cigarette butts
and ashes) was observed in one laboratory in Building 4127, REllS
Department, Kilmer Campus; the majority of the persons observed working in
these laboratories were not wearing lab coats; and refrigerators containing
radioactive material in several of these posted laboratories also contained food
or beverages.

This is a repeat violation with respect to Rule 1.
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Notice of Violation 5

5. Section 2.3 of this Guide tequires, in part, that an Authorce, a person
permitted to use radiation at Rutgers University by virtue of a written
authoritation, has the primary responsibility for the radiation safety associated
with the use of the source of radiation, and must also supervise the use of
higher sources of radiation to conform to all safety conditions of his/her
authoritation and those of the Guide. Section 2.4 of this Guide requires that
Supervised Users (i.e., a user that is not speci0cally authorized) use sources of
radiation only under the supervision of an Authoree.

Contrary to the above, as of May 24,1991, an Authorec did not supervise an
individual using the sources of radiation under written Authoritation No.1422.
Speci0cally, the Authoree left for a year of sabbatical leave approximately 2
months prior to the date of the inspection, and the individual Supervised User
continued to use radioisotopes without the Authoree's supervision.

E. 10 CFR 71.5(a) requires that each licensee wno transports licensed material outside
the connnes of its facility or delivers licensed material to a carrier for transport
comply with the applicable requirements of the regulations appropriate to the mode of
transport of the Department of Transportation (DOT) in 49 CFR Pans 170-189.

49 CFR 177.817(a) requires that a carner may not transport a hantdous material
unless it is accompanied by a shipping paper that is prepared in accotdame with
Sections 172.200,172.201,172.202, and 172.203 of this subchapter.

49 CFR 172.403 requires that each package of radioactive material, unless excepted
from labeling by Sections 173.421 through 173.425 of this subchapter, be labeled, as
appropriate, with a RADIOACTIVE WlilTE 1, a RADIDACTIVE YELLOW ll, or a
RADIOACTIVE YELLOW-Ill label.

49 CFR 173.411 specifies the general design requirements for packages containing
radioactive materials. 49 CFR 173.412 speci6es additional design requirements far
Type A packages. 49 CFR 173,415(a) requires, in part, that each shipper of a
Specincation 7A package must maintain on nie for at least one year after the latiest
shipment, a complete documentation of tests and an engineering evaluation or
comparative data showing that the construction methMs, packaging dcrign and
materials of construction comply with Speci6 cation 7A.

49 CFR 178.350-3 requires that packaging that meets Specification 7A be marked
" USA DOT 7A TYPE A" on the outside of each package.
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Notice of Violation 6

Contrary to the above, prior to May 21,1991,

1. the licensee, acting as a carrier, transported packages of radioactive materials
over public highways from iluilding 4127, Kilmer Campus, to the various
Authorces throughout the campuses of Rutgers University, without being
accompanied by shipping papers;

2. the licensee received packages of radioactive materials from suppliers which it
opened, checked, removed from the original packaging, and then repackaged in
a single, styrofoam box, which was not labelled with the appropriate
RADIOACTIVE WHITE 1, YELLOW il or YELLOW 111 label;

3. the licensee did not have on file documentation ard an engincenng evaluation
or comparative data showing that a styrofoam box (which was used to transport
radioactive material) met Specification 7A packaging requirements; and

4 the licensee did not mark the unlabeled, unevaluated styrofoam box as * USA
DOT 7A Type A" on the outside of the package.

F. 10 CFR 19.11(a) and (b) requires, in part, that the licensee post current copies of
Parts 19, Pan 20, the license, license conditions, documents incorporated into the
license, license amendments, and operating procedures, or that a notice be posted
describing these documents and where they may be examined. 10 CFR 19.ll(d)
requires, in part, tbt documents, notices or forms appear in a sufficient number of
;) laces to permit adividuals engaged in licensed activities to observe them on the wayd

to or from any particular licensed activity location to which the document applies.

Contrary to 'ae above, as of May 2124,1991, the licensee did not post the
documents or the notices in a sufficient number of places (some laboratories did not
have any of the documents posted, while some other laboratories had only some of the
required documents posted) to permit individuals engaged in licensed activities to
observe them on the way to or from any particular licensed activity location.

G. 10 CFR 20.401(b) requires, in part, that the licensee maintain records in the same
units used in Part 20, showing results of surveys required by 10 CFR 20.201(b).

10 CFR 20.5 requires, in part, that units of radioactivity for purposes of the
regulations in Pan 20 be measured in termt of disintegrations per minute or in curies.
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Notice of Violation 7 *

Contrary to the above, as of May 21 24, 1991, the licensee did not maintain iodine-
125 bioassay records of surveys made to assure compliance with 10 CFR 20.103(b) in !
disintegrations per minute or curic units used in Part 20, but rather in counts per

- minute.
i

This is a repeat viohtion.

These violations are classified in the aggregate as a Severiq Level 111 problem (Supplements
IV, V, and VI).

t

,

Cumulative Civil Penalty . $6,250 (assessed equally among the violations)

Pursuant to 'he provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
(Licensee) is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the Director.
Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within 30 days of the date of
this Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice). This teply
should be clearly marked as a ' Reply to a Notice of Violation" and should include for each
alleged violation: (1) adtnission or denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the
violation if admitted, and if denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have been

' taken and the results achieved, (4) the correche steps that will be taken to avoid further
violations, and ($) the date when full compliance will be achieved, if an adequate reply is.

_

not received within the time specified in this Notice, an order := be issued to show cause !

why the license should not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action as -
may be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be given to extending the response

';

time for good cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act,42 U.S.C. 2232,
this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under 10 CFR 2.201, the ;
Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the Director, Office of
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a check,' draft, _ money ordct, or 4
electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of the United States in the amount cf the civil '

penalty proposed above, or may protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in pa.), by
a written answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the time specified, an order imposing
Ge civil penalty will be issued. Should the Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance
with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be -
clearly marked as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the % tion (s)

. listed in this Notice, in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstarm, (3) show
error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalty should not be imposed in

' addition to protesting the civil penalty in whole or in part, such answer may request
remission or mitigation of the penalty. ;

;
,

9
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In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in Section V.ll of 10
CFR Part 2. Appendix C (1991), should be addressed, Any written answer in accordance
with 10 CFH 2.205 should be set forth separately from the statement or explanation in reply
pursuant to 10 CPR 2.201, but may incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific
reference (e.g., citing page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the
Licensee is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedures for
imposing a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due whkh subsequently has been determined in
accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter may be referred to
the Attorney General, and the penalty, unleu comprised, remitted, or mitigated, may be
collected by civil action pursuant to Section 234c of the Act,42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The response noted abe"e (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment of civil penalty,
and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed to: Director, Office of
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk,
Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Reponal Administrator, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Region 1,.475 Allendale Road, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
19406.

FOR Tile NUCl. EAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

/ YP
Thomas T. Manin
Regional Administrator

Dated at Kig of Prussia, Pennsylvania
this /$5y of July 1991
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Docket Hos. 030-00883 Licenso Nos. 29 05218-28
030-0699. 29-05218-29
030-00356 29-05218-30
070-00343 SUM-314

EA No. 91-070

Rutgers, The Stato University of New Jersey
ATTN Richard M. Norman

Associate Senior Vice President and Troasurer
old Queen's Building
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

Dear Hr. Norman:

SUBJECT: ORDER IMPOSING CIVIL MONETARY PENALTY - S5,535
(Inspection Report 91-001)

This refers to your two letters dated July 29, 1991 in responso
to the Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalty (Notico) cent to you by our lettet dated July 1, 1991.
Our lotter and Notice describe eleven violations identified
during the NRC inspection conducted on May 21-24, 1991, at your
facility.

To emphonize the importance of adequate management attention to
and overwight of the radiation safety program, including proper
oversight by the Director / Radiation Safety officer, to ensure
that (1) licensed activities are conducted safely and in
accordance with requirements, and (2) appropriate corrective
maasures are taken when problems exist at the facility, a civil
penalty in the amount of $6,250 was propovcd.

In your response, you denied a number of violations in whole or
in part. Further, you protested classification of the violations

I in the aggregate at Severity Level III, and also requested that
the civil penalty be revoked.

After consideration of your responso, we havo concluded for the
reasons given in the appendix attached to the onclosed Order
Imposing Civil Monetary Penalty, that Violation C and Example E.1
of Violation E should be withdrawn, that a corresponding
reduction of the civil penalty by S715 in appropriato, that all

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTEQ
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Rutgers, The State -2 -

,

University of New Jersey

the other violations did occur as stated in the Notice, and that
an adequate basis was not provided for reclassification of the
Severity Level of the violations. 1.ccordingly, we hereby serve
the encloced Order on Rutgerr University i.mposing a civil
monntary penalty in the amount of $5,535. We will review the
effectiveness of your corrective actions during a subsequent .

inspection.

In your response, you also address several concerns expressed at
the enfoccement esc. erance, namely, (1) a lack of access by the
Health Physicist (h?' *s Health / Safety (H/S) opbcialists who

,

carry out operatior.si aspects of the program; (2) a lack of a
direct line from the HP to the Radiation Safety Officer; (3) a

6 lack of health physics expertise in the H/S Specialist penitionc;
and (4) concern that the violations in this case " a indicativo
of a potential for a more serious problem or even.. ,

With respect to these concerns, the NRC acknowledges your
explanation that the H/S Specialists routinely go directly to
senior staff, one of whom is the University dealth Physicist

I (HP), on tec* ical matters and in all emergencies. However, the

NRC is still con'cerned because of the non-traditional structure
and the size of your program. This organizational structure has
the potential of adversely impacting the appropriate
implementation of radiation safety requirements becausa il) the -g
H/S Specialists do not have a direct line for reporting to the
University HP and (2) the H/S Specialists have a broader safety
responsibility than only radiatiun safety. It still appears that
the HP must interact wi'h other senior staff to have routine
radiation safety activi;1os put on a higher priority tather than
being allowed to redirect the Health / Safety Specialists to assure
that routine radiation safety activities are carried out.

As to the lack of a direct line from the University HP to the
University Radiation Safety Officer (RSO), your plan to rename -

the University HP position as the University RSO position may
alleviate that concern. However, you need to provide informatioa
as to the placement of the RSO within the Department organization
and state his authority and control of the H/S Specialicts with
regard to radiation safety. The designation of the University HP
as the PSO must be approved by the NRC through the license
amendment process.

As to the lack of health physics expertise in the H/S Specialist
positions, although you state that there is a significant level
of expertise within the Radiation and Environmental Health and
Safety (REHS) Departtent, the NRC is concerned that the
violations identifled during the subjcct inspection were not
identified and corrected by the H/S Specialists and University HP
during their routine audits and inspections. Such failures

i
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Rutgers, The State -3 -

University of New Jersey

reflect either a lack of understanding of radiation protection
principles and compliance with regulations and license

.

conditions, or insufficient time (nanpower) for more than a L

cursery audit / inspection of the licensed program. The NRC
'

attaches great importance to compcchensive licensee programs tur
detection, correction and reporting of problems that may
constitute, or leod to, violations ' regulatory requirements.
If the University had an aggressive . elf-assessment program with
knowledgeable staff able to find radiation problems, you should
have identified the number and type of vin 1ations found during
this inspection, and this enforcement actich would not have
needed to be taken.

As to the NRC's finding that the violations collectively T
represent a poter.tially significant lack of nanagement attention
to'.ard licensed responsibilities, that finding is based on the
number and nature of the violations, including the repetitive
violutions, and it consistant with the application of the

'
,

Enforcement Policy in other similar cases. Civil penalties are
assessed in such casen to emphasize the need for prompt
correction of not only the individual violations, but also the 3

adverse conditions related to management control of the program,
before an event occurs that could potentially affect the public
health and safety. Further details concerning the classification
of the violations in the aggregate at Saverity Level III can be
found in the Appendix.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice",
a copy of this letter and the enclosures will be placed in the
NRC's Public Document Room.

Sincerely,

/\Q(,,/ ~

/

1'
L.Thomph}nNy/.

s)/f "7
Hug JID uty Executive Dfrector for
Nuclear Material %/ afety, SafeguardsS '

and Operations Support

Enclosures: As Stated

cc:

Public Document Room (PDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
State of New Jersey

A

L

r

- i

.
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-UNITED STATES
: NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of ) Docket N(s. 030-00883;
)- 030-06991;

Rutgers' University )~ 030-00356;
New Brunswick, New Jersey) 070-00343
.08903 ) License Nos. 29-05218-28;

) 29-05218-29;
) 29-05218-30;
} .SNM-314
) EA No. 91-070

ORDER IMPOSING CIVIL MONETARY PENALTY

I

i

(- * University-(Licensee) is the holder of Byproduct Material

. s Nos. 29-05218-28, 29-05218-29, 29-05218-30 and Special-

.ar Material' License No. 314 last renewed by the Nuclear

Regulatbry Commission (NRC or Cnmmission) on January 18, 1990;

Februarp_13, 1987; March 20, 1990; and January 3, 1990,

respectively. The licenses, in accordance with the conditions

specified=therein, autt.orize the Licensee to use byproduct'-

materials for research e.nd_. development, calibration of

instruments, and in gauging devices; for irradiation studies; for

storage only'of a-cobalt-60 irradiation cource; and fcr

scalibratio:t of instruments and research and development using

special nuclear materials.

II

An-inspection of the sicensee's activities was. conducted'during

.May:21-24,__1991. The results of the inspection indicated that-

..

i

*

! .-
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the: Licensee had not conducted its activities in full compliance

with NRC requirements. A written Notice of Violation and

Prvyosed Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) was served upon the

Licensee by letter dated July.1, 1991. The Notice states the

nature of the violations, the provision of the NRC's requirements |

that che Licensee had violated, and the amount of the civil

penalty proposed for the violations. The Licensee responded to

the Notice'in two letters both dated July 23, 1991. In its

response, the Licensee denied Violations A, C, 0.2, D.4-in part.

D.5, . and G,.and example E.1 of Violation E. The Licensee also.

stated that with respect to violation F, it was unable to verify

compliance. In , addition, the Licensee protected the

classification of the violations in the' aggregate at Severit/

' Level III and requested that the civil penalty, which was

assessed' equally among the eleven violations, be withdrawn.

III

After consideration of.the Licensee's response and the statements'

-of fact, explar.atio t, and argume:1t for nitigation contained

therein, the NRC staff has determined,-as set forth in the.

Appendix to this order, that the violations,-with the exception ;

of Violation C'and example E.1 of Violation E, occurred as

stated; that the penalty proposed for the violations designated-

__

Iin the Notice should be mitigated by $715 based on the withdrawal
..

b

E
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:of Violation C and example E.1 of Violation E.; and that a civil

penalty of $5,535 should be imposed.

IV'
.,

In view of .no foregoing and pursuant to Section 234 of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and

10 CFR 2.205, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:

The Licensee pay a civil penalty in the amount of $5,53b

within 30 days of the date of this Oroer, by check, draft,

money order,,ger electronic transfer, payable to the

Treasurer of the United States and mailed to.the Director,

Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555.

V

The Licansee may request a hearing within 30 days of the date of-
_

-this order. -A request for a hearing should be clearly marked as.,

a " Request for an Enforcement-Hearing" and shall be addressed.to

the Director,.-Office'of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

ECommission, ATTN Document Control Desk, . Washi!.gtor;, D.C. 20555.

..
fCopies also shall be sent to the Assistant General Counsel for

-Hearings and Enforc2 ment at the same-address-and to the Regional

:

|

l
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Administrator, NRC Region I, 475 Allendale Road, Kibg of Prussia,
'Pennsylvania 19406.

If a hearing is requested, the Commission will issue an order

designating the-time and place of the hearing. If the Licensee

fails to' request a hearing within 30 days of the date of this

Order, the provisions of this Order shall be effective without

further proceedings. If payment has not been made by that time,

the matter may be referred to the Attorney General for

collection.

In the event-the, Licensee requests a hearing as provided above,
the issues to be considered at such hearing shall bes

(a) whether the Licensee was in violation of the Commission's

requirements as set'forth in Violations A, D.2, D.4, D.5, F

and G in the Notice referenced in Section II above, and

(b) whether, on the basis of these violations and the violations

admitted by the Licensee, this order should be sustained.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

b ??y?)
Hu L. Thom peon t.
D'E uty Executiv Irector for
Nuclear Materia Safety, Safeguards

and operations support

= Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this .St4- day af November 1991
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APPENDIX

EVALUATIONS AND CONCLUSION

On July 1, 1991, a Notice of Violbtion and Proposed Imposition r>f
Civil Penalty (Notice) was issued for violations identified
during an NRC inspection. Rutgers Univ 0rsity (licensee)
responded to the Notice on July 29, 1991. The licensee denied
Violations'A, C, D.2, 0.4 in part, D.5, and G, and example E.1 of
Violation E. The licensee also protested classirication of the
violations in the aggregate at Severity Level III, and requested
that the civil penalty be withdrawn. The NRC's evaluation and
conclusion regarding the licensee's requests are as follows:

Restatement of Violation A
-

10 CFR 20,207(a) requires that licensed material stored in an
unrestricted area be secured against unauthorized removal from
the place of storage. 10 CFR 20.207(b) requires that licensed
materials in an unrestricted area and not in storage be under
constant surveillance and immediate control of the licensee. As
defined in 10 CFR 20.3(a)(17), an unrestricted area is any area
access to which ,is not controlled by the licensee for the purpose
of protection of individuals from exposure to radiation and
radioactive materials.

,
Contrary to the above, at various times between May 21-24, 1391,
quantities of licensed material stored in numerous unrestricted*

areas were not secured against unauthorized removal and were not
under constant surveillance and immediate centrol of the
licensee. The specific cases of unsecured material consisted of:

1. Special Nuclear Material (consisting of uranium 235 (U-235)
as 1 gram of uranium oxide) located in an unrestricted area
of the Wright-Reiman Building, Laboratory No. 288, Chemistry
Department, Busch Campus;

2. undetermined amounts of licensed materials located in
~

numerous research laboratories on the Busch, Kilmer, and
Cook' Campuses, unrestricted areas;

3. an unknown quantity of licensed material in a refrigerator
located in a corridor outside Laboratcry No. 513, Pharmacy
Department, Busch Campus, an unrestricted area; and

4. an unknown quantity of licensed material located in two 55-
gallon barrels on the REHS loading dock, an unrestricted
area.

HUREG-0940 II.A-92
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Eggaary of Licotlpee Respongg

The licensee denies all four examples of this violation. With
respect to the first two examples of the violation, the licensee
states that it considers these laboratories to be restricted
areas in accordance with 10 CFR 20.3(a) (14) because: (1) the
campus is isolated from urban areas, (2) warnings are posted on
the laboratory door, (3) training of employees warn against entry
or work in laboratories without clearance from the Radiation and
Environmental Health and Safety (REHS) organization or the
laboratory (lab) user, and (4) it would take malicious intent to
become exposed to radioisotopes. The licensee states that
security of radioisotopes inside restricted areas is emphasized
during the training sessions, and this is further scrutinized by
the Health / Safety Specialists, who conduct inspections in all
University labs, not just those labs using radioisotopes or other
licensed material. The licensee contends that these factors
provide for control of access to these labs (and other labs) for
purposes of protection of individuals from exposure to radiation
and radioactive materials. With respect to the third example of
the violation, tnu licensee also considers this corridor to be a
restricted area.

With respect to the fourth example of this violation, the
licensee states that barrels were mislabeled and did not contain
radioactive material, and the contents vere below the
concentration defined by the NRC Regulation as being licensable.

NRC Evaluation of Lic'ensee Response

With respect to the first two examples of the violation, the NRC
disagrees with the statements in the licensee's response that
Laboratory No. 288, Chemistry Department, Busch Campus, which
contained special nuclear material (Uranium-235), as well as
othar numerous research laboratories containing licensed
materials on the Busch, Kilmer and Cook campuses, were restricted
areas on the dates of the inspection. As described in 10 CFR
part 20. 3 (a) (14) , a restricted area is any area access to which
is controlled by the licensee for purposes of protection of
individuals from exposure to radiation and radioactive materials.
In the cases described in this violation, access to the areas was
not controlled on the dates of the inspection. Although the
.n . See argues that in the case of L_boratory (lab) 288, the lab
is troisted from urban areas, that isolation does not provide
control of access to the area. In addition, the fact that the
laboratory doors were posted does not provide access control to
the area; rather, it only provides a warning. Finally, the
'icensee's statement that it would take malicious intent to
become exposed to radioisotopes does not lessen the fact that
access to the area was not controlled.

NUREG-0940 II.A-93
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When laboratory doors are-not locked or' positive access control
-is not otherwise maintained, and radioactive materials are stored
in a hood or within an unlockea room in the lab, that area is
considered unrestricted.. With respect to Example 1 of this
violation,' the inspectors gained access to this area through an
unsecured door and were not challenged by a student in the lab.
The student had no knowledge of hazards in the area or that
radioactive materials were located in the hood and in another
unlocked room within the-laboratory. With respect to Example 2
of the violation, doors to laboratories containing radioactive
material were open and unlocked, and no individuals were present
in the area to provide constant surveillance or immediate control
of radioactive material that was not in storage or not secured.
With respect to Example 3 of the violation, the access-to the-

' hallway in which the unlocked refrigerator containing licensed
material-was stored, was not controlled by any neans.

With respect to1 Example 4 of the violation, the licensee provides
conflicting information as to the contents of the barrels. On
the one| hand, the licensee states that the barrels' contained no
radioactive materials. On the other hand, the licensee implies
that radioactive material was present-in-the barrels but, quoting
'the licensee, "below the concentration defined by the NRC
Regulation-as being-licensable." Contrary to the licensee's
assertion,' material-that has been received under an NRC license
remains licensed material until it has been transferred or
disposed of--in accordance with NRC regulations. F.thout further
informaticin as to the exact nature of the material, and based on
- the labeling of the barrels, the NRC finds no ba: c for
retraction-of this example of the violation.

Based on the-above; the licensee has not provided sufficient
-information to withdraw any examples of Violation A. Therefore,

-

NRC maintains that the violation occurred as stated in the
Notice.

Restatement of Violation C

10 CFR 19.12 requires, in part, that all individuals working in a
restricted area-be instructed.in the precautions or procedures to
-minimize exposure to radioactive materials, in the purposes and
functions of protective devices employed, and in applicable
provisions of the Commission's regulations and licenses.

Contrary to.thi above, as of May 21, 1991, an individual working
in Laboratory 288, Chemistry Department, Busch Campus, a
restricted area, had not been instructed in the applicable
provisions of the Commission's regulations and conditions of the
license,

i

|
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Appendix -4-
'

EMEmary of-Licensee Resnonse

Theflicensee denies this violation, stating that the person
identified in the inspection report has never used radioacti'te
isotopes or special nuclear materials. The licensee noted that
the individual did attend a Radiation Safety Orientation session
on June 4, 1991.-

NRC Evaluation of Licensee Regy.pj1gg

After further evaluation of this violation, the NRC is
withdrawing this-violation because Lab 288 was an unrestricted
area based o* example 1 of Violation A. The NRC notes, hcwever,
that 10 CFR 19.12 requires. instruction of all workers who are
working in or frequenting a restricted area, whether they use
licensed materials or not. Thus, if the individual had actually
worked.in or frequented a restricted area without approprziate
training, the citation-would have been valid. Since the civil
penalty was assessed equally among 11 violations, NRC is reducing
the civil penalty by 1/11 or $570 based on the withdrawal of
Violation C. '

Restatement of Violation D.2

Condition 15 of License No. SNM-314 and-condition 24 of License-
No. 29-05218-28 require, in part, that licensed material be
possessed and used in accordance with the statements,
representations, and procedures contained in a letter dated July
11, 1989,'and its enclosed Radiation Safety Guide, Seventh
Edition, July 1989 (Guide).

Appendix 4 of this Guide requires, in part, that an Authoreec
-(authorized user)Jcomply-with the specific. conditions and +

limitations of his/her euthorization.
Appendix 4' Item 5 of this Guide, states, in part, that each user-
-should maintain a radioisotope log to record the receipt, use,-

and disposal of all radioisotopes he-receives,1and requires that
REHS. keep other records required by federal and state law.

Contr'ry to the above,a -

[ a. on May 21, 1991, the Authoree-of Authorization No. 1222,
i which: limits the possession of iodine-125 (I-125) to 20

. millicuries at any one time, did not comply with the
! limitations of his authorization, in that the. amount of I-

;125 on hand exceeded 20 millicuries.- Specifically, records
' indicated that during April 1991, the Authorce possessed
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Appendix -5-

25.9 millicuries of I-125, and had received three, 10
millicurie orders of I-125 during April 1991; and

b. as of May 21-24, 1991, computer records of receipt, transfer
and disposal of radioisotopes maintained by REHS indicated a

that several other Authorees had materials on hand that
exceeded the limits of their specific authorizations.

M urY of LiG.ensee Resconse
The licensee denies both examples of Violation D.2,

With respect to the first example, the licensee indicates that
-its computer records indicated an over-possession that, in fact,
did not exist. The licensee states that the activity possessed -

by the authoree at the time of the inspection was within
authorized limits due to the fact that the vaste records had not
been entered into the program and thus subtracted from the total
inventory. The licensee also states that the authoree had
ordered three shipments of 10 mci of I-125, and REHS computer
records indicated these had been delivered; however, in fact, two
of these deliveries contained no activity. The licensee states
that its computer records had not been updated to reflect the
appropriate activity in the laboratory.

With respect to the second example of the violation, the licensee
states that in these cases, its computer records are used only as
an internal control procedure. The licensee maintains that at
the time of the inspection, its procedure was to not deliver
radioisotopes to an authoree if the delivery would create
possession above authorized limits, unless the authoree was
contacted and advised the REHS that REHS' computer record was
inaccurate or unless REHS had received a written request and had
agreed to increase the authorization limit before delivery.

FRC Evaluation of Licensee Response
_

With respect to the first. example (D 2.a) of the violation, the
inspectors found that one Authoree, who was authorized to possess
20 millicuries of iodine-125, had 25.9 millicurien of iodine-125
on hand as of April 1, 1991. The licensee has provided no
specific information, such as the Authoree's records of receipt,
use and disposal, to refute this finding. Concerning the three
subsequent shipments of 10 millicuries each of iodine-125 zo the
Authoree during April 1991, NRC has verified the licensee's
statement that two of these deliveries, in fact, contained no
activity. However, this does not change the fact that the
Authoree was in excess of his possession limit before any of the
three shipments occurred. In the absence of records to the
contrary, NRC considers this to be a valid example.
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.

With respect to the second example (0. 2. b) of this violation, the
licensee's computer records indicated that other Authorees also
exceeded their possession limits. For example, as noted in the
inspection report, Authoree No. 1443 was authorized to possess 20
millicurien of tritium (H-3), but ordered and received 25
millicuries of H-3. The inspectors verified that this example
involved actual physical possession of 25 millicuries of H-3 on
the part of the Authorce. Further, the licensee has provided no
specific information, such as the Authoree's records of receipt,
use, and disposal, to refute this finding. Therefore, NRC
considers this to be a valid example.

Restatement of Violation D.4

Condition 15 of License No. SNM-314 and Condition 24 of License
No. 29-05218-28 require, in part, that Jicensed material be
possessed and used in accordance with the statements,
representations, and proceduras contained in a letter dated July
11, 1989, tnd its enclosed Radiation Safety Guide, Seventh
Edition, July 1989 (Guide).

*

Appendix 4.of this Guide requires, in part, that an Authoree com-
ply with the procedures and practices outlined in this appendix.

Appendix 4, Item 12, of this Guide lists the " Rules for Working
-with Radioactive Materials," i.e., routine procedures.

Rule 1 states that eating, drinking, smoking, or using cosmetics
is not permitted in laboratories using radioactive materials.

Rule 4 states that personnel always use rubber or plastic gloves
when handling radioisotopes, and that lab coats shall be worn in
the laboratory and left in the laboratory.

Rule 13 states that personnel never keep or store beverages or
foods in Radioisotope labs, especially in refrigerators or
freezers with radioisotopea.

Contrary to the above, during May 21-24, 1991, evidence of eating
and drinking was observed in numerous labdratories using
radioactive materials (the evidence included the presence of a
coffee maker, food and soda cans); evidence of smoking (namely,
cigarette packs, and trays with cigarette butts and ashes) was
observed in one laboratory in Building 4127, REHS Department,
Kilmer Campus; the majority of the persons observed working in
those laboratories were not wearing lab coats; and refrigerators
containing radioactive material in several of these posted
laboratories also contained food or beverages.

This is a repeat violation with respect to Rule 1.

.
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Summary of Licensee Respongg

The licensee admits the violation as it applies to Rule 13, but
denies those aspects of the violation as they apply to Rule 1 and
Rule 4.

With respect to Rule 1, the licensee states that no'one was
observed eating,-drinking, smoking or using cosmetics in the
laboratory.. Th.e licensee notes, however, _that action is being
-taken to climinate the circumstancos that may indicate that the
above activities took place,_ including (1) increasad emphasis on
the prohibition of eating, drinking, and smoking in laboratories
in future Radiation Notes issued to all.authorees throughout the
year, (2) more-frequent-inspections by our Health / Safety
Specialistr- and (3)-greater emphasis during training sessions.
With_ respect to Rule 4, the licensee indicates that many people
do not wear lab coats in radioisotope laboratories, contending
that-the Radiation' Safety Officer never intended to require that

Lall radioisotope workers use-laboratory coats; rather, it was
intended to require that where laboratory coats were worn, they
should not be worn outside.the laboratory.

~

NRC Evaluation of Licensee Resnonse-

As to Rule 1, the NRC agrees with the-licensee's statement that
no one was observed eating, drinking, or smoking in laboratories
using radioactive materials. However. physical evidence was
observed'in numerous laboratories, including the presence of a
coffee maker, food and soda cans, and at least two individuals
admitted to the inspcctor that they did in fact eat in these

~

laboratories. Therefore,' the NRC has concluded that eating and
drinking in the Inbs did occur. Cigarette package's, and trays
with cigarette butts-and ashes were found in a laboratory in
Building 4127,'REHS Department, Kilmer Campus which indicates
that smoking did occur.

As to-Rule'4,.the: rule clearly states that laboratory coats shall
C be worn in the laboratory. This rule is part of-the conditions

on which the license was granted; consequently, the licensee may
not-unilaterally relax its commitment for wearing laboratory
coats without amendment of-its license. 'Therefore, the NRC
maintains this example of the violation occurred as stated.

:Pestatement of Violation D.SL

Condition 15 cf License No. SNM-314 and Condition 24 of License
No. 29-05218-28 require, in part, that licensed _ material be
possessed and used in accordance with the statements,

L representations, and procedures contained in a letter dated Jul"

i

I
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11, 1989, and its enclosed Radiation Safety Guide, Seventh
Edition, July 1989 (Guide).

Section 2.3 of this Guide requires, in part, that an Authoree, a
person permitted to use radiation at Rutgers University by virtue
of a written authorization, has the prin)ry responsibility for
the radiation safety associated with the use of the source of
radiation and must also supervise the use of his/her sourceu of
radiation co conform to all safety conditions of his/her
authorization and those of the taide. Foction 2.4 of
this Guide requires that Supervised Users (i.e., , user that is
not specifically authorized) use sources of radiation only under
the supervision of an Authoree. *

Contrary to the above, as of May 24, 1991, an Authoreo did not
supervise an individual using the sources of radiation under
written Authorization No. 1422. Specifically, the Authoree left
for a year of sabbatical lesve approximately 2 months prior to
the date of the inspection, and the individual Supervised User
continued to use radioisotopes without the Authoree's
supervision.

Suwarv of Lip _ensee Re_ap_quig

The licensee denies this violation, claiming that " supervision"
has been interpreted differently by the NRC and the licensen.
The licensee does not believe that supervision requires the
continual presence of the authoree for radioisotopes to be used.

NRC EvaluatioD_of Licensee Resnonse

The NRC agrees that " supervision" does not require the continual
physical presence of the Authoree. However, supervisory
responsibility does require, as defined in the preamble to
Appendix 4 of the licensee's Radiation Safety Guide, that the
Authoree " ascertain that all persons who use radioisotopes under -

the coverage of his/her authorization are supervised, properly
trained and experienced, aware of the attendant radiation
hazards, and observe the procedures of this Guide." Information
gathered from the user in the Authoree's laboratory during the
inspection, indicated that the Authoree left on sabbatical
without providing for any supervision of the users covered by
his/her authorization, and without either informing the RSO, or
arranging for another Authoree to provide supervision for his/her
users. Therefore, this Authoree could not ascertain that the
users under his/her authorization were obscrving the procedures
in the licensee's Radiation Safety Guide. The statements made by
the licensee in its Radiation Safety Manutl define what
constitutes " supervision" and, on this basis, the NRC maintains
the violation. occurred as stated.
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-Restatement'of' Violation E

10 CFR'71.5(a) requires that each licensee who t.ansports
clicensed= material outside the confines of its facility or
delivers licensed material to a carrier for tr ansport comply with
the applicable requirements of the regulations appropriate to the

-mode of transport of the Department of Transpartation (DOT) in 49
CFR Parts 170-189.

49.CFR 177.817(a)Lrequires that a carrier may not transport a
hazardous material unless it is accompanied by a shipping papc'
that is prepared in accordance with Sections. 172.200, 172..*01,

J72.202,-and 172.203 of this subchapter.

49'CFR 172.403 requires that each package of radioactive
material, unless excepted from labeling by Sections 173.421
through- 173.425 of.this subchapter, be labeled, as appropriate,
with a-RADIOACTIVE WHITE-I, a RADIOACTIVE YELLOW-II, or a
RADIOACTIVE YELLOW-III label.

=49-CFR 173.411 specifies the general design requirements for
= packages containing radioactive materials. 49 CFR 173.412
specifies-additional design. requirements for Type A packages.

|49 CFR:173.415(a) requires, in part,- that each shipper of a
Specification 7A package must maintain on file for at least one
year after the latest shipment,-a complcto documentation of tests
and an engineering evaluation or comparative data-showing that

-_the| construction methods,-packaging design and materials of
-

construction. comply with Specification 7A.

49 CFR 178.350-3Lrequires that packaging that meets Specification
7A be marked " USA DOT 7A TYPE A" on the-outside of each package.

Contrary to the above,-prior to.May 21, 1991,

--the-licensee, acting as a carrier, transported-packages of1.
radioactive materials over public highways from. Building
4127, Kilmer. Campus, to the various Authorees throughout the
campuses of Rutgers University, without'being accompanied by

7
shipp2..g papers;

2. Lthe) licensee received packages.of radioactive' materials fromo
L suppliers whichfit opened, checked,-removed ~from the

.

! original' packaging,-and'then repackagedLin a single,-

j -styrofoam box, which was not labelled with the appropriate
L RADIOACTIVE WHITE I, YELLOW-II OR YELLOW III-label;

.

3. the licensee did not have on file documentation and an
engineering evaluation or comparative data showing that a

..

,

4
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styrofoam _ box-(which was used to transport radioactive
material) met Specification 7A packaging requirements; and

4. the licensee did not mark the unlabeled, unevaluated
styrofoam box as " USA dot 7A Type A" on the outside of=the
package.

Summary of Licensee Response

The licensee admits examples E.2 - E.4, but denies example E.1,
stating that all shipping papers accompanied each transport. The
licensee notes-that the papers are kept by the individual
authoree as_ demonstrated to the inspectors during their
laboratory walk-through,

NRC Evaluation of Licensee Response

The NRC.has reviewed the-licensee's-contention and agrees that
all shipping papers did accompany the licensee's transport of
radioactive materials. Therefore, the NRC is withdrawing this
example of the violation. Since Violation E is one of 11
violations and epntained four examples, the civil penalty is
being reduced by 1/44, or 0145, based on tha withdrawal of
example-E.1. i

Esstatement of violation r
10 CFR 19.11(a) and (b} requires,'in part, that the licensee post
current copies of Parts 19, Part 20, the license, license
conditions,- documents incorporated into the license, license
amendments, and operating procedures, or that a notice be posted
describing these documents and where they may be examined. 10
CFR 19.11(d) requires, in part, that documents, notices or forms
appear in a sufficient number of places to permit individuals-
engaged in licensed activities to observe them on the way to or
from any'particular licensed activity location to which the

3; document applies.

-O Contrary to the'above, as of May 21-24, 1991, the licensco did . .

not post the documents or the notices in a sufficient number of
places (some-laboratories did not have any of the documents
posted, while some other laboratories had only some of the
required documents posted) to permit-individuals' engaged in
-licensed activities-to observe them on the way to or from any
particular licensed activity' location.

,

Summary of' Licensee Resnongg

While the licensee does not-specifically deny this violation, the
licensee maintains that there were no specific locations noted in
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the' inspection report, and therefore, it was unable to verify
compliance with-this violation. The licensee also states that
determining compliance with this regulation requires judgment on
.the traffic plan in the building as well as the specific poster
location.- The licensee states that at times,-due to vandalism or
damage to the notices, some individual labs may not have posters;
however, there are typically multiple postings of all required
notices in common areas'of the buildings on campus.

NRC Evaluation'of Licensee Response

'At the time of the inspection, the inspectors determined that the
subject documents did not appear in a sufficient number of places
in the buildings on the.Buschi Kilmer, .and Cook campuses so as to ,

permit individuals _ engaged in licensed activities to observe them
on the-way"to or from the particular licansed activity to which
the_ document applies. For example, as pointed out to the
' licensee's Health Physicist during the inspection, in Lab B148
Nelson Building,-Busch Campus; Lab 288, Chemistry, Busch Campus;
CABM Lab 124, Busch Campus; and on either end of the corridor
-from Lab 513, Pharmacy; there were either no postings or the
posting was not , adequate to meet the requirement. The inspectors
noted that in some laboratories using licensed material, no
documents were posted..While in others, only some of the required
documents were posted. Therefore, the NP.C-maintains that the
violation occurred as stated in the Notice.

4

-Restatement of Violation G

10 CFR 20.401(b) requires, in part, that the licensee maintain
records in the same units used in Part 20, showing results of
surveys required by 10 CFR 20.201(b).

10:CFR 20.5 requires, in part, that units of radioactivity for
purposes of the regulations in Part 20 be measured _in terms of
disintegrations per minute or in curies.

Contrary to the above, as of May 21-24, 1991,-the licensee did
not maintain iodine-125 bioassay records of surveys made to
assure compliance with 10 CFR 20.103(b) in disintegrations per l
minute or curie. units used in part 20, but rather in counts per

'

minute.

This is a repeat violation.

|

|
|
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Summary of Licensee.ResDonse

The licensee denies the vio.ation stating that its procedures for
-documenting records require activity to be recorded only Tf it
exceeds 10 nanocuries (which, apparently, due to the counting
efficiency of the licensee's equipment, corresponds to 850 counts
per-minute) .

NRC Evaluation of Licensee Response

As Condition 24 of License No. 29-05218-2S clearly states, the
NRC's-regulations govern the licensee's statements,
-representations, and procedures unless those statements,
representations, and: procedures are more restrictive than the
regulations. The licensee maintained its records of bioassays in
counts per minute, rather than disintegrations per minute.
Counts per minute is not a unit allowed in Part 20 of the
Commission's regulations. The licensee's response provides no-

basis for withdrawal of the violation. Therefore, the NRC
maintains that the violation occurred as stated in the Notice.

Summary of-Licen'see Recronse Protegtina Classification of the
Violations in the Accrecate at Sgygrity Level III and Reauestina
Revocation of the Civil Penalty

The licensee ~ protests the civil penalty and the classification of
the violations in the aggregate at Severity Level III, stating
thatt (1) the violations.in no way jeopardized the health and
safety of-the people in and outside the University, and (2)
review of the NMSS Licensee Newsletter indicates that fines of
the-magnitude of the civil penalty assessed in this case are
cassigned to incidents where there is a risk to the health of
' employees and/or the general public, such as loss of high
activity sources,-release of radioactivity to the environment

h above the-established limit, overexposure of patients or
p . personnel,=etc. The licensee'also stated that it has.a 30 year-

11mpeccable. record in radiation safety,- as documented by HRC
' inspections.

Theilicensee, in disputing the classification of the violations"

-in the aggregate at Severity Level III, also states that (1)'the
Rutgers'' Radiation Safety-Program-did not suffer.from a lack of
menagement-attention-or oversight and it is committed to ALARA;
(2)'in 1990, management reorganized its Health and Safety
Department, and-(3) contrary to NRC claims, it has plans-for
resolving concerns with evidence of eating, drinking, and smoking
in laboratories, and wearing of lab coats (the' licensee states
that in the future, all rules, including the-eating, drinking and
smoking issues, will,be enforced through. formal written
notification of the authoree and his supervisor of the
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implications of rule violations noted by the Zicensee's staff
during inspections, and if there is continued disregard of rules,
the R6dia* ton Safety Committee will act to suspend the
authorization of the offender). The licensee also opines that
the NRC inspection found only relatively minor violations and did
not give due weight to the strengths of the Licensee's Radiation
Safety program and its overall compliance with the performance
standards of the NRC regulations.

NRC Evaluation of Licensee Resnonse

The NRC disagrees with the licensee's assertion that the
violations did not constitute a Severity Level III problem. The
NRC views the cumulative offect of the cited violations and the
lack of management attention and control that allowed the
violations to occur and continue undetected and uncorrected to be
more significa,nt from a safety perspective than the individual
violations if they were viewed independently.

Absent specific references for the cases that the licensee is
referring to, and an understanding of how the escalation and
mitigation factors in the Enforcement Policy were applied in
those cases, it ls not possible to address the licensee's
contention that the magnitude of the civil penalty proposed in
thic case is unnecessarily large when compared to other civil
penalties noted in the NMSS newsletter. However, civil penalties
are ncrmally assessed in accordance with the examples, tables,
and guidance in the Enforcement Policy, as is true for the civil
penalty in the case at hand.

The NRC agrees that the record of the licensee's performance
prior to the 1987 inspection was good. However, in accordance
with Section V.B.3 of the Enforcement Policy, violations that
occurred within the period covered by the previous two
inspections were considered in evaluating the licensee's past
performance.

The NRC agrees that, although the licensee denied the aspects of
Violation D.4 that applied to Rule 1, the licensee's written
response, dated July 29, 1991, does address corrective actions
for eating, drinking and smoking in laboratories. However, as
discussed in the Enforcement Policy, Section V,b.2, the NRC
assesses corrective action based on, among other things,
timeliness and degree of licensee initiative. In this case, at
the Enforcement Conference, which took place June 12, 1991, the
licensee did not have a plan of corrective action for the
violation of this Rule, or Rule 4 of Violation D.4, or the
secarity of licensed materials in unrestricted areas
(Violation A). Further, the licenseo did not describe its
corrective action until after the issue was raised again in NRC's
July 1, 1991, Notice.
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.Therefore,'the licensee's corrective actions were judged to be
nexcher prompt nor comprehensive.

NRC Conclusion

Based on the.NRC's evaluation of the licensce's response, the NRC
has concluded that the violations e ,0urred as stated in the
Notice with the exception of Violation C and example E.1 of
Violation E; that the licensee has provided no information to
alter the NRC's view that the violations in the aggregate are of
significant regult. tory concern and warrant classification at
Severity Level III. However, based on the withdrawal of
Violation C and example E.1-of Violation E, a reduction of the
. civil penalty in the amount of $715 is warranted. Consequently,
a civil penalty in the amount of $5,535 should be imposed.

;

,

.
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DEC 0 31991

Docket No. 030-02526
License No. 29-10191-02
EAs 91-128 & 91-168

St. Joseph's Hospital and Medical Center
ATTN: Sister Jane Frances Brady

President
703 Main Street
Paterson, New Jersey 07503

Dear Sister Brady:

Subject: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL
PENALTIES (NOTICE) - $10,250 and ORDER MODIFYING
LICENSE and DEMAND FOR INFORMATION (NRC Inspection
Report No. 90-001 and OI' Investigation Report 1-90-018)

This letter refers to the'NRC inspection conducted at your
facility on January 24, 25, and 28, 19si, as well as a subsequent
investigation by the NRC Office of Investigations (OI), of
activities authorized by NRC License No. 29-10191-02. The
inspection report and a copy of the synopsis of the OI
investigation were sent to you on October 8, 1991. During the
inspection and investigation, numerous violations of NRC
requirements were identified. On March 27, 1991, a Notice of
Violation was issued to you'for some of the violations identified
during the inspection. The remaining violations identified
during the inspection were held in abeyance until completion of
the investigation. After the investigation, the remaining
violations, as well as the violation identified during thei

'

investigation, were discussed at an enforcement conference
conducted with Mr. Eugene Mortensen and other members of your
staff on October 18, 1991. During that conference, the NRC also

| discussed with your staff the causes of the violations and your
corrective actions.

The violations that were discussed during the enforcement
conference are described in the enclosed Notice. The violations
included, but.were not limited to: (1) the deliberate failure by
the then acting Radiation Safety Officer, who is also the current
Chairman of the Radiation Safety Committee (RSC), to provide
complete and accurate information to NRC personnel during two
telephono conversations on January 23,'1991 concerning the
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unauthorized movement and use of the facility's High Dose Rate
(HDR) afterloader unit; (2) the actual unauthorized movement of
the HDR unit from its authorized location on three occasions and
subsequent use of the unit on the third occasion to treat
patients at the new unauthorized location, in careless disregard
of NRC requirements; and (3) the failure to have interJ1 ks on
the door to the linear accelerator room while the HDR anit was
used there, so as to preclude anyone from entering the room with
the source exposed.

With respect to the deliberate failure by the Chairman of the RSC
to provide complete and accurate information to the NRC, although
the individual knew that the HDR had been moved without an NRC
amendment, as required, and was used in its new location to treat
patients, he did not reveal that information to the NRC inspector
during the first of two telephone conversations on -

January 23, 1991, but instead inquired as to whether a license
amendment was necessary before moving the unit the next week.
During the second telephone conversation on January 23, 1991,
although the individual admitted that the unit was moved, he
stated that the HDR was not used at its new location, when, in
fact, he knew that it had been used. In a signed and sworn
statement provided to the OI investigator in March 1991, the
individual admitted that he had not been straightforward with the
NRC inspector, although he denied having stated that the HDR unit
had not been used on patients after its relocation to the linear
accelerator room. This lack of candor by the Chairman of the RSC
cannot and will not be tolerated by the NRC. In accordance with
the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC
Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, (1991), this
violation, which is set forth in Section I of the Notice,
represents a very significant regulatory concern and is
classified at Severity Level II.

The two other violations involving the unauthorized movemer.t and
use of the HDR unit, as well as the failure to have door
interlocks at the new location, are also of significant concern
to the NRC because they could have resulted in unnecessary

~

exposure of individuals to radiation. The NRC is concerned that
the Chairman of the RSC acted with careless disregard by
directing hospital employees to move and operate the unit,
regardless of NRC requirements, even though he admitted there was
a question in his mind as to whether an amendment was needed
prior to the move. These violations, which are set forth in
Section II of the Notice, are classified in the aggregate as a
Severity Level III problem in accordance with the enforcement
policy.

The NRC recognizes that the RSC Chairman was relieved of his
dut os as the Radiation Safety Officer, subsequent to the
inspection, and other actions have been taken to ensure that the
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duties and responsibilities of.the RSO position are effectively,

implemented, so that similar v2olations in the future are
precluded. These actions included hiring a new qualified
physicist to be-the facility's PSO, and performance of a limited
program audit.- These actions, tithough acceptable, are not-
viewed as prompt and comprehenP!.ve in that management did not
counsel all licensee staff who are engaged la NRC licensed
activities on the importance of providing complete and accurate
information to the NRC, the audit which was performed by your
staff was limited in scope and depth, and procedures remained
weak and were not revised to ensure implementation of the-NRC
regulations during the day-to-day conduct of licensed activities
and proper handling of NRC licensing matters.

Further, the RSC Chairman appeared to be concerned that he had
called the NRC to seek information without first consulting with
management of the hospital, and that management lacks an
articulated policy to ensure that the staff, particularly those
in responsible positions such as the RSO or the RSC Chairman,
will not feel-inhibited about calling the-NRC. Your corrective
actions did not address those potential-deficiencies on the part
of management in this event, nor the actions taken or planned to
correct those dqficiencies.

To emphasize the need for management to ensure that (1) all
employees provide complete and accurate information to the NRC,
and (2)' activities at the facility are conducted safely and in
accordance with regulatory requirements, I have decided to issue
the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil
Penalties in the amount of $10,250 for the violations set forth
in Sections I and II of the enclosed Notice. The base civil
penalty amounts for Severity Level II and III violations or
problems are $4,000 and $2,500, respectively. The
escalation / mitigation factors set forth in the policy were
considered, and-on balance, the base civil penal 17 amount for the
Severity Level II violation has not been increased, and the base
civil penalty amount for the Severity Level III problem has been
increased-by 150% to $6,250.

With respect _to the civil penalty for the Severity Level II
violation, escalation and mitigation were considered for

|- corrective action and past performance, but adjustment of the
base civil penalty amount was not warranted since: (1) the
corrective actions, although acceptable, were not viewed as

|. prompt and comprehensive; and-(2) the violation-was willful, and
L therefore, no mitigation was warranted for.your generally good

- past performance. The other factors were considered and no
further adjustment was considered appropriate.'

I:
|
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With respect to the civil penalty for the violations classified
in the aggregate as a Severity Level III problem, 50% escalation
of the penalty is warranted as the violations were identified by
the NRC. Since the corrective actions, although acceptable, were
not considered prompt and comprehensive, no adjustment on this
factor is warranted. No mitigation based on your past
performance is warranted because this violation involved
willfulness and because one of the previous NRC inspections
identified a violation involving the failure to have a
functioning interlock between the cobalt teletherapy unit and the
HDR unit to prevent both from operating at the same time. Since
the violations did involve multiple examples, namely, three
unauthorized moves of the HDR device, and 18 patients being
treated at the unauthorized location in the linear accelerator
room, full 100% escalation of the base penalty on this factor is
warranted. The other factors were considered and further

~

escalation / mitigation was not warranted.

In addition to the civil penalty, the NRC is issuing (1) the
enclosed order Modifying License which requires that you preclude
the individual who provided the incomplete / inaccurate information
from acting as the RSO or serving on the RSC for three years, and
(2) a Demand fcr Information that requires you to provide reasons
why the NRC should not preclude the individual from any
involvement in licensed activities, including functioning as an
authorized user for a period of three years.

You are required to respond to the enclosed Notico, Order, and
Demand and, in preparing your response, you should follow the
instructions specified therein. In your response, you chould
document the specific actions taken and any additional actions
you plan to prevent recurrence. Further, you should describe the
actions taken or planned to strengtnen procedures so as to ensure
proper implementation of NRC regulations during the day-to-day
conduct of licensed activities and proper handling of NRC
licensing matters. After reviewing your response to this Notice,
order, and Demand, including your proposed corrective actions, ;

and the results of future inspections, the NRC will determine
whether further enforcement action is necessary to ensure
compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice,"
Part 2, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this
letter and the enclosures will be placed in the NRC's Public
Document Room.
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-The responses directed-by this-letter ar.d the enclosures are not
subject-to the clearance-procedures of the office of Management
and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980,
Pub. L. 96-511.-

Sincerely,

g *~---
_

(hamesLieberman, Director '

Office of-Enforcement

Enclosures
1. Notice of Violation and
-Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty
2. Order Modifying License-and

-Demand For Information

cca
Public Document Room (PDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)_
State of New Jepsey
Thomas M. Herskovic, M.D.

| |
'

,

[^
l

| -
|

|

:

L
'
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTIES

St. Joseph's Hospital and. Docket No. 030-02526
Medical Center License No. 29-10191-02

Paterson, New Jersey EA 91-128

-During an NRC l'7pection conducted on January 24, 25 and 28,
1991, as well as a subsequent investigation by the NRC Office of
Investigations (OI), violations of NRC requirements were
identified. In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy
and Procedure for NRC. Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2,
Appendix C (1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to
impose a civil penalty' pursuant to Seacion 234 of the Atomic
Energy.Act of 1954, as amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR
2.205. -The particular violations and associated civil penalties
are set forth below

I.= VIOLATION INVOLVING INACCURATE INFORMATION ASSESS?D A CIVIL
PENALTY:

10 CFR130.9(a) requires, in part, that information provided-
to the Commission by a licensee be complete ar.d accurate in- ,

all material respects.

Contrary to the above, during conversations with NRC Region
I staff on=Jtnuary-23, 1991, the licensee's Chairman of the
Radiation-Safety Committee (RSC), who was also the acting
Radiation-Safety Officer at the time, provided-information
to-the Commission.that was not complete and accurate in all
material respects as evidenced-by the following examples:

during.a telephone conversation with an NRC inspectora. '

on January 23, 1991, the Chairman of the RSC told the
inspector that the High Dose Rate (HDR) afterloader

L unit would-be moved the follawing week, and asked
'

questions of.the inspector concerning whether a license
amendment was needed to move the unit, but did not
inform the inspector that the unit had already been
moved'and had been used to treat patients at a new
location in the linear accelerator room, as admitted by
the individual in a signed and sworn statement to an
NRC.Ol investigator on March 21, 1991; andL

b. =during a second telephone conversation on January 23,
1991, the chairman of the RSC,- in response to a
question from an NRC Section Chief, admitted that the

-unit 1had.been moved, but stated that the unit had not
been used to treat patients at the new location, when

NUREG-0940 II.A-111
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Notice of Violation 2

in fact it had been used, as admitted by the individual
to another inspector during an inspection the next day.

(This information was material because if the NRC had
known that the HDR unit had been relocated and used at
an unauthorized location, immediate action would have
been taken to require cessation of that activity.)

This is a Severity Level II violation.

civil Penalty - $4,000 (supplement VII)

II. OTHER VIOLATIONS OF NRC kEQUIREMENTS ASSESSED A CIVIL
PENALTY

Condition 16 of License No. 29-10191-02 requires, in part,
that the licensee conduct its program in accordance with the
statements, representations, and procedures contained in the
letter dated February 26, 1987.

A. Sections 2.A. and 3.D. of the letter dated February 26,
1987, require, in part, that the HDR unit be housed in
the Cobalt Room (i.e., Cronin Ground 2-4) and not be
moved.

10 CFR 30.34(c) requires, in part, that each licensee
confine his possession and use of byproduct material to
the locations authorized in the license.
Contrary to the above, on certain occasions, the HDR
unit was not housed in the Cobalt Room, but won moved
from that location, and used at one of the other
locations within the hospital as evidenced by the
following examples:

1. from September 21 to 23, 1990, and December 28 to
30, 1990, the HDR unit was moved from the Cobalt
Room to the radium storage room; and

2. from December 30, 1990 to January 28, 1991, the
HDR unit was moved from the Cobalt Room to the
. linear accelerator room. and used on 18 occasions
to treat patients.

B. Section 2.C.1 of the licensee's letter dated February
26, 1987, requires that the door switch be interlocked
to the selectron (HDR unit) computer which will
initiate the "stop" sequence if the door is opened.

Contrary to the above, between December 31, 1990 and

NUREG-0940 II.A-112
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Notice of Violatica 3

January 28, 1991, when the HDR unit was located and
used to treat patients in the linear accelerator room,
the door switch was not interlocked to the selectron
(HDR unit) computer in order to initiate the "stop"
sequence if the door were opened.

The violations are categorized in the aggregate as a
Severity Level III problem (Supplements IV and VI)

Cumulative Civil Penalty - $6,250 (assessed equalty among
the two violations)

III. VIOLATIONS NOT ASSESSED A CIVIL PENALTY

A. Condition 16 of License No. 29-10191-02 requires, in
part, that the licensee conduct its program in
accordance with the statements, representations, and
procedures contained in the letter dated
February 26,-1987.

Sectio'n 3.A.4. of the licensco's letter dated February
26, 1987 requires, in part, the performance of daily

_

checks of interlocks, reproducibility of the source
positioning, verification of source position
indicators, and inspection of the guide tubes for kinks
or imperfec, ions.

'Section'3.B.1. of the Licensee's letter dated
February 26, 1987, reqr p, in part, the performance
-of a quarterly survey _he unit's output.

4

Contrary to the above, >cior to January 28, 1991,
reproducibility of the ource positioning, verification
of source position-indleators; inspection of the guide
tubes for kinks or imperfections, were performed on a

|- weekly basis,.rather than daily;-and the quarterly
i survey of the unit's output was not done.

This is a Severity-Level IV violation (supplements IV
-and VI).

.D. 10 CFR 20. 203 (c) (1) requ' ires that each high radiation
area be conspicuously posted with a sign or signs
bearing the radiation caution. symbol and the words:
" Caution-High Radiation Area."

Contrary to the above, from December 30, 1990 to
January 28, 1991, a high radiation area existed in the
linear accelerator room-where the HDR unit had been

:

.
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Notice cf Violation 4

'
moved and used, but that high radiation area was not
posted with a sign or signs bearing the radiation .

caution symbol and the wordat ' Caution High Radiation
Aron."

This is & severity Level IV violatim. (Supplements IV
and VIt.

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.101, St. Joseph's Hospital
& ?imdical Conter (Licensee) is hereby required to submit a
written statement or explanation to the Director, Office of
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within 30 days
of the date of this Notice of Violation and proposed Imposition
of Civil ?onalties (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked
as a " Reply to Motice of Violation" and should include for each
alleged violations (1) admission or denial of the alleged
violation, (2) the. reasons for the violation if admitted, and if
dLaied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have boon
taken and the results achieved, (4) the corrective steps that
will bs taken to avoid further violations, and (5) the date when
full compliance.will be achieved. If an adequate reply is not
received within the time specified in this Notico, an order or a
demand for information may be issued as to why the license should
not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action
as may be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be given
to extending the response time for good cause shown. Under the
authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this
rasponso shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.
Wi'.Nin the same time as provided for the responto required above
under 10 CFR 2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by g

lettrr add 7assed to thn Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S.
Nuclear Re321atory commission, with a check. draft, money order, ,

or niectronic transfer payable to the Trcosuror of the United
Ltates in the cumulative amount of the civil penalties, or may _

protest imposition of the civil penalties in whole or in part, by
a written answer addressed to the Director, Office of
inforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Should the
Licensee fall to answer within the time specified, an order
imposing the civil penalties will be issued. Should the Licennee
elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.2CS
protesting the civil penalties, in whole or in part, such answer
should be clearly marked as an "Ansver to a Notice of Violation"
and may (1) deny the violations listed in this Notice, in whole
er in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances, (3) show
error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalties
should not be imposed. In addition to protesting the civil
penalties in whole or in part, such answer may request remission
or t.titigation of the penalties.

NUREG-0940 II.A-114
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Hotice of Violation 5

t

In requesti.ig nitigation of the proposed penalties, the factors
addressed in Section V.D of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1991),
should be addressed. Any written answer in accordance with 10
CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately from the statement or
explanation in .~aply purauant to 10 CFR 2.1101, but may ,

2

incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference !

(e.g., citing page ahd paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. '

The attention of the 1,1consen is directed to the other provisions
of 10 CFR 2.205, regardihg the procedure for imposing civil
pen'alties. [

Upon failure to pay any civil penalties duo which subsequently '

have been determined in accordance with the applicable provisions
of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter may be referred to the Attorney
General, and the penalties, unless compromised, remitted, or,

mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to sectiona >

234 (c) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The- response noted aLove (Reply tw 1/otice of Violation, lotter
with payment of civil penalties, and Answer to a flotice of +

Violation) should be addresned to: Director, office of
Entarcoment, U.S. Iluclear Regulatory Commission, ATTil Document

,
Control Desk, Washingt7ni D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional -

Administrator, U.S. Nuc1 car Regulatory Commission, Rogion I..

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this 9*. L day of Docember 1991

,

b

|

c

f

P
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UllITED STATES
110CLE.AR P"GULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
) Docket lio. 030-02526

St. Joseph's llospital and ) License llo. 29-!0191-02
Medical Center ) EA 91-168

Paterson, New Jersey

ORDER MO9ITYIllG LICENSE
AND

DEMAleD FOR INFOR$8.ATION

I ,

St. Joseph's Hospital and Medical Conter (Licensee) is the holder

of NRC Dyproduct Material License No. 29-10191-02 (License) issued

by the Nuclear Itegulatory Commission (NRC or Commission) pursuant

to 10 CFR'Part 30. The License authorites the Licensee to use

certain byproduct materials for certain diagnostic and therapeutic

med! cal purposes,. including Iridium 192, for use in a Pucletron -

Corporation Ficroselectron-liigh Doso Rate (llDR) remote afterloading

brachytheraphy unit for the treatment of hrmans. The License vao i

issued on January 2, 1970, was renewed on t,JVoral occasions sinco ,

that, date, and had an expiratiori dtte of July ?l, 1991. The

Lict.nse romains in ef fect, pursuanc to 10 f"R 20.37 ('0), since the

Licensee has submitted, prior to the expiration date,- a timely ,

requent to renew the Licenss.

i

-

t

I /
1

..
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II

on January 24, 25, and .'O, 1991, an llRC inspection was conducted at

the Licensee's facility in Paterson, liow Jersey to review the

Licenoco's uso of the HDR unit.

During that inspection, the 11RC determined that the IIDR unit had

been m6ved on three separato occasions f rom its authorized locatica

in the cobalt room. In the first two instances, which occurred

betwoon September 21 and 23, 1990 and botvcen December 28 and 30,

1990, the unit was temporarily moved to the radium storage room but

was not used to, treat patients at that location. In the third

instance, which occurred between December 31, 1990 and January 28,

1991, the unit was moved to the linear accelerator room and was

used to treat la patients at that location betwoon January 2 and

'15, 1991. These three movements of the unit and the use of the

unit to treat patients at an unauthorized location were contrary to

Condition 16 of the License and to 10 CTR 30.34(c), which require

that the unit will be housed and used only in the existing cobalt

room and will'not be moved from that location, except pursuant to

IMC authorization in the form of a licenso amendment.

On January 23, 1991, the day prior to the initiation of the 11RC

inspection, liRC Region I staf f had two telephone conversations with

the Chairman of the Radiation Safety Committoo (RSC) (who had also
o

been assigned as the acting Radiation Safety Officer (RSO) in

|
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December 1990 when the existing RSO left the facility) concerning

possible movement and uco of that ilDR unit. The RSC Chairman did

not, during the first conversation, inform the !1PC inspector that
,

th's unit had boon movod, even though during the second conversat!cn

I he did admit it after repeated questioning. In addition, during

the second conversation, he denied that the unit had been used at

the new locations. As a result of the staff's concerns regarding

the completeness and accuracy of the information provided during

there tolophone conversations, an investigation was initiated by

*he NRC OffAco of Investigations to review this matter.

III

During the 11RC inopoction and investigation, coveral violutions of

HRC requirements were identified. The violations, which arc

described in detail in a Motico of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty issued on this date, included, but were

not limited to, (1) tne movement of the HDR unit from the cobalt

room to the radium storage room on two occasions, and the movement

of the HDR unit to the linear accelerator room where the HDR unit
_

was used to treat patients on 18 occasions, in careless disregard

of NRC requirements; (2) the failure, while the unit was used in

the linear accelerator room to treat patients, to have interlocks

installed on the door to that new location, thereby creating the

possibility that someone could enter the room when the source was

exposed without the source retracting to its r.hielded rosition; and

(3) the deliberate failure by the Chairman of the RSC to provide

.
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completa and accurate inf ormation to the IJRC during two telephone

conversations with the 11RC on January 23, 1991 relative to the.

movement and use of the llDR unit.

The Chairman of the RSC, Thomau M. lic r ckovi c , M.D., during a

January 23, 1991 telephone conversation with an llRC inspector,

inquircd regarding the need for a.licenso amendment before moving

the llDR unit, but did not inform tho inspector that the hospital

had already moved and uced the ilDR unit at the new location. In a
t

signed and sworn statement provided to an OI investigator on March 4
k

21, 1991, Dr. llerskovic admitted that he was not straightforward

with that inspegtor by failing to volunteer that information. In

addition, in a subsequent tnlephone conversation on January 23,

1991, with an 11RC supervisor and a second !!RC inspector, Dr.

Herskovic admitted that the llDR unit had boon moved, but in

response to a question concerning whether the unit was used on

patients after it was moved, stated, "lio , the unit was never used

on patients at the new location." Dr. !!crskovic utated to a third

inspector during the January 1991 liRC inspection that the unit had

in fact been used on patients after it had been moved. While Dr.

Herskovic denied, in his March 21, 1991 statement and at the

enforcement conference on October 18, 1991, having said that the

unit was "nover used on patients at its now location," both the 11RC

supervisor and inspector affirm that this ctatement was in fact

made.
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Dr. lierskovic was the Licensco of ficial responsible f or compliance

with flRC requiremento. This responsibility included decisiona as

to movement of the llDR unit. !1one tho l o n s , even though he van

unnure as to whether the unit could be moved without a licenno

amendment, ho failed to tra rry out his duties and acted with

carelena disregard for regulatory requirementa by directing that

the unit be moved without further checking of the requirements and

then giving falso information to the flRC.

IV

A License to uno radioactive material is a privilegn that confers

upon the Liconopo, its officials and its orploycon, the special

truct and confidence of the public. When the llRC lasues a Licenno,

it in expected and required that the Licensee, an wo13 an its

employees, will be accurato and f orthright in providing information

so that the 11RC may ensure that the use of licensed materials doeu

not endanger public health and saf ety. This includes ennuring that

all informatioa provided to the 11BC, either orally or in writing,

as well es the creation of all records of perf ormance of activitico

required by *he License or flRC regulations, are completo and.

accurate in all material especta. Tho tJRc relics on the integrity

of individuals involved in licensed activition to ensure comp 11anco

with the conditions of the License and other regulatory

requiremento. Dr. Hernkovic's willful failuro to reveal to the

!!RC inspector during the first telephano conversation on

January 23, 1991, that the HDR unit had been moved and used at a
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' now location, and then providing inaccurate information to the t1RC

during the second conversation that date by stating that the unit
'

had not been used at the new location and his willf ully authorizing
1

movement of the llDR unit witnout ilRC approval, raise serious

questions concerning whether Dr. }{ernkovic will ensure compliance

with thos. equirements while performing licensed activities at the

facility. Although the Licensee subsequently rapinced Dr.

lierskovic as the Radiation Saf ety Of ficor, pursuant to a commitment

(documented in January 25, 1991, confirmatory Action Letter) to

submit an anendment to the tiR C , naming a qualified RSO, Dr.

llerskovic is still the Chairman of the RSC at the facility, an; 4-

also listed on. the License as an authorized user of licensed

material. Therefore, I have determined that the public health and

satety require that Dr. llerckovic should not be in such critical

oversight positions au the Radiation Safety officer or a member of

the RSC.

V

Accordingly, pursuant to Sections 81, 161b, 161c, 1611, 1610, 182

and 186 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the

Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 2.202 (56 FR 40664, (August 15,

1991)) and 10 CFR part 30, IT IS IIEREBY ORDERED TilAT LICENSE tio.

29-10191-02 IS MODIFIED AS FOLLOWSt

For a period of three years Iren the date of this Order,

Thomas M. lierskov!c, M.D. may not be appointed, or act, as the

Radiation Safety of ficer or serve on the Radiation Safety
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Commistoo.

The Regionhl Administrator, Region I, may relax or rescind, in-

vriting, the abovo condition upon demonstration by ';he Liconaco of

-g6cd cause.

VI

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.202, the Licenseo must, and any other

person adversely affected by this order may, submit an answer to

this Order under oath or affirmation, and may request a hearing on

this order, within 30 days of the date of this Order. The answer

may consdnt to , the order and tho- person so consenting is not

required .to include in its answer the mattors not forth below.

Otherwiso, the answer shall in writing, under oath or af firmation,

Ispecifically admit or deny each allegation or chargo made in the

order, and set'forth the matters of fact and law on which tho-

Licensoo or other person adversely affected relios and the reasons

as to why tho order should not have boea issued. Any answer filed

within 30 days of the date of this order may include a request for
>

a hearing. Any answer or royuost for a haarir.g shall be submitted
,

to the Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTth. Chief, -
.

Docketing and Service Section, Washington, D.C. 20555. Copies also

shall be sont-to the Director, Offico of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory . commission,- Washington,- D.C. 20555, to-the Assistant

General Counsol for Hoarings and Enforcement at tho-same address,
,

to the Regional Administrator, NRC Region I, 475 Allendale Road,

s
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King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406 and to the Licensee if the

answer or hearing request is by a person other than the Licensee.

If a person other than the Licensee or Dr. llorskov .c requests a

hearing, that person shall set forth with particularity the manner
in which his interest is adversely af fected by this Orior and shall

address the criteria set f orth in 10 CFR 2.714 (d) .

If a hearing is requestod by the Licensee, Dr. Herskovic, or any
other - person whose intierest is a'dversely af focted, the Commission

,

,

will issue an order designating the time and place of any hearing.

If a hearing is held, the issue to be considered at such hearing '

shall be whether,this Order should be sustained.

.

In the absence of any request for a hearing, the provisions
,

specified in Section V above shall be final 30 days from the date
of this ordor without further order or proceedings.

-VII

In addition to the issuance of this Order Modifying Licenso No. 29-
'

10191-02, the Commission requires further information to datormine

whether it can have reasonable assurance that in the future the
Licensoo will provide- complete and. accurato information to the

Commission, and otherwise conduct its activities in accordance with

the Commission's-requirements,-while Dr. Herskovic remains as an

authorized user of licensed material.

.;

,
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Accordingly, pursuant to Sections 161c, 1610, 182 and 106 of the

Atomic l'nergy Act of 1954, as anar ded, 10 CFR 2.204, (56 FR 40664

(August 15, 1991)) and 10 CTR 30.32(b), in order for the Commission

to determine whether the Licerso should be further modified,

suspended or revoked, or other enforcement action taken to ensure

compliance with flRC regulatery requirements, the Licensee is

required to submit to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, within 30

days of the date of this Domand for Information, the following

information, in writing and under oath or affirmation:

An explanation as to why Thomas M. Herskovic, M.D. , should not

be ptecluded from any involvement in tiRC licensed activities

.x91 .;i s Licenso for a period of three years, including

acting as an authorized user, or under the supervision of an

authorized user.
.

Dr. Herskovic may, also, file a written answer to the Demand for

Information within 30 days of the date of this Demand.
_

,

Copies also shall be sent to the Assistant General Counsel for

Hearinge and Enforcement at the same address, and to the Regional

Administrator, NRC Region I, 475 Allendale Road, King of Prussia,

Pennsylvania 19406.
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After reviewing the Licensee's response, the flRC will determine

whether further action is necessary to ensure compliance with

regulatory requirements.

TOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

b[FW W

ames Lieberman, Director
Office of Enforcement

-'ated at Rockville, Maryland
M.la j 'Nay of December 1991

,

i
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Dockets Nos. 30 02764, 30 20526
and 40-02678

Licenses Nos. 34 06903 05, 34 06903-13,
and SV0-265

CA 91-001

University of Cincinnati
ATTN: Donald Harrison, M.D.

Senior Vice President and
Provost for Health Affairs

141 Health Professions Evilding .

Mail Location 663
Cincinnati. Ohio 45267-0663

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF V.10LAT10N AND PROPOSE 0 IPPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY - $8,750 ,

(NRC INSPEC110N REPORT h05. 030-02764/91001; 030 20526/91001; AND |
040-02678/91001) |

This refers to the safety inspection at the University of Cincinnati, conducted
during the period of November 26 through December 27, 1990, of activities autho-
rized by NRC Licenses No. 34-06903-05, 34-Of903 09, 34-06903-11, 34-06903-13,
SNM-490, and 5V0-265. During the inspection, violations of NRC requirements
were identified, ard on January 25, 1991, an Enforcement Conference was held
in the Region !!! office between you and members of your staff, and
Mr. A. Bert Davis and merbers of the NRC staff. A ccpy of the Enforcement
Conference report was mailed to you on february 13, 1991.

During the inspection, numerous violations, which are described in the enclosed
Notice of Violation and Proposed Inposition of Civil Penalty (Notice), were
identified and inc'ude the failure to: (a) monitor the amounts of licensed

~

material possessed by the University of Cincinnati; (b) ensure that hourly burn
limits for radioactive material incineration were not exceeded; (c) evaluate
the gross quantity of licensed material discharged into the sanitary sewer
system; (d) properly instruct the incinerator operator in incineration of
radioactive materials and other ar.cillary staff members in the handlin
radioactive materials; and (t) audit research laboratories at require;g ofintervals.
The remaining violations concerned a broad spectrum of failures to properly
implement . license conditions and to follow NRC regulations, One apparent
violation noted in the inspection report involved failure to perfom thyroid
bioassays, or other adequate evaluations, to determine the possible exposure
of-technologists who administered vol6 tile iodine-131 to patients. Upon further
consideration of the requirement to perfom evaluations in 10 CFR 20.201(b),

CERTIFIED MAIL
llETURN RECETFT RE00ESTED
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University of Cincinnati -2- March 22,1991

the bicassay requirtment in 10 CFR 35.?15(c.)(8), er.d the amount of iodir4.}31
involved, ARC is not issuing a citetion in this rcotter.

Considered collectively, the violations described in the Notice represent a
failure to con.pletely correct a breakdown in the control of several significant
aspects of the radiation safety prograin at the University of Cincinnati. These
issues were part of a previous enforcement actior (EA 90-40, July 2, 1990).
That enforcernent action arose out of the violations idtotified in 1989. There-
fore, in 6ccordence with the " General Stattnent of Policy and Procedure for NRC
Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR Part 2 Appendix C (1990), the
vio16tions are classified in the aggregate as a Severity Level !!! problem. The
root ceuses of the violations include senior inanagement's failure to broadly -

focus correctivo actiens for previcusly idertified problu s, failure to promptly
address all programmatic concerns, and failbrt to provide sufficient Fadiation

-

Safety Office staff.

In the NRC's July 2,1990 enforcement' action resulting from our 1989 inspection,
we cicided to support the initiatives of University rnanagenent by not proposing
a civil mot etary penalty. While the Univer$1ry inanagerer t has inade progress
since that time, it has not been fully effective in takit.g comprehensive, timely,
and lasting corrective actions. This is evident (d by the fact that nine of the
present violation's also had been identifico curing the 1909 inspection, and by
the numerous violations and ongoing programatic weaknesses identified during
the current 1990 NRC inspection. These progravetic weaknuses include:

(a) continued problees in the inve:ntory and accounting)of radioactive traterials,(b) en ineffective personnel dosimetry prograrr. and (c it suf ficient staffing of
the Radiation Safety Office. It is usential that the University of Circinnati
irnplen<ent effective corrective actions and program in.provements to 6ddress not
only the specific violatiers described in the enclosed Notice,but also the degree
of management control and attention necessary to assure overall adherence to NRC
requirements and license conditions.

The University of Cincinnati responded to the Enforcement Conferene Report by
letter dated February 21, 1991. We considered that information dt..ing our
deliberations. However, to emphasize the need for strict adherence to NRC
reqvirements and the implementation of timely, effective, and lasting corrective -

actions, I have beer. authorizcd af ter consultation with the Director Of fice cf
Enforcement, to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed leposition
of Civil Penalty (Notice) in the amount of $8,750 for the Sescrity level 111
problem.

The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity Level !!! prcblem is 12,500.
The ad,iustment factors in the Enforcement Policy were considered and th( amount
of the base civil penalty was increased 250 percent. The amcunt of the base
civil pen 61ty was increased 50 percent because, although you were generally
aware of deficiencies in your progrem, these had not all been corrected, end a
significant number of the violations were ic:entified by the hRC. The amount
of the civil peralty was increased an additional 100 percent due to the past
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poor perforwance of the University of Cincinnati in ranaging the NRC licensed
program. Past poor performance is evidenced by the fact that NRC, in the July 2,
1990 enforcemer.t action, issued a citation for a Severity Level 11 problem
concerning a breakdown in rnanagement contrn1 over the University's radiation
safety program. As already explained, many of the currently identified
violations are repetitions of problerrs which resulted in that enforcement actior.
The amount of the civil r,er,alty was further increased 100 percent due to the
duration of the problem concerning lack of adequate control of licensed activities
and beccuse many of the specific violatior.s including the rnore safety significant
violations associated with the inventory of radioactive materiels, the disposal
of. radioactive w6stes through the sanitary sewers, end personnel dosimetry, base
eristed for periods in excess of one year. This, coupled with the University of
Cincinnati rnanagement's general awareness of these problenis for a similar period, ;

was considered in escalating for duration. The Unisersity of Cincinnati has
initiated adequate corrective actions tri responsc to the specific violatiensi
however,'we have determined that mitigation of the civil pen 61ty for your cor-
rective actions would be inappropriate considering that your long-term corrective
actions are continuations of the corrective actions that were initiated in
response to EA 90-40 but were not adequately implerser.ted at the titte of the
recent inspection. - The remaining facters in the Enforcement Policy were also
considered and no.further adjustrnent to the base civil penalty is ccnsidered '

appropriate.

During the Enforcement Conference, you described the actions you have taken to
correct the specified violations. However, you are required to respond to this
letter and should follow the instructior.s specified in the enclosed Notice >Len
preparing your response. - In addition, we reouest that you develop and submit
with ynur response to the specific violations, a Radiation $3fety Improvement
Plar., suitable fer incorporation into the terms and conditions of your license,
that addresses those actions necessary to ensure tinely and lasting improverent
in the radiation $6fety program. The Plan should address the management and
staffing of the program, and improvements needed ir procedures and practices to

,

j~ achieve and maintain compliance with NRC requirements and license conditions.
1he' Plan should also address any periodic internal or external audits you plan
to implement to assess your program effectiveness. Finally the Plan should
include schedules for completion of all actions described therein. Interim
milestones should be included for the more cortplex actions.

After reviewing your response to this letter and hotice, including your proposed
corrective actioris, the Radiation Safety Improvemer.t Plan, and the results of
future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC er.forcement,

.

action is.necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory reouirements.l-

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Rocc.

|

l.

|

|
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|University of Cincinnati -4* Harch ??, 1991 i

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Pudget as required
by the Faperwork Reduction Act of 1980, rub. L. No. 96-511.

;

sincerely,

h *f.$L Ww
A. Bert Davis
Regichal Administrator

Enclosure: Notice cf Violation and
Froposed impositiert of Civil Penalty

cc w/ enclosure:<

000/DCB(RIOS)4

State of Ohio
J. Liebeman,- Director .

Office cf Enforcen.ent
'

i

(
|

|

4 _

v
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N011CE OF VIOLAT10h
AND

PROP 05t0 IPPO$1110N OF CIYil FCIJlif

University .. Circinnati Dockets Nos. 30-02764; 30 20E20;
Cincinnati, Ohio and 40 02678

Licenses Nos. 34 06903-05;
34 00903 13; and

SUD 265
iA 90-001

During an hkC inspectior. conducted on Novestber 26 through December 27, 1990,
violations c,f NRC requirements were identified. in acccrdance with the
* General Statoment of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions,"
10 CFR Part 2. Apptrdix C (1990), the Nuclear Regulatory Corrt.issinn proposes
to irpose a civil penalty pursuant to Section 234 of the Atoric Energy Act
of 1954, as amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particult,r
violations and astociated civil penalty are set forth below:

A. License No. 344f903 05

1. License Condition No. 20 requires the 11ctosee_to conduct its program
in accordance with the statements. representations, and procedures
contained in a letter dated April 11, 1980.

Item 6 of the letter states that *We continuously rnenitor amounts of
radioactive material in possession of the University when we examine
and total...the amounts of radioactivity releesed into the sewage,
incinerated, and/or shipped in drun.s for dispcsal.*

Contrary to the above, tte licensee did not contir.uously monitor
amounts of licensed noterial posstssed by the tiniversity, because os
of December 27, 1990, authorized user inventory data was r.et complett
and the liter.ste had inccrrplete sewer cisposal infomation.

This'is a repeat violation.

2. License Condition No. 20 requires the licensee to ct,nduct its program
in 6ccordance with the stattrrents, representatict.s, and procedures
contained in an application dated August 13, 1954, including the
dttachD.6nt dated August 9, 1904.

Item 14. of the August 9, 1984 attachment states that incinerator
personnel have a list of isotopes and ineximun quantities which they
ney incinerate and are given specific limits !cr each radionuclide
which may be incinerated. The licensee's " inch.crator burning limits"
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Notice of Violation 2-

list limits the hourly incinerator burn litaits for I-125 and 1-129 to
0.19 microcuries and 0.08 microcuries, respectively.

Contrary to the above, licensee incinerator personnel incinerated
licensed materials in excess of hourly incinerator burn linits on
several occasions in 1990. Specifically, en a n rege of 3.3 micro-
curies of I-125 was burned per hour on January 2 and an average of
3.3 microcuries of 1-12S was burned per hour on May 1,1990. In
addition, on February 16, 1990, an average of 0.63 rnicrocuries of
1-125 was burned pe, hour and on May 1,1990, en average of
0.63 microcuries of 1-129 was burned per hour.

3. 10 CFR 20.201(b) requires that each licensee r4ke such surveys as may
be necessary to cceply with the requirerents of Part 20 and which are
reasonable under the circumstances to ev61uate the u tent.of radiation
barards that may be present. As defined in 10 CFR 20.201(a), " survey"
means an evaluation of the radiation hazart it".ident to the production,
use, release, disposal, or presence cf radioactive materials or other
sources of radiaticn under a specific set of conditions.

Contrary to the above, the licensee did not rnale surveys tc assure
compliance with 10 CFR 20.303, which limits the daily, monthly and
annual quantity of licensed materiel which rnay te disposed of oy
release into a sanitary sewerage system. Specifically, as of
December 27, 1990, the licensee did not make survrys necessary to
comply with daily and n.onthly sanitary sewerage disposal limits since
approximately 50% of 250 authorized users had not reported 1990
sanitary stwer disposal information t, the Radiation Safety Office.

4. License Cor dition No. 20 requires the licensee to conduct its program
in accordance with the statements, representations, and procedures
contained in a letter dated April 11, 19EC.

Item 9(a) of the April 11,19E6 letter requires that labcratories be
surveyed with a wipe test at least menti.ly wher less than millicurie
amounts of " unsealed" radionuclides-are used and meekly when tr;illicurie
amounts are used.

Contrary to the above, research laboratory surveys (wipe tests) have
not, in al' cases, been performed at the required frequencies, as.

evidenced by the following examples:

a. Crosley Building Room No. 1406, where microcurie quantities of
unsealed C-14 were used on at least a monthly basis from
September 1989 to December 1990, was not wipe tested during
that tire.

b. Crosley Buildin9 Rooms No. 300 and 309, where millicurie
quantities of unsealed Tc-99 and Tc-99m were used on a weekly
basis from March 1990 to December 1990, were not wipe tested
weekly on at least ten occasions during this period.
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Notice of Violation -3-

Crosley Building Room No. 1307, where rncrocuric quantities ofc.
unsealed C.14 were used in June anc Octet er 1990, was not wipe
tested durirg either of these tyv rienths of use,

d. Medical $ctences Building Room No. (205, where mil 11 curie
quantitles of unsealed S.3$ were used on October 4 and 11,1990,
was not wip; tested durir.g that month.

This is a repeat violation.

5. License Condition M. 20 requires the lictr see to conduct its program
in accordance with the statements, rtpresentations, ano procedures
contained in the letter dated April 11,19B6.

Item 9(d)oftheApril 11, 1900 letter recuires that all nuclear
medicirse elution, preparation end routint injection areas be surveyed
daily with an appropriate meter.*

Contrary to the above, the liter'ste f ailed to survey the nuclear
medicine preparation and injection arets at the Children's Hospit61

Center (CHMC) betweer. April 27, 1950 and May 15, 1990, and
Medicel, Julybetween 26, 1990 and August 6, 1990, anc cn five other occasions
between August 9,1990 and Dece.r.ber 14, 1990.

This is a repeat vio16 tion.

6. 10 CFR 20.201(b) requires that each licensee nele such surveys as m y
be necessary tc comply with all sections of Part 20. As definte in
10 CFR 20.201(a), * survey" means an evaluation of the radiation ha:ards
inc.ident to the production, use, release, disposal, or presence of
radioactive materials or other sources of radiation under a specific
set of conditions.

Contrary to the above, as of December 14, 1990, the licensee had not
snade evaluations (surveys) to assure compliance with 10 CFR 20.101(a),
which limits the radiation expcture to the whole body and extremities. *

Specifically, radiation exposure evaluations were not nace for the
exposure pcriod August 1-30, 1990 to evaluate the radiatior exposure
of at lecst 30 research laboratory workers who failed to stbmit their
6: hole body and extremity personnel monitoring devices for veridor
processing.

This is a repeat violation.

7, 10 CFR 19.12 requires, in part, that all individuals working in a
restricted area be instructed in the precautiot.s and procedures to
minimize exposure to radioactive materials, in the purpose and
functions of protective devices errployed, and in the applicable
provisions of the Cormission's regulations and licenses.

4
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Notice of Violation 4-

Contrary to the above, individuals who were working in restricted
ueas had not teen n$tructed in the precautions and procedures to
ininirn,ze exposure, end the applicable provisions of the Cottnission'si
regvlations and licenses. Specifically, as of December 4, 1990,
two Central phernacy employtes and nine Grounde and Transportetton
tiepartment trployees wert not instretted in the health protection
problems associated with exposure to radio 6ctive inaterials or the #

precauti(nn or procedures to inir.it:1:e exposuret and the twu rharmacy
ernployees worked fri the radioactiu raterial packagt receipt / storage
area, a restricted area, and the nine Grour.d5 employces routinely
f requtnted restricted areas in the perforfrance of their duties.

P. License Cofidition No. 20 requires the licensee to conduct its program
in accordance with tht statements, representation $. and procedures
contained in a lettt.r dated April 11, 1986.

_

Iten P of the April 11, 1986 letter requirts that incinerator
operators t,e instructed in the proper way to record arrounts of radio-
active mater 161 incinerated and be givtri sFecific limitts for each
radicnuclide which may be incinerated, and that this training and
re t rai n,in9 fif necessary) be available as requirtd.

Contrary to the above, as of Novtnter 27, 1990, the individual who
corducted incinerator ogrations in early 1990 kas not adequately
inntructed to ensure that rcdioactive burn limits were not exceeded.

9, 10 CFR 71.$(a) requires, in part, that lictnnees who transport
licersed material outside of the confines of their plar.t comply with
the applicable requirements of the regulatior s appropriate to the
moce of transport of the Department of Transportation (DDT) in 49 CFR
Parts 170 through 189.

49 CFR 177.017(a) requires that a carrier not transport a hazardous
material unless it is accompanied by a shipping paper that is prepered
in accordance with Subsections 200 through 203 of 49 CFR Part 170.
Pursuant to 49 CFR 172.101, radioactive material is clau.ified as a
hazardous naterial.

49 CFR 172.203(d) requires that the shippirg paper for a shipment of
radioactive material include the narne of the radionuclide, a descrip.
tion of the physical end chemical form of the rtaterial arid the activity
contained in each package in terus of curies, inillicuries, or micro-
curies.

Contrary to the above, on Dtcember 11, 1990, licensee persont.el
transported a package containing approximately 65 millicuries of
Mo.99/Tc 99n. via motor vehicle on a public roadway from the radiation
safety office to a west car. pus laborator/ and the package was not
accompanied by a properly completed shipping paper. Specifically,
the shipping paper did not triclude the activity coritained in the
package and the physical or chemical fom of the material transported.
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Notice of Violation - 5--

*10. License Condition No. 20 requires that the licensee conduct its
program in accordance with statements, representations, and procedures
contained in a lettcr dated May 17, 1990.

The May 17, 1990 letter, with er. closure, recuires the Radiation $6fety
Officer, through the Radiation Safety Of fice staf f, to conduct audits
on a semi-annual schedule of each laboratory or area authorized for
use of licensed naterial.

Contrary to the above, from June 14, 1990 through Deccriber 31, 1990,
the Padiation Safety Office staff did not audit dpproximately 501 of
the 700 laboratories or areas where radioactist material is
authorized for use,

t

11. License Condition No. 12.C requires, in part. that each source
containing licensed n.aterial desigocd for the purpose of er itting
alpha particles be leak tested 6t ititervals not to exceed three
n(r.ths.

Contrary to the above, sources containing licensed material designed
for the, purpose of emitting alpha particleb have not been leak tested
at intervals not to exceed 3 months. Specifically, eight americium 241
foil sources, each with a riominal activity of 20 microcuries, were not
leak tested between November 29, 1989 andiDecenber 14, 1990. Addi-
tionally, a nominal 80 microcurie americtur 241 foil source was not
leak tested between March-29, 1950 and August 20, 1990.

This is a repeat violation.

12. 10CFR35.$0(b)(1) requires,inpart,thatthelicenseecheckeach
dose calibrator for constancy with a dedicated check scurce at the
beginning vf each day of use and that the check be done on a
frequently used setting.

Contrary to the above, on at least 8 days of use between June 16 and
November 24, 1990, the licensee did not check the dose calibrator for

'
constancy at the Childrer 's Hospital Medical Center.

This.is a rcpeat violation.

13. 10 CFR 19.13(c) requires, in part, that, at the request of a worker
formerly engaged in licensed activities controlled by the licensee,
the licensee furnish to the worker a report of the worker's exposure
to radiation. The report shall be furnished within 30 days from the
time the request is inade, or within 30 days af ter the exposure of the
individual has been determined by the licensee, whichever is 1cter.

Contrary to the above, as of December 14, 1990, the licensee failed
to furnish, within 30 days from the tine the request was inade, or
within 30 days after the exposure of the individual had been deter-
mined by the licensee, reports of workers' exposure tc radiation for
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six individuals who had requested these reports and kho formerly
engaged in licensed activities controlled by tte licenset during the i

per od '9E9 and 1990.

14 License Condition No. 20 requires the licensee to conduct its program
in accorcerice with the statements, representati''s, and procedures
contained in an applicatic.n dated Abgust 13, lh4, including an
attachment dated AVpust 9, 1984

,

Appendix 0 of the August 9,1984 attachment, entitled " General
Laboratory Rules and Proceoures," prohibits eating, drinking, smoking,
use of cosmetics, and the storage of edibles in labs where radioactive
naterials are used or stored.

Contrary to the above, on November 29, 1990, there was eviderce of
drinking in Fedical Sciences Building Room No. 5256, a laboratory
where radioactive materials are used and storsc. Additionally, on
at least three occasions between June 1990 and October 1990, indivi-
duals were drinking in radioactive material use areas. Further, on
November 29, 1990, food and beverages were stored in Medical Sciences
Building licom No. 205S, a designated radioactive materihl cold storage
room.

15, 10 CFR 35.406(b) requires that a licensee trake e record of
brachytherapy source use, including: (1) the r.ames of the it.dividuals
pertriitted tc handle the sources; (2) the number and activity of
sources removed from stcrage, the patient's nate and room number, the
time and date they were removed from storage, the number and activity
of the sources in stcrage after the removal, and the initials of the
individuals who removed the sources from storage; (3) the number and
activity of sources returried to storage, the patierit's name and room
number, the time and date they were returned to storage, the number
and activity of sources in storage after the return, and the initials
of the irdividual who returned the sources to storage.

Contrary to the above, as of Decemt.er 14, 1990, the licensee's records
; - of brachytherapy source use did not include-all required information,
| as evidenced by the following exampleu

a. Tht brachytherapy source use records fur a cesium-137 implant
which 'rgan on September 17, 1990 E d not include: II)thenumber
and activity of the sources in storage after the removal, and
(2) the number and activity of sources in storage after the-

' return,

b. The brachytherapy source.use records for an iodine-125 seed
implant which began on August 29, 1990 did not include: (1) the
number and activity of sources removed from storage (2) the
patient's room number, (3) the time and date they were removed
from _ storage, (4) the number and activity of the sources in
storage af ter the removal, and (5) the initials of the individual
who removed the sources from storage.
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Notice of Yiolation -7-

c. The brachytherapy source use records for an todine-125 seed
implant which began on August !!,1990 did r:ot include the ,

petit-nt's roor nun;ber. In addition, the $0urce use rccerd
inaccurately identified the nun:ber of sources in storage af ter
the removal.

IC. 10 CFR 35.00(a) requires that the licensee leep syringts that
cor.t6fn byproduct r-aterial to be administered in a radiaticn shield.

Contrary to the above, on Nover.ber 30, 1990, a syringe at Children's
Hospital Medical Center that contained byproduct material to be
administered was t.ot kept in a radiation shield.

This is a reptet violation.

17. 10 CFR 35.20$(d) requires, in part, that the licensee pcst the
calculated time anc safety measures to be instituted in case of a
spill of radioactive gas et the area of use.

Centrary to the above, on November 30, 1990, the Xerion gas citerance
time and safety reasures to be> instituted in case of a spill were
not posted in tht diagnostic irneging room, the area of Use at
University Hospital.

18. License Conditier No. 20 requires the licensee to conduct its
program in accorcar.ce with the statements, represer,tations, ar.d
procedures contaisto in an application dated August 13, 1984,
including an attachrent dated August 9,1904,

l' tem 14, * Solid Feste Incineration,* of the August 9,1964
attachment to the application requires that matericls brought to the
incinerator be cicarly labeled as to contents.

Contrary to the atove, on September 25, 1990, several bags of
unspecified radicactive wastes were delivered to the incinerator for
incineration and were not labeled as to contents.

This is a repeat violation.

19. 10 CFR 20.203(f) requires, in part, that, except as prcvided by 10
CFR 20.203(f)(3), each container of licensed material betr a
durable, cit 6rly visible label identifying the radioacthe contents.

Contrary to the at' eve, on Noven.ber 29,1990, a 55 gallcr. drum con-
taining 1-125 cor.taminated v.aste, a licensed material, located in
Room G562 of the tecical Science Building, did not bear any label
identifying the radioactive contents, and the container was not
excepted from such labeling.

This is a repeat violation.
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Notice of Violation -8+

0. License No. 34 06903-13

10 CFR 20.105(b) requires that, excer' as authorized by the Corr.ission,
radiatich levels in unrestricted at Ne linited so that en individual
M o was continucusly prestnt in the ;ould not receive a dose in

excess of 2 millin ms in any hour or . lillirems in any seven
consecutive days. As defined in 10 CFR .0.2(a)(17), an unrestricted aree
is any area access to wh'ch is not ccntrolled by the licenset for
purposes of protect 10n cf individuals from exposure to radiation and
r6dioact he naterials.

Contrary to the above, on Decertber ll, lHO, the licenste allowed the
crc 6 tion of radiation levels in an unrestricted aret, sota that if ari

individual were continuously tresent in the area, he could have received
a dose in excess cf i millirtms in any voe hour or 100 n11trems in arg
seven ccr.secutive days, and such levels bed t.ot been asthorized by the
Corgnission. Specifically, radiation levels of approximately 50 n1111remt
per hour existed in unrestricted accesbible areas near the source shutter
region of th6 veterinary ttletherapy unit located in the kedical Science
Building Room E 357. This area was unrestricted because the door to the
room was opert arid unlocked. licensee personnel were not in attendance, and
access te the roora was not contrulled by the licenset.

C. License No. $UD-265 ,

10 CFR 20.201(b) requiras that each licensee make such surveys as tray be
necessary to coraply with the requirernents of Part 20 and which are
reasonable under the circumstances to evaluate the exter.t of radit,tien
barards that may be present. As defined in 10 CFR 20.201(a), * survey *
neans an evaluation of the radiation hazards it.cident to the productico,
use, release, disposal, or presence of radioactive raaterials or other
sources of radiation under a spccific set of conditior.s.

Contrary to the above, the licensee did not snake a survey to assure
compliance with 10 CFR 20.303, which limits the disposal of liccrsed
r.aterial by release into a sanitary sewer systert. Specifically, on
several occasions between January 1987 and December 1989, the licersee
failed to evaluate water moderator used in the suberitical assernbly prior
to the disposal of the moderator via the sar,itary sewer system.

These violations have been categorized in the encrtgate as a Severity level
111 problem (Supplements IV and VI).

Cumulative Civil Penalty - 18,750 (essesstd equally craong the 21 violations)

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the University of Cincinnati
(Licensee) is hereby rtquired to submit a written statement or explanation to
the Directcr. Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Corrtuissicn,
within 30 days of the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition
of Civil Penalty (Notice). This reply should be clearly rnarked as a " Reply to
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Notice of Violation. -9-

a hetice of Violation * ar.d should include for each alleged violation: (1)
ednissiori or denial of the alleged violation (2) the reasons for the

(3) the correctivtviolation if admitttd, tr.d if denied, the reasons why,4) the correctivtstep that have been ttden and the rtsults achieved, ( steps
that will be taken % avoid further violations, and (5) the date when full
compliance is achieved. If an adequate reply is nct received within the tire
specified in this Notice, an order nay be issued to shuu cause why the license
shwld ret be modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other actions as rnay
be proper should not be taken. Consideration may te given to extending the
response time for guod ca n e shown. Under the authority of Section IE2 of the
Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shell be submitted under oath or
a f firina tion.

Withih the same tir+ as providt-d for the response required under 10 CFA 2.201,
tht Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the Director.
Office c.f Enforcenent, U. S. Nuc1 car Regulatory Comission, with a check,
draft, money order, or electronic transfer H yable to the Treasurti of the
United States in the ar.ount of the civil penalty proposed above, or inay
protest irtposition of the civil Unalty ir, whole or in part, by a written
answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Cormission. Should the Licensee fail to answer stithin the tite
specified, en order imposing the civil penalty niill be issued. Should tht-
Licensee elect to file an answer in accordarce with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting
the civil penalty, in whole or in part, such ant.wer should be clearly marked
as an "Arawer to a Notice of Yto16 tion" and rey: (1) deny the violationc
listed in this Notice in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate exttnuating f
circumstances, (3) show trror in this hotice, or (4) show other reasons why the r
penalty should not be irtposed. In adoition to protesting the civil peralty in
whole or in part, such answer may request reuission or mitigation of the
peralty.

Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2. Apper. dix C (1990)y, the f actors addressed inIn requesting mitigation of the proposed u nalt
, should be addressed. Ary

written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
frce the statement or explanatien in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
inccrporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g.,
citing page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the
Licensee is directed to the other provisior.s of 10 CFR i.205, regarding the
procedure for imposirig 6 civil penalty.

L'pon failure to pay any civil penalty due which sutsequently has been detennined
in accordance with the applictble provisicr's of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter may te
referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, ut.less comprcrtised, renitted,
or uitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to Section 234c of the
Act 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The response noted above (Reply to Notice of Viol 6 tion, letter with payrtent of
civil penalty, ano Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed to:
Director, Of fice of Enforcement. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission. ATTN:
Docunent Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional
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Administrator, U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Corr ission. R(gion !!!, 799 Roosevelt
Road, Glen Ellyn. Illinois 00137.

FOR THE hVCLEAR LI0ttLATORY COMMISSION

[7btsNI w
A. Bert Davis
Regional Administrator

Dated at Glen Ellyn, Illinois
this 72r:d day of March 1991
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SEP E O 1991

Dockets No. 30-02764; 30-20520;
and 40-02678

Licenses No. 34-06903-05; 34-06903-13;
and SUD-265

EA 91-001

University of Cincinnati
ATTNt Donald Harrison, M.D.

Senior Vice President and
Provost for Health Affairs

141 Health Professions Building
Mail Location 663
Cincinnati, Ohio 45267-0063

Dear Dr. Harrison

SUBJECT: ORDER IMPOSING CIVIL MONETARY PENALTY - $8,750

This refers to your letter dated May 17, 1991, in response to the
Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty
(Notico) sent to you by our letter dat".1 March 22, 1991. Our
letter and Notice described 21 violations which were identified
during an NRC routine safety inspection, conducted November 26
through December 27, 1990.

To emphasize the need for strict adherence to NRC requirements
and the implementation of timely, effective, and lasting
corrective actions, a civil penalty of $8,750 was proposed.

In your responses (" Answer to a Notice of Violation" and " Reply
to a Notice of Violation"), you denied in whole 7 of the 21
vivlations (Violations No. A.1, A.2, A.3, A.6, A.8, A.18 and B),
denied in part 3 violations (Violations No. A.4, A.7, and A.10),
and admitted the remaining 11 violations. Additionally, you
disagreed with the NRC position (set forth in the March 22, 1991,
letter transmitting the Notice) on escalating the amount of the

_

baso civil penalty for identification and reporting (50%), past
performance (100%) and duration (100%), and requested that the
civil penalty be remitted in its entirety or mitigated
substantially. After consideration of your response, we have
concluded for the reasons given in the Appendix attached to the
enclosed order Imposing Civil Monetary kanalty that the

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REOUESTED
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University of cincinnati -2 -

violations did occur (violation A.2 is amended and example A.4.b
is being withdrawn), and that an adequate basis was not provided
for citigation of the civil penalty. Accordingly, we hereby|

# serve the enclosed ord'r Inposing civil Fonetary Penalty on the
University of Cincinnatt imposing a civil monetary penalty in the
amount of $8,750. We will review the r.ffectiveness of your
corrective actions during a nubscquent inspection.

In accordance With 10 CI'R 2.790 of the NRC's "Rulen of Practico,'
a copy of this letter and the enclosures will be placed in the
NRC's Pablic Document Room.

Sincerely,

'~4L ft) .

Hugh L. Tr.ompson,[)/ )
''

Jr

. ear Materia #y D$ tocy Executiv r forD pt
1s kai ty,N

Safeguards and operations Support

Dateda(. Roc',,le, Marylandthis dQp day September 1991

Enclosurest As stated
cc w/ enclosures:
DCD/Dw'B(RIDG)
State of Ohio

NUREG-0940 11.A-141
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR 5tEGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of ) Dockets N . 30-02764; 30-
) 20526 and 40-02678

The University of Cincinnati ) Licenses No. 34-06903-05;
Cincinnati, Ohio ) 34-06903-13; and SUD-265

) EA 91-001

ORDER IMPOSING CIVIL MONETARY PENALTY
a

I

The University of Cincinnati (Licensee) is tne holder of six

licenses issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or

Commission), including:

A. License No. 34-06903-05 was first is sued on June 11, 1979,

was rer.ewed 'on May 21, 1986, and was last amended (Amendment

No. 6-) ) on August 3,.1990. Licens7: No. 34-0o903-05

authorizes possession of: (1) radiopharmaceuticals and

brachytherapy sources in quantities as needed for medical

diagnosis and therapy, for use at several medical conters

and hospitals affiliated with the University; (2) curie

quantities of any b product material (with atomic numbers 3/
_

to 83, inclusive) !i any form for medical research, research

and development (R&D} pursuant to 10 CFR 30.4, and student

instruction, animal studios, and calibration of instruments;

(3) other miscellaneous licensed material for instrument
calibration and leak test analysis services fcr other

l'. censes; and (4) a portablo gauge for the measurement of
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soil moisture, in accordance with the conditiona specified

therein.

B. License No. 34-06903-13 was first issued on December 6,

1983, was renewed on April 13, 1989, and was last amended

(Amendment No. 9) on Novem*ver 20, 1990. License No. 34-

06903-13 authorizes the possescion and uso cf cobsit-60

sealed source (s) in a telethere a e. , in accordance with
_

the conditions speaified ther1;

C. Licenae No. SUD-25' was first issued on May 26, 1961, was

renewed on September 15, 1987, and was last amended

(Amendment No. 6) on June 14, 1990. License No. SUD-265

authorizes the possession and use of natural uranium in the

form of cylindrical slugs in a lignt water moderated

subcritical assenbly, in accordance with the conditions

specified ti erein.

II
_

An inspection of the Licensee's activities was conducted during

the period of November 26 through December 27, 1990. The results

of the inspection indicated that the Licensee had not conducted

its activities in full compliance with NRC requirements. A

written Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil

Penalty (Notice) was served upon the Licensee by letter dated

NUREG-0940 II.A-143
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| March 22, 1991. The Notice states the nature of the violations,

the provisions of the NRC's requirements that the Licensee had

violated, and the amount of the civil penalty proposed for the

violations. The Licensee responded to the Notice by two letters
,

dated May 17, 1991. In its responses, the Licensee denied in

whole 7 of the 21 violations (violations No. A.1, A.2, A.3, A.6,

A.8, A.18 and B), denied in part 3 violations (Violations No.

A.4, A.7, and A.10), and admitted the remaining "1 violations.

Additionally, the licensee disagreed with the NRO position (set

forth in the March 22, 1991, letter transmitting the Notice) on

escalating the amount of the base civil penalty for

identification a.nd reporting (50%), past performance (100%) and

duration (100%). ,

III

After consideration of the Licensce's responses and the

statements of fact, exp'lanation, and argument for mitigation

contained therein, the NRC staff has determined, as set forth in

the Appendix to this Order, that the violations did occur

(Violation A.2 is amended and example A.4.b is being withdrawn)

and that the SS,750 penalty proposed for the violations

designated in the Notice should be imposed.

IV

In view of the foregoing and pursuant to Section 234 of the
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h

_4 .

Atomic Energy A t of 1954, as amended (Act), 42 U.S.C. 2282, and

10 CFR 2.205, IT IS HEREDY ORDERED THAT:

i

The Licensee pay a civil penalty in the amount of $8,750

within 30 days of the date of this Order, by check, draft,

or money order, payable to the Treasurer of the United

States and mailed to the Director, Office of Enforcement,

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN: Document Control

Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555.

V

7

The Licensee may request a hearing within 30 days of the date of

this Order. A request for a hearing should be clearly marked as

a " Request for an Enforcement Hearing" and shall be addressed to

the Directcr, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555.

Copies also shall bc sont to the Assistant General Counsel for

Hearings and Enforcenent at the same address and to the Regional

Administrator, NRC Region I'', 799 Roosevelt Road, Glen Ellyn,

Illinois 60137.

If a hearing-is requested, the Commission will issue an Order

designating the time and place of the hearing. If the Licensee

fails to request a hearing within 30 days of the date of this

Order, the provisions of this Order shall be effective without
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further proceedings. If payment has not been made by that time,

the matter may be referred to the Attorney General for

collection.

In the event the Licensee requests a hearing as provided above,

the issues to be considered at such hearing shall be:

(A) whether the Licensee was in violation of the Commisnion's
requirements as set forth in Violations A,1, A.2, A.3,

A.4.a, c, and d, A.6, A.7, A.8, A.10, A.18, and B. in the

Notice, as amended, referenced in Section II above, and

(B) whether, on the basis of such violatione, and the additicnal

violations set forth in the Notice that the Licensee

admitted, this Order should be sustained,

y5ald
Hu h L. Thompson, r.

De y Executive ire for
Nuclear Materials Safety,
Safeguards and operations support

,

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this M % day of September 1991

,
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{ APPENDIX 'E
EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS

On March 22, 1991, a Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition
of civil Penalty (Notico) was issued for the violations
identified during an NRC inspection. The University of
Cincinnati responded to the Notice _by letter dated May 17, 1991.
In its responses, the licensee denied in whole 7 of the 21
violations (Violations No. A.1, A.2, A 3, A.6, A.8, A.18 and B),
denied in part 3 violations (Violations No. A.4, A 7, and A.10),
and admitted the remaining 11 violations. Additionally, the
licensoe disagreed with the NRC position (set forth in the March
22, 1991, letter transmitting the Notice) on escalating the
amount of the base civil penalty for identification and reporting
(50%), past performance (1001) and duration (1001) and requested
that the civil penalty be remitted in its entirety or
substantially. mitigated. The NRC's evaluation and conclusion

_

regarding the licensee's request are as follow:

I. Violations Denied in Total
,

Restatement of Violation A.1

License Cohdition No. 20 requires the licensee to conduct
its program in accordance with the statements,
representations, and procedures contained in a letter dated
April 11, 1986.

Item 6 of the letter states that "We continuously monitor
amounts of radioactive material in possession of the
University when we examine and total the amounts of. . .

radioactivity released into the sewage, incinerated, and/or
shipped in drums for disposal."

Contrary to the above, the licensco did not continuously
monitor amounts of licensed material possessed by the
University, because as of December 27, 1990, authorized user
inventory data was not complete and the licensee had
incomplete sewer disposal information.

-

This is a repeat violation.

Summary of Licensee's Resnonse to Violation A.1
;

The licensee denies this violation and states that Item 6 of
the referenced letter dated April 11, 1986 does not promise
that the University will compile cumulative inventory and
sawer disposal data for each day in a year. The licensee
contends that although monitoring is continuous, cumulative
data is only compiled on a quarterly basis. According to
the licensee, inventory data compiled on January 15, 1991,
confirmed that license possession limits were met. The
licensee also contends that its system has been in effect
and accepted by the NRC during numerous prior inspections.
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Appendix -2-

HRC Evaluation of Licensee's ReJDonse to Violation Aul
Item 6 of'the referenced letter dated April 11, 1986, quoted ,

without ellipsis, states: "We continuously monitor amoants
of radioactive material in possession of the University when
we examine and total fas reauired by FRC reculatignal the
amounts of radicactivity released into the sewage,
incinerated, and/or shipped in drums for disposal."
(Emphasis added. ) Thus the frequency of the monitoring is
tied to the requirements of the NRC regulations.

Among the NRC regulations relevant here, 10 CFR 20.201(b)
requires that each licensee make or cause to be made such
surveys as (1) may be necessary for the licensee to conply
with the regulations in this part, and (2) are reasonable
under the circumstances to evaluate the extent of radiation
hazards that may be present. 10 CFR 20.303 requires that no
licensee discharge licensed material into a sanitary
sewerage system unless the quantity of licensed material
released into the system in uny one day and any one nonth
does not exceed specified limits. A quarterly compilation
does not fulfill the requirement of the NRC regulations for
surveys (e.g., compilations) to assure that daily and
monthly disposal limits are met. Since the license
condition at issue here Aneludes the frequency schedule
specified by the regulations, a quarterly compilation also
does not fulfill the requirement of the license condition.

As described in Section 9(3) of Inspection Report No. 030-
02764/90001(DRSS), the licensee's inventory system is
conceptually inadequate because it is incapable of yielding
cumulative institutional quantities of licensed material
possessed at any given time (i.e., continuously). This is
because the system employed by the licensee provides an
inventory snapshot of licensed material possessed on only
one day of a given calendar quarter (i.e., the day the
quarterly compilation is performed).

Furthermore, about 50% of the authorized users failed to
provide timely radioactive material disposal data to the
radiation safety office for 1990. Consequently, not only is
the licensce's material inventory and accountability system
incapable of monitoring amounts of radioactive material
disposed via the sewer system on a daily or monthly basis as
required by 10 CFR 20.303, but also the quarterly data
compilation system was not adequately implemented because
necessary disposal data from individual authorized users was
incomplete. Without the necessary information, the licensee
is not capable of monitoring its annual discharges, much
less compiling quarterly totals of licensed material
possessed by the University.
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Appendix -3-

Contrary.to.the licensee's assertion, the licensee did have-
pr.ior notice that NRC found its inventory system
unacceptable.- As described in Inspection Report No. 030-
02764/89002(DRSS), the licensee and its consultant performed
an audit of the University's NRC-1 Acensed program in 1989.
The audit revealed that the University did not adequately
determinti quantities of licensed material possessed. The
nethods.(mployed by the licensee were inadequate in that (1)
accurate inventory / disposal records ware not maintained by
individual researchera and '2) researchers routinely
forwarded disposal records to the radiation safety office
long after-(up to 2 years) the disposals were actually made,
field audits conducted by a-licensee consultant identified
that 23% of the 677 labs audited did not maintain running
inventories. As a result of these 1989 audit findings, NRC
concluded the licensee violated License Condition No. 20,
which references-the letter dated April 11, 1986. FRC
incorporated this violation into a Notice issued July 2,
1990 : (EA 90-40) .

Restatement of Violation A.2

License Condition No.'20 requires the licensee to conduct
its program"in accordance with the statements,
representations, and procedures contained in an application
dated August 13, 1984, including the attachment dated August
9, 1984.

Item-14,lof the August 9, 1984, attachment states that
incinerator personnel have a list of isotopes and maximum
quantities which they may incinerate and are given specific
limins for each radionuclide which may be incinerated. The
licensee's "ine'Inerator burning limits" list limits the
hourly incinerator burn limits for I-125 and I-129 to 0.19-
microcuries and 0.08 microcuries, respectively.

Contrary to the above,-licensee incinerator personnel
incinerated licensed materials in excess of hourly
incinerator burn-limits on several_ occasions in 1990.

t -Specifically,.an average of 3.3 microcuries of I-125 was
'

burned per hour on January 2 and an average of 3.3
microcuries of I-125 was burned per hour on May t, 1990. In
addition, on February 16,=1990, an average of 0.d3
microcuries of I-125.was-burned.per hour and on May 1, 1990,
an average;of 0.63 microcuries of I-129 was burned per hour.

Summarv of Licensee's Resconse to Violation A.2

-The' licensee denies this violation and states that its NRC
license does not limit the incineration or radioactive
materials _to anLhourly value. License Condition 19 states
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Appendix' -4 -

_
|that the University As " authorized to dispose of isotopes

-

14 of application dated Augast 9, 1984 by
.specified~in. item.ided-gaseous effluents from incineration,

incineration, prov'

do not exceed the limits specified for air in Appendix B,
Table.II, 10 CFR 20." The licensee points out that no
reference is made in 10 CFR 20 requiring hourly averaging of
concentrations.

'The licensee also contends that Item 14 of the August 9,
1984 attachment to the application dated August 23, 1984 was
incompletely stated in the violation. . According to the
licensee, the balance of the Item 14 statement makes clear
that the hvorly burn limit is a guideline to ensure that
license limits are not exceeded.

NRC Evaluation of Licensee's Response to Violation A 2-t

The NPC agrees that License Condition No. 19. authorizes-the
licensee to dispose of isotopes specified in item 14 of
application dated August 9, 1984, by incineration provided
the gaseous effluents from incAncration do not exceed the
limits specified for air in Appendix B, Table II, 10 CFR
Part 20. The NRC also agrees that hourly averaging of
effluent concentrations is not' required by 10 CFR Part'20
and-that.10 CFR-20.106(a) allows effluent concentrations to
bc. averaged over.a period not greater than-1 year. However,
-License condition No. 20 requires the licensee to conduct
its 7 vgram.in accordance with the statements,
representations, and procedures contained in an application
dated. August 13, 1984, including the attachment dated
August 9, 1984,-and the letter dated AprilE11, 1986.
. License Condition No. 20.also clearly states, "The Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's regulations shall govern unless-the
statements, representations and crocedures in the licensee'q
anolication and correspondence are more restrictive than the-
reculations." [ Emphasis-added.)

Item 14 of the August 9, 1984 attachment-to the August 23,
-1984 application = states, in part, that incinerator personnel
have'a list-of isotopes and maximum quantities'which they
may incinerate. The letter dated April 11, 1986 states that
incincrator operators are given specific limits for-each
radionuclide which may be incinerated. Neither passage
specifies or suggests that the list of isotopes and maximum
_ quantities which incinerator: personnel may incinerate are
guidelines and need not to be met.

As restated below, Violation A.2. is corrected to clarify
that the licensee's April 11, 1986 letter is the origin of
the requirement-regarding specific limits for each-
radionuclide which may be incinerated.
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License Condition No. 20 requires the licensee to conduct
its program in accordance with the statements,
representations, and procedures contained in an application
dated August 13, 1984, including the attachment dated August
9, 1984, and a letter dated April 11, 1986.

Item 14, of the August 9, 1984, attachment states that
incinerator personnel have a list of isotopes and naximum
quantities which they may incinerate. The letter dated
April 11, 1986 states that incinerator operators are given
specific limits for each radionuclide which may be
incinerated. The licensee's " incinerator burning limits"
list limits the hourly incinerator burn limits for I-125 and
I-129 to 0.19 microcuries and 0.08 ricrocuries,
respectively.

Contrary to the above, licensee incinerator personnel
incinerated licensed materials in excess of hourly
incinerater burn limits on several occasions in 1990.
Specifically, an average of 3.3 microcuries of I-125 was
burned per hour on January 2 and an average of 3.3
microcuries of I-125 was burned per hour on May 1, 1990. In
addition, on February 16, 1990, an average of 0.83
microcuries of I-125 was burned per hour and on May 1, 1990,
an average of 0.63 microcuries of I-129 was burned per hour.

Restatement of Viglation A.3

10 CFR 20.201(b) requires that each licensee make such
surveys as may be necessary to comply with the requirements
of Part 20 and which are reasonable under the circumstances
to evaluate the extent of radiation hazards that may be
present. As defined in 10 CFR 20.201(a), " survey" means an
evaluation of the radiation hazards incident to the
production, use, release, disposal, or presence of
radioactive materials or other sources of radiation under a
specific set of conditions.

Contrary to the above, the licensee did not make surveys to
assure compliance with 10 CFR 20.303, which limits the
daily, monthly and annual quantity of licensed material
which may be disposed of by release into a sanitary sewerage
system. Specifically, en of December 27, 1990, the licensee
did not make surveys necessary to comply with daily and
monthly sanitary sewerage disposal limits since
approximately 50% of 250 authorized users had not reported
1990 sanitary sower disposal information to the Radiation
safety office.

.
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.Eggmary of Licenspe's Resounse to Violation A.3

The licensee denies this violation and states that due to
the large volume of sewage. released daily by the University,
it--is impossible for-the licensee to exceed the daily or
monthly concentration limits in Part 20. The licensee
implies that this obviates the-need for the survey since 10
CFR 20.201 only requires such surveys as may be necessary to
comply with the requirements of Part 20. The licensee's
responte specifies the~ daily sewage volume released by the
University and the quantity (activity) of various isotopes
it could dispose _into the sewage system andEsatisfy 10 CFR
20.303 concentration limits. The licensee states, '' th e fact
that'50%.of 250 authorized users had not reported sewer
disposal as of December 27, 1990 le irrelevant."

NRC Evaluatico of Licensee's Resnonse to Violation A.3.

10 CFR 20.201(b) requires surveys (evaluations) as may be
necessary to-comply with the requirenents of Part 20. As of
the-last day of the NRC site inspection, December;27, 1990,
the= licensee had not-perforced an evaluation to demonstrate
compliance with 10 CFR 20.303, which lipits the daily,
monthly, and' annual quantity of licensod material which may
be dispossd of by. release into the sanitary sewerage system.
The violation was issued because the evaluation had not been
performed.. The fact that the licensee subsecuently
-performed the evaluation and demonstrated that it had been
in compliance with the release limits does not chenge the
fact that the violation occurred.

Furthor,10 CFR 20.303 (d) limits the gross quantity of all
licensed material released into the sanitary sewerage system
to one curie per year (excluding tritium and carbon-14 which
cannot exceed five curies and one curie per year,
resrectively) reoardless of the sewage release rate. Thus,
the licenseu's very large sewage release rate is not the
controlling factor and does not obviate the need for the
evaluation.

| The licensee contends that-it is irrelevant that 50% of
j authorized users had not reported sewer disposal information

i

| as-of December.27, 1990.: However, complete and timely i

L. authorized' user disposal data is necessary-to evaluate the |

annual gross quantity of licensed' material discharged into
the sanitary sewerage system toLensure compliance with 10
CFR 20.303(d). Absent timely and continual monitoring of;

|
authorized user sewer dispose 1 data, the licensee would be

. unaware of its 10 CFR 20.303(d) compliance status until the
data was summed at the end of the year. As a result, sewer
disposal limits could be unknowingly exceeded sometime
during a given year. The licensee should be well aware of
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this problem since, as reported in Inspection Report
No. 030-02764/89002(DRSS), this actually did occur in 1986.

Festatement of Violation A.6

JO CFR 20.201(b) requires that each licensee make such
surveys as may be necessary to comply with all sections of
Part 20. As defined in 10 CFR 20.201(a), " survey" means an
evaluation of the radiation hazards incident to the
production, use, release, disposal, or presence of
radioactive materials or other sources of radiation under a
specific set of conditions.

Contrary to the above, as of December 14, 1990, the licensee
had not made evaluations (surveys) to assure compliance with
10 CFR 20.101(a), which limits the radiagion exposure to the
whole body and extremities. Specifically, radiation
exposure evaluations were not made for the exposure period
August 1-30, 1990, to evaluate the radiation exposure of at
least 30 research laboratory workers who failed to submit
their whole body and extremity personnel monitoring devices
for vendor processing.

This is a repeat violation.

Summary of Licensee's Pesconse to Violation A.6

The licensee denies tha violation and contends that its
experience from documented radiation exposure reports
confirms that exposure to research laboratory personnel is
minimal and, therefore, these individuals are not required
to wear personnal dosimetry devices pursuant to 10 CFR
20.202. Thus, the licensee contends that deficiencies in
evaluating personnel dosimetry devices for research
personnel are irrelevant.

NRC Evaluation of Licensee's Response to Violation A.6
_

~

In effect, the licensee claims that it has very low
radiation exposure reports from the previous film badges
worn by the researchers in question, and that these reports
constitute the licensee's survey or evaluation to show that
personnel monitoring _ equipment is not required for these
individuals pursuant to with 10 CFR 20.202 (a) (1) . This
would be acceptable if the licensee, at that time, had had
assurance, by way of administrative controls or by means of
evaluations, that the licensed activition performed by the
individuals in question had not changed curing the period in
which they failed to submit their dosimetry devices for
processing. However, licensee personnel informed the
inspector at the time of the inspection that this was not
the case, and the licensee has provided no new infornation
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to show that such administrative controls or evaluations
were in fact in place at that time.

-Egstatement of Violation A.8

License Condition No. 20 requires the licensee to conduct
its program 11n accordance with the statements,
representations, and procedures contained in a letter dated
April 11, 1986.

Item 8 of the April 11, 1986 letter requires that
incinerator operators be instructed in the proper way to
record amounts of radioactive material incinerated and be
given specific limits for each radionuclide which way be
' incinerated, and that this training and retraining (if
necessary) be available as required.

Contrary to the above, as of. November 27, 1990, the
individual who conducted-incinerator operations in early
1990 was not adequately instructed to ensure that
radioactive burn limits were not exceeded.

Summary of Licensee's Resnonse to Violation A.8

The-licensee denies the violation and states that the
incinerator operator was adequately instructed in his
responsibilities. The licensee states that it provided
initial training and that the radiation safety office
reviewed the incinerator operator's procedures during 1990.

NRC Evaluation of Licensee's Response tr iolation A.8

Section 6 of Inspection Report No. 03 0-02764 / 90001 (DRSS) ,
states: "The incinerator operator stated during inspector
interviews that he was-confused and unsure of his
responsioilities for radioactive material incineration."
Had the operator been adequately instructed, and had the
necessary retraining.been provided, he would not have been
confused and would not have incinerated amounts of radio-
active materia) in excess of specific limits provided to
him.

Restatement of Violation A.18

License Condition No. 20 requires the licensee to conduct
-

its-program in accordance with the statements,
; representations, and procedures contained in an application
i dated August 13, 1984, including an attachment dated August

9,_1984.

Item 14, " Solid Waste Incineration," of the August 9, 1984
attachment to the application requires that materials

(
,

I

i

i
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brought to the incinerator be clearly? labeled as to
contents.

Contrary to the above, on September 25, 1990, several bags
of unspecified radioactive-wastes were delivered to the
incinerator for incineration and were not labeled as to
contents.

This is a repeat violation.

Summary of Licensee's Response to Viplation A.18

The licensee denies the violation and states that the bags
were believed to be correctly labeled when placed.into the
freezer and the labels fell off during storage.

NRC Evaluation of' Licensee's Resoonse tg Violation A.18

Item 14 of the August 9, 1984 attachment to the application
requires that materials brought to the incinerator, not the
freezer, be clearly labeled as to contents. If the labels
fell off during storagu, it was the licensee's
respcnsibility to ensure that the bags were properly
relabeled. '

Restatement of'Viph tion B

10 CFR 20.105(b) requiren--that, except as authorized by the
commission, radiation levels in unrestricted areas be
limited so that an:1pdividual who was continuously present
in the area could'not receive a dose'in excess of 2
millireus in-any_ hour'or 100 millirems in any seven
consecutive days. As defined in 10 CFR 20.3 (a) (17), an
-unrestricted area isiany area access to which is not-
controlled by the-licensee for purposes of protection.of
individuals'from exposure to radiation and radioactive

,
materials.

i

| = Contrary to the above,.on December 11, 1990,.the licensee
-allowed the creation of radiation levels in an unrestricted
area such that if an: individual were continuously present in
the area,-he could.have received a dose in excess of 2
millirems-in any one hour or 100 millirems in any_seven
consecutive days, and-such levels had not been authorized by
the commission. Specifically, radiation levels of
approximately-50 millirems per hour existed in unrestricted
accessible areas near the source shutter region of the-
veterinary teletherapy unit located'in the Medical Science
Building Room E.357. This. area was unrestricted because_the

: door to;the room was open and unlocked, licensee personnel-
were not11n attendance, and access to the room was not
controlled by the. licensee.
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Summary of Licensee's Resoonse to Violation B

The licensee denies the violation. The licensee contends
that Medical Science Building Room E357 is a restricted area
because the door to the room is labeled " Caution Radiation
Area" and the door to the outer area is labeled " Authorized
Personnel Only". The licensee also contends that NRC staff
previously indicated that a " Caution Radiation Area" sign
was sufficient for designating a restricted area.

Nhc Evaluation of Licensee's ResDanse to Violation B
As defined in 10 CFR 20. 3 (a) (14) , a restricted area is any
area access :o which is controlled by the licensee for
purposes of protection of individuals from exposure to
radiation and radioactive materials. Conversely, au defined
in 10 CFR 2 0. 3 (a) (17) , an unrestricted area is any area
access to which is not controlled by the licensee for
p'.coses of protection of individuals from exposure to
rr ation and radioactive materials. While a " Caution
Rauiation Area" sign fulfills the requirement of 10 CFR
20.203(b), the mere posting of precautionary signs on a door
does not ensure that individuals will not enter the area and
therefore does not define an area as either restricted or
unrestricted. Positive access control can only be achicved
by mechanical means such as locking the area or by the
presence of licensee personnel who have been instructed to
control access.

As stated in Section 23 of Inspection Report No. 030-
02764/90001(DRSS), the inspectors observed the outer area
door ajar and the door to the teletherapy unit irradiation
aren also ajar with the key to the treatment room door in
the door lock. Both areas were unattended. Furthermore,
the key to operate the teletherapy unit and expose the
source was on the key ring attached to the room key. In
this instance, in the absence of positive access control,
the area in question was, at that time, an unrestricted
area.

II. Violations Denied in Part

Restatement of Violation A.3
License Condition No. 20 requires the licensee to conduct
its program in accordance with the statements,
representations, and procedures conteined in a letter dated
April 11, 1986.

Item 9(a) of the April 11, 1986 letter requires that
laboratories be surveyed with a wipe test at least monthly
when less than millicurie amounts of " unsealed"
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radionuclides are used and weekly when millicurie amounts
are used.

Contrary to the zhove, rese' arch laboratory survey (wipe
tests) have no., in all cases, been performed at the
required frequencies, as evidenced by the following
examples

a. Crosley Building Room No. 1406, where microcurie
quantities of unsealed C-14 were used on at least a
monthly basis from September 1989 to December 1990, was
not wipe tested during that time.

b. Crosley 9uilding Rooms No. 300 and 309, where millicurie
quantities of unsealed Tc-99 and Tc-99m were used on a

~

weekly basis from March 1990 to December 1990, were not
wipe tested weekly on at least ten occasions during this
period.

c. Crosley Building Room No. 1307, where microcuric
quantities of unsealed C-14 were used in June and
October 1990, was not wipe tested during either of these
two months of use,

d. Medical Sciences Building Room No. 6205, where
millicurie quantities of unsealed S-35 were used en
October 4 and 11, 1990, was not wipe tested during that
month.

This is a repeat violation.

Summary of Licensee'n Response to Violation A.4

The licensee denies example (a) in part and example (b) in
whole and admits examples (c) and (d). In responra to
example (a), the licensee acknowledges that required surveys ,

were not conducted in September and October 1990 and claims <

that its records show that surveys were conducted in
November and December 1990 for the 1.idicated laboratory,
However, the licensee makes no response regarding the
missing surv b a between September 1989 and August 1990 and
does not provide documentation of the claimed November and
December 1990 surveys. With regard to example (b), the
licensee contends that all surveys were performed as
required and that the " missed" surveys were during periods
of no use.

ERc Evaluation of Licensee's Fesnonse to violation A.A
With regard to example (a), the licensee provided no
documentation to support its contention that surveys were
conducted in two of the months cited; therefore NRC does not

I
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intend to amend the example at this time. In any event,
example (a) is still a valid example because the licensee
does not dispute that surveys were not conducted during the
remaining 14 months specified in the example.

With regard to example (b), NRC is withdrawing that example
based on the licensee's explanation that the " missed"
surveys were during periods of no use. Violation A.4
remains a violation, however, since examples (a), (c), and
(d) remain valid examples; and because the licensee admits
that the wipe tests were not in all cases performed at the
required frequencies.

Ep_ statement of Violation A.7

10 CFR 19.12 reqaires, in part, that all individuals working
in a restricted area be instructed in the precautions and
procedures to minimize exposure to radioactive materials, in
the purpose and functions of protective devices employed,
and in the applicable provisions of the Commission's
regulations and licenses.

Contrary to the above, individuals who were working in
restricted areas had not been instructed in the precautions
and procedures to minimize exposure, and the applicable
provisions of the Commission's regulations and licenses.
Specifically, as of December 4, 1990, two Central Pharmacy
employees and nine Grounds and Transportation Department
employees were not instructed in the health protection
problems associated with exposure to radioactive materials
or the precautions or procedures to minimize exposure; and
the two Pharmacy employees worked in the radioactive
material package receipt / storage area, a restricted area,
and the nine Grounds employees routinely frequer.ted
restricted areas in the performance of their duties.

[Jemary of Licensen's Response to Violation A.7

The licensee denies the violation in part. Specifically,
the licensee denies that one of the two Central Pharmacy
employees in question was not instructed as required. The
licensee admits that the nine Grounds and Transportation
Department employees were not instructed as required.

NRC Evaluation of Licensee's Response to Violation A.7

As stated in Section 6.d. of Inspection Erport No. 030-
02764/90001(DRSS), the NRC conclusion about the two Central
Pharmacy employees is based on inspector interviews. The
licensee has provided no furthur explanation or
documentation to support its position; therefore, NRC does
not intend to amend the citation at this time. In any

1
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event, Violation.A.? remains a violation since the licensee
admits that at least ten of the eleven individuals specified
in the violation had not been instructed as required.

RestaqsAent of violation A dQ

License Condition No. 20 requires the licensee to-conduct i

its program in accordance with the statements,
representations, and procedures contained in a letter dated
May 17, 1990.

The May 17,'1990 letter, with enclosure, requires the '

Radiation' Safety Officer,'through the Radiation Safety *

office staff,.to conduct audits on a semi-annual schedule of
each laboratory or area authorized for use of licensed
material.

Contrary to the above, from June 14, 1990 through December.
31, 1990, the Radiation Safety office staff did not audit
approximately 50% of the 700 laboratories or arcas where
radioactive material is authorized for use.

Summary of Licensee's Response <to Violation A.1Q

.The licensee admits the violation in part but states that
all areas were surveyed for radiation and that-certain
elements of an audit were performed during the radiation
surveys. The licensee states that it was unaware that the
audit requiroment was incorporated into its NRC license.

NRC Evaluation of Licensee's Resnonse to Violation A.10

Although the licensee states that some elements of an audit
were:performedLduring laboratory radiation surveys, it.
admits that audits were not completed as required. NRC
' expects the licensee to be cognizant--of applicable
regulatory requirements and commitments incorporated by-
reference into its license.

| III._ Licensee's Recuest~for Mitication of Civil P,qnalty
afstatgagnt of L4.censee's Recues1.,for-Reconsideration Recard
ino Escalation Based on Tdentification and ReDortina

The licensee arguesLthat it-reported twelve of the alleged
violations, identified six_of the violations that the
University either admits or admits-in-part, and corrected-
many violations prior to the time that NRC conducted its
inspection in 1990. (Regarding this-latter point, the

' licensee:gives an cxamples A.4, A.5,'A.7, A.12, A.13, and
A.15.) Under these circumstances, the licensee contends
that escalation of the base civil penalty by 50% under
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Section V.B.1. of the Enforcement Policy is an abuse of

] discretion. With respect to the violations that the
J licensee admits, but did not identify, the licensee believes

that NRC has not provided any basis which denonstrates that
the licensee should have reasonably discovered the violation
before the NRC identified it.
NRC Evaluation of Licensee's Recutat_for Reconsideration Rea
ardina Escalation Based on Identification and Reportina

The licensee was well aware of many of the violations, since

1933 nine of them were identified during a 1989-inspection and
were found again during the 1990 inspection. In addition,
the licensee was aware of deficiencies in key program areas

,-

and had not corrected these weaknesses. This indicates that'

the licensee, while aware of the existence of some of the
m' violations, had not taken immediate effective action in 1989

to correct the problems. The NRC Enforcement Policy
provides in Paragraph V.B.1, . . . No consideration will be"

h given to a reduction in penalty if the licensee does not
take immediate action to correct the prnblem upon 4
discovery. Moreover, although the licensee identified"

. .

some violations, 13 of the 21 violations (more than 50%)
were identified solely by the NRC, and those violations
could have been identified earlier by the licensee through
increased management attention anu an effective self-audit
program.

Restatement of Licensee's Recung_t for Reconsideration Recard
ina Escalation Based on Past Performance

The licensee recognizes that the basis for escalating the
base civil penalty by 100% due to past poor performance is
the fact that the NRC, in an enforcement action dated July
2, 1990, issued a citation for a Severity Level II problem
with regard to the University Radiation Safety Program. As
the licensee notes, NRC found that many of the currently -

identified violations are repetitions of problems which
resulted in the prior enforcement action. The licensee
contends that NRC has ignored the fact that the 1990
insoection period followed the July 1990 enforcement action
by a little more than four months. While some of the
alleged violations are characterized by the NRC as repeat

.Cviolations, the University views those alleged violations as
examples of continuing problens for which the four month
time period between July and November 1990 was not
sufficient for corrective actions to be fully implemented
and perfected. ,

i
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ERC Evaluation of Licensee's Recuest f or Reconsideration _ Reg
ardina Escalation Bagid on Past Performangg

The NRC acknowledges that the enforcement action for the
1989 NRC inspection (EA 90-040) was forwarded to the
licensee by letter dated July 2, 1990. However, the
enforcement action resulted from problems identified during
an inspect 4on conducted on August 25, 1989 and during the
period September 19, 1989 through October 6, 1989. Findings
from this inspection were initially conveyed to licensee
representatives at the conclusion of the site inspection on
October 6, 1989.

Although EA 90-040 was issued on July 2, 1990, the
University was provided with detailed HRC inspection and
consultant audit findings, including description of specific --

problems and program weaknesses, on several occasions
between October 6, 1989 and February 16, 1990. Since the
subsequent inspection of the NRC licensed program was
conducted during the period November 26, 1990 through
December 27, 1990, the licensee had approximately twelve
months to correct known problems. Therefore, ample time was
available to the licensee to fully implement lasting and
effective corrective actions for 1989 inspection findings.

As pointed out by the licensee, the NRC acknowledged the
initiatives taken by licensee management in 1989 to identify
and correct problems. These initiatives resulted in the
NRC's decision not to issue a civil penalty for the Severity
Level II problem identified in the Notice of Violation dated '

July 2, 1990 (EA 90-040).

Many of the currently identified violations are repetitions
or continuations of problems which resulted in EA 90-040.
The NRC Enforcement Policy provides in paragraph V.D.3.,
that in weighing past performance, consideration is given to
the effectiveness of previous corrective actions for similar
problems and prior performance in the area of concern.

~

Failure to implement effective and lasting corrective action
for prior similar problems, warrants an increase in the
civil penalty.

Restatement of Licensee's Reauest for Reconsideration Recard
ina Escalation Dased on Duration
The licensee correctly notes that NRC further increased the
bass civil penalty by 100% due to the duration of the
problem concerning the lack of adequate control of licensed
activities because many of the specific violations,
including the more safety significant violations associated
with inventory of radioactive materials, disposal of
radioactive waste through the sanitary sewers, and personal
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dosimetry, existed for periods in excess of one year.: The
licensee denies the alleged violations regarding inventory
of radioactive Laterials, disposal of radioactive waste-
through the sanitary sewers and personal dosimetry,-all of
which the NRC claims are the more safety significant
violations (A.1, A.3_and A.6). Moreover, the licensee
asserts that, at the present time, it-is in full compliance
with respect to all of the alleged-21 violations.

NRC Evaluation of Licensee's Recuest for Reconsideration Rec
ardina Escalati2D Based on Duration
The NRC Enforcement _ Policy provides in paragraph V.B.6. that
a greater civil-penalty may be-inposed if violations
continue. For example, if the licensee-is aware of a
condition which results in ongoing. violations and fails to
initiate effective corrective actions, it may be considered
for additional civil penalties. Although licensee senior
management became avere of many of the programmatic
weaknesses in'1989 and come corrective actions were
initiated, these actions were not properly focused to
-achieve adequate regulatory complianco. As a result, many
of the prJblems still existed at the time of the November 26
- December 27, 1990 inspection.

The licensee. contends that many of the citations were not
valid, including these deemed by the NRC as more safety
significant. .Moreover,' the licensee states it is in full-
. compliance at this time. However, as explained above, the
-NRC has found no basis for withdrawing any of the violstions
(example A.4.b is being withdrawn) identified in the Notice
of: Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil penalty.
Furthermore, full compliance is expected of all-NRC
licensees.--The fact that the-licensee is now in full
1 compliance has no bearing on.the assessment of the civil
penalty, which is for the failure to completely correct a
breakdown in the control of several significant aspects of
the-licensee's radiation safety program, a problem that
existed at the tima of the 1990. inspection.

' lV . NRC Conclusion

Based'on the information-presented by.the licensee and
evaluated by=the NRC,.NRC concludes that the violations did
. occur and that the licensee has not provided an adequate,

basis for mitigation of the civil penalty. Consequently,
the proposed civil penalty in the-amount of $8,750 should bel

j imposed.
I:
:.
|

_
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***++ October 29, 1991

Docket No. 50-186
License No. R-103
EA 91-113

University of Missouri - Columbia
ATTN: Dr. James J. Rhyne, Director

Research Reactor Facility
Research Park
Columbia, MO 65201

Dear Dr. Rhy.

SUBJECT: MISSOURI UNIVERSITY RESEARCH REACTOR FACILITY NOTICE OF VIOLATION
AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVJL PENALTY - $1,875
(CRC INSPECTION REPORT N0. 50-186/91004)

This refers to the inspection conducted on August 21, 1991, of the events
surrounding the September 4,1990, and August 5,1991, inadvertent switching of

- samples in your hot cell, which resulted in incorrect shipmer,ts of byproduct
material. The report documenting this inspection was sent to you by a letter

-dated September 10, 1991. During this inspection violations of NRC requirements
were identified. Although neither event was reportable, the August 5, 1991
event was voluntarily reported to the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
by telephone, on August 7, 1991, and to NRC Region III by telephone on August 9,
1991. A written report was submitted to the NRC by latter dated September 4,
1991. An Enforcement Conference was held on September 18, 1991, at the NRC
Region III Office to discuss the violatioas, their causes, and your corrective'
actions. The report summarizing this conference was sent.to you by letter
dated September 23, 1991.

On August 5, 1991, when irradiated c.ans we-e removed from the reactor pool to
the hot cell, one can contained cosmic dust (quartz grains) which had been

| irradiated for NASA / Johnson Space Canter. The primary activity was 16
! millicuries of sodium-24. Another can contained capsules, one of which

~

contained 11~ curies of rhenium-186 produced for Mallinckrodt Medical. In the
hot cell each sample was to be placed into its respective lead pig (identified
with the respective can number and customer). The shipping technician
inadvertently placed the Mallinckrodt sample in the NASA pig and vice versa.

.Each lead pig was placed-in a Type A package, dose rate readings on contact and
at one meter were taken, and an appropriate-transport index was assigned for
each package. The package bound for NASA was given a Yellw II label and
"" irked es centeining 16 '"!111 curies of !cdier-24, yhcr. it acually centained 11
curies of rhenium-186. The package bound for Mallinckrodt was given a Yellow
III label and marked as containing 11 curies of rhenium-186, when it actually

,

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
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contained.16 m1111 curies of sodium-24. The shipping papers and radioactive
label for each' package had the wrong radionuclide name and activity specified.
Further, NASA was not authorized to receive 11 curies of rhenium. On August 6,
1991, a researcher at NASA opened the package and immediately recognized that
it was the wrong material. NASA estimated that the researcher received 750
millirem to the hand.

-

During the NRC inspection, you also described a similar event which occurred in ,

September 1990, when you inadvertently shipped 35 curies of palladium-103,-109-
to Mallinckrodt Medical instead of 6.19 curies of rhenium-166. However, you
( Jcovered the error, internally and notified Hallinckrodt before they opened
the package.

Four violations'were identified regarding the September 1990 and August.1991
events as described in the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed imposition
of Civil Penalty.(Notice). Violation I.A involves-three instances of failure

-to place the correct radionuclide name and activity on the shipping papers erd
radioactive labels for three byproduct material shipments. Violetion I.B
involves one tratisfer of byproduct material- to an unauthorized person. These
violations were caused by-personnel errors (inattention to detail) when the
shipping technician incorrectly read markings, resulting in the technician
placing byproduct materials into the wrong lead pig while working in the hot
cell. '

The safety consequences of these events were potentially significant. In cases
where the item distributed is different from that stated-on-the radioactive
label, serious health physics consequences can result during package opening
and initial handling. Recipients who are not authorized to possess certain
nuclide:,, quantities,'or forms may not have the facilities or properly traired
personnel to:recogni:e and deal with the contents of such inadvertent shipe 't s'.
In addition,-proper labeling and shipping papers cllow civil authorities, k
case of an accident during transport, to properly identify the type, quantity,
and form of material; allow the carrier end recipient to axercise edequate
controls; and minimize the potential fer overexposure, contamination, and
improper transfer of materie.l.

The events described above involve significant fail'ure to control licensed
: material intended for distribution, failure to centrol access to licensed

~

material as required pursuant to 10 CFR 30,41, and noncomplience with labeling
and shipping paper reovirencnts. Therefore, in accordance with the " General
Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement

' Policy) 10 CFR Part 2 Appendix C-(1991), the associated violations are
.

classified in the aggregate as a Severity Level III problem.

Se recognize t' hat you took immediate corrective actions upon identificatici of
the September 1990.and August 1991 cvents including' notification of Mallinckrodt
Medical, retrieval of shipments, procedure reviews and revisions, ed personnel
actions. In regard to your long term corrective actions, we acknowledge that
you have underteken further procedure reviews and revisions includino impleren-

.-tation of double verification and increasing the staffing ar:d qurlification
level of persennel working.in the shipping area, and that you intend to

|

|
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tiniversity of Missouri -3- October 29, 1991

implement a refresher and update training program. Additionally, we acknowledge
that you are evaluating a sodium iodide detector system as a possible enhance-
ment to the shipping program, and funding is being sought for new hot cells
which nay inprove the safety, accuracy, and efficiency of your shipping process.
With regard to the September 1990 event, your corrective actions appear to have
been narrowly focused on identification markings on the small aluminum cans
(capsules) bsed in that operation. We expect your corrective actions for
future prob ms to be more comprehensive.

To emphasize the icportance the NRC places on attention te detail while
preparing byproduct caterial for distribution, and on ensuring that bypt 3 duct
tr.ateriel is properly shipped in accordance with fiRC and Department of Transper-
tation (DOT) requirements, I have been authorized, after consultation with the
Director Office of Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive Director for Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, to issue the enclosed Nctice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) in the amount of $1,875 for the Severity
1.evel 111 problem,

NRC views this as a plant operations problem as opposed to a transportation
problem because all of tha violations were inevitable once the conteincrc were
switched as they came from the reactor pool. In accordance with Table 1A r.f
the Enforcenent Policy, the base civil penalty for a plant operations prebler
at a research reactor is $2,500. The escalation and mitigation fectors in the
Enforcement Policy vierc considered. Mitigation of tne base civil penalty by 25
percent was warranted to encourage voluntary reportinc, which occurred in this
case. Full 50 percent nitigation fcr identification and reporting was not
warranted in that the August 1991 event res identified by NASA. I:o mitigation
of the base civil penalty was warranted fer the ccrrective action factor.
Although your corrective actions following the August 1991 event appear adequate,
your corrective actions followiag your identification nf the Septcmber 1990
ovent were net sufficiently comprehensive. No escalation or mitigation of ttc
base civil penalty was warranted for the past perfornance factor. Althourt
your overall performance is considered good, there have been other recent
violations involving shipping and receiving. The other adjustnent factors in
the Policy were considered and no further adjustner.t to the base civil penalty
is considered apprepriate. Therefore, based on the above, the base civil
penalty has been decreased by 25 percent. -

An additional violation not assessed a civil penalty was identified regard %g
inadequate documentatier cf Type A package design and testing ts dcrcrit'ed in
the enclosed Notice.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Hotice when preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this
Notice, including ycur proposed corrective actions and the results of future
inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcerert cction.is
necessary to ensure compliance with I:RC regulatcry requirements.

NUREG-0940 II.A-165
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University of Missouri -4- October 29, 1991

In accordar.ce with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
3y the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub, l.. No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

CL|lLv4
!/L'

ti

A. Eert avis /

Regional Administrator
_.

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and "

Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty

cc w/ enclosure:
DCD/DCB (RIDS)
OC/LFDCB
Dr. William Vernetson, Director

of Nuclear Facilities

_.
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NOTICE OF V!0LATION
AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF civil PENALTY

University cf Missouri Docket No. 50-186
Missouri University Research Peactor License No. R-103

EA 91-113

Durirg en NRC inspection' conducted on August 21, 1991, violations of NRC
requirements were identified. In accordance with the ' General Statenent of
Policy and Precedure for URC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C
(1991), the Nuclecr Regulatory Cormission proposes to impose a civil penalty
pursuant to Section 234 of the Atcmic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act), 42
U.S.C. 2202, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particulcr violations and associa'ed civil
penalty are set forth below:

1. Violations Assessed a Civil Penalty
-

A. 10 CFR 71.5(a) requires that licensees who transport licensed
paterial outside the confines of their plants or deliver licensed
material to a carrier for transport conply with the applicable
requireuent: ef the reculations apprepriate to the mode of transport
,of the Department of Transportation (DOT) in O CFR Tarts 170-189.

49 CFR 172.203(d)(1)(i) reevires that the dc -Wion for a shipment
of radioactive material must include the narc cf cach radionuclide in
the radioactive natoriel that is listed in 49 CFR 173.435.

, ,

49 CFR 172.203(d)(1)(iii) requires that the description for a
shipment of radioactive material must include the activity contained
in each package of the shipment in terms of curies, millicuries or
microcuries.

49 CFR 172.403(a) and (g) require in part that the contents and
activity of each packege of radioactive material cust be entered on
the radioactive label, unless the package is excepted from labeling.

1. Contrary to the above, on August 5, 1991, the lictnsee delivered _

11 curies cf rhenium-lC6 to a carrier for transport ic the
NASA Rohnson Space Center with the description on the shippiro
paper * and the radioactive label stating that the shipment
contained 10 nillicuries of sodium-?4. and the pckage was not
excepted from labeling.

2. Centrary to the above, on August 5, 1991, the licensee delivered
16 millicuries of sodiun-24 to a carrier for transpcrt tc '
Hallinckrodt ikdical with the description on the shipping
papers and the radictetive 1tLei t,tating that the shipment
contained 11 curics of rhenium-lC6, and the pckepe was not
excepted fron labeling.
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Hotice of Violation -2-i

3. Contrary to the above, on September 4,1990, the licensee
delivered 17.9 curies of palladium-103, and 18 curies of
palladium-109 to a carrier for transport to Mallinckrodt Medical
with the description on the shipping papers and the radioactive
label statir^ that the shipment contained 6.19 curies of
rhenium-186, and the package wa not excepted from labeling.

B. 10 CFR 30.41(a) and (b)(5) require, in part, that no licensee
transfer byproduct material except to a person authorized to receive
such byproduct material under the terms of a specific or general
license issued by the Commission or Agreement State.

Contrary to the above, on August 5, 1991, the licensee transferred a
source .containing 11 curies of rhenium-186 to NASA / Johnson Space
Center, a person who was not authorized to receive such byproduct
material under the terms of a specific or general license issued by
the Commission or Agreement State. 3

This is a Severity Level III problem (Supplements V and VI).

Civil Pen 91ty - $1,875 (assessed equally among the four violations).

II. Violation Not Assessed a Civil Penalty

10 CFR'71.5(a) requires that licensees who transport licensed material
outside the confines of their plants or deliver licensed material to a
carrier for transport comply with the applicable requirements of the
regulations appropriate to the mode of transport of the Department of
Transportation (DOT) in 49 CFR Parts 170-109.

49 CFR 173.415(a) requires, in part, that each shipper of a Specification
7A package must maintain on file a complete documentation of tests and an
engineering evaluation or comparative data showing that the construction
methods, packaging design, and materials of construction comply with
that specification.

Specification 7A, 49 CFR 178.350, requires, in part, that each packaging
must be so designed and constructed that it meets the standards for Type A
packaging.

Contrary to the above, as of August 21, 1991, the video documentation for
the licensee's Type A containers did not provide an engineering evaluation
or comparative data showing that the construction methods, packaging
design, and materials of construction comply with the specification 7A.
Additionally, the video documentation of testing did not provide complete
documentation of tests performed. Specifically, the licensee could not
locate the completed checklists which document and certify that the Type A
container testing acceptance criteria were met. -

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement V).

!
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Notice of Violation -3-

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the University of Missouri
(Licensee) is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to
the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Connission, within
30 days of the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of
Civil Penalty (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a
Notice of Violation" and should include for each alleged violation: (1)
admission or denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the violation
if adm" ted, and if denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have
been taken and the results achieved, (4) the corrective steps that will be
taken to avoid further violations, and (5) the date when full compliance will
be achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in
this Notice, the Commission may issue an Order or Demand for Information as to
why the license should not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why Juch
other actio.n as may be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be given
to extending the response time for good cause shown. Under the authority of
Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under
oath or affirmation.

Within the same tjme as provided for the' response required above under 10 CFR
2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the .

Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a *
check, draft, money crder, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of
the United States in the amount of the civil penalty p> uposed above, or the
cumulative amount of the civil penaltias if more than one civil penalty is
proposed, or may protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part,
by a written answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Should the Licensee fail to answer within the
time specified, an order imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should the
Licensee elect to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR ? 205 protesting the
civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as an'
" Answer to a Notice of Violation"'and may: (1) deny the violation listed in
this Notice in whole or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating circu'nstances,
(3) show error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the pensity should
not be imposed. In addition to protesting the civil penalty in whole or ir
part, such answer may request remission or mitigation of the penalty.

In requesting mitigatic, of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in
-

Section V.B of 10 CFR Pm 5 2. Appendix C (1991), should be addre ned. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citing

-

page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the Licensee .]
is directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedure j

for imposing a civil penalty. ,

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been determined
in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter may
be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless compromised,
remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to Sectio'n
234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

l
,

i
.

,

i
U

I
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tiotice of Vio16 tion -4-

The response noted above (Reply to flotice of Violation, letter with ppent of
civil penalty, and Answer to .s Notice of Violation) should be addressed to:
Director, Office of Enforcencnt, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comissien, ATTN:
Document Control Desk, Washington, J.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional
Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission Region !!!, 799 Roosnelt
Road, Glen Ellyn, Illinois (0137.

FOR THE I4UC'. EAR REGULATORY C0!1115510ti

"'

.L/ul

A. Bert Davis
Regional Administrator

Dated at Glen E113n. Illinois
this 29th day of October 1991

,

d

&

.

'

,
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November 4, 1991

!
'

Opcket No. 030-10026
License No. 31-07755-05
*A 91-050

Veterans Administratior Aedical Center
ATTN: f red lialphurs. Director

.113 Holland Annue
Alba.3y, New York 12208

:
*

Gentlemen:
i

$UBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMP 0$1T10N OF CIVlt PENALTY .$2,500
(NRC IMPF.CTION REPORT 90-001 AND 01 INVE$f!GATION REPORT l-90-018)

This lettt P er.- to the NRC inspectiert conducted on November 20 and 21, 1990,
and to a tut,aqwnt investigation by the NRC Office of Investigations (01) of
activities authwrized by NRC License No. 31-02755-05 at the Veterans Admini-
stration Medicsl Center, Albany, New York. The inspection report was sent to
you on December 7, 1990. A copy of the synopsi$ of the 01 investigation was
sent to you on June 26, 1991. Numerous violations were identified during the ,

inspection. A number of tht,se siolations were the subject of a Notice of
Violation and Proposed impositian of Civil Penalty (Notice) in-the amount of
$3,750 dated January 29,1991 (EA 90-209); however, sorne apparent violations
were Feld in abeyance pending the completion of the 01 investigation.

The civil penalty proposed in January 1991 focused on lack of management ,

attention to, and oversight of,-the radiation safety program. As a separate
and distinct issue, the violations described in the enclosed Notice focus on j
the maintenance of records to-document the performance of sealed source
inventories 5 hat, in' fact, had not been completed. These violations were
discussed at an enforcement conforence. held July 8,'1991. As discussed below,'

we have concluded that the root caust of these violations is careless disregard t

for meeting regulatory requirements on the part of licensee ranagement. Pursuant
to 10 CFR 30.9, NRC requires its licensees to maintain NRC-required records and
provida information to NRC-that is complete and accuratt. in all material respects.
The ability to rely on the completeness and accuracy of NRC-required records and
information provided to NRC is inherent in the isstance and continuation of an
NRC licensa to conduct activities involving radioactive materials. In a:corcance

.

'

with the Enforcement Policy, the violations listed in the enclosed Notice are of :

significant regulatory concern and warrant a separate civil penalty.

During the inspec' ion in November 1990, the inspector reviewed the records of
the Jaruary, April, July, and October 1990' quarterly sealed source inventories
with the Radiation Safety-Cfficer (R50) designated on the license at that time

CFRTIFIE0 MAIL-
RT@N RENIFf REQUESTED

,
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Veterans Administration Medical Center 2

(hereinaf ter, "the R50"). The inspector became concerned when the R50 could
not explain the meaning of certain codes on the October 14, 1990 inventory
record and the inspector asked if the inventory had, in fact, been done. The
R50 answered that the inventory was done. The O! investigation substantiated
that the sealed. source inventory records dated April 10, 1990, July 10, 1990,
and October 14, 1990 were inaccurate in that complete physical inventories were
not actually performed. This matter is cause for significant concern because
it involves failures both on the part of the licensee management and the R50.
(While the 01 Report concluded that the January 10, 1990, sealed source

.inventcry was al.1 incomplete but signed by the R50 as complete, the R50
maintal,ns that this inventory was properly conducted. NRC does not intend
.to pursue this matter.)

.Co.:erning the April- 10, 1990-inventory, the R50 created the record without
performing an actual physical inventory by using the January 1990 inventory
list and merely adding the new items received sirre that time to the list. He
subsequently stated at-the enforcement' conference that he also " called a few
labs" to verify that sources from those laboratories had not been lost.-

Concerning the July 10, 1990 and October 14, 1990 sealed source inventories,
the R50 offered the explanation at the enforcement conference that on these two
separate occasions, when he discovered a computer-generated list of sealed
sources among the aumerous papers on his desk, he presumed that they
represent 6d completed physical inventories performed by the individual who had

. been hired to assume the duties of R';0, and he signed the lists as representing- '

,

completed inventories without any further review, discussion, or documentation.

The R50 maintains that the inaccurate April 1990 inventory record resulted in -
part from his confusion and lack of. understanding concerning the inventor"

- Ngui rement. However, as the R50,-he should have mar,e more of an effort to-
achieve a thorough understanding of how to-satisfy NRC inventory requirements.

Notwithstanding the R50's failures, the failures on the part of the licensee
-management created a situation in which the R50 did not clearly understand nor ;

properly implem~ t the R50 responsibilities under the terms of the NRC license
and did not devue sufficient time to those responsibilities. In 1989, the
licensee employed the R50 on a cart time basis (7/8 full time) as the Physician- ;

Director of the nuclear mediciae department and yet assigned him the additional ;
duties of the R50 position, es well as the duties of Ge Chairman of the 450, |
.without providing sufficient continuity, oversight, training, and resourcs
support to assure that he adequately discharged these additional duties.

,

Further, licensee management was aware that previously, the duties of the R50 '

required a full-time position to adequately oversee this broad NRC license.
These facts demonstrate careless disregard for meeting regulatory requirements
on the part of licensee management, which is the root cause of the violations

,

4

in the enclosed Notice, Violations that involve careless disregard are of
significant regulatory concern tc NRC, Therefore, in accordance with the
" General Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions"
(Enforcement l'olicy),10 CFR Part 2 Appendix C (1990), the. violations listed -
in the enclosed Notice are classified in.the aparegate 6s a Severity Leve' 111
problem,

i
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Veterans Aaministration Medical Center 3

' The NRC recognizes that the licensee has taken currecthe actions relative to
these matters. These actions include (1) retention of contract health physics
support shortly after the inspection to assist the existing R50 in the daily
implementation of the program until a full-time R$0 is hired, trained, and
addedtotheNRClicenset(2)replacementoftheR50withanotherinterim
individual in January 1991; and (3) removal of the R$0 as Chairman of the
Radiation Safety Committee.

In addition, as noted earlier, a civil pensity was previously assessed for
violations indicative of lack of management control. Thet lack of management

,

control, which is also applicable to the two violations described in the j

enclosed Notice, constitutes careless disrep rd by licensee management for'

toeeting regulatory requirements (which the NRC detertuned from review of the
01 report and from the licensee presentation at the July 8,1991 enforcement
conference). As a result of this conclusion that licensee managernent actions
constitutti careless disregard, which is i

enforcement policy, an additional civil,a form of wrongdoing under the NRCpenalty is warranted for the separ.te
violations.- The civil penalty is intended to emphasize to licensee management-

-that they have a fundamental ~ responsibility in assuring thatt (1) NRC require-
fnents are met including the accuracy of required records; and (2) trained and -

-qualified staff, as well as adequate resources, are essential to maintaining
such assurance. Therefore, I have been authorized, after consultation with the

-

Director. Of fice of Enforcernent, to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and
Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty in the amount-of $2,500 fnr this Severity
Level !!! problem.-

;

'The base civil-penalty for a Severity Level Ill violation is 52,500. The
escalation and mitigation factors set forth in the Enforcernent Policy were
considered and, on balance,~ no change to the base civil penalty was considered
appropriate, While NRC fdentified these violations and you should have been
aware of them sooner, escalation based on this factor was of fset by mitigation
for your currective' actions, which are described above.

You are required ~to respond to the enclosed Notice and, in preparing your
response, you should doc, ment the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. Ycu should include in your response a

[ description of the actions-(for example, orientation training, and periodic
| refresher training) taken or planned to 4.ssure that, in the future, all

individuals associated with NRC-licensed activities are trained and qualified
for their positions and fulfill their responsibility to the Veterans

Administration and the NRC to conduct those activities in accordance with NRC
requi m ents including the provisions of 10 CFR 30.9 pertaining-to complete
and accurate information.

,

.After reviewing-your response to this Notice, including your proposed corrective
actions and the results of future inspections, the NRC will determine whether
further NRC enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC
regulatcry requireaent5.

_ _

,
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|

In accordance with 10 CTR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice." a copy of
this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Roem.

The responses directed by this letter ar.d the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearJnce procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required -

'
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

i$1ncerely.

m.f
'Thomas T. Martin

Regional Administrator .

Enclosure: Notice of Violation
and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty

'

. r

-CC:
Public Docurnent Room (POR)
Nuclear Saftty.Information Center (N$1C)
State of New York

Director,NuclearMedicine(*15) *

ATIN: Helen Malaskiewicz
Department of Veterans Affairs
810 Vermont Avenue, N.w.
Washington, D.C. 20420 +

t

'

L
|

|
|

:
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|

|
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NOTICE OF V10LATION
ANO i

FROPOSED IMPOSITION OF civil PENALTY

Veterans Administration Medical Center Docket No. 030 10026 ;
Albany, New York License No. 31-02755-05

EA 91-050

During an NRC inspection conducted on November 20-21, 1990 and subsequent
,

investigation by. the NRC Office of Investigations (01), violations of NRC
i requirements were identified. In accordance with the " General Statement of

Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcenent Actions," 10 CFR Part 2. Appendis C
(1990), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to inose a civil penalty
pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended ( Act), 42
U.S.C. 2202, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violations and the associated
civil penalty are set ferth below:

,

A. 10 CFR 35.59(g) requires, in part, that a licensee in possession of a )
-

sealed source or brachytherapy source conduct a quarterly physical
inventory of all such sources in its possession and shall retain each
inventory record for five years.

'

"ontrary to the above, the licensee did not complete a physical inventory
of all sealed sources-in its possession between April and December 1980, a
period in excess of a calendar Quarter. Specifically, during this period,
a comprehensive determination of the location of all sealed sources and

.

'

-whether any such sources were missing was not performed.

B. 10 TfR 30.9(a) requires, in part, t'at information provided to the Commission.

by 4 licensee, or information recuired by the Commission's regulations to be
maintuined by the licensee, shall be complete and accurate in all material

,

respects.

Contrary to the above, between April 1990 and November 21, 1990, the +

licensee maintained inaccurate written records dated April 10, 1990, July
10, 1990, and October 14, 1990, documenting three quarterly physical "

inventories of sealed sources; and, during an inspection conducted on
November 20-21, 1990,. these records were presented to an NRC inspector
for review. ihe records were inaccurate in that the quarterly physical
inventories that'they documented had not, in fact, been completed. The
inaccurate information was material in'that it directly related to
compitance with NRC requirements.

These violations have been categorind in the aggregate as a Severity Level 111
. problem (Supplements VI and Vil).

Cumulative Civil Penalty - $2,500 (assessed equally between the two viol'ations),

_ _

t

5
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flotice of Violation -2-

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the Veterans Administration Medical
Center (Licensee) is hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation
to tne Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within
30 days of the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed Impositten of
Civil Penalty (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked 45 4 " Reply to a
Notice of Violation" ar.d should include for each alleged viulation: (1)
admission or dealal of the alleged violation, (2) the rea>ons for the violation
if admitted, and if denied, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps that have
been taken and the results achieved, (4) the corrective steps that will be
taken to avoid further violations, and (5) the date when full compliance will
be achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within the time specified in
this Not' ice, an order may be issued to show cause why the license shoG d not be
modified, suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may be proper
should not be taken. Consideration tray be given to extending the response time
for good cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C.
2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Within the same [irne as provided-for the response required above under
10 CFR 2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the
Director, Of fice of Enforcement, U S. Nuclear Regulatory Connission, with a
check, draft, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of
the United $thtes in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or may
protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part, by a written
answer addressed to the Director Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear

iRegulatory Commission. $hould the Licensee fail to answer within the time '

specified, an order imposing the civil penalty will be issued, should the
Licensee elect to file an answer in accorcance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the !
civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as an '

" Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the violations listed in
this Notice in whoie or in part, (2) demonstrate extenuating cirwumstances, (3)
show error in this Notice, or (4) show other reasons why the penalty should not
be imposed, in addition 6to protesting the civil penalty in whole or in part,
such answer may request remission or mitigation of_the penalty.

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (1990), should be addressed, Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citing
page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. -The attention of the Licensee
is directed.to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.235, regarding the procedure

i for imposing a civil penalty.
|

. Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been deter-
'

..

mined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this matter
may.be referred to the Attorney General, and the peralty, unless compromised,
remitted, or mitigated, may be coilected by civil action pursuant to Section
234c of the Act, 42__U.5,C. 2282c.

__

,

.
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Notice of Violation -3-

The responst. notea above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment of
civil penalty, aed Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed to:

-Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ATTN:
Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regionali

Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region 1.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS$10N

M "

Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator

Dated at King of Prussia Pennsylvania
this f 8 day of November 1991

..

.
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Docket No. 030-13891
License No. 48-18578-01
EA 91-138

Watertowr. Memorial Hospital
ATTH: Leo Borgielski

President
12J Hospital Drive
Post Office Box 290
Watertown WI .53094-3384

Dear Mr. Bargielski:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED 1MPOSIT10N Or CIVIL PENALTY - $6,250
(INSPECTION REPORT N0. 30-13891/91001)

This refers to the routine inspection at the Watertown Memorial Hospital,
conducted on September 26, 1991, and authorized by NRC License No. 48-18578-01.
The report documenting this inspection was sent to you on October 25, 1991. As
a result of the inspection, violations of NRC requirements were identified, and
on October 31, 1991, an enforcement conference was held in the Region 111 office
between you and other members of your staff, and Mr. William I.. Axelson, Deputy
Director, Division of Rediation Safety and Safeguards and other rnembers of the
NRC staff.

The NRC has deterrained that a number of violations of NRC requirements occurred
under the Byproduct Material License issued to Watertown Hemorial Hospital. The
violations, which are described in the enclosed Notice of Violation, include, but
are not limited to, the periodic failure to: -establish procedures for the
receipt of radioactive materials during off-duty hours; perform the daily
constancy and the quarterly linearity tests of the dose calibrator and record
certain specified information pertaining to the tests; train personnel; survey
areas where radioaccive materials are used and stored; and perform annual reviews
of the radiation safety program. These violations, taken collectively, represent
a significant breakdown in the control of NRC licensed activities at Watertown
Memorial Hospital. -Therefore, in accordance with the " General Statement of,

( Policy and Proccdure for NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR
! Part 2. Appendix C (1991), the violations are classified in the aggregate as a
|- Severity Level !!! problem.

The rcot causes of the violations and the subsequent corrective action were
discussed during the October 31, 1991, enforcement conference. The NRC
recognizes that corrective actions have been initic.ted and' acknowledges the
additional information regarding corrective actions you telefaxed to us on

-November 6, 1991. The major factor contributing to the violations appeared to
|

CERTIFIED MAIL|

I RETURN RErE!PT REQUESTED
1
1
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Watertown Memorial Hospital -2- November 7, 1991

be a lack of management supp d and oversight of the hRC licensed progran and a
lack o' leadership by tnose respensible for overseeing the radiation safety
program, including the Radiation Safety Conmittee and the Radiation Safety Oificer.

The NRC license issued to Watertown Memorial Hospital entrusts responsibility for
rodf ation safety to the rnancgeNnt of the hospital; therefore, the NRC expects
effective nanagement and oversight of its licensed programs, incunbent upon each
NkC licensee is the responsibility to protect the public health and safety,
including the health and safety of the employees, by assaring that all
requirements of the NRC license are met and any potential violation of hRC
requirements is identified and expeditiously corrected. To have allowed these
violations of NRC requirements to occur and go undetected and uncorrected
demonstrates that ineffective and insufficient management oversight of the
implementation of the radiation safety progran exists at flatertown Memorial
Hoepital. While no single violation represents a significant health or safety
concern, the number and scope of the violations indicate that a significant
breakdown exists in the implementation of your radiation safety program. Had
proper training.bcen provided to the personnel responsible for irplementing the
day-to-day radiation safety program, and if routine, comprehensive progren audits
had been conducted, many of these violations may not have occurred.

To emphasize the need for effective management and oversight of NRC licensed
activities, I am issuing the enclosed iktice of Violation and Proposed Impoe tion
cf C Ni' fenalty (Notice) in the amount of $6,250 for the Sevcrity Level !!!
pr ob b -

The base valte of a civil penalty for a Severity Level 111 problem is $2,500.
The civil penalty adjustment factors in the Enforcement Policy were considered
and the amount of the civil penalty was escalhted 50 percent since the NRC
identified the violations. The amount of the civil penalty was increased an
additional 100 percent for the prior notice or similar events provided to
Watertown Memorial Hospital by NRC |nformation Notice No. 90-71. That
Information Notice discussed various failings in exercising management oversight
and control of radiation safety program!, including case histories where
annual reviews by the Radiation Safety Comittee were not done and where the
fundamental program deficiency wLs the lack of suf ficient time and attention
to the radiation safety program by the Radiation Safety Officer. In addition,
the Information Notice indicated the NRC expected the licensee to distribute the
Information Notice to hospital managenent end urged senior manacers to carefully
read the information contained in the Notice to consider actions to orevent
problems from occurring at their facilities.

Your corrective actions were sufficient to returr Watertown Memorial Hospital to
compliance with NRC requirements with one excepti;n; you did not propose or
implement sufficient corrective action concerning the receipt of radiopharma-
ceuticals during off-hours. At the enforcement cor;ference you proposed to
continue to allow representatives of the nuclear pha m cy access to your
radiation restricted area during off-hours without the pretence of a hos'pital
representative. The November 6, 1991, telefax appears to indicate that this
problem has been corrected. Therefore, on balance, an adjuatment to the
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Watertown Memorial Hospital -3- November 7,1991

amount of the civil penalty for the licensce's corrective actions was not
made. On the whole, the past-regulatory performance of Watertown Memorial
Hospital has been good with only one violation in each of the two previous
inspections. However,_the number and scope of the violations disclosed during
the September 26, 1991, inspection indicates that your performance significantly
deteriorated since the previous NRC inspection. Therefore, no adjustment to the
amount of the base civil penalty was made for your past good performance. The
remaining factors in the enforcement policy were also considered and no further
adjustment to the base civil penalty is considered appropriate.

You are required to document your response to this letter and should follow the
instructions specified in the enclosed Hotice when preparing your response. In
your response, please ensure that you described the actions you have taken to
strengthen the management and oversight of your NRC bcensed program. In
addition to your specific rcsponse to the violations, please also address the'

actions you have impikmented or plan to take to ensure timely and lasting
improvement in your radiation safety program. You should address the management
of the program and imy improvements needed in the procedures and practices to
achieve and maintain compliance with NRC requirements and license conditions,-

-including internal or external audits to assess the effectiveness of your
program..

In. addition to the violations described in the enclosed Notice, two other
apparent violations of NRC requirements were discussed at the enforcement
conference. With the information you presented at the enforcement conference,
or wil1=obtain in the very near future, the two apparent violations have been
withdrawn. Those apparent violations were:

Contrary to the requirements of 49 CFR 173.475(1), it was believed that-

you did not examine the surfaces of shipping packages for contamination.
At the enforcement conference, you presented information indicating that
such examinations were performed.

Contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 35.70(f), you did not conduct-

weekly surveys for catamination so as.tv be able to detect contamination
of-each wipe sample of 2,000 disintegratinns per minute, as the wipe test
samples were analyzed with your nuclear medicine gamma camera. And, the
camera-was not sufficiently sensitive to detect 2,000 disintegrations were

L minute. At the enforcement conference, you stated that you believed the
! nuclear medicine gamma camera could detect 2,000 disintegrations per - r

mitJte, and planned to perform tests within the next week to demonstrate
that capability. Please forward the results of those tests for cur review

( and evaluation to determine if further action by the NRC is required.t

~After reviewing your response to this Notice, including your propesed corrective
actions and the resul.ts of future inspections, the NRC will determine-whether

,. further NRC enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC- ,
regulatory requirements.

|

,

:
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Watertown Hemorial Hospital -4- November 7, 1991

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's * Rules of Practice," a copy of this
letter, its enclosure, and your responses will be placed in the NRC Public
Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject to
the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required by
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Public Law No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

'W
A. Bert' Day s

Regional Administrator

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and Proposed

imposition of Ciyil Penalty,

cc w/ enclosure:
DCD/DCB (RIDS)

i

*

I

9
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION |
"

AND
PROPOSED If!POS1110N OF CIVIL PENALTY

,

!

Watertown tiemorial Hospital Docket No. 030 13891 |
Watertown, Wisconsin License No. 48-18578-01

EA 91-138

1

During an NRC inspection conducted on September 26, 1991, violations of NRC
requirements were identified. In accordance with-the.* General Statement of
Policy and Procer'ure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C
(1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to impose a civil penalty
pursuant to Secticn 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act) 42
U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular violations and associated civil
penalty are set tprth below: '

;

A. 10 CFR 35.21(a) requires that the licenser througf the Radiation Safety
Officer, ensure that radiation safety activities are being perfortned ir
accordance with approved procedures. The licensee's procedures for

1receivingandopeningpackagesofbyproductmaterialaredescribedinthe
licensee s letter dated February 16, 1989, and were approved by License '

Condition No. 14.

Item K of the letter dated February 16, 1989, states the licensee will
establish and implement the model guidance for ordering and re elving
radioactive materials publi+hed-in Appendix _K of Regulatory Guide 10.8,
Revision 2. *

Appendix K of Regulatory Guide 10.8, Revision 2, "Model Guidance for
Ordering and Receiving Radioactive Material," requires the Radiation
Safety Officer provide written procedures for receiving packages of
radioactive material during off-duty hours.

Contrary to the above, As of September 26, 1991, the licensee, through
its Radiation Safety Officer, failed te ensure that radiation safety _.
activities were being performed in accordance with the above procedures.
Specifically, the Radiation Safety Officer had not implemented written
procedures for the receipt of packages containing radioactive material
durir.g off-duty hours.

B. 10 CFR 35.21(a) requires that the licensce, through the Radiation Safety
Officer, ensure that radiation safety activities are being performed in

; accordance with approved procedures. The licensee's procedures for the
-training.of employees in specified subjects are described in the
licensee's letter dated February 16,'1989, and were approved by Licen'se
Condition No. 14.

i-

!
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Notice of Violation -2-
,

The letter dated February 16, 1989,' states in Item A that the licensee '

will establish and implement the model training prcgram published in
Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 10.8, Revision 2.

Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 10.6, Revision 2 *Model Training
Program," requires the licensee instruct personnel, including ancillary
personnel, in specified subjects at the fo110 wing intervals: during
annual refresher trainingt or whenever there is a significant change in
duties, regulations, or the terms of-the license.

Contrary to the abnve, as of September 26, 1991, the licensee, through
its Radiation Safety Officer, failed to ensure that radiation safety#' activities were being performed in accordance with the above procedures.
Specifically, the Radiation Safety Officer: failed to provide annual
refresher training from January 1,1990, through Septefrber 26, 1991, to
ancillary personnel working in the vicinity of the Nuc1 car Medicine
Department; and failed to provide instruction to employees of the Nuclear
Medicine Depaftment when terms of the license were significently changed
upon the renewal of the license on May 31, 1989.

,

C. 10 CFR 35.50(b)(1) requires, in part, that a licensee check each dose
calibrator for constancy with a dedicated check source at the beginning
of each day of use.

Contrary to the.above, on September 26, 1991, the licensee did not chtek
the dose calibrator for constancy at the beginning of the day of use.
Specifically, on September 26, 1991, the dose calibrator was used to
measure tu patient doses of radiopharmaceuticals on that day prior to
performing the constancy check.

D. 10 CFR 35.50(b)(3), requires, in part, that a licensee test each dose
calibrator for-linearity at 1 cast quarterly..

Contrary to the above, the licensee did not test the dose calibrator for
linearity from Harch 14, 1991, through September 26, 1991, a period in
excess of a calendar quarter.

E. 10 CFR 35.50(e) and 10 CFR 35.50(e)(3) require, in part, that a licensee a

' retain records of quarterly dose calibrator linturity tests for three
( years unless directed otherwise, and that the records contain the
| calculated activities ar;d the signature of the Radiation Safety Officer.

Contrary to the above, the licensee's record of the cuarterly linearity
test of its dose calibrator-for the fourth quarter of:1990 and for the
first quarter of 1991 did not includa the calculated activities and did
not contain the signature of the Radiation Saf ety Officer.

.
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Notice of Violation -3-

F. 10 CTR 35.70(a) requires t..at a licensee survey with a radiation *

detection survey instrument at the end of each day of use all areas where
radiopharmaceuticals are routinely prepared for use or administered. *

Contrary to the'above, on numerous occasions from May.31, 1989, tnrough
September 26, 1991, the licensee did not survey with a radiation '

detection instrument at the end of ec.u day the image scanning area,-an i

area where radiopharmaceutical; were routinely administered. In
addition, no such surveys were performed of the hot lab. O area where
radiopharmaceuticals are routinely prepared for use, on the following +

dates:, July 15, 19, 26. and 27, 1991; August 22,1994 and September 4
and 11, 1991. !

*
.

G. 10 CFR 35.70(e) requires that v licensee survey for removable
contamination once each week all areas where radiopharmaceuticals are
routinely prepared for use, cdministered, or stored.

Contrary to'the above, from May 31, 1989 through September 26, 1991, the
licensee'did not survey for removable contamination in the radioactive
waste storage area, an area where radiopnarmaceuticals were routinely
stored.

,

H. 19 CFR 35.22(b)(6) requires that to oversee the use of licensed material,
the Radiation Safety Conunittee must review annually, with the 23sistance
of the Radiation Safety Officer, the radiation safety program.

Contrary to the at 've, from May 31, 1989, through September 26, 1991, the
Radiation Safety Connittee did not review annually, with the assistance
of the Radiation Safety Officer, the radiation safety program.

,

1. 10 CFR 35,92(b) requires, in part, that a licensee retain for three years |.

.a record of each disposal of byproduct material permitted under 10 CfR
35.92(a).

Contrary to the above, from May 31, 1989, through September P6, 1991; the
licensee's did not retain records of disposal of byproduct material
permitted under i0 CFR 35.92(a).

'J.. 10 CFR 35.120 and 10'CFR 35.220 require, in part, that a licensee
authorized to use byproduct material for uptake, dilution or excretion-
measurements or for imaging and localization possess a portable radiation
detection survey instrumer> capable of detecting dose rates over the

j! range 0.1 millirem per hour to 100 millirem per hour.

Contrary to the above, as of September 2~), 1991, the licensee did not
possess a portable radiatior, detection _ survey instrument capable of

4 tecting dose rates over the range 0.1 millirem per hour to 100 millirem
per hour.

.
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Notice of Violation -4-

K. 10 CFR 19.11(a), and (b) require, in part, that the licensee post current
copies of the license, license conditions, documents incorporated into
the-license, license amendments and operating procedures; or that the
licensee post a notice describing these documents and where they may be
examincd.

Contrary to the .bove, on September 26, 1991, the licensee did not post
or have available for examination, in the Nuclear Medicine Department as
indicated on the posted notice, a copy of NRC Regulatory Guide 10.8
Revision 2 -August 1987, which is a document incorporated into the
license by License Condition No. 14 and the licensee's letter dated
February 16, 1989.

;

This is a Severity Level 111 problem (Supplement VI).
Cumulative Civil Penalty - $6,200 (assessed equally among the 11 violations).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the Watertown Memorial Hospital
(Licensee) is hereby required to submit a written statement of explanation to
the Director, Office of Enforcement U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
within 30 days of the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition
of Civil Penalty (Notice), This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to
a Notice of Violation" and should include for each alleged violation:
(1) admission or denial of the alleged violation, (2) the reasons for the
violation if. admitted, and if denied, the reasons why (3) the corrective
Steps that have been taken and the results achieved, (4) the corrective steps
that will bo taken to avoid further violations, and (5) the date when full
compliance is achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within the time
specified in this Notice, an order or a demand for information may be issued
as to why the license should not be modified, suspended, or revoked or why
such other actions as may be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be
given to exter. ding the response time for good cause shown. Under the

- authority of Section 182 of the Act. 42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be
submitted under oath or affirmation.

. _

Within the same time as provided for the response ~ required under 10 CFR 2.201,
the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the Director,
Office of Enforcement U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with a check,

I draft, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of the
| United States in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or may
i protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in ptrt, by a written
' answer addressed to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission. Should the, Licensee fail to answer within the time
_

specified. an order imposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should the
Licensee elect- to file an answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting
the civil penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked

- as an " Answer to a Notice of Violation" and may: ( U deny the violations
listed in this Notice in whole or ir part, (2) demonstrate extenuating
circumstances, (3) show error in this Notice, or (4) shaw other reasons why
the penalty should not be imposed. In-addition to protesting the civil
penalty in whole or in part, such answer may request remission or mitigation
of the penalty.
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Notice of Violation -5-

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in
Section V.B of 10 CFR Part 2, Appendir C (1991), should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CTR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or uplanation in reply pursuant to 10 CTR 2.201, t>ut may
incorporate parts of the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g.,
citing page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the
Licensee 1s directed to the other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the
procedure for imposing a civil penalty

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty due which subsequently has been
determined in accordance with the applicabic provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this
matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalty, unless
compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant
to Section 234c of the Act. 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The responses noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment
of civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be acdressed to:
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, ATIN:
Document Cni.t'rol Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional
Administrator, U.S. Nucicar Regulatory Comission Region 111, 799 Roosevelt
Road, Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137. *

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS510N

pt,-,

A. Bert Davis
Regional Administratcr

Dated et Glen Ellyn, Illinois
this Pa day of November 1991

_

%
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Docket to. 030 19888
l.i t ens : No. 32-21183-01
EA 91-140

Westinghouse Enviror> ental &
Geotechnical Services, Inc.

ATTN: Mr. L. Matthews
District Manager

3109 Spring forest Road
Raleigh, North Carolina 27658

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: NOTIN OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION Of CIVJL PENALTY -
$1.7W (NCR INSPECTION REPORT NO. 32 21183-01/91-02)

This refers to the Nuclear Rcgulato'ry Ccunistion (NRC) inspection conducted by
Mr.11. Bermuder on September 26 and October 8,1991, at Westinghouse Environ-
rnental and Geotechnical Services, Inc. located at 2000 East Parham Road,
Richmond, Virginia. The inspection included a review of the radiation safety
program, organization, use of licensed materials, and transportation of
radioactive material. The repcrt documenting this inspection was sent to you
by letter dated October 29, 1991. As a result of this inspection, violations
of NRC requirements were identified. An enforcement conference was held on
November 5,1991, in the NRC Region l' cffico to discuss the violations, their
cause, and your corrective actions to preclude recurrence. i t. addition, on
October 7,1991, during a telephone conversation bethsen Mr. C. Hosey of the
Region 11 staff and Mr.1. Frost, Manager of Environmeetal Sciences, Westing.
house Environmental and Geotechnical Services, Inc., there was an agreement
that you would take action to preclude any further use of radioactive inaterial
at the Richmond, Virginia facility until the use of such material was
authorized by a specific license issued by the NRC. That action was documenteo
in a Confinnation of Action letter sent to you on October 7,1991.

The violations, which are described in Part 1 of the -enclosed Notice of
Violation and - Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice), involved the
possession and use of NRC licensed material at a location not authorized in the
license. In addition, other violations include the failure to: (1) evaluate
radiation doses to em loyees, (2) maintain records indicating receipt of
byproduct snaterial (3 properly stcre shipping papers during the transport of
radioactive inaterial, 4) provide complete information on shipping papers,
(5)maintaindocumentationestablishingspecificationsofshippingpackages,
(6) conduct leak tests at the required frequency, and (7) maintain per.onnel
dosimetry records. These violations, when considcred collectively, indicate a

- serious lack of inanagement atteation to licensing requirements and conditions
as well as inedequate managemest oversight of radiation safety program require-
rnents. Therefore, in accordance with the " General Staternent of Policy and
Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," (Enforccment Policy) 10 CFR Part 2,
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Appendix C (1991), the violations are classified in the sggregate as a Seve*ity
Lcvel !!! problem.

The NRC is concerned with several aspects of this problem which indicate a
breakdown in the management of the radiation safety program. First and
foremost is the fact that licensed byproduct material was used and stored at
your facility in Richmond, Virginia, even t> wgh the use and storage of such
materials at this site was not authorized by your hRC license. The license
limited the possession and use of typrciuct materials to a permanent location
in Cincinnati, Ohio, and temporary job sites anywhere in the United States
where the NRC has jurisdiction. Nevertheless, the Richmond facility had t.een
in continuous operation as a pern.anent facility since 1988. Also of signif-
icant concern is the failure of the Radiation Safety Officer to ensure compli.
ance with all terms and conditions of the NRC license, a responsibility
inherent in that position. This ~ failure was a contributing factor to the
additional' violations M'ich relate to routine operational activities such as
leak test requirements, persont.el dnsimetry, transportation compliance and
evaluation of radiation doses.

,

The staff recognizes that once you understood the scope of the problem,
corrective action was initiated and included the preparation of correspondence
to obtain proper licensing for the Richmond facility, training a new Radiation
Safety Officer at the Richmond facility, instituting a more reliable and
accurate record keeping program, and development of written operating pro-
cedures regarong the use of byproduct material.

To emphasize the importance of adequate program cursight and conpliance with
regulatory requirements and license conditions, I have been authorized to issue
the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed Irr. position of Civil Penalty
(Notice) in the amount of $1,750 for the Severity Level III problem.

The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity Level 111 prcblem is $500.
The escalation and mitigation factors in the Enforcement Pol' were
considered. The base civil penalty has been increased by 50 perant because
the violations were identified by the NRC. Neither escalation nor mitigation
was warranted for corrective action to prevent recurrence because mitigation
for the immediate actions was offset by your lack of specific long term plans
to ensure adequate man 3gement attention and oversight of the program. Escala-t

' tion of 50 percent was warranted for prior notice of similar events because a
State of North Carolina inspection conducted in June 1988 at your Raleigh,
North Carolina facility, then licensed under the name S&ME, Inc., identified
similar violations. In addition, a June 1991 NRC inspection at your Cincinnati,
Ohio facility also identified a violation related to the requirerrent for leak
testing. Also, the cover letters which transmitted the two most recent license
an.endments requested that the information contained in the license be verified.
Escalation of 50 percent was warranted for multiple occurmces related to
Violation B in the enclosed Notice becmse an evaluation of radiation dose was
not conducted on at least eight occasions for 13 individual dosimetry badges
when notification was received that dosimetry badges were unreadable, in
addition, there were eight examples of failure to perform leak tests at the

.
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required frequency. Escalation of 100 percent was warranted for duration
because of the length of time the facility operated as a permanent f acility in
violation of license requirements. None of the other factors warrented further
adju' rnent of the base civil penalty. Therefore, based on the above, the base
civil penalty has been increased by 250 percent.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions
specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional
actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to this
Notice, including your proposed correcthe actions and the results of future

-inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC enforcemer.t action is
necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," a copy of
this letter and its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Ducument Room.'

The responses directed by .this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980,- Pub. L. No. 96.511.

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact us.

Sincerely,
,

'

a .

tewart .E ieter
Regional Administrator

Enclosure: e

Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penalty _

L cc w/cnc1:
State of North Carolina

,
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hCTICE OF VIOL ATION
AND

FROPOSED M OSITION Of CIVit PENALTY,

Kestinghouse Environmental and Docket No. 030-19888
Geotechnical $ervices, Inc. License No. 32-21183 01

Raleigh, North Carolina EA 91-140

During an NRC inspection conducted - on September 26 and October 8,1991,
violations of NRC requirements were. identified. In accordance with the
" General Statenent of Polte; and Frocedure for NRC Enforcenent Actions "
10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C 0991), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission proposes to

impose a civil penalty), pursuant to Sectior 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of1954, as amended (Act 42 U.S.C. 2282, w 10 CFR 2.205. The particular
violations and associated civil penalty are set forth below:

_

,

1. Violations Asse: sed A Civil penalty

A. 10 CFR 30.34(c) requires, in part, that each licensee confine his
possession and use of byproduct materials to the locations and
purposes authorized by.the license. Condition 10 of License'

Nulnber 32 21183-01 limits the use of licensed materials to
Suite 100, 11785 highway Drive. Cincinnati, Ohio, and at tenporary
job sites of the-licensee anywhere in the United States where the
FRC maintains jurisdiction for regulating the use of licensed
material.

Contrary to the above, between 388 and September 26, 1991, the
licensee possessed and used licensed materials at a permanent place
of business at 2600 East Parham Road, Richinond, Virginia, a

'

location not authorized by the license.

B. 10 CFR 20.201(b) ' requires that the licensee make or cause to be
made such surveys as may be necessary to comply with the require-
ments of Part 20 and which are reasonable under the circumstances
to valuate the extent of radiation hazards that may be present.

. Asdefined-in10CFR20,201(a)," survey ~meansan .iuation=of the-
radiation hazards incident to the production, use, release, disposal,
or presence.of radioactive materials or other sources of radiation '

under a specific set of conditions.

IC CTR 20.'101(a) requires that the licensee limit the whole body
radiation dose of an individual in a restricted area to one and
one quarter rems per calendar quarter, except as provided by
10CFR20.101(b).

Contrary to the' above, between 1988 and September 26, 1991. an
I ' evaluation of-radiation dose was not conducted in order to dem- *

onstrate. compliance -with 10 CFR 20.101(a) on at least eight
occasions for thirteen individual badges when the licensee's

- personnel at the Richmond, Vicginia facility were notified by their
|| dosimetry processor that dosimetry badges were unreadable,
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fiotice of Violation 2

C. 10 CFR 30.51(a) requires that each licensee ke?p records showing
the receipt, transfer, esport, and disp (, sal of byproduct material.

;

Contrary to the above, as of September 26, 1991, the licensee did
not keep records indicatirig receipt of byproduct material at the
Richmond, Virginia facility. r

- D. 10 CFR 71.5(a) requires that licensees who transport licensed i
material outside the confines of their place of use or deliver
licensed material to a carrier for transport comply with the
applicable requirements of the regulations appropriate to the

. mode of transport of the Department of Transportation (DOT) in
49 CFR parts 170 - 189.;

1. ' 49 CFR 177.817(e) requires, in part, that shipping papers be
;stored as follows: When the driver is at - the vehicle

controls, the shipping paper shall be: (a) within his ,

'

intnediate reach while he-is restrained by the lap belt, and
-

'

(b) either readily visible to a person entering the driv 9r's
compartment or in a holder which is mrunted to the inside of
the door on the driver's side of the vehicle. When the '

driver is not at the vehicle controls, the shipping paper
shall be (a) in a iolder which is mounted to the inside of
the_ door on the driver's side of the vehicle, or (b) on the
driver's seat in the vehicle. ;

Contrary to the above, between 1988 and September 26, 1991,
licensee personnel at the Richmond, Virginia facility stored
the shipping papers inside tne radioactive materials package
while transporting the radioactive materials in motor
vehicles and not as specified in 49 CFR 177.817(e).

,

2.- 49 CFR 172.203(d) requires, in part, that the description for
a_ shipment of radicactive material include the transport -

index assigned to each-package in the shipment bearin
RADIDACTIVE YELLOW-ll or. RADI0 ACTIVE YELLOW-Ill labels. g

,

Contrary to the above, on January 29, 1991,-licensee person-
nel at the Richoond, Virginia facility made a shipment of
radioactive materials labeled RADIOACTIVE YELLOW Il without
the transport index included in the description of the -
radioat.1ve material.

3. 49 CFR 173.415(a) requires, in part, that each thilper of a ;
Specification 7A package mutt maintain on file fut at least-
one year after the latest shipment, a complete documentation
of tests - and engineering evaluation or comparative, data
showing that the construction methods, packaging design, and-
materials of construction comply with that specification.

P
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Notice of Violation 3

6

Contrary to the above. - between May 1991 and September 26, 1991,
licensee personnel at the Richmond, Virginia facility made ship-
ments of licensed materials contained in two Campbell Pacific
Nuclear Gauges, Model MC-1, a spscification 7A package, without i

maintaining on file a complete documentation of test and engineer-
ing evaluation or comparative data showing that the construction
methods, packaging. design and materials of construction complied
with the specification.

E. Condition.12 of 1.icense Number 32-21183-01 requires, in part,
'

that sealed sources used by the licensee be tested for leakage
and/or contamination at intervals not to exceed six months.

Contrary to the abuve, on at least eight instances between 1988 and ' *

Septeraber 26, 1991, leak tests were conducted at intervals greater
than six months at the Richmond, Virginia facility.

This'isaSeveritylevel'111 problem (SupplementsIV,YandVI). '

Cumulative Civil: Penalty - $1750 (assessed equsily among the seven
violations).

!!. Violation Not Assessed A Civil Penalty

10 CFR 30.41(c) requires that, prior to transferring byproduct material,
the licensee verify that the transferee's license authorizes the receipt
of the type, fom, and quantity of byproduct material to be transferred.
10 CfR 30.41(d) specifies acceptable methods for this verification.

Cohtrary to the above, iicuries of . cesium 137 and 40 millicuries ofon January 29,199? , the licensee transferredapproximately eight mil
- americium 241 to Troxler Electronic laboratories.=lnc. and, prior to the
transfer, the licensee did not verify by an~ acceptable method that the
transferee's license authorized receipt of this material.

Thisis.aSeverityLeveiVviolation(SupplementVI).

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201 Westinghouse Environmer.tal and
Geotechnical Services, Inc. (Licencec) is hereby required to sutett a written
: stement or explanation to the Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear |
Regulatory Commission, within 30 days of the date of this Notice of Violation I

and Proposed imposition- of ' Civil Fenalty (Notice).- This' reply should be

clearly marked as a " Reply)to a Notice of Violation" and should include foreach alleged violation: (1 admission or denial of the alleged violation.
(2). the reasons for the violation if adaitted, and if denied, the reasons why,

|: .
(3) the corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved, (4) thc '

L corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations, and (5)- the
|

date when full- compliance will be achieved. If 'an adequate reply is not
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Notice of Violation 4

received within the time specified in this hotice, an order or a Demand for
Infonnation may be issued as to why the license should tiot be modified,
suspended, or revoked or why such other action as may be proper should not be
taken. Consideration may be given to extending the response time for good

|cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act 42 U.S.C. 2232, :this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.
'

i

Within the same time as provided for the response required above underg
10 CFR 2.201, the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the
Of rector, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, with a ,

check, draf t, money order, or electronic transfer payable to the Treasurer of
the United States in the amount of the civil penalty proposeu above, or the ;

cumula'tive' amount of the civil penalties if more than one civil penalty is
proposed, or may protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part, !

Dy a written answer addressed to the Director, Office or Enforcement,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. $hould the Licensee fall to answer within
the time specified, an| order irnposing the civil penalty will be issued. Should ,

the Licensee elket to ! file an answer in-accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting
the civi) penalty, in whole or in part, such answer should be clearly marked as
an " Answer to a Notice of Violation" and inay: (1) deny the violation listed in
this Notice in whole or in part, 2) demonstrate extenuating circumstances, ;

(3) show error in this Notice, or ((4) show other reasons why the penalty should
not be imposed. In Addition to protesting the civil penalty in whole or in
part, such answer may request remission or raitigation of the penalty.

,

In requesting mitigation of the proposed penalty, the factors addressed in
Section V.D of 10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C (1991), should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be; set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may *

incorporate parts of'the 10 CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g., citing '

page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the Licensee
is directed to the other provisions _ of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the proceiure !

for imposing a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalty:due which subsequently has been deter-
mined in accordance with the applicrtde provisions of 10 CTR 2.205, this matter
may be referred to the Attorney General, and-the penalty, unless compromised,
remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant to Section
234c of the Act 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

The' response i.oted abN (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with payment of '

civil penalty, and Ansace to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed
to: Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
ATTN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional
Administrator U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Region II. *

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia.
thislifjdayof' November 1991

1
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October 16, 1991
.....

Docket No. 030-10906
License No. 13-10404-01
EA 91-124

Winona Memorial Hospital
ATTN Mr. Rod Tank

" Chief Operating Officer
3231 North Meridiar Street
Indianapolis, IN 46208

Dear Mr. Tank:

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY - $1.250
(NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 030,-10966/91001)

This refers to thb routine inspection at the Winona Memorial Hospital. conducted
on September 5. 1991, and authorized by HRC License No. 13-16404-01. During
the inspection, violations of NRC requirements were identified and on
October 1, 1991, an enforcement conference was held in the Region 111 office
between you anc other members of your staff, ahd Mr. Charles E. Norelius.
Director, Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards and other members of the
NRC staff.

The violations, which are described in the enclosed Notice of Violation,
include the periodic failure to: (a) perform the quarterly linearity and the >

annual accuracy tests of the dose calibrator (b) conduct semiannual leak tests
of a sealed source; (c) survey at the end of each day the areas where
radiopharmaceuticals are used; (d) check the operation of the radioactive gas
collection system and met.sure the ventilation rates in areas where radioactive
gasses are 'used; (c) hold quarterly meetings of the Medical isotopes Comittee
(Radiation Safety Committee) or to have the Radiation Safety Officer in
attendance at such meetings; (f) post certain required documents; and (g)
retain certain required documents. These violations.-taken collectively,
represent a significant breakdown in the control of NRC licensed activities at
Winona Hospital. Therefore, in accordance with the * General Statement of
Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions." (Enforcement Policy) 10 CFR
Part 2, Appendix C (1991), the violations are classified in the aggregate as a
Severity Level ill problem.

I The root causes of the violations and the subsequent cortective actica were
discussed during the October 1, 1991, enforcement conference. The NRC
recognizes that corrective actions have been initiated and appear acceptable.
The major factor contributing to the violations appeared to be a lack of
management support and oversight of the NRC licensed program and a lack of,
leadership by those responsible for overseeing the rt.diation safety program,i

| including the Radiation Safety Comittee and the Radiation Safety Officer.

CERT!FIED MAIL
RETURN RECE!PT REQUESTED

l-
i
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Uinona Memorial Hospital -2- October 16. 1991

The NRC license issued to Winona Hospital entrusts tosponsibility for radiaticn
safety to the management of ''ie hospital. Incutbent upon each hRC licensee is
the responsibility to protect the public tealth and safety, including the
health and safety of the employees, by assuring that all requirements nf the
hRC license are snet and any potential violation of NRC requirements is
identified and expeditPusly corr (cted. The fact that in April 1991 you
retained the services of an independent consultant to audit your radiation
safety program is coru ndable. ver, the consultant identified a number of
violations of NRC requiic9ent remained uncer*ected at the tine of a July
1991 follcw-up visit by your i nt, some of which were still not corrected
as of the day of the NRC inspeu -. September 5, 1991. To have allowed these
violatinhs of NRC requirements to occur and go undetected for an extended
period and Lncorrected for several months dtmenstrates that ineffective and or
insufficient management oversight of the impicmentation of the radiation safety
program existed at Winona Hospital.

To emphasize the oced for effective mana'ement and oversight of NRC licensedg
',activities,-I am issu W the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty iNotice) in the amount of $1,250 for the Severity
Level 111 prob'em.

The base value of a civil penalty f or a Severity Level 111 problem is $2,500.
The civil penalty adjustment factors in the Enforcement Policy were considered e
and the amount of she civil penalty was mitigated 50 percent for your corrective
actions. In addition to correcting the individual violations, your more
noteworthy, long tcrm, corrective actions included the use of two separate
computer systems to track regulatory requirements and your personal patticipation
in future meetings of the Radiation Safety Ccernittee. In evaluating the civil
penalty adjustment factor of identification and reporting, the NRC recogt. ired
that your consultant identified the majority of the violations of NRC
requirements. However, your actions to correct the violations were not prompt.
Therefore, on balance an adjustment to the amount of the civil penalty was not
made for your identification of the majority of the violations. The remaining
factors in the enforcement policy were also considered and no further
adjustment to the basc civil penalty is considered appropriate.

You are required to docum,ent your response to this letter..and should follow the
instructions specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your resconse, in
your response, please ensure that you describe the actions you have taken to
strengthen the mtnagement and oversight of your NRC licensed program.

After reviewing your response to this Notice, including your proposed corrective
actions and the results of future inspections, the NRC will fieternine whether
further NRC enforcement Action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC
regulatory requirements.

NL' REG-0940 11.A-195
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niinona Memorial Hospital -3- October 16, 1991

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the hRC's * Rules of Practice." a copy of this
letter a..d its enclosure will be placed in the NRC Public Document Rc,em.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed tbtice tre not subject to
the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as rcouired by
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-511.

Sincerely,

tt (Lu lb'
i

A. Bert Davis '
Regional Administrator

Enclosure:
Hotice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of C'ivil Penalty

ec w/ enclosure:
DCD/DCB (RIDS)

i
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION i

AND
PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF civil PEH8.LiY

Winona!& .1 Hospital Docket No. 030-10965
Indianapo..., Indiana License No. 13 16404 01

EA 91 124

During an NRC inspection conducted on September 5, 1991, violations of NRC .

requireinents were identified, in accordance with the " General Statement of !

Policy and Procedure for.NRC Enforcement Acticas," 10 CFR Part 2, Append'x C
(1991), the Nuclear Regulatory Comission proposes to impose a civil per alty
pursuant.to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act),
42 U.S.C. 2282, and 10 CFR 2.205. The particular viol:tions and associated
civil penalty are set forth below!

A. 10 CFR 35 E '$)(3), requires, in part, that a licensee test each dose
calibrator 3r linearity at-least quarterly.

Contrary to the above -the licensee did-not test the dose calibrator for- - - - l

instrument linearity from February 23, 1990 until July 13, 1990 and from i

December 12, 1990 until April 19, 1991, periods in excess of a calendar
-quarter. *

D. 10 CFR 35.50(b)(2), requires, in part, that a Itcensee test the dose
calibrator for accuracy at least annually.

Contrary to-the above, the licensee did not. conduct an annual test of the
dose calibrator for instrument accuracy from November 2, 1987 until
August 22, 1991.

C. 10 CFR 35.59(b)(2) requires, in part, that a licensee in possession of a >

'

sealed source, ter.t the source for leakage at. intervals not to exceed six
months or at other intervals ap,troyed by the Comission or an Agreement '

State. t

Contrary to the above, the licensee did not test a scaled source
|

.containing 232 microcuries of cesium-137 for leakage from March 27, 1989-
L to September 5,1991, an interval which exceeded six months, and no other

-interval was approved by the Comission or an Agreement State.

D. 10 CFR 35.22(a)(2), requires that the_ Radiation Safety Comittee meet at
least guarterly.

Cortrary to the.above, from April 5.-1989 to September 5, 1991, the
licensee's Radiation Safety Committee (Medical Isotopes Committee) did
not meet during the third calendar quarter 1909, the second calendar
quarter 1990, or the second calendar quarter 1991.

,

I

f
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Notice of Violation 2

a E. 10 CFR 35.22|a)(3) ?equires that to establish a quorum and conduct
U, business, at least one half of the Radiation Safety Coumittee's

i; member 3' lip must be present, including the Radiation Safety Officer and
the management's representative.

Centrary to the above, on April 5, 1989, the licensee'* Radiation Sa' Hy
Committee (Medical isotopes Committee) net and conduct ' business and the;
Radiation Safety Officer was not present.

, ,;

License Condition No. 18, which was in effect f.Nm September 3, 1965,
) y%p~ .

until superseded by 10 CFR 35.205(e) on January 27, 1991, required that
4? ? licensed material be posse:, sed and used in accordance with statements,
* C representations and procedures contained in an application dated March

-26, 1980.

Item 21 of the March 2F, 1980 application, required that the collectice.
system (gas, trap) be crecked after 'every fifth xenoa-133 ventilation
study and that velometer measurements be made at least every six nonths

'to ensure that all airflow rates are maintained.

10 CFR 33.R le), in effect since the license was renewed in its entirety
on January .d. 1991, requires that a licensee check each month the 1

operation of reusable collection systems for radioactive gases. 10 CFR
35.205(e) also requirts that a licensee each six month, measure the
ventilation rates available in areas of use of radioactive gas.

Contrary to the above, the licensee did not check the operation of the
reusable collection system (gas trap) fur xe-non-133 after every fifth
xen s I.1 v N ilation study from March 27, 1989 to January 28, 1991, and
from Jans m 28, 1991, until July 1991, the licensee dio not check the
reusanin co,lection system or." each month. Also, the licensee did not
maks vel meter (ventilation r.:c) measurements at least every six months *

to ereure that all ventilation rates were m irtained, for the periods May
20, bd8 until February 14, 1990; February 15, 1990 until Augest 17,
1990; and August 17, 1990 until August 7, 1991, intervals exceeding six
months.

~

G. 10 CFR 35.70(a) req 1tres that a licensee survey with a radiation
detettion survey intrument at the end of each day of use all arcas whera
radiophermaceuticals are routinely prepared for use or administered.

Contrary to the above, on numerous occasions from March 7, 1991, until 3

May 10, 1991, the licensee did not survey with a radiation detection L

instrument at the end of each day, the hot lab and imaging rocm, areas
where radiopharmaceuticals were routinely prepared for use and
administered. Specifically, no such survey was performed at the end of
each day of use on March 7, 1991, April 18 and 19, 1991, May 6, 7, 8| 9 '

and 10, 1991.

r

i
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~Hotice of Violation 3

__

H. 10 CFR 35.50(e), 1C CFR 35.bO(e)(2), and 1C CFR 35.50(e)(3) require, in
'

,

'part, that a licensee retain a record of the annual accuracy test of dose
calibrators, retain a record of the quarterly linearity test of the dose
calibrator and that the record contain the signature of the Rajistion
Safety Officer.

Contrary to the above, the record of annual accuracy test of the dose
calibrator conducted on August 22, 1991, and the record of eight

-quarterly dose calibrator.linearity tests conducted between April 1989
and July 1991 did not contain the signature of the Radiation Safety
Officer.

7. . -10 CFR 35.205(d) requires, in part, that a licensee post the safety
measures to be instituted in case of a spill of a radioactive gas at the
area-of use and the calculated time needed after a spill to reduce the
concentration to the occupational limit listed in 10 CFR Part 20
Appendix B., *

Contrary to the atove, from March 17, 1989 to September 5, 1991, the
licensee used and stored radioactive xenon-133 gas in the hot lah and
imaging room and the licensee did not post ' thereat the safety m3 5ures to
be instituted in case of a' spill of xenon-133 gas a:.' the calc;tated time

-to reduce-the concentration in the room to the limit listed in 10 CFR
Part'20 Appendix B.

J. 10 CFR 25.59(g) requires,.in part, that a licensee in possession of a
sealed source conduct a quarterly physical ir.ventory of all such sources
in its possession and retain for five years re w rds of its quarterly
physical inventories.,

Contrary to the above, for the period August-17, 1990, to March 19, 1991,
the licensee did.not maintain any record of the quarterly physical
inventeries of the one sealted source in its possession.

-This is a Severity Level III problem (Supplement VI).
-Cumulative Civil Penalty.- $1,250 (assessed equally among the 10 violations).

I Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the Winona Memorial Hospital
N (Licensee) is hereby required te submit a written statement of explanation to

the Director, Office of En'orcement. L'.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within
30 days of the date of this Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of
Civil Per.alty (Notice). -This reply should be clearly marked as a "P ply to

.a Notice of Viciation" and should include for each alleged-violation: (1)
admission or denial of the alleged violatic:,, (2) the reasons for tha violation
if tdmitted; arid if deniec, the reasons why, (3) the corrective steps thct have

NUREG-0940 II.A-199
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Notice of Vicietion 4

been takt.: and the results achieved, (4) the corrective steps that will be
taken to avoid further vialations, and (5) the date when full compliance is,

achieved. If ati adequate reply is not received within the time specified in
this Notice, a,n order may be issued to show cause why the license should not be
redified, suspended, or revoked or why such other actions as may be prcper
shoulo not be taken. Consideration stay be given to extending the response t hae
fer ge<,d cause shown. Under the authority of Sectior 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C.
L.J2, this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

W thin ^.he same time as provided for the response required under 10 CFR 2.201,
the Licensee may pay the civil penalty by letter addressed to the Director,
Office cf Enforcennt U.S. huclear Regulatory Commission, with a check,
draft, money ordcr, or electronic transfer payable to the 1reasurer of the <

,

U1;ted States -in the amount of the civil penalty proposed above, or may
protest imposition of the civil penalty in whole or in part, by a written

y answer addressed to the DiNetor, Office of Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Ccmission. Sh rid the t icentre fail to answer within the time-

specified, en ordsr impos',:) the civil penalty .1111 be issued. Should the
Licensee elect to file an answer in accorJance with 10 CFn 2.205 protesting
the civil penalty, ir,whole or ir,part, such answer should be clearly marked i
as an " Answer to a kotice of Violation" and may: (1) deny the violations .

*listed in this Notice in whole or in part, (2) demonstrato extenuating
* circumst6nces, (3) shou error in this Netice, or (4) show other reasons why

the penalty should no* be imposed. In cddition to protesting the civil
penalty in whole or in part, such answer may request remission or mitigation

m of the penalt;.

In requesting mitigation of the propost;' per.alty, the factors addressed in
Section V.B of 'O CFR Part 2, Appendix C (~1991), should be addressed. Any
written answer in accordance with 10 CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately
from the statement or explanation in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may'

,

incorporate parts of the 10'CFR 2.201 reply by specific reference (e.g.,
citing page and paragraph numbers) to avoid repetition. The attention of the
Licensee is directed to the o 5er provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the
procedure fo.- imposing a civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penal +y due which subsequently has been
' determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, this

matter may be referred to the Mtorney General, ai.d the penalty, unless
compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action pursuant
to Section 234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282c.

.

E
%.
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Notice of Violation 5

{

The responses noted above (Reply to Notice of Violation, letter with pa rent
of civil penalty, and Answer to a Notice of Violation) should be addressed to:
Director, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comistion, ATTN:
Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional
Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Region III, 799 Roosevelt
Road, Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137.

FOR Ti|E NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

'
is

A. Be-t Davis f

Regional Administrato

i

Dated at Glen Ellyn, Illinois
thi 16 day of October 1991

i

,

'
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[ g NUCLEAR REGULATO'tY COMMISSION
8 WASHINGTON D. C. 20t$53 :
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Docket No. 9999004
License No. General License
EA 87-223

Wrangler Laboratories.
Larsen Laboratories.
Orion Chemictl Ccmpany, and
Mr. John P. Larsen
3853 North Sherwood Drive
Provo. Utah 84604

Dear.Mr. Larsen:

Subject: Order Suspending Licenses (Effective imediately)

Enclosed is an Order, effective irmedial.j. suspending the general
licenses applicable to you and your three firms pending the versits of

.NRC's investigation.

In accordcace with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice,' Part 2
Title 10. Code of Federal Regulations, a copy cf this letter and the enclosure
will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.

The response directed by this letter and accompanying Order are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Managerent and Budr/.t. as
required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. PL 96-511.

Sincerely.

/'

James M. Taylhr Deputy Executive Director
'for Regional Operations

Enclosule: As stated

j. cc: tlyoming Radiation Control Program Director
| Utah Radiation Control Program Director
|

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT RECUESTED

|
!

1
1
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UNITED STATES
HUCLEAR REGt'LATORY COMMISSION

Iri the Ntter of )
Wrangler Laboratories. ) Doc.ket No. 9999004
Larsen Laboratories, ) License No. General License
Orion Chemical Company,.and ) EA E7-223
John P. Larsen )
38S3 North Sherwood Road )
Provo. Utah 84604. )

ORDER SUSPENDING LICENSES (EFFECTIVE IFNEDIATELY)

!

Wrangler Laboratories, Larsen Laboratories, and Orion Chemical Company (the

licensees) are firms using source raaterial under general licenses granted by

the Nuclear Regulatory Comiss1on (the Comission/NRC) pursuant to 10 CFR

40.22. The general license granted by 10 CFR 40.TT authorizes the use or

transfer of not more than 15 pounds of source material at one tirne and the

rece';t'cf.not more than 150 pounds of source ir,aterial in any one calendar

year.

Lersen Laboratories is also a holder of a specific Radioactive Material

License UT 2500183 issued by the State of Utah. The specific license, which

authorizes possession of up to ISO kilogran,s of depleted uranium (00) at one

time, is currently suspended by the State cf Utah,

'

Mr. Larsen has been doing business as (dba) Wrangler Laboratories, Larsen

Laboratories, and Orion Chemical Company and is the owner and sole preprieter

-of these firms. Mr. Larsen's companies are all involved in the chemical

processing of DU. The licensees receive slugs of DU. dissolve the material

in boiling nitrte acid, precipitate uranyl acetyl acetate (UAA) using 2,4

'pentanedione,= dissolve'the UAA precipitate in benzene to produce recrystallized

UAA, and subtsquently dry, grind, filter, package and ship the pure UAA product.

The UAA product is ultimately used as a catalyst in the production of Department

of Defense munitions.
-
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On August 23, 1982, an inspection was conducted at Orion Chemical Company.

During the inspection NRC determined that the licensee was in violation of

several regulatory requirements. These violations included possession of

source material at one time in excess of the 15 pound limitation on such

material, refusal to make records available to heZ, unauthorized disposal of

DU, and failure to maintain complete records. Subsequently, on September 3,

1982. the NRC issued an Order to Show Cause and Order Terporarily Suspending

License (Effective immediately). On October 25, 1982, the NRC issued an Order

-Rescind" ' Order to Show Cause and Order Temporarily Suspending License. This

ertion was taken following the licensee's corrective measures, to bring the

operations into compliance. On December;15, 1982, the NRC i m cd a Notice

of Violation (N0Y1 and Proposed Imposition of Civil Fenalty for the above

| violations. The amount of the Civil Penalty was $500. On March 16, 1983,

| -the licensee responded to the NOV and paid the Civil Penalty.-

! Aspecificlicense(SUB-1436)wasissuedbytheNRCinDecember1983toLarsen

Laboratories of Provo, Utah. Tb responsibility for overseeing this specific

license'was transferred to the State of Utah upon its becoming an Agreement

State. On May 13, 1985, ttah reissued the specific license to Larsen

Laboratories.

On April 15, 1986, NRC received on allegation of improper activities t'eing

conducted by Larsen Laboratories. The allegation was transferred to the State

|

NUREG-0940 II.A-204
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o.? Utah which performed inspections and found numerous violations. In all,

the State of Utah Cound.5 contaminated f acilities that Nr. Larsen had abandoned.

At one of th?st facilities, contaminated liquids were leaking from drums that

had been stored on a truck for approximately 2 years. On November 5, 1:86,

the State of Utah issued an Order Suspending License (Effective Irnediately)

and Order Imposing Civil Monetary Penalties in tf amount of $13,000. The

Order, which is still in effect, required, among other specified actions, that

the licensee (1) not receive or use source material except to secure or

transfer such, source material in its' possession. (2) dispose cf radioactive

wastes, (3) decontaminate 2 facilities in the Oren area, (4) move to production

facilities that have been approved through license amendment procedures, and

(5) obtain a qualified Radiation _ Protection Officer. On January 15, 1987, a

Settlement Agreement between the State of Utah and Larsen Laboratories was

signed. The Agreement required that the specified activities in the Order
*

be completed by April 15, 1987, and that $8,000 of the :1vil penalties would

be suspended. The licensee paid the remaining 15,000 civil penalties but-has

not complied with items (4) ar-d (5) of the Order.

I
'

-On Cctober 28, 1987, the State af Wyoming informed the hRC of an allegation that

it had received concerning improper activities at Wrangler Laboratories in

Evanston Wyoming. On November 4-5, 1987, NRC inspected Wrangler Laboratories
.

and found that Mr. Larsen, doing business as Wrangler Laborateries, was

conducting chemica1' operations in a temporary facility and appeared to have

exceeded uranium possession limits. .As a result of NRC concerns, NRC Region IV

estaff discussed with Mr. Larsen,, the potentially hazardous conditions at his

NUREG-0940 II.A-205
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Evanston facility and obtained an agreement for certain corrective measures.

Those actions were spectfied in Confirmation of Action Letters (CAL) issued on

November 17,, 1987, December 8, 1987, and December 31, 1987.

An enforcement conference was held with Mr. Larsen on December 2, 1987, in Salt

Lake City.' During the course of the enforcement conference a numbcr of matter;

of regulatory concern arose:

1. Mr. Larsen stated that he had previously conducted chemical processing of

DU operations in the State of California (Fountain Valley, Huntington

Beach area) about 10 to 11 years ago and in the State of Nevada (in the

back of a pickup truck in the Henderson area) between November 1986 and

March 1987. These statements were contradictory to those he gave to the

NRC inspector during the November 4-5, 1987 inspection. During the NP.C

inspection, Nr. Larsen was specifically asked whether he conducted

operations with source material at any place outside of the States of

Utah and Wyoming. Mr. Larsen responded that he hadn't.

2. In the November 12, 1987 CAL, the licensee comitted to having employees

submit urine samples for uranium analyses before resuming and following

the completion of the processing of the licensed material on hand at the

Evanston, Wyoming, facility. During the enforcement confere. ice, Mr. Larsen

provided a November 25, 1987, letter that gave the results of such sampling.

The licensee deviated from the comitment described in the Ncvember CAL in

that baseline analyses were not conducted and, instead, only post-cleanup

analyses were obtained on one of twc individuals in these activities. The

indicated post-cleanup analyses were slightly in excess of NRC action levels

|
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for uranium bicassays. Mr. Larsen stated the reason for the elevated

uranium concentrations wou the use of laboratory glassware that might

have b'een contaminated with uranium. On about Neveraber 19, 1087, four

samples were taken with pharm:ceutically clean glassware. Two of these

four sartples showed higher than baseline concentrations ord none of the

specirrens were controlled or independently verified. Another deviation

from the Noverr.ber 12, 1987 CAL was a failure by tte licensee to require

individuals who were to perform the processing of licensed material on

hand to wear lapel air samplers.
,

3. Hr. Larsen stated that his companias were the only ones supplyir.g UAA for

Department of Defense (D00). The NRC has determined that, contrary to this

assertion, 00D purchases UAA from others.

4. Prior to and during the enforcement conference, Mr. Larsen told the hRC

that UAA shiptrents from Wrangler Laboratories were made from Provo, Utah,

Mr. Larsen provided flRC with records to support his statements. These

statements, however, were contrary te statements given previously to the

State of Utah authorities, who were told that all Wrangler Laboratory

shipments were from Evanston, Wyoming. In addition, the records provided

by Mr. Larsen also show that, notwithstarding the 15 pound possession

limit, e shipment sent to the UAA buyer on August 7, 1987 from Provo,

Utah, contained 16,768 pounds of source naterial.

5. Mr.LgrsenwasaskedwhetherheoranyofhisccmpanieshadpurchasedGU ,

from a% rutalier other than Nuclear Metals, Inc. Mr. Larsen responded

that the3 aedn't. Contrary to that statement, the NRC obtained records from

NUREG-0940 II.A-20~i
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Aerojet Heavy Metals Company that show that they ha,d made DU shipments to

Larsen Laboratories on more than one occasion.
.

In late December 1987, the NRC learned from Mr. Larsen that urine samples analyzed

pursuant to the comitments in the December 8,1987 CAL had indicated some

uranium intake by persons involved in cleanup of the Evanston facility. On

December 31, 1987, another CAL was issued confirming termination of activities

at the Evanston facility involving uranium until further notice from the NRC and ,

the performance of further bionssays. In ceviation from a comitnent specified

in the December 31st CAL, the licens'ee failed to have two individuals submit urine

samples for uranium analyses until January 10, 1988, nine days after the agreed

upon date. As a result, the uranium intakes for these individuals could r.ot
'

be estinated.

III

The NRC is currently conducting an investigation of tir. Larsen's NRC licensed

activities. Based on the information to date, Mr. Larsen has failed to fulfill i

comitments made osi behalf of his firms to the NRC, has made contradictory

statements to NRC and the State of Utah authorities, and his firms have

' processed uranium in an unsafe manner e.h inadequate centrols and resulting

contamination. These actions demunstrate an unwillingness to comply with NRC

regulatory requirements and safe work practicec which cannot be tolerated.

Therefore, I inck the reouisite reasonable assurance that Mr. Larsen, indivi-

dually, and the companies, which he is the owner of and/or principal of, will

NUREG-0940 II.A-208
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comply with Comission requirements ir the future. Therefore, I hre determined,

- pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201(c) arid 2.202(f), that the putslic health, safety, ano

interest require that pending the results of the investigation and further order

of the NRC, the general license authorization for Mr. Larsen, as well as the

named licensees, to receive a.id use NRC licensed material under their respective

-general licendes should be suspended subject to conditions, as described below,

effective _imediately, and that no prior notice is requirad.

1Y

Accordingly, in view of the foregoing and pursuant to Sections 6?, 63, 81,

161b, 161c. 1611, 1610, 182 and 186 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as

-amended, and the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR Parts 2 and 40, IT IS

HEREBY ORDERED, EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, THAT:

A. The general 11 cerise authority of 10 CFR 40.22 with respect to

Wrangler L8beratories, Larsen Lcboratories, Orion Chemical Company,

and Mr. Larsen is suspended and the foregoing licensees and Mr. Larsen

! shall nct receive or use source material, except as permitted in

--Condition B below.

B. 1. Mr. Larsen, dba Wrangler Leboratories, shall decontaminate all

surfaces and eouipment within the Evanston, Wyoming, facility,

to or below the following levels:

2Average * fixed - 5,C00 dpm alpha per 100 cm

2flaximum fixed - 15,000 cpm alpha per 100 cm

NUREG-0940 II.A-209
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2Removable - ?,000 dpn alpha per 100 cm

* Average ove an area not greater than 1 square veter.

2. Mr. Larsen, dba Wrangler Laboratories, shall dispose of
.

licensed material (DU) remaining in th) Evanston, Wyoming,

facility. Material in process, but not recovered as UAA to

date, must be dis 90 sed of as radioactive waste in accordanc'

with NRC requirements.

3. fir seasen. <iba Wrangler Laboratories, shall complete the

disposal and decontamination work required by items B.1 and

B.2 within 30 days of the date of this Order.

4. Mr. Larsen shall notify the Region IV office that the deconta-

minatico and disposal has beer. in :cordance with this Order

before vacating the Evanston Wyoming facility. Upon vacating

the facility, Mr. Larsen, dba. Wrangler Laboratories, shall

remove all items belonging to the licensee.

C. Within 30 days of the date of this Order, Mr. Larsen, dba the licensess,

any other company, or M mself shall provice, in writing, to the Region

IV office the address, if available, or a description of all locations

at.which DU in any form or cuentity has at any time been received,

prccessed, or shipped by Mr. John P. Lcrsen or by any other person

or firm on Mr. Larsen's behalf.

NUREG-0940 II.A-210
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D. Mr. Larsen, dba the licensees, shall submit a report of the results

of all urire (c.. mule uranium analyses which were coreitted to NRC on

and since liecember 4, 1987, to NRC Regio 1 IV within 30 days of the

date of this Order.

The Regional Administrator, Region IV may, in writing, relax or rescind any of

the above provisions in Section IV for good cause.

V

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(b), the licensees and Mr. Larsen, may show cause why

this Order should not have been issued by filing a written answer under oath or

affirmation within 20 days of the date of issuance of this Order, setting

forth the matters of fact and law on which the licensees and Mr. Larsen rely.

The licensees and Mr. Larsen, may answer this Order, as provided in 10 CFR

2.2'02(d), by consenting to the provisions specified in Section IV above. (Jpen

consent of Mr. Larsen or the licensees, to the provisions set forth in Section

IV of this Order, or upon their failure to file an answer within the specified

tine, the provisions specified in Section IV above shail be final without

further Order. -

VI

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(b), Mr. Larsen and the licensees, or any other

person adversely affected av this Order may request a hearing within 20 da3s

of this Order. Any answer to this Order or request fcr hearing shall be

NUREG-0940 II.A-211
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submitted to the Directer, Office of Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Comission. Washington. .D.C. 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the

Assistant Luneral Counsel for Enforcemcnt, Office of General Counsel at the

same address and to the Regional Administrator, NRC Region IV, 611 Ryan Plaza

Drive, Suite 1000, Arlington, Texas 76011. If a person other than Mr. Larsen,

dba the licensees requests a hearing, that person shall set forth with particularity

the manner in which the petitioner's interest is adversely affected by this
_

Order and should address the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 2.714(d). AN

ANSWER TO THIS CRDER OR A REQUEST FOR HEARING SHALL NOT STAY THE IMMEDIATE

EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS ORDER.
.

If a hearing is requested, the Ccmission will issue an Order designating the

tirce and place of any hearing. If 3 hearing is held, the issue to be

considered at such a hearing shall be whether this Order should be sustained.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

/
-g, -

.aderq
ames M. Taylorf Deputy Executive Director,

p fer Regional Operations _

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 25th day of February 1988

i
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gj 0,, UNITED STATES
y )"w p, NUCLEAll REGULATORY COMMISSION
;4 t WA;HINOioN, D, C. 20566~'v

'a.... AUS151908

Docket No. 9999004
License No. General License
EA 87-223

Wrangler Laboratories.
Larsen Laboratories,
Orion Chemical Company, and
Mr. John P. Larsen
3853. North Sherwood Drive
Provo, Utah 84604

Dear M.'. Larsen:

Subject: Order Rcvoking Licenses

Enclosed is an 0-der revc'cing, as applicable to you and your three firms, the
general license: which authorize the use and transfer of source material under
the provisions of 10 CFR 40.22.

In accordance with Section 2,790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2.
Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this iri;er and the enclosure
will be placed in the NRC's Public Document Ronm.

The response directed by this letter and accompanying Order are nat subject to
the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget, es required by
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 PL 96-511.

Sincecely,

/

KPJam s M. Taylor, Deputy Executive Director
or Regional Operations -

Enclosure: As stated

cc w/ enclosure:
Wyoming Radiation Control Program Director
Utah Radiation Control Program Director
Nevada Radiation Control Program Director

,

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPl' REQUESTED
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UNITED STATES
. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

in the Matter of .
Docket ko.. 9999004

~ WPANGLER LABORATORIES. License No.: General License
(ARSEN LABORATORIES, . EA 87-223

-ORinN CHEMICAL COMPANY, and'

JOHN P. LARSEN
Provo, Utah

ORDER REVOKING LICENSES

!

Wrangler Laboratories, Larsen Laboratories, and Orion Chemical. Company (the

licensees) are firms using source material under general licenses granted by

- the Nuclear Regulatory Comission (the Comission/NRC) pursuant to -

10 CFR 40.22 ..The general license grbnted by 10 CFR 40.22 authorizes the use

or transfer of not more than_15 pounds of source material at one time and the

receipt of not mre than 150 pounds of source material in any one calendar

-year.

Il

Mr. John P. -Larsen has been doing business as (dba) Wrangler Laboratories,

Larsen Laboratories, and Orion Chemical Company and is the owner and sole,

. proprietor of these firms. Mr. Larsen's companies are all-involved in the

chemical' processing of espleted uranium (00). The' licensees receive slugs of

DU, dissolve the material in boiling nitric acid, precinitate urenyl acetyl

acetate (UAA) using 2,4 pentanedione, dissolve the UAA precipitate in benzene
|

to produce recrystallized UAA, and subsequently dry, grind, filter, package and"

ship the pure UAA product. The UAA product is ultimately used as a catalyst in

the production of Department of Defense munitions.

|

!
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~On August 23. 1982, an inspection was conducted at Orion Chemical Company.

During the inspection, NRC determined that the licensee was in violation of

several regulatory requirements. These v'olations included possession of

source material at one time in excess of the 15-pound limitation on such

material,-refusal- to make records available to NRC, unauthorized disposal of

DU, and failure to maintain complete records. Subsequently, on September 3

.1982, the NRC issued an Order to Show Cause and Order Temporarily Suspending-

License' (Effective Imediately). On October 25, 1982, the NRC issued an Order

Rescinding Order to Show Cause and Order Temporarily Suspending License. This

action was taken..following the licensee''s corrective measures to bring the

operations into compliance. On December 15, 1982, the NRC issued a Notice of

' Violation'(NOV) and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalty for the above

violations. The amount of the Civil Penalty was $500. On March 16, 1983, the

-licensee responded to the NOV and paid the Civil Penalty.

As a result of the August 1982 in.pection, the NRC determined that Mr. Larsen's ;

chemical processing activity should be conducted under a specific license, due. [

to the potential for contamination of workers and the environment. A specific i

license-(5U3-1436)wasissuedbytheNRCinDecember1983to'Larsen

Laboratories of Provo, Utah. -The responsibility for overseeing this specific

license was transferred to the State of Utah upon its becoming an Agreement

State. On May'13, 1985, Utah reissued to Larsen Laboratories specific

Radioactive Material License UT2500183, which authorizes possession of up to

150 kilograms of DU at one time.

NUREG-0940 II.A-215
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:

On April 15, 1986, NRC received an allegation of improper activities being

conducted by Larsen Laboratories. The allegation was transferred to the State

of Utah, which performed inspections and found numerous violations. In all,

the State of Utah found five contaminated facilities in which Mr. Larsen had

conducted activities.

At one'of these facilities, contaminated liquids were leaking from drums that

- had been stored on a truck for approxicately 2 years. On November 5, 1986, the

State of Utah issued an Order Suspendi,ng License (Effective Imediately) and

Order Imposing Civil Monetary Penalties in the amount of $13,000. The Order,
'

- which is- still in ef fect, required, among other specified actions, that the

licensee: -(1) not receive or use source material except to secure or transfer
_

such source material in its cossession (2) dispose of radioactive wastes.

-(3) decontaminate two facilities in the Orem area, (4) move to production *

I facilities that have been approved through license amendment procedures, and

(5) obtain a qualified Radiation Protection Officer. On January 1E. 1987, a

- Settlement Agreement between the State of Utah and Larsen Laboratories was

signed. The Agreement required that the specified activities in the Order be

completed'by April 15, 1987, and'that $8,000 of the Civil Penalties would be

suspended. The licensee paid the rema sing $5,000 Civil Penalties but has not

complied with items (4) and (5)~of the Order.

.-

.On October 28, 1987, the State of Wyoming informed the NRC of at n' legation

that it had received concerning improper activities at Wrangler Laboratories in
,

Evanston, Wyoming. On November 4-5, 1987, NRC inspected Wrangler Laboratories

and found that Mr. Larsen, dba Wrangler Laboratories, was conducting chemical

NUREG-0940- II.A-216
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,

operations in a temporary facility and n peared to have exceeded uranium

possession limits. As a resi:lt of NRC concerns, an enforcement conft.ence was

held with Mr. Larsen on December 2,1987, in Salt Lake City. Subsequent to the

November 4-5,-1987, inspection of the Evanston, Wyoming, facility, NRC

Region IV also obtained agreements with Mr. Larsen for certain corrective

measures intended (1) to terminate licensed activities at the Evanston

facility, which was considered iradequately equipped for the chemical

processing of depleted uranium,.(2) to provide fallowup monitoring for ce-tain

individuals who hac previously shown elevated uranium in their urine, and

(3) to safely remove all licensed materf al, waste, and contamination from the

facility se that it could be returned to unrestricted use. These actions were

specified in Confirmation of Action Letters (CALs) issued on Nover.;ber 12

December 8 and 31,1987 and March 18 and April 1, 1988.

NRC Region IV also began an investigation of Mr. Larsen's NRC licensed

activities. This action was taken in response to questions raised during the

NRC . inspection and the enforcement conference concerning Mr. Larsen's previous

activities:in acquiring, processing, and transferring 00, and questions

!' surrounding bioassay samples and Mr. Larsen's compliance with the CALs, The
!

results of the investigation.have not been issued as of the date of this Order.

However,.the investigative results available substantiate the NRC staff's

concerns that Mr. Larsen's activities under the' general license were conducted

'with a significant disregard for the safety o_f himself and his employees, and

for the public health and safety. This was-indicated by the uranium levels in-

the employee bioassay samples.

NUREG-0940 II.A-217
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Due to the_ questions surrounding Mr. Larsen'1 activities, the apparent use of

inadequate controls that resulted in contamit,ation exceeding NRC guidelines,

evidence'of internal contamination of workers, and Mr. Larsen's apparent

inability to strictly comply with Confirmation or Action Letters, an NRC Order
,

dated' February 25, 1988, issued to Mr. Larsen and the companies he represents

suspended the general licenses. The Order also allowed the licensees and

Mr. Larsen to show cause why the Order should not have been issued by filing a

written answer under oath or affirmation setting ferth the matters of fact and

law on which the licenseca and Mr. Larsen rely. Mr. Larsen's response to the

' Order, which was.not 'under oath or aff t'mation, was sent by letter datedr

March-18. 1988. _That response is addressed below and in the Appendix to this

Order,--

Mr. Larsen's March 18, 1988, reply to the NRC Order confirmed the following

information:

-(1) ..That h'e exceeded the 15-pound limit' for transfer of-source material under
,

a general license issued pursuant to 10 CFR 40.22 by originating shipments

from Wyoming of 16.7 and 16.3 pounds of DU on June 1 and December 20,

1987, respectively. He also confirmed that he transferrad DU from his

. Utah ' facility to his customer on five dates- (December 9,1986; February 2

9,~ and 17,'and March 3,1987) 'that were well af ter the State of Utah's

November 3,1986 Order suspending his specific license and requiring.

among other things, that he imediately place all source material in his
'

possession in locked storage or-transfer such material to an authorized
n

L recipient.
i.

-

..
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(2) That he exceeded the annual limit of 150 pounds for * , ceipt of source

material under a general license at his Evanston, Wyoming, facility. The

amount received was at least 155.8 pounds in 1987.

(3) That, in deviation from item 1 of the CAL dated November 12. 1987,

Mr. Larsen failed to obtain baseline urine samples from two individuals

who worked in the final processing t.nd cleanup of the Evanston, Wyoming,

facili ty. According to Mr. Larsen. "their baseline levels were assumed to

be zero." and he "was trying to' keep expenses down."

(4) That, in deviation from Item 2 of the CAL dated December 31, 1987
_

Mr. Larsen failed.to submit with the workers' urine samples a background

sample. The employee samples that were submitted showed high uranium

values that Mr. Larsen later attributed to contamination within-the sample

containers and/or the fact _that the samples were damaged in transit to the

laboratory.-

(5) That, in deviation from Item 3 of the CAL dated December 31, 1987,

Mr. Larsen stopped collecting urine samples from two individuals every

3 days, as committed to.-before he had received confirmation that results

from two consecutive samples were less than 30 micrograms per liter.

(6) That, in devfation from Item 4 of the CAL dated December 31, 1987, the results

of certain urine bioassay results that showed a high uranium concentration

were not submitted to the Region IV office when they were received' by

Mr. Larsen. In his letter of March 18, 1988 Mr. Larsen claims the results

were not scnt to Region IV Secause "the samples were questionable."

NUREG-0940 II.A-219
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In addition to the above, the NRC had determined by inspection or by other

infomation provided by Mr. Larsen that his activities in Wyoming involved the

following:

Mr. Larsen stated in the March 18, 1988 reply to the Order Suspending*

License. that when he moved his cperation from Utah to Wyoming he started with

",a new understanding and resolve for absolute confinement of source material

and waste materials," and "on the whole, we were much improved in our work

operation." Despite this claim, the NRC found that Mr. Larsen's Wyoming

facility w,as inadeounte for the purpose it was being used, for example,

prudent engineering controls such as those that Mr. Larsen was committed

to under the tems of his Utah license for the same activity -- ventilation

and air filtration units or filtered fume hoods -- were not in place in Larsen's

Wyoming facility. There was no plumbing in the facility, and few contamination

surveys or air samples had been documented by Mr. Larsen.

The personnel bioassay samples obtained by Mr. Larsen have shown*

unacceptably high uranium concentrations. Since february 1987, samples

have been submitted on a total of four individuals who have worked at the

Evanston facility. All four have, on at least one occasion, exceeded

levels at which action is recomended by NRC. Of all the sample results

evorted, 50 percent exceeded the action level (30 ag/1). Mr. Larsen has

suggested reasons for the high values, including contaminated sample

containers, samples damaged and found leaking in transport, the consumption

of food in his facility which may have been contaminated, and questionable

analytical results by the contractor laboratory. Many, if not all, of

NUREG-0940 II.A-220
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these reasons could have been confirmed or ruled out if Mr. Larsen had

complied with the Cats by collecting samples in containers known to be

free of contamination, by submitting baseline and background samples, and

by collecting samples according to the committed schedule.

I!!

Aside from Mr. Larsen's enforcement history and previous r.oncompliance under

his specific licenses-in Utah, the activities conducted in Wyoming under an NRC

general license have raised serious concerns within the NRC. The activities have

taken place in a facility which was inadequate, with no assurance that similar

activities in the future would be conducted in a more suitable facility. The

activities', which have involved the chemical processing of significant amounts

of source material. are of- such a nature that the rad'' tion safety, chemical

safety, and waste disposal aspects of the operation should not be conducted

under a general license. Moreover, activities of this nature were not

anticipated by the AEC at the time of 10 CFR 40.22 rulemaking. The exemption

in 10_ CFR 40.22(b) from the requirements of 10 CFR Partc 19 and 20 clearly

L indicates that activities under the general license were seen as not involving

an occupational radiation hazard. Finally, the specific conduct of Mr. Larsen's

Wyoming operation with respect to compliance with source material possession

limits and Confirmation of Action Letters has established a record of ' performance

unac' ptable to the NRC.

In. consideration of the> collective conclusions stated above, I lack the

. requisite reasonable assurance that Mr. Larsen, individually, anw his companies
-

9
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will comply with Commission requirements in the future. Therefore, I have .;

determined that the public health, safety, and interest require that the-

general: license authorization for Mr. Larsen, as well as the named licensees,

to receive and use NRC licensed material, ur. der their respective general

? licenses, should be revoked.

!Y

,

Accordingly, in view of the foregoing and pursuant to Sections 62, 63, 81,

161b,161c,1611.,1610,182, and 186 of ,the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as

amended, and the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR Parts 2 and 40, IT IS

HERE8Y ORDERED THAT:

._ c The general license autFarity of 10 CFR 40.22 with respect--to Wrangler

. Laboratories,-Larsenlaboratories,'Orinn Chamic 1 Company, and Mr. John

P.-Larsen is revokco end the foregoing. licensees and Mr. Larsen shall not

receive or use source material under the auspices of a general license in

locations endcr:NRC jurisdiction.

I

t v.

Upon consent of Mr. Larsen or the licensees to th? provisions set forth in

:Section IV of this Order, the provisions specified in Section IV above shall

be final. without further Order.

I

E
1
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Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.202(b), Mr. Larsen, either one or more of the licensees,

or any other ptrson adversely affected by this Order, may request a-hearing

within 20 days of this Order. Any request for hearing shall be submitted to

the Director, Of' ice of Enforcement U.S. Nuclear Reguletory Comission.

Washington, D.C. 20555. Copies also shall be sent to the Assistant Ger.aral
= Coursel for Enforcement, Office of the General Counsel at the same address and

to the Regional Administrator, NRC Region IV, 611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000,

Arlington, Texas 76011. If a person other than Mr. Larsen dba the licensees,

requests a hearing, that person shall set forth, with particularity, the

manner in which the petitioner's interest. is adversely affected by this Order

and should addresh the criteria' set forth in 10 CFR 2.714,'d). Upo.1 the failure

of the licen3ee to request a hearing within the specified time, this Order

shall be final without further proceedings.

.lf a hearing is requested, the Commission will issue an Order designating /he

time and place of any hearing. If a hearing is_ held, the issue to- be -

considered at such a tear!ng shsil be whether this Order sould be sustained.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COPhlS$l0N

A-g , ._

7h / #
'

am H. Taylor eputy Executive Director
or Regional Operatiols

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this /f Nay of August 1908

.

.

:
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APPENDIX

Supplemental Evaluation Of Mr. Larsen's March 18, 1988 Reply To
lhe February 25, 1988, Order

Some aspects of Mr. Larsen's March 18, 1988, letter are addressed in the body
of this Order. The remaining aspects are addressed in this supplement. The
page references are to Mr. Larsen's letter.

Page 1 - Mr. Larsen expre- a valid concern about not having received the
findings and recontended decontaminatien plan following the
January 19-20, 1988, survey by Oak Ridge Associated Universities.
Coincidentally, that information was mailed to Mr. Larsen on

, March 18, 1988.

Page 1 - Mr. Larsen expressed concern about the connotation of the word
" abandoned," as used in the February 25, 1988, Order. The Order
published in the March 8,1988. Federal Register states, "In all, the
State of Utah found S contaminated facilities that Mr. Larsen had
abandoned." As we understand'it, the Utah Bureau of Radiation
Control found uranium contamination at every facility that Mr. Larsen
hai vacated or, as we chose to state it "had abandoned." To our
knowledge this is a truthful statement. The remainder of the
paragraph is fact.

Page 2 - Mr. Larsen expressed concern abnut the accuracy of the state. +

that "On October 28, 1987, the state of Wyoming informed the itRC of
an allegation that it had rece*ved concerning improper activities at
Wrangler Laboratories in Evanston, Wyming." That statement
describes accurately how NRC Region IV first learned of Mr. Larsen's
activities in Evanston.

Page 2 - Mr. Larsen implied that he had been candid regarding the locations
where he hd processed depleted uranium. We concede that Mr. Larsen
might not have understood the period of interest to the inspector.
However, we also note that Mr. Larsen was not immediately candid in
answering a similar question during the December 2,1987, enforcement
conference.

Page 3 - Mr. Larsen contested the statement that he had deviated from a
November 12, 1987, CAL comitment to conduct baseline urinalyses.
But Mr. Larsen in his March 18, 1988 reply to the NRC Order dated
February 25, 1988 adttted that baseline urine samples from two
individuals were not cbtained becauw their h"el!PP levels were
assumed to be zero and he was trying to keep expenses down.

Page 3 - During the enforcement' conference on December ?,1987, Mr. Larsen
stated that he did not have results of lapel air sampler
measurements required by the November 11, 1987, CAL. Subsequently,
the NRC' determined that a lapel sampler
person (but not by all involved persons)probably had been worn by oneduring work performed
November'10-13, 1987, thus' partly satisfying the November 12 CAL.

| HUREG-0940 II.A-224
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Appendix -2

Page 3 - Regarding Mr. Larsen's claim to being the sole supplier of UAA to
the Depcrtment of Defense, as stated in the Order, NRC has deternined
that 000 purchases UAA from others.

Page 4 - As stated in the Order, State of Utah authorities had been told that
UAA was being shipped from Evanston, Wyoming, not from Utah.

Page 4 - Mr. Larsen notes that the purchase of DU from Aerojet Heavy Metals
had occurred several years ago. This fact is unimportant. The Order
simply states the discrepancy between Mr. Larsen's statement and a
supplier's records without regard-to time.

Page 4 - Mr. Larsen stated that he tried to comply with the Decenber 31,
1987 CAL. Specifically, the CAL called for two individuals, who had
previously shown elevated uraniuin concentrations in their urine, to
submit additional urine sarples starting no later than January 1,
1988, and continuing once every three days until such time that the
results of two consecutive samples for each individual showed less
than 30 micrograms per liter. The reason for the action, as explained -
to Mr. Larsen during the telephone conversstion of December 31, 1988,
was concern for the individuals, and the uncertainty surrounding the
cause of the previous high values. At that tine the best method of,

validating the bioassay results and estimating potential intake was
to imediately begin tracking the concentration over time before the
remainder of any internally deposited uranium was excreted.

As NRL learned later, Mr. Larsen did obtain samples from the two
individuals during the period from December 28, 1987 to January 3,
1988. One individual submitted two samples, the other three, with
a sample frequeacy of three days. After January 3,1988, no other
samples were c4 ained until January 10, 1988, despite the fact that
the results of the December 28, 1987 through January 3, 1988 samples
would not be known by Mr. Larsen until the samples were assayed on
January 8, 1988. The assayed samples once again showed high uranium
concentrations, all well above 30 micrograms per liter, in deviation
from the CAL, there were no subsequent three day samples following
January 3, 1988, and the opportunity to track the bioassays over time
until they were below the action level had been lost. Recognizing

| that the results were above the stated action levels, Mr. Larsen
reinitiated the sampling on Januuy 10 and 13,1988.. These samples,'

which were assayed on January 21, 1988, were less than 30 micrograms
per liter and were, in fact, background levels.

The December 31, 1988 CAL also called for Mr. Larsen to submit
copies of the results of the urine sample measuremencs to the

.

Region IV office as he received them. Noting that-Region IV had not
received copies of the results in the time frame expected, the NPC
inspector called Mr. Larsen on February 4,1988. . Mr. Larsen state?
that he had just received the results and was forwarding them. The ,

results he forwarded were those from January _10-13,1988 samples.-
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The December 28, 1987 through January 3,1988 samples that
Mr. Larsen learned from his contra tor laboratory on January 8,1988,
contained high uranium concentrations, were not reported to
Region IV. Noting''that ine sample dates of the results ' reported to
Region IV '!:w"' Hot coincide with those specified in the CAL, the NRC
inspector again called Mr. Larsen on February 9.1988 to inquire
into the discrepancy. Only then did Mr. Larsen reveal that the
earlier samples had been taken and ' showed high values.
Mr. Larsen stated that tnese results were not reported to the NRC
because he believed they were erroneous.

,
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II.B. MATERIALS LICENSEES, SEVERITY LEVEL III VIOLATION,
NO CIVIL PENAL.TY-
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en asey,

e o UNitto stAtts^ , ,
! NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION.,

3, I REGloN I* ,# 475 ALLENoALE RoAoo,

.:.y * *, ,/ KIAI of PRus3tA, PENNSYLVANIA 19406 141s

**
November 25, 1991

Docket No. 030-17800
License No. 29 19503-01
EA 91150

Lippincott Engineering Associates
!A7TN: Moustafa A. Gouda

Principal
One Pavillion Avenue
Riverside, New Jersey 08075

Dear Mr. Gouda: ,

Subject: NOTICE OF VIOLATION
(NRC Inspection Report No. 030-17f.00/91-001)

This letter refers to the NRC inspection conducted on October 30-31,1991, at your facility
in Riverside, New Jersey, and at a temporary field (construction) site in Willow Grove,
Pennsylvama, of activities authorized by NRC License No. 29 19503-01. The inspection
report was sent to you on November 8,1991. During the inspection, eight apparent

| violations of NRC requirements were identified. On November 20,1991, an enforcement
| conference was conducted with you and a member of your staff to discuss the apparent
'

violations, their causes and your corrective actions. A copy of the Enforcement Conference
Report is enclosed.

The most significant violations :dentified during the inspection involved the failure to
maintain proper security of licensed radioactive material located at the field site in Willow
Grove. Specifica!!y, on October 30,1991, a United States OSHA inspector obsen>ad a
Trcaler moisture / density gauge (which contained 8 millicuries of cesium-137 and 40
millicuries of americium 241) unattended within the perimeter of the fence of the field site.
This constituted a violation of NRC requirements since the gauge, while unattended in this
unrestricted area, was not secured from removal. In addition, when NRC inspectors arrived
a short time later, they determined that the gauge, while unattended, did not have a lock, or
an outer container that was locked, so as to prevent unauthorized or accidental removal of
the sealed source from its shielded position, This failure constitutes a second violation of
NRC requirements.

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
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Lippincett Engineering Associates 2

These two violations are of particular con;ern to the NRC because they could have resulted -
in the loss or theft of the radioactive material, as well as unnecessary exposure of individuals
to radiation, since the entrance to the site, which was located in a residential area, could
have allowed easy access to the gauge by members of the public. The second violation made
this occurrence particularly signihcant because not only could the gauge be lost or stolen, but
the scaled source, which was also easily accessible, could have been easily operated to an
exposed position or removed, which could have resulted in significant radiological
consequences. These two violations are described in Section I of the enclosed Notics

With respect to the other six violations, five are described in Section 11 of the enclosed-
Notice, and consisted of: (1) failure by a technician to wear a film badge when operating the
portable nuclear gauge; (2) failure to perform a leak test of the scaled sources within the
gauge within the required time interval; (3) transporting the gauge in the passenger
compartment of a privately owned vehicle; (4) failure to properly block and brace the gauge
while in transport; and (5) failure to maintain t. , hipping paper in an accessible and
recognizable location when transporting the gauge. These violations are described in Section
11 of the enclosed Notice. With respect to th sixth violation, involving the failure to have
appropriate records of physical inventories, the NRC has decided to exercise enforcement
discretion and not issue a citation for this violation, for the reasons described in the enclosed
enforcement conference report.

The two violations set forth in Section I of the enclosed Notice are classified as a Severity
Ixvel 111 problem ir accord:Loce with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure for
NRC Enforcement ..etions,' 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C (Enforcement Policy) (1991),
because of the loss of control of the radioactive material, and the potential hazards associated
with that condition. The five violations set forth in Section II of the Notice are individually
classified at Severity Level IV.

The NRC recognizes that subsequent to the inspection, prompt and extensive actions were
initiated to correct the violations and effect improvements in the control of these gauges.
These actions, which were described at the enforcement conference, included: (1) counselling
of the individual involved; (2) promptly summoning all technicians from the field sites to
your main office so as to inform them of the need to abide by regulatory requirements;

-(3) prompt issuance of a memorandum by the Radiation Safety Officer on October 31,199.',
regarding the importance of following procedures, ud noting in that memorandum that
individuals will be held accourtable for such adherence; (4) placement of the memorandum
in the personnel file of each of the technicians, with a requirement that they read and initial
it; (5) purchase of chains and handle locks for each of the gauges for use by the technicians
while the gauges are used at field sites; (6) planned creation of additional checidists, both for
the technicians, as well as the Radiation Safety Officer, to assist them in ensuring adherence

NUREG-0940 II.B-2
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to requirements during the performance of their duties; (7) quarantining out-of service gauges
under the RSO's control; and (8) reinstatement of the technician's film badge prior to
continued use of the gauges.

Normally, a civil penalty is issued for violations of the type set forth in Section I of the
enclosed Notice in order to emphasize the importance of implementing long-lasting corrective
actions to ensure that licensed activities are conducted safely and in accordance with
requirements. However, after consideration of the escalating and mitigating factors in this
case, I have been authorized to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation without a rivil penalty
in view of your prompt and comprehensive corrective acilons, as well as your past good
history. The NRC emphasizes, however, that any similar violations in the future may result
in escalated enforcement action.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions specified in the
enclosed Notice of Violation when preparing your response, in your response, you should
document the specific actions taken and any additional actions you plan to prevent -

s

recurrence. After reviewing your response to this Notice, including your proposed corrective
actions, and the results of future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further
enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements.

In accordarice with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "R"les of Practice," Part 2, Title 10, Code
of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosures will be placed in the NRC's
Pchlic Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and Enclosure 1 are not subject to the clearance '

procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1980, Pub. L. 96-511. ,

Sincerely,

$m - ;

Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator

Enclosures:

l. Notice of Violation
'

2. Enforcement Conference Report

,
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Lippincott Engineering Associates Docket No. 030-17800
Riverside, New Jersey 08075 License No. 29 19503-01

EA 91 1S0

During an NRC inspection conducted on October 30 3h 1991, violations of NRC
requirements weie identified. In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and
Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR 2, Appendix C (1991), the violations are
set fonh below:

1. . VIOLATIONS OF SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
..

A. 10 CFR 20.207(a) requires that licensed materials stared in an unrestricted
area be secured against unauthorized removal from the place of storage. 10
CFR 20.207(b) requires that liqensed materials in an unrestricMd area and not
in storage be tended under constant surveillance and immediste control of the
licensee. As defined in 10 CFR 20.3(a)(17), an unrestricted area is any area
access to which is not controlled by the licensee for purposes of protection of
individuals from exposure to radiation and radioactive mater 41s.

Contrary to the above, between approximately 9:50 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. en
October 30,1991, licensed material (consisting of 8 millicuries of cesi:m 137
and 40 millicuries of americium-241 contained in a Troxler portable :,

imoisture / density gauge, Model 3440), located in a field construction site at -
307 Davisville Road, Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, an unrestricted area, was
not secured against unauthorized removal, nor was it under the constant
surveillance and immediate control of the licensee's technician who had left the
area where the gauge was stored.

B. Licensee Condition 16 of License No. 29-19503-01 requires that each portable
nuclear gauge shall have a lock or outer locked container designed to prevent
unauthorized or accidental removal of the scaled source from its shielded
position. The gauge or its container shall be locked when in transport or when
not under the direct surveillance of an authorized user.

Contrary to the above, between approximtely 9:50 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. on
October 30.1991, a Troxler por'able moisture / density gauge,- Model 3440,

._

i,

containing 8 m? .ories of cesium 137 and 40 millicuries of americium-241, .
did not have a lock or outer locked container designed to prevent unauthorized:
or accidental removal of the sealed source from its shielded position when it
was not under the direct surveillance of an authorized user at the field'
construction site located at 307 Davisville Road, Willow Gro e, Onnsylvania.

NUREG-0940 II.B-4'
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T1.ese violations are classified in the aggregate as a Severity Level 111 problem
(Supplements IV and VI).

II. VIOLATIONS OF OTHER REQUIRFMENTS

A. License Condition 18 of License No. 29 19503-01 requires, in part, that the
licensee conduct its program in accordance with the statements,
representations, and procedures contained in an application dated July 24,
1980.

Item 12.A of the application, dated July 24,1980, requires that a film badge
be worn when operating Troxler Electronic Laboratories, Incorporated,
portable moisture / density ga'uges.

Contrary to the above, on October 30,1991, a technician ~ operated a Troxler
Electronic Laboratories, Incorporated, porte.ble moisture / density gauge, Model
3440, containing 8 millicuries of cesium !37 and 40 millicuries of americium-
241, at a field construction site located at 307 Davisville Road Willow Grove,-
Pennsylvania, and at the time, the technician did not wear a film badge.

B. License Condition 13.A of License No. 2919503-01 requires that tealed
sources be tested for leakage suor contamination at intervals not to exceed 6-

months, or at such other intervals specified by the certificate of registration
(but not exceeding 3 years).

Contrary to the above, as of October 31,1991, a Troxler Electronic
Laboratories, Incogorated, portable moisture / density gauge, Model 3440,
containing 8 millicuries of cesium 137 and 40 millicuries of americium-241,
had not been leak tested since Apnl 4,1991, a time interval greater than 6
months, and no othe such interval was specified in the cenificate of..
registration.

C. 10 CFR 71.5(a) requires that a licensee who transports licensed material'
outside of the confines of its plant or other piace of use, or who delivers
licensed material to a carrier for transport, comply with the applicable

( requirements of the regulations appropriate to the mode of transportation of the
Department of Transportation in 49 CFR Parts 170 through 189.-

NUREG-0940 II.B-5
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1. 49 CFR 177.817(e) requires that a driver of a motor vehicle containing
hazardous material, and each carrier using such a vehicle, shall ensure
that the shipping paper required by this section is readily available to,
and recognizable by, authorities in the event of an accident or
inspection.

Contrary to the above, on October 30,1991, a motor vehicle was used
to transport hazardous material (namely, a Trexler moisture / density
gauge containing 8 millicuries of cesium 137 and 40 millicuries of
americium 241) from Riverside, New Jersey to the field construction -
site in Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, and, at the time, the required
shipping paper would not have been readily available to, and
recognizable by, authorities in the event of accident or inspection, in
that the driver stored the shipping paper in the locked gauge
transportation container among miscellaneous documents.

2. 49 CFR 177.842(d) requires that packages must be so blocked and
braced so that they cannot change position during conditions normally
incident to transportation.

Contrary to the above, on October 30,1991, a transportation container
within which was located a Troxler Electronic Laboratories,
Incorporated, moisture / density gauge, Model 3440, was not properly
blocked and braced while it had been transported to a field construction
site located at 307 Davisville Road, Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, so -
that it could not change position during conditions normally incident to
transportation.' Specifically, the gauge was placed on the back -
passenger seat of a station wagon, and only a briefcase and the front
passenger seat were available to secure the container in place. As a
result, the package could have changed position during conditions
normally incident to transportation.

3. 49 CFR 173.448(c) requires that packages bearing labels prescribed in-
49 CFR Part 172.403, may not be carried in compartments occupied by
passengers, except in those compartments exclusively resen'ed for
couriers accompanying those packages.

_

Contrary to the above, on October 30,1991, a package labeled
" Radioactive - Yellow II" in accordance with 49 CFR 172.403,
containing 8 millicuries of cesium-137 and 40 millicuries of americium-
241, was carried in the passenger compartment of a privately owned

AUREG-0940 II.B-6
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car which was driven to a field construction site located at 307
Davisville Road, Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, frorn Riverside, New
Jersey. Such transportation did not involve a compartment exclusively
reserved for a courier.

These are Severity I.evel IV violations (Supplements IV, V and VI),

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Lippincott Ent,ineering Associates (Licensee) iss

hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, NITN: Document Control Desk, Washington, D.C. 20555, with a copy to the
Regional Administrator, Region I, within 30 day. of the date of the letter transmitting this
Notice of Violation (Notice). This reply should be clearly marked as a ' Reply to a Notice of
Violation" and should in:lude for each alleged violation: . (1) the reasons for the violation, or
if contested, the basis for disputing the violation, (2) the corrective steps that ha'.e been taken

~

and the results achieved, and (3) the corrective steps that will be taken to avoid wrther
violations, and (4) the date when full compliance will be achieved. If an adequate reply is
not received within the time specified in this Notice, an order may be issued to show cause
why the license should not be modified, suspended, or revoked er why such other action as
may be proper should not be taken. Consideration may be given to extending the response
time for good cause shown. Under the autnority of Section 182 of the Atomic Energy Act,
42 U.S.C. 2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Dated at King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
this J5*' day of November 1991

.

,

4
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